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Chair’s

Message

The IETF met in Santa Fe on November 18-22, 1991. The meeting was hosted by
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Manythanks are due to Dale Land, John
Morrison, C. Philip Wood, Peter Ford, and many others at LANL:for the amazing
amountof work that went into hosting this meeting. The facilities were outstanding
and the location was beautiful. Numerousfolks mentioned to me that this was a
very productive IETF meeting. I think we can thank LANL(and perhaps, the cleeLr
mountain air?) for helping to makethis such a productive meeting).
The meeting was attended by approximately 350 people. It was quite productive
with 46 working groups and 11 BOF’s meeting in over 80 separate sessions. Three
IETF Area "advisory" groups met - the Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG),the
Operational Requirements Area Directorate (ORAD), and the User Services Area
Council (USAC).
Weare very pleased that FARNET
chose to meet in Santa Fe during the same week,
so that there was quite a bit of interaction between IETF and FARNET
interests
during that time. In particular,
ORADmet jointly with FARNET,and had a very
productive session pursuing FARNET’s
topic for the week- "Hardening the Mid-level
Networks".
The Internet Activites Board (IAB) also took this opportunity to meet in Santa Fe.
It was quite helpful to have IABmembersin attendance at the IETF, and this helped
increase the communicationand positive interaction between the IAE’., the IESG, and
the IETF. I feel that the IETFbenefits greatly from the direct participation of IAB
membersin the various workinggroup activities. I hope we will continue to see thiis
close interworking between the IAB and IETF.
There were 14 technical presentations during the week. As it turns out, there was an
increased interest in ATMat this meeting, with three separate presentations on the
basic technical details of ATM
and an interesting approach to using ATM
in local are.a
networks. There was also a BOFon "IP over ATM’,which will become a working
group at the next meeting.
There was an important focus on routing at this IETF. Martha Steenstrup (BBN)
presented a status report on Inter-Domain Policy Routing (IDPR), and how IDPR
might interwork with BGP(or other inter-domain routing protocols). Deborah Estrin
(USC) presented a proposal, co-authored with YakovRekhter (IBM) for a "Unified"
Inter-Domain Routing Protocol. Noel Chiappa ran a BOFon his proposal for a
new routing and addressing architecture. Noel’s BOFwas based on his presentation
at the July IETF meeting in Atlanta, and will likely evolve into a working group
effort. The BGPWorking Group had several very important sessions. During one

BGPWorking Group session, Jessica Yu (Merit) introduced a new working group
effort under the Operational Requirements Area to concentrate on the operational
deployment of BGP.
In another BGPWorkingGroup session, Phill Gross (ANS)led a discussion on introducing address masks into BGP,including tile notion of "supernet masks" to condense
information in routing tables. The discussion soon expanded to encompass the related problem of IP address depletion. As a result, the assembled group, along with
the IAB and IESG, organized the Routing and Addressing Working Group (ROAD).
The goal of the WorkingGroup will be to propose methods to deal with the related
problems of routing table scaling and IP address depletion. The ROADWorking
Group will hold its first meeting at the IETF meeting in San Diego (March 16-20,
1992). The IETF effort dovetailed very nicely with the results of the IAB/IESGArchitecture Retreat in June (reported at the July IETF meeting), which recommended
(in part) that an IETF working group be formed to pursue this crucial matter.
an attempt to help focus the activities of this important Group several membersof
the IAB retreat have joined some participants from the BGPWorkingGroup session
to set the agenda for the ROAD
Working Group in March, and explore some of the
various alternatives.
IESG and IAB Reporting

of Internet

Standardization

The procedures for reporting and tracking Internet standardization activities have
grown in an ad hoc fashion over the last several years as the IETF standardization
activities have expanded.
In Santa Fe, the IAB and IESG wrote down the following sequence of procedures
for reporting and tracking Internet standarization actions to the IETF and the wider
Internet community:
Announce W G Progress

I-D announcements, To: IETF

Announce WGCompletion

i.e., "Last Call", From: IESG, To:
IETF, IAB

Announce IESG Recommendation

From: IESG, To: IAB, cc: IETF

Announce IAB Outcome

From: lAB, To: IETF, IESG

RFC Published

RFCList

Essentially the same procedure is followed[ for standards actions at any of the three;
levels of Internet standardization- Proposed, Draft, Internet Standard. Note that;
the second step ("last call") is new. It was added to assure that interested parties

will have additional notification
actions.

and time to makecommentson upcomingstandards

Upcoming IET~’ Meetings
The next IETF meeting will be hosted by San Diego Supercomputer Center on March
16-20, 1992. E. Paul Love, Jr. and Hans-Werner Braun. will act as local hosts.
Reservation material will be sent to the IETFmailing list in January 1992. Note that
this is the same week of the America’s Cup, so San Diego will be VERYcrowded.
Please try to makeyour reservations as early as possible.
Weare now working very hard to schedule IETF meetings further into the future.
Our goal is to schedule meetings at least one year in advance.
Please note that we are now planning to hold our first IETF meeting outside North
America in the Fall of 1993 in Europe. This is a natural step, with the Internet
Society beginning operation in 1992, and with the IETF finding itself increasingly
involved in international issues. More information on this important development
will be madeavailable as the plans becomefirm.
IETF Report in the Internet

Society

Quarterly

Newsletter

The Internet Society will be publishing a newsletter on a quarterly basis. Activities
in the IETFwill be reported regularly in this newsletter.

Phill Gross
IETF Chair
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Chapter

1

IETF Overview

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is the protocol engineering, development, and
standardization arm of the Internet Architecture Board (IAB). The IETF began in January
1986 as a forum for technical coordination by contractors for the U.S. Defense Advanced
Projects Agency (DARPA),working on the ARPANET,
U.$. Defense Data :Network (DDN),
and the Internet core gateway system. Since that time, the IETF has grown into a large
open international communityof network designers, operators, vendors, and researchers
concerned with the evolution of the Internet protocol architecture and the smooth operation
of the Internet.
The IETF mission includes:
1. Identifying and proposing solutions to pressing operational and technical problems in
the Internet~
2. Specifying the development(or usage) of protocols and the near-term architecture
solve such technical problems for the Internet,
3. Makingrecommendations to the IA.B regarding standardization of protocols and protocol usage in the Internet~
4. Facilitating technology transfer fromthe Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) to the
wider Internet community, and
5. Providing a forum for the exchange of information within the Internet community
between vendors, users, researchers, agency contractors, and network managers.
Technical activity on any specific topic in the IETF is addressed within working groups.
All working groups are organized roughly by function into nine technical areas. Each :is
led by an Area Director whohas primary responsibility for that one area .of IETF activity.
3

CHAPTER

14

1. IETF

OVERVIEW

Together with the Chair of the IETF, these nine technical Directors (plus, a Director for
Standards Procedures) compose the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).
The current Areas and Directors,

which compose the IESG, are:

IETF and IESG Chair:
Applications:
Internet:
Network Management:
OSI Integration:
Operational Requirements:

Routing:
Security:
Transport and Services
User Services
Standards Management:

Phill Gross/ANS
Russ Hobby/UC-Davis
Noel C, hiappa
Philip Almquist / Consultant
James I)avin/MIT
Dave Piscitello/Bellcore
Erik Huizer/SURFnet
Phill Gross/ANS
Bernhard Stockman/NORDUnet
Susan Estrada/CERF~aet
Robert Hinden/BBN
Steve Crocker/TIS
Dave Borman/Cray l~esearch
Joyce K. Reynolds/ISI
Dave Crocker/TBO

The IETF has a Secretariat, headquartered at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives in Reston, Virginia, with the following staff:
IETF Executive Director:
IES G Secretary:
IETF Coordinator:
Administrative Support:

Steve ’Coya
Greg Vaudreuil
Megan Davies
Debra Legate
Cynthia, Clark

The working groups conduct business during plenary meetings of the IETF, during meetings
outside of the IETF, and via electronic mail on mailing lists established for each group.
The IETF holds 4.5 day plenary sessions three times a year. These plenary sessions are
composed of Working Group Sessions, Technical Presentations, Network Status Reports,
working group reporting, and an open IESG meeting. A Proceedings of each IETF plenary
is published, which includes reports from each Area~ each working group, and each Technical.
Presentation. The Proceedings includes a summaryof all current standardization activities..
Meeting reports, Charters (which include the working group mailing lists), and general.
information on current IETF activities are available on-line for anonymousFTPfrom several.
Internet hosts including nnsc.nsf.net.

1.15
Mailing Lists
Muchof the daily workof the IETFis conducted on electronic mailing fists. There are
mailing fists for each of the workinggroups, as well as a general IETFli.st. Mail on the
workinggroup mailing fists is expected to be technically relevant to the workinggroup.s
supportedby that list.
To join a mailing fist, send a request to the associated request list. All internet mailing fists have a companion"-request" fist. Send requests to join a fist to <listname>request@<listhost>.
Information and logistics about upcomingmeetings of the IETF are distributed on the
general IETFmailing fist. For general inquiries about the IETF, requests should be sent
to ±etf-infoenri.res~zon.va.us. Anarchive of mail sent to the IETFli,,;t is available for
anonymous
ftp from the directory "ftp/."trg/ietf on venera, isi. eclu
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Future IETF Meeting Sites

1.1
Spring

1992
San Diego Supercomputer Center
Host: E. Paul Love, Jr. and ttans-Werner Braun
March 16-20, 1992

Summer 1992
Massachusettes Institute of Technology
Host(s): Dave Clark and James D~vin
July 13-17, 1992
Fall 1992
U.S. Sprint
Holt: Robert Collet
November16-20, 1992 (tentative)

Spring

1993
OAR,net and Ohio State University
Host: Kannan Varadhan
March 1993 (tentative)

Summer 1993
CRIM
Host: Darren Kinley
TBD

1’[
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ON LINE IETF INFORMATION

1.2

On Line

IETF Information

The Internet Engineering Task Force maintains up-to-date, on-line information on all its activities. This information is available via FTP through the NSFnet Service Center (NNSC)
and through several "shadow" machines. These "shadow" machines may in fact be more
convenient than the NNSC.Procedures for retrieving the information are listed below.
Directory

Locations

Information pertaining to the IETF, its working groups and Internet Drafts can be found
in either the "IETF" Directory or the "Internet-Drafts" Directory. (For a more detailed
description of these Directories, please see Section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2). To retrieve this information via FTP, establish a connection, then Login with username "anonymous" and the
p~ssword requested by the system. This password will either be your login ~ameor "guest".
Whenlogged in, change to the directory of your choice with the following commands:
cd ietf
cd internet-drafts
Individual files

can then be retrieved using the GETcommand:

get <remote filename> <local filename>
e.g., get 001~EADME readme.my.copy
East Coast (US) Address: nnsc.nsf.net

(128.89.1.178)

West Coast (US) Address: ftp.nisc.sri.com

(192.33.33.22)

Internet Drafts are available by mail server from this machine. To retreive a file mail
request:
To: mail-server@nisc.sri.com
Subject: Anything you want
In the body put a commandof the form:
send internet-drafts/lid-abstracts.txt
send ietf/lwg-summary.txt

or

Pacific RimAddress: munnari.oz.au (128.250.1.21)
® The Internet Drafts on this machine are stored in Unix compressed form (.Z).
Europe Address: nic.nordu.net

(192.36.148.17)

¯ This machine will accept only an email address as the password.
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The IETF Directory

Belowis a list of the files available in the IETFDirectory and a short synopsis of what each
file contains.
Files prefixed with a 0 contain information about upcomingmeetings. Files prefixed with a
i contain general information about the IETF, the working groups, and the Internet Drafts.

FILE

NAME

0mtg-agenda

The current Agenda for the upcoming IETF plenary, containing
scheduled Working Groups :meetings, Technical Presentations and
Network Status Reports.

0mtg-at-a-glance

The announcement for the upcoming IETF plenary, containing specific information on the; date/location of the meeting, hotel/airline
arrangements, meeting site accommodations and meeting costs.

0mtg-rsvp

A standardized RSVPform to notify the secretariat
attend the upcoming IETF meeting.

0mtg-sites

Current and future meeting dates and sites for IETF plenaries.

lid-abstracts

The Internet Drafts currently on-line in the Internet-Drafts
tory.

lid-guidelines

Instructions for authors of Internet Drafts.

lietf-description

A short description of the IETF, the IESG and how to participate.

lwg-summary

A listing of all current working groups, the working group Chairs
and their email addresses, working group mailing list addresses, and
where applicable, documentation produced. This file also contains
the standard acronym for t:he working groups by which the IETF
and Internet-Drafts Directories are keyed.

of your plans to

Direc-

Finally, working groups have individual files dedicated to their particular activities which
contain their respective Charters and Meeting :Reports. Each working group file is named
in this fashion:
<standard wg abbreviation>-charter.txt
<standard wg abbreviation>-minutes-d.a~e.txt
The "dir" or "ls" commandwill permit you to review what working group files are available
and the specific naming scheme to use for a successful anonymousftp action.

1.2.

1.2.2

ON LINE IETF INFORMATION

The Internet-Drafts

Directory

The Internet-Drafts Directory has been installed to make available, for review and comment, draft documents that will be submitted ultimately to the IAB and the RFC Editor to be considered for publishing as I~FC’s. These documents are indexed in the file
lid-abstracts.txt
in the Internet-Drafts Directory. Commentsare welcome and should be
addressed to the responsible person whosenameand email addresses are liisted on the first
page of the respective draft.
The documents are named according to the following conventions.
generated in an IETF working group, the filename is:
draft-ietf-<std

If the document wa,s

wg abrev>-<docname>-<rev>.txt , or .ps

where <std wg abrev> is the working group acronym, <docname>is an abbreviated version
of the document title, and <rev> is the revision number.
If the document was submitted for commentby a non-IETF group or author, the filename
is:
draft- < author >- < docname>- < rev > .txt, or .p s
where <author> is the author’s name,.
For more information on writing and installing an Internet Draft, see the file lid-guidelines,
"Guidelines to Authors of Internet Drafts".
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TO AUTHORS OF INTER.NET

to Authors
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DR,AFTS

of Internet

Drafts

The Internet-Drafts Directories are available to provide authors with the ability to distribute
and solicit commentson documents they plan to submit as a Request for Comments(RFC).
Submissions to the Directories should be sent to "internet-drafts@nri.reston.va.us".
Internet Drafts are not an archival document series. These documents should not be cited
or quoted from in any formal document. Unrevised documents placed in the InternetDrafts Directories have a maximum
life of six months. After that time, they will either b,e
submitted to the RFCeditor or will be deleted. After a documentbecome.,; an I~FC, it will
be replaced in the Internet-Drafts Directories with an announcementto that effect for
additional six months.
Following the practice of the RFCs, submissions are to be sent in ASCII. Postscript is also
acceptable, however, we still require the submission of a matching ASCII version (even if
figures must be deleted) for readers without postscript printers and for on-line searches.
Internet Drafts are generally in the format of an RFC. There are differer~ces between the
RFC and Internet Draft format. The Internet Drafts are NOT RFC’s and are NOT
numbered document series. The words ’~INTERNETDRAFT"should appear in place of
"I~FC XXXX"in the upper left hand corner. The document should NOTrefer to itself a.s
an I~FC or a Draft I~FC.
The document should have an abstract section, containing a two-to-three paragraph description suitable for referencing, archiving, and announcing the document. This abstract
will be used in the id-abstracts index and in the announcementof the Draft. The abstract
should follow the "Status of this Memo"section.
The Internet Draft should neither state nor imply that it is a Proposed Standard.
do so conflicts with the role of the IAB, the RFCEditor and the IESG. The title of the
documentshould not infer a status. Avoid the use of the terms Standard, :Proposed, Draft,
Experimental, Historical, Required, Recommended,Elective, or Restricted in the title of
the Internet Draft. These are commonwords in the "Status of the Memo"section and may
cause confusion if placed in the title. If the Internet Draft becomesan RFC, the "Status of
the Memo"section will be filled in by the RFCeditor with a status assigned by the IAB.
As an Internet Draft, that section should contain a statement approximating one of the
following statements:
1. This draft documentwill be submitted to the Internet Activities Boa:rd as a standards
document. This is a working document only, it should neither be cited nor quoted
in any formal document. This document will expire before <Date, six months frown
current date>. Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please se.nd comments to
<working group mailing list>
2. This document will be submitted to the Internet Activities Board as a Proposed
Standard. This document defines an experimental extension to the SNMPMIB.
Upon publication as a proposed standard, a new MIBnumber will be assigned. This
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is a working document only, it should neither be cited nor quoted in any formal
document. This document will expire before ,<Date, six months from current date>.
Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to <working group
mailing list>

.

This draft document will be submitted to the RFCeditor as an informational document. This is a working document only, it, should neither be cited nor quoted in any
formal document. This document will exp.,ire before <Date, six months from current
date>. Distribution of this memois un]~imited. Please send comments to <working
group mailing list>

4. This draft documentwill be submitted to the 1{FCeditor as an experimental protocol.
This is a working documentonly, it shouht neither be cited nor quoted in any formal
document. This document will expire before .<Date, six month,,; from current date>.
Distribution of this memois unlimited. Please send comments to <working group
mailing list>
If the Internet Draft is lengthy, please include on the second page, a table of contents to
makethe document easier to reference.
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Report

Between the July meeting hosted by BellSouth in Atlanta and the Novembermeeting hosted
by Los Alamos National Laboratory, there have been many IETF originatilag protocols and
informational documents published as RFC’s.
In preparation for the many upcoming routing protocol documents, the IESG published
checklist for advancing routing protocols.
I~FC 1264

Internet Routing Protocol Standardization Criteria

The Open Shortest Path First Version 2 was elevated to Draft Standard status.
RFC 1245

OSPFProtocol Analysis

RFC 1246

Experience with the OSPFProtocol

RFC 1247

OSPF Version 2

RFC 1253

OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base

Several versions of the MIBwere released prior to RFC1253.
The Border Gateway Protocol Version 3 was elevated to Draft Standard status.
RFC 1265

BGPProtocol Analysis

RFC 1266

Experience with the BGPProtocol

RFC 1267

A Border Gateway Protocol 3 (BGP-3)

RFC 1268

Application of the Border GatewayProtocol in the Internet

RFC 1269

Definitions

of ManagedObjects for the Border Gateway Protocol

Network Management
RFC1270

SNMPCommunications Services

RFC1271

Remote Network Monitoring Management Information

RFC1272

Internet

Accounting: Background

Internet Control
RFC1254

Gateway Congestion Control Survey

RFC1256

ICMPRouter Dl.scovery Messages

Base
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Agenda:
IETF Protocol Actions
IAB Meeting Report
Open Plenary

IETF Protocol

Actions

X.400
Two X.400 documents were presented for Proposed Standard status. These were "Mapping
between X.400(1988)/IS0 10021 and RFC 822" an.d "X.400 1988 to 1984 Downgrading".
The IESG had discussed these documents and found them to be necessary pieces to deploying an X.400 infrastructure in the Internet. T]hese documents were discussed within the
Rare community and were found to be reasonable. No objections were raise in the Open
Plenary session.
Router Requirements
The Router Requirements documents were not ready for "Prime Time". A presentation
was made by Philip Almquist earlier in the week. The intention was to issue the set of
documents one last time after the November 1991 IETF, and submit them to the IAB
before the March 1992 IETF.

IAB Report
The Internet Activities Board (IAB), the parent organization to the IETF, held
during the IETF Plenary. Vint Cerf gave a report of that meeting to the Plenary.
the IAB approved the IESG recommendation that OSPFbe designa.ted as the
Internet Interior Gateway Protocol. The IAB also approved the long awaited
DODIP Security Option as a Proposed Standard.

a meeting
In brief,
"common"
RFC1108

Digital Equipment offered the SPX authentication technology to the IETF. A letter was
written by DECgranting the IAB change control of this protocol. At this weeks meeting
the IABaccepted this generous offer.
With the observation that the DNSis still not being used by several, communities who continue to rely on the hosts.txt file provided by l~he nic.ddn.mil, the IABagreed to encourage
transition away from the static tables and towaxds the more modern DNS.

2.2.

MINUTES OF THE OPEN PLENARY AND IESG

2!)

Open Plenary
l~YC Copyright

Issues

The IETF mailing list prior to the Plenary meeting became quite actiwe on the subject
of assigning copyright of the RFC’s. Vint Cerf madea brief presentation, explaining that
the IAB and the now forming Internet Society are working on protecting the spirit of the
BoFC’s.No final decision has been madeas to the legal status of the I~FC.’s. Several goals
were identified and discussed. Amongthe goals of this effort are:
1. Preserve the freely available nature of the RFC’s. Once published they should remain
freely reproducible. Current copyright law can be read to require that the author be
contacted for permission to reproduce the document. This was seen as burdensome.
2. Protect against someonewriting a ’~bogus" document and calling it ~mInternet RFC,.
3. Protect against actions which would limit access to RFCs.
IETF/Internet

Society

Relationship

The Plenary discussed the relationship between the IETF, ISOC and INET ’92. While the
formal arrangements have not yet been completed, ISOC is intended to be the umbrella
organization under which the IAB and IETF will make standards. Membership in ISOC
will not be required to participate in the IETF standards making activities.
The INET’92
conference is a technical conference, not a plenary meeting of the Interne~ Society proper.
Internet Society business will be conducted on-line, except for balloting which requires
authenticated mail. The INET conference does not directly impact the standards making
activities of the IETF.
The Standards

Process

Bill Simpsonbegan a discussion of the current standards process. He expre,,;sed concern over
the multiple levels of approval required for standards. He proposed a radical restructuring
to include:
1. Elimination of the IABas an active approver of standards to be replaced by an ISOC
rubber stamp,
2. Shortening the "last call" process by overlapping the "last call" and two weekInternet
Draft posting period, and
3. Eliminating the Draft Standard Stage for protocols in favor of a simple proposed to
full standard progression.
These ideas were not adopted but led to further discussion of the current standards process.
Amongthe many ideas discussed was the relationship between the Interact Drafts and the
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various levels of standardization to the imple:mentati(~n and product development cycles.
The only concrete advice offered in the Plenary was to not ship products claiming to be
a standard based on an Internet Draft, since an Internet Draft is not a standard. Other
than that, the implementation of Proposed and Draft Standards is at the discretion of the
company.
The utility of Draft Standards was reiterated by manyattendees who saw a Draft Standard
as a signal to implement. A Draft Standard :has a demonstrated high level of confidence
while still not having met the full requirements of eL Full Standard.
The popular misperception that all RFCs are ~tandards was discussed at length Again,
attendees expressed their frustrations with this association, particularly on the part of
marketing folks and writers of Request-for-Propose,.ls. Towardthe goal of eliminating this
association, a new RFCsub-series, called an STDhas been. proposed. If adopted, all
standards will be given an STDnumber, and that number will remain constant through the
various versions as the protocols travel through the standards process.
The requirements for Proposed Standard were .discussed. There is a wide mis-understanding
and a lot of folklore surrounding the implementation requirements needed for an Internet
Draft to becomea Proposed Standard. This confusion is beginning to affect the timeliness
of documents. A Proposed Standard is required o~fly to have a credible specification, and
to have demonstrated a significant constituency. ]Implementation is simply the best, but
not the only, means to demonstrate a credible specification. Whatthis requirement means
varies from protocol to protocol and area to area. Routing protocols have a well specified
set of criterion, which in recognizing the complexity of routing protocols requires an implementation to become a Proposed Standard. The Network Management Area follows a
similar principle for MIB’s, but it is less formal and not documented. Other protocol areas
are more ad-hoc, but in general, implementatio:as are not required.
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AREA

Area

Director(s):
Russ Hobby: rdhobby@ucdavis.edu
Area Summary reported

by Russ Hobby/UCDavis

Area Overview
The Applications Area of the IETF is moving to bring multimedia capabilities to the Internet. One Working Group in particular,
The Internet Message Format Extensions Working
Group (822ext), has madegreat strides in this direction. This WorkingGroup is finishing
the specifications to allow ema]l to have multiple parts to the message where each part may
be text, image, audio, video or other types of information to be presented to the end user.
The Network NewsTransport Protocol Working Group (nntp) is working closely with the
new message format to bring these capabilities to the network news worl~cl. The Telecon.ferencing BOFexplored the idea of desktop video conferencing. The general goal of the
area is to define the protocols to create an interoperable multimedia distributed computing
environment for the Internet.
Internet

Message Format Extensions

The WorkingGroup is finishing the document on multi-part mail messages that will replace
RFC822, and plans to submit the document as a Proposed Standard in early January. This
will complete the work of the group.
Internet

Mail Extensions

The Working Group has a new Chair, John Klensin (MIT). The Group had to decide
progress could be made towards a method to allow eight bit characters in SMTP. The
Group decided to define a means for negotiating the transport of eight bit characters. It
was thought that the method could also be useful for negotiation of other items, such as
allowed message size.
Network News Transport

Protocol

This Working Group did not meet in Santa Fe, but has been making good progress on the
mailing list and has a document about ready to be issued as an Internet Draft.
Automated Internet

Mailing List Services

Unfortunately the Chair of this Working Group, David Lippke, had to resign due to a
reassignment of work duties. The Group will be on hold until a new Chair is found.
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Fax

The Working Group finished work on the image format to be used for transporting
the Internet. The Documentwill be available as an Internet Draft soon.

FAXon

Network Database
The Working Group continued work on the detinition of SQLtrans~ctions over TCP/IP
networks. The Group is small and there needs to be involvement f.rom other SQLimplementors.
TELNET
The Working Group made further progress on authentication and en.cryption for TELNET
sessions. It was decided that authentication and encryption need to be closely tied together
in operation.
Telecont’erenclng
At this BOFseveral individuals presented work being done on teleconferencing over the
Internet. After the presentations there was discussion on how the problem can be broken
in work that can be done by various working groups. One working group was created to
define methods for real-time transport of audio and. video.
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by Russ Hobby/UC Davis
of the

Teleconferencing

BOF (TELECONF)

There has been considerable discussion about using the Internet in support of remote confer.encing. Ideas range from using the network to provide a shared workspace, such as common
document viewing and editing, to full motion video conferencing. The BOFin Santa Fe
was intended to bring together people that are doing current research in the area and to
see if a commondirection can be found. Several researchers presented their work.
Steve Casner/ISI presented an overview of multimedia conferencing including work that
has been done on the Terrestrial
Wideband Network and DAl~Tnet. Paul Milazzo/BBN
talked about their efforts with workstation based video windows. Hans; Eriksson/SICS
told the Group about their efforts with the MultiG - research program which is working
toward a Collaborative Desktop and Telepresence. Sze-Ying Wuu/Bellcore explained the
workings of their Touring Machine, as a system for the managementof mixed multimedia..
Yee- Hsiang Chang/MCNC
told the Group about their project to use ]packet video for
use on the Concert network. Peter Kiestein/UCL provided information o~ the meeting on
International Multimedia Conferencing held at ISI on November13, 1991.
After the presentations there was discussion about the various parts of multimedia conferencing and howthe job of creating a working system may be broken into manageable tasks.
It was suggested that there are four areas of work:
1. Shared Workspace. This includes things like shared whiteboards, editors and generalized windowsfor viewing other applications.
2. Conference Management. This concerns conference setup, connection management
and coordination for the various parts of the overall conference.
3. Transport Formats. This will define the formats of media (i.e.,
and howthey are to be transported over the network.

video, audio, image)

4. Data Delivery. This area needs to address the service guarantees needed by real-time
data and to provide reliable multicast capabilities.
A new working group, chaired by Steve Casner, was created to coordinate work being done
on the transport formats of video and audio over UDP.It was recognized[ that UDPdoe.s
not provide the necessary service guarantees for real-time data. However, it was viewed
that useful work could be done over UDPon lightly loaded networks until a better means
of data delivery is madeavailable.
It was felt by the Group that the IETF should continue work in these areas and should be
coordinated with other standards groups.
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Where are we now?
A Roadmap
to Internet MultimediaConferenclng
= "Experimentallyoperational" conferencingon TWBnet
Whereare we now?.
Where do we want

packet audio & video, resourcemgmtexperiments
¯ DARTnet
to

go?

~
¯

SlC~ ~ project: packet audio & video, shared workspace

has reportedpacket audio across Intemet
¯ UPenn
of remoteradio from Australia
¯ InterOpdemo

19-Nov-91

¯ Theremust be lots of ~ hacking with SPARCs,
NeXTs...
¢~need
toorg"anlze/standardlze
some
of ~l:sactivity

Terrestrial Wideband
Net and ConferenceSites

The DARPAResearch Testbed Network (DARTnet)

II

BayAreaLosAngeles
RADG

Wash.DC Boston

BBN

PARCSRI

LBL

ISI

’,UDel

BBN MIT

T1(1.5Mb/s)lines: Cross-country
spine4. tail circuits
Routers: ~ SP,~J=~Cstation
1+

w

II

Packet Voice and Video Hardware
Conferencln9 Experiments on DARTnet

SPARCstation

¯ Weeklyaudio conferencesusing UDPandIP multicast
¯ DESencryptJon
addedfor privacywith IP multicast
¯

Packetaudiousing ST.I1also tested onall nodesof DARTnet

¯ Packetvideo betweenISI and BBNusing ST-ITon SPARCs
¯ Packet video betweenMFFand PPJRC
using UDPon 386 PC

E:hcrnct
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Wheredo we want to go?

Wherewe are

High cost -> few sites on TWBnet
-> sharedrooms
"PersonalConferencing"
on workstationsis being developed
Experimentsare plannedon DARTnet
in several areas

,

DaveFarber:"Maybea goodactivity for the IETF(the
community)wouldbe to makethe technology capableof
supportingsucha meeting[IETF]."
JackHaverty:"HowcanInternet technologies,in the fuzziest
definition, beusedto supportthe processes
involvedh~ the
IETFactivities?"
~. W~despread
personalteleconferencingover lntemet

EnablingDistributed IETF Meetings

Howdo we get there?

E-malldiscussionshowed
3 areasof interest for possible WGs:
m Enabledistributed IETFmeetingsfor reducedtravel and
increasedinternationalparticipation-- mayuseexisting
technology

Explorethe useof commercial
services, coveringthe costs
(usingthe [ntemetwouldbe great, but is not necessary)
¯ Start with speakerphones
to bring in non-attendees?
Canwefind a set of sites capableof multiple simultaneous
WGteleconferences?
Is that the right model?

~ Sharedworkspace,
plus telephoneinitially
Howto manage
time zonedifferences: Asyncconferencing?
= Developreal-time packetaudio and video over Intemet
Somehuman
factors work(VOdevices, mics, echocancellers)
mayapply to IETFmeetingsandpersonalconferencing,too
Connection(or session) management

Real-TimePacketAudioand Video

Shared Workspaces

Someexisting systemsmaybe ready for deployment:
~ MMConf
(used in TWBnet
system)-- replicated architecture

Requirements
in severalareas:
= End-system
hardware,especially video codecs
= Development
and deploymentof high-BWnets (T3, ATM)

= SharedX (HP,DEC,Bellcore, others) -- centralized arch.
= Network
protocolsfor real-timeservices(at IP level):
= SICSMdraw-- openfloor, 1SISfor consistency

¯

= Commercialproducts (PClinks, MacMICA,
Aspects)

~ Resource
mgmL
in routers, intra-domainandinter-domain

Resource
rngmt, in hosts, on LANs

Plus groupactivity applicationsto bebuilt upontheseplatforms.

~ Audio/videotransport/applicationprotocols

~, Tablets or touch screensmaybe important

e OperatingSystemschedu~gfor real-time processes

Need Cooperation AmongResearchers and Vendors

VideoCodecsare a Roadblockl

Wecan’tdoit all...

m Box-levelcodecs(e.g., PictureTel)are too expensive

¯

product
¯ Conceptis goodfor experimentsbut is a dead-end
¯ LP~hastwo DIMEbo~dprototypesfrom Sun(DVIchi_pset)

Need
workstationmfrs to build in audioandvideo
compression
plus camera,video windows,mic, speaker

Workstation
vendors
can’t doit all either...

m JPEGchips are in NEXT,Parallax but don’t compressenough

¯ Needwidespread,standardizednetworkprotocols to allow
interoperationandachievecritical mass

= H261and MPEG
c(x:r~g standardsare coming,then real
productsbuilt into workstations

¯ Not motivatedto makeheterogeneous
configurations work

m Can
doIow~ost,
low-performance
v~deo
withframe
grabbers
(e.g., V’~:Pix)andsimplesoftwarecompression
initial~

Takea Shortcut: Start with UDP

Protocolsfor Real-TimeServices: UnderConstruction
, ,

m UDPwill workt’me in someplacesat sometimes:
T3 backbone,lightly4oadedTl’s andEthemets

m Soft state and hard state schemes
for resource management
Van
Jacobson
and
Dave
Clark
(soft
state)
¯
mechanism
¯ ST-Ii (hard state) plus resourcemanagement

i UsesimpleTOS-based
priority andIP multicast whereavailable

¯ Lixia Zhang’sRowProtocol is an examplemechanism

secondsof delay; peoplemight not!
¯ Buffers canaccommodate
(8 KB per secondfor PCMaudio)

¯ Berkeley(Anderson)SessionReservationProtocol (SRP)
Mustscale:

~ Congestion
discard is a bigger problem,needloss < 1%

¯ To wide deployment
¯ To gigabit speeds

Audio/ Video Transport / Application Protocols

Needa HighwayPatrol!

SeveralUDP-based
implementations
alreadyexist, using
incompatibleheaderformats

¯ Howdo wecontrol usagewith no flow control mechanism?
= Well-behaved
TCPswill pull aside for the UDProadhogs

~, First step Is to design a common
header format

= Usage
seems
likely to growuntil quality degrades,
leavinga
servicethat’s not useful

I Is therea light.weight,real-timetransporlprotocolhidinghere?
i
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Integrationof synchronization
mechanism
for inter-mediaand/o~:
inter-site synchronization
(e.g., BBN’s
Sl~chronization
Protocol)

Next Stop: Connection(Session) Management
, ,

r

(e.g.

ST/NVP
ST/PVP

i~oup~.ell
I-I

,,

,,, l, IP/TCP

Summary

~ technology is bo~h hardware and software:
¯ DvI, H.261, MPEG
video code¢chips arid boards
network ~frasVucture,
i T3 and ATMto prov~e hk3~bandw~h
b~ weneedresource management
protocols, too
I SharedWork.spacedevelopmentand s~ndard~a~on
management
protoco~ and user htedaces to
¯ Connec~on
makeconferer~ngeasyto use
= Opera~ngsystemsupport to ~tegrate a~ of ~
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Hans Eriksson
Swedish
Instltute
bclence

of

Computer

MuitiG--researchprogramme
¯ StC~,K’TH,F.~sson,Te~,em~.t....
.
¯ fromthe fib~ ~o t~ app.caUon

¯ ~:
¯ 30:

~
T~

~op
(~

.
~)

i

Currentimplementations
Pilots
¯ $1cs - KTH
¯ Ethe~- FDD!- E=her
¯ SICS-- Ericsson-- Telia
¯ Ioca~FDDIs
interconnecteO
wire3~.M~’s
- SICSmO~1oUnlverl=ty
¯ ~aNORDUnet
(256kb/S]
¯ UCL,ISI, OARTnet
...

Different

Scenarios

- different

compromises _

!Research interest~~.)

¯ CatchingTVbroadcast
¯ teai-t~ne- onlyonechance
¯ Conferen¢~
¯ 8~ains~orming
¯ highinteraction-> towlatency
¯ ~=tmeysay
¯ ¯~o~a~ons
~y ~y ~

.

4]_

TOURING MACHINE:
Distributed

Systems for

Multimedia

Communication

Mauricio Arango, Peter Bates, Jane Cameron,Brian Coan,
Gita Gopal, NancyGriffeth, Gary Herman,TakakoHickey,
Will Leland, Victor Mak,Lllllan Ruston, MarkSegal,
John Unger, Marie Vecchi, Abel Welnrib, Doris Woods,
Sze-Ying Wuu

Beilcore

¯ =--- Relia~e, low-speed
,.,,.-,

Constrained latency, hlgh-speed

New Touring

Machine Features

Software Architecture

ApplicationsProgramming
Interface (API)
¯ "language"
for writing multimedia
communications
applications
o reflects separation
o~applicatk>n
po//GTfromnetwork
mechat~sm
Separatecontrol of media

Lone-livedoblects
StaUonManager
(optional)
¯ implements
resource-sharing
policiesamong
clients
Station Object
¯ provides
interfaceto Touring
Machine
¯ manages
station ports
ResourceManager
¯ allocatesphysicalresources
Resourceobjects
¯ controlphysicalresources
NameServer ¯
¯ repository
for static and
dynamic
systeminforrnation

*video
Fully integratednameserver
¯ .nameandaccass
transientobjects
RichnetworkInfrasb’ucture
¯ mu~p~e
switches
(routing, etc.)
¯ allocationof spedaJized
hardwaze
(e.g.. bridges)
NewApplications
* MultimediaTelecommunication
Service(MTS)
TM service (2146)
¯ CRUISER
TM system(2146)
¯ RENDEZVOUS
¯ TouringMessaging
- Match
l~..,ker

Software

Architecture

Application

Programming Interface

client registration
(regis~erClient
<~oken><clien~Name>
<regAc~ion>+)
(regis~Change
o..
¯ initiate andauthorize
client interactionwithTouring
Machine
¯ registerendpoints
(audio,video,data)
Sessionestablishmentandmodification
(sessionCreate
<token><se~sionName>
<clientID>
<sessionAction>+)
(sessionChange...)
¯ associateclients, negotiate
"call*
¯ establishconnectors
between
sources
andsinks
Localresourcecontrol
(endpointMap,
endpolntUnmap,
por~Crea~e,
endpointAssign)
¯ map~ unmapendpolntto assignedpor~
¯ createport (data)
¯ assignendpoints
to ports
Name
server queries (nsOuery,.. <keys>
Inter-client message
forwarding(messageSend)
Error notification(errorNor.i fy.,.

TransientOb!ects
SessionObject
¯ site for negotiation
between
ctients
- ma~n.tains
logicalstateof
session
TransportObject
¯ main.t~ns.logical-to-phys~caJ
mapping
zor session
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¯_

MCNC
~
~
/,~

PacketVideofor Videoconference
Project at MCNC

/

....

......
M ~ P(

"~
j

Private non-profit (~rp
|
¯ To promote the growth of education and
research in North Carolina Institutions
/
¯ To toster the economic development of |

Yee-H$1angChang, Ph.D.
P,e~ldent SclenUst, Communications Research
MCNCCenter for Communications
supercomputer
¯ operations
¯ research
¯ education

¯ mall: yhc@concertJlet

dat~ a~d video network
¯ operattor~
¯ research

CMOS VLSl
- fabrication
¯ process
¯ design tools
¯ packaging

|
|
|

1

CommunicationsResearchProgramsr,~

C Q~ ~ERT
¯ Vi~3"A~et, glgablt network teotbed
¯ Shared workstation, X windows $1tared space
¯ Packet Video, t’emote ~ientifl¢

vbmalization

¯ ATM, ~upercomputlng gateways

[

Virtu~ proximity
Netwod(ed access to sul~r¢omputing

!
!

i

MCNC
Center for Communications:
CONCERT
Video Network

MCNC
Center for Communications:
CONCERT
Data Network

Two.wayVi0eo Cttar¢~ B
TvKH~’ay V’K~o Charge! - ~
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Objectives

Multimedia Conferencing Using Packet Video
over the Intemet

Packet
V~d~o
Project

¯ Deliver currant CONCERT
analog videoconlarance capability In digital
Internet 3"3 environment, using standard CODEC
equipment.
lnveaUgate subset capabilities for T1 and sub*T1
InveaUgate wodt~ltatlons as multimedia devices
Accomplish in five phases over e two year period
Start In January, 1992
¯ Perform work through a consortium o1 Industry and university
member~.
¯ UUitze emerging video standards and demonstrate multi-vendor
compatibllity/interoperablllty.

¯ Stimulate
development
of videoapplication
platformsand
applications.
¯ Influence the developmentof commercial workstations as effective
multimedia devices.

Schedule

Schedule (Continued)
PhaseI1:
o Resourceallocation mechanisms,latency control,
scheduling algorithms at router°.
¯ Session layer software.
Presentation layer software.
E~o~control ~ transport layer.

and

PhaseIll:
¯ Rellabla and unreliable IP multlcasL
¯ IP mulUcset routIng
R~ource Idiocatlon ~ latency control (continued from Phase
~1for lutthar refinements).
¯ PmsentaUon
layer software (continued from Phase11 ~or further
~ofinementa).
Pha~e h
¯ Equipmentand laboratory setup. It also Includes the task of
twltlng software that wii~ serve as programmableimpairment
Inducer.
¯ P~rformance measurement for Improvements.
¯ Traffic pattern measurementfor different compression schemes.

PhaseI

¯

Evaluate available ¢odecJ based on the perceived picture qualttT,
delay, and the traffic pattern.

¯ Iden~y
theareasfor improvement.

PhaseIV:
¯ Transport protocol comparison.
Application anftwara.
Phase V:
¯ Hardwarespecifications of the newmultimedia workstation.
o Software 14~eclficstions (e.g., operating systemsand X window)
for the multimedia workstation.

Phase!1

PocJItt
Vi~oProjtcf

I

IIIIII

I

Phase !1 (Continued)

A

Applicationlayer: simpleprogramto read/write data fromcharacter
deviceddverlnatwork
interface.

Resource Allocation

and Latency Controlp~: v~1~oPvo~c~

Presentationlayer: data buffering, smoothing,and
synchronization
for the receiveddata, anddata conversionto/from
externaldata representation
for the sentandreceiveddata.

¯ Buildon the alreadyInstalledbaseof IP
- TheconnacUorPorlanted
vs. ¢onnacti¢~llese
Issueis irrelevant to
the resourcemanagement
function (DARTnet).

Sessionlayer: videoconferancing
sessioninitiating, terminating,
JOining,leaving andprovisioning.Theprovisioningfunction
datecminse
the type of equipment
at 811sites andthe associated
networkbandwidth
for the quality of service.

¯ Delaytolerance
- 400.600msroundtrip delay
coder delay: time to ¢ode/comprel~
or decode/decompress
s~nalnroDaaatlon:
time to travel downthe wire
~vitch buffem:delay throughthe r~ter queues
!liter comnensation:
maxtime eachpacketmustwait in a buffer
to maintainlaochronous
deliveryto the application

Thesessionandpresentationlayer softwarewill be built Into
multimedia
applicationIlbrariss.
Transport
layer: an’or control for multimedia
application(e.g.,
forwarderror correction).
Network
layer: resourceallocation, andlatencycontrol
mechanisms.
Wewill Investigate and implementthe scheduling
algorithmat reuters.
i

ii
Resource Allocation
and Latency Control
(Continued)
DelayPrediction: A single queueto representT3 network

~o

¯
OT I 1
I ! ¢
0.5 0.6 0.7 0 8 0.g 0.99

" Add~ a ~ m~ni~ greatly

helps the reso~ a~l~billty:

¯ Multlcaatrouting.
¯ Reliableandunreliablemull:lcast.
¯ TheImpactof congestionon multlcast.

- ~y wgl ~ I~lted If the real.time ~affic IS limltad to a potion of the
to~l ~ffi~

Phase V

<,,,
V~,o
~,o~,__...__.__.____~:=

Phase IV

- Weexpectbetter codecsare comingout and wewill try them.
¯ Evaluateother transport protocols such as VMTP
and XTPon
top of iP.
o Application programtot networkmanagement
and control:
this softwarewill enablethe network
operatorto control
bandwidth,
routing, andvideoresolutionat multiplesite.
¯ Hardware
specifications of the newmultimediaworkstation.
!
I
Softwarespecifications (e.g., operating systemsand X window)for
the multimediaworkstation.
I

l
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Scheduling

Protocol

(chronos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Paul Linder, lindner@boombox.micro,
umn. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: chronos@boombox.micro, umn. edu
To Subscribe: chronos-request@boombox.micro.umn, edu
Archive: /pub/chronos @boombox.micro.uran. edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Chronos protocol Working Group is chartered to define a protocol for the
managementof calendars, appointments and schedules over the internet. In
defining this protocol, several questions must be addressed. The role of the
calendar administrator must be defined. Differing levels of security need to be
specified to allow maximum
functionality yet still allow privacy and flexibility.
The scope of the protocol should also be evaluated; howmuchburden should we
put on the server, on the client? Additionally the behavior of multiple chronos
servers must be analyzed.
This protocol should be able to be developed and stabihzed within 6-.8 months,
since there is already a draft specification to work from. The process is subject
to extension if manynew features are added, or more revision is needed.
Goals and Milestones:
Jan 1991

Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions. ]~bllow up discussion will occur on mailing hst. Prototype implementations.

Feb 1991

Make document an Internet
received over e-mail.

Draft.

Continue revisions

base.d on comments

Mar 1991 Spring IETF meeting. Review final draft and if OK, give to I]~SG for publication as RFC. Begin implementations.
Jul 1991

Revise document based on implementations. Ask IESG to make the revision
Draft Standard.
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AREA

Mail Extensions

(smtpext)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Klensin, kl ens in¢ inf oods. m~.t. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~:f-sm~:p@dimacs.ru~:gers, edu
To Subscribe: ie~f-sm~p-request~dimacs.ru~gers,
edu
Archive: "f~:p]pub]ietf-sm~:p-archive : diraacs, ru~;gers, edu
Description

of Working Group:

The SMTPExtensions Working Group is chartered to develop extensions to
the base SMTPprotocol (RFC821)to facilitate the more efficient transmission
of 8 bit text and binary data. Amongthe extensions to be considered to
SMTPare the elimination of the ASCII text character restriction
and line
length restriction to allow the sending of arbitrary 8 bit character sets, and the
definition of mechanismsto facilitate binary transmission, and extensions to
the negotiation sequence to facilitate batch transmission.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

l~eview the Charter of the Group. Determine if changes to SMTPare necessary. Discuss the needs for backward compatability, and interoperabiliy. This
discussion will be held by email.

Aug 1991

Discuss the elimination of the 7 bit restrictions in SMTP,and the implications
of removingthis restriction in terms of interoperation.

Aug 1991

Discuss the issues involved with binary transmission. Determine whether a "binary" mode should be pursued, and whether the SMTPline length restriction
should be eliminated.

Dec 1991

Write a document specifying
Post as an Internet Draft.

Mar 1992

Review and finalize

Mar 1992

Submit the SMTPExtensions document as a Proposed Standard.

the changes to SMTPagreed to by the Group.

the SMTPExtensions document.

Internet Drafts:
"SMTPExtensions for Transport of Enhanced Text-Based Messages", 07/10/1991,
John Klensin <draft-ietf-smtpext-8bittransport-02.txt>
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The meeting on the 19th was long, and very intense.
The result was a narrowing of the
focus on the transport
extensions.
The meeting ]began with Greg Vaudreuil introducing
John Klensin and handing over the Chair. Klensin then announced that the Meta-Agenda
for the day was to either focus sufficiently
so that a clean plan and schedule could emerge
or be able to report that the Working Group was going nowhere and should be abandoned.
Klensin then introduced a decision model for the major options facing the Working Group.
That model was refined somewhat in Group discussion and appeared as follows:

Negotiate

Yes
7.
RFCZZZZ ?*
his

C~u’t decide

No

Decide not to

Prime
]
]

Prime
his
v
@

v
@

I

~<---

Let I000 flowers
bloom

v
New protocol 7,

Notation:

?,

-> Need to make a plan

@ -> Need to consider--or abdicate--damage control for "old’’ systems,
especially wrt blowups and information loss.
’’Prime’’ refers both ~o the specific proposal from Robert Ullman and
David Robinson to the class of proposals who share the concept that
existing ~8 bit c!ean/8 bit transmitting" implemenZaZions are
acceptable, should be encouraged, ~m.d should be joined, by others.
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Considerable discussion ensued. There was no sympathy expressed for the sending of unnegotiated 8bit data as a long-term strategy, but a general understanding that it was undesirable to leave existing implementations that do that without plausible transition paths..
The Working Group concluded that the receipt of data with the 8th bit set but without
negotiation was an error, and proceeded to analyse the error states. The conclusion was
that an originating SMTPclient was non-conforming if it transmitted any data with the
8th bit set without prior negotiation and agreement. A destination server receiving such ~.
message could respond in one of three w~ys and be conforming:
1. l~eject the message as an invalid transport case, presumably using a 520 error code.
2. Deliver the message in 8bit form. This option requires that the MTA"know" that
such delivery can be accomplished accurately (i.e., without loss of in~brmation). This
would normally be the case when both delivery MTAand UAwere in a "Sbit clean"’
environment.
3. If sufficient information is available, downgrade the message to 7bit RFC-XXXX.
Since the WorkingGroup did not consider it acceptable to "guess" at what the character set might be, or to makean assumption based on, e.g., the sending or receiving
country, the "sufficient information" condition will in general be met only if the i~Lcoming message is already in valid RFC-XXXX
format.

If a message with leading bits set arrives at a relay host without prior negotiation, the
relay has the additional option of transparently forwarding that message. The destination
host is no worse off in this case than it would be had the message been sent without the
relay. In other words, the Working Group agreed that there was no significant benefit
in imposing additional requirements on relays for policing protocol conformance. Rel~:y’s
would, of course, retain the options of rejecting or downgrading,as provided in (1) and (3)
above.
There was then general agreement that "doing nothing" was undesirable. For some people,
the above analysis was acceptable only if the WorkingGroup proceeded to define and agree
upon a negotiation model; others were convinced that the analysis and agreement was useful
in itself.
The various large scale options of RFC-ZZZZ(November 6th draft) were then reviewed,
with backward references to the pre-St. Louis version of that document.. The options of
"new protocol" and "move more rapidly toward X.400" were raised as alternatives,
but
quickly dismissed in the context of the current charge of the WorkingGroap, since they d’~o
not address the very real issues of existing 8bit transport over existing ports and protocols.
The session on November21st began with a review of an intermediate dr~fft of I~FC-ZZZ,Z
which Klensin had prepared to incorporate the changes agreed to on the 19th. The meeting
then went through ~n interim "outstanding issues" list, eliminating manyof the issues and
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deferring others. As one might expect, some issues were controversial, others were not. A
review of the interactions between SIZE and the capabilities concept introduced on 19th
led to the partial restoration of the former wl~ile retaining the latter.
The morning’s greatest controversy was over exactly what requirement to impose for the
pability for conversion from 8bit to 7bit transport forms in mail. relays.. The issue is complex
because it is seen by some as an issue of keeping mail relays simple and, in particular, not
requiring that each one have gateway capability, and by others as an issue of increased mail
interoperability (or of avoiding decreased interoperabiliy).
After lelagthy and sometimes
heated discussion, it was agreed to adopt a rule designed to reduce as muchas possible the
chance of deferred rejection of 8bit mail as a result of encountering an 8->7 boundary. A
host accepting 8bit mail is not permitted to have the mail later rejected as a result of
conversion requirement. This means, in essence, that any host accepting 8bit mail must
either be able to guarantee (through out-of-band i~aformation) tha~ it can makefinal 8bit
delivery to the addresses in the message, or must be prepared to arrange for conversion to
seven-bit form. The Working Group underste~nds that the conditions for guaranteeing an
unobstructed 8bit path can rarely be met in p:ractice a~d that this requirement means that
a mechanismfor conversion to 7bit forms is therefore essentially ~ req~.irement of ~ host that
is implementing server support for the SMTP%real" verb. Probably the only exception
that does not depend on considerable out-of-band information and very early verification
of addresses wouldbe for a server that supported o:aly local delivery, with no capability for
relaying, automatic forwarding, or providing r.aedl exchanger services for other hosts.
There was then a discussion of newly-written "padketized data stream" and "binary" proposals by Neil Katin. The discussion of the former was carried far enough to reach general.
agreement on a model: sending and acknowledgement (in a request-and-wait mode, paxalleling DATA)of a "packet mode" command. If that commandis accepted, the sender
can send packetized streams of data using an introducing "packet N" commandfollowed.
by N octet of data without regard to line lenl~hs or delimiters. Each packet would be
acknowledgedby the server, but the model is designed so that these acknowledgementscan.
be handled asynchronously by the client (permitting batching). After each such packet, the
server would expect to receive either another "packet N" command;the "packet 0" command, indicating end-of-data; or I~SET or QUIT. Lengths of packets would be as chosen
by the sender. The question of need for a receiver-imposed maximumpacket length was
discussed. It w~ finally concluded that such sizes were not an issue given TCPbuffering
capability; the issue will be revisited if anyone can identify a case in which server-imposed
restrictions are actually needed.
Agreementwas reached in principle on incorporating packetized d~ta stream (as described
above) and binary mail. Joint work with the 822-.Extensions Group was done to provide
additional specifications for the handling of ,error messages that must be mailed back to
the sender (rather than reported as part of t:he SMTPtransaction)° These efforts will
incorporated into I~FC-ZZZZ
if they converge rapidly enough and are appropriate; otherwise
they will be handled ~s separate documents.
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about RFC-ZZZZ were:

1. There is, at present, no real demandfor transport forms wider than 8 bits or for
addressing the issues such transport would cause. The question will be revisited
whenand if there is a requirement for such transport.
2. It is important to clarify and establish an extension model for 1~FC821now, even if
no substantive changes were incorporated into that extension model.
and SAML,since it is unlikely that
3. There is no demandfor 8-bit versions of SOML
anyone would really want I~FC-XXXX
messages delivered directly to their screens.
An 8-bit version of SENDFROM
is problematic, since such messages are typically
transported without headers, leaving ambiguitites about the character set in use as
soon as the characters are not clearly ASCII. If and when there is demand and a
definition for an enhanced SEND,an extension can be proposed and considered.
o

As a result of (1) and (3)’-the marginal "cost" of a new transporl~ variation (e.g..,
binary or ESND)becomes one verb, not four verbs. And, since there is willingness
to defer extended-width (past 8) entirely and predict that it will not be needed, the
complexities and additional states associated with the TYPEverb can be eliminated
by getting rid of that verb. This, of course, implies that EMAL
limits the message
being transported to being one in which ASCII (with a leading zero bit) can
successfully used in trace fields. That does not appear to be a sew~.re restriction i:a
practice, regardless of the theoretical possibilities.
While the concept of a SIZE inquiry is desirable, it was felt that .,several other i~quiries maybe useful also and that it was not desirable to worsen the query-and-w~it
transaction model. Consequently SIZE (as an inquiry) is to be remo’ved and replaced
by a capability inquiry (CPBL)to which a server would return suc:5 information
what size messages were normally acceptable and what other option,,~ were supported
in a canonical way. The format of the canonical response awaits further definition,
although there was sympathy for something of the attribute=value ,character. The~e
was also discussion about the implications of denim of the availability of a service
without general agreement other than a client should not "try anyway"if some capability were explicitly denied. There was also a discussion of the fact that some hosts
might wish to avoid giving out capability information as a security :measure in order
to avoid disclosing operating system or similar information. This may imply that
hosts should be able to respond to a capability request by explicitly asserting certain
services, by explicitly denying them, or by providing no information (in which case
the client would normally behave as if the inquiry had not been made).

6. The SIZEverb, used to alert the server of the approximatesize of a file that is abou.t
to be transmitted, is retained. This verb serves two main purposes: ,early rejection of
large messages, rather than having to transmit them first and providing receivers
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may actually permit larger

7. Additional text should be put into the docl~ment that explicitly identifies the results of experiments with existing servers relative to handling of unknownverbs and
recommendingbehavior if commandsare refused with syntax errors.
sections should be retained, although we may wish to
8. The explanatory/discussion
start identifying those that are intended for a final document separately from those
which are to be retained only during discussi.on.
and support of CPBL
9. Support of EVFYis required of any serw.~r that supports EMAL
is required of any server that supports any enhanced capability (beyond those of
SMTP).For the latter, "support" is defined as the ability to return useful information.
on which the client is expected to take eLction., l~[echanisms for CPBLresponses that
do not reveal information will be considered only if an explicit request or requirement
is received from the security area.
10. While enhanced trace field capabilities and requirements are needed if enhanced mail
features are not going to make it appreciably harder to identify and fix problems
(it is already bad enough), that material will be removed to a separate document
if agreement cannot be reached quickly enough. The Working Group identified one
specific concern, which is the need to bind conversion-tracing fields to I~FC-XXXX
body parts, not whole messages, since some conversions will be performed one body
part at a time. The requirement for this body part header has been brought to the
attention of the I~FC-XXXX
authors.
11. The material on I~SETand defining new FI~O,Mverbs is useful and should be retained.
Some textual improvements are needed.
12. CPBLdoes not accept an argument; the use of one is a syntax error.
The following issue is considered resolved unless newiss~.es and alternatives are raised.
It differs from the above because, rather than being discussed at length, there has
apparently been no interest in taking issue with it since the first version appeared in
the first Internet Draft version of I~FC-ZZZZ.
13. The model for which error/response codes are used in various situations.
holder for this has been changed to a "tentative agreement" paragraph.
Summary, Schedule~

The place-

and Plan.

After discussion with the Applications Area :Director and the IETF Chair, we should plan
on requesting that I~FC-ZZZZbe promoted to :Proposed Standard status not later than the
end of the March 1992 IETF meeting. It appears after the November 1991 Working Group
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meetings that there are no "show stopper" issues remaining. There are several issues for
which options, details, or explicit text still need to be workedout. Anyof those that cannot
be worked out and agreed upon by March will be removed from RFC-ZZZZand handled
separately.
A new version of RFC-ZZZZhas been prepared and is being submitted for publication as
an Internet Draft. Note that this version supercedes the one announced on the list and
circulated to the November21st Working Group meeting.
Attendees
Mary Artibee
Nathaniel Borenstein
James Conklin
MarkCrispin ’
Peter DiCamillo
Erik Fair
Ned Freed
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Russ Hobby
Christian Huitema
Nell Katin
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Vincent Lan
Eliot Lear
Gordon Lee
Jack Liu
Paul Milazzo
Keith Moore
Robert Morgan
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Michael Newell
Daniel Newman
Michael Patton
Robert Purvy
Robert Shirey
Keld Simonsen
Ursula Sinkewicz
Gregory Vaudreuil
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mit.edu
bpurvy@us,
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shirey@mitre,
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Internet

Message

Extensions

(822ext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gregory Vaudreuil, gvaudre©m=i, reston, va. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-822~dimacs.ru~;gers.edu
To Subscribe: ietf-822-reques~@dimacs.ru~;gers,
Archive:
Description

edu

of Working Group:

This Working Group is chartered to extend the RFC822 Message format to
facilitate multi-media mail and alternate character sets. The Group is expected
to formulate a standard message format, roughly based on either RFCl154or
RFC1049. The immediate goals of this Group are to define a mechanism for
the standard interchange and interoperation of international character sets.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review the Charter, and refine the Group’s focus. Decide whether this is a
worthwhile effort.

Done

Discuss, debate, and choose ~ framework for the solution. Assign writing assignments, and identify issues to be resolved.

Done

l~eview exiting

writing,

resolve

outste~ndins

issues~

identify

new work~ ~nd work

toward a complete document.
Done

Post a first Internet Draft.

Nov 1991 Review and finalize

the draft document.

Dec 1991 Submit the document as a Proposed Standard.

Internet Drafts:
"MIME(Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions): Mechanisms for Specifying
and Describing the Format of Internet Message Bodies", 06/18/1991, Nathaniel
Borenstein, Ned Freed <draft-ietf-822ext-messagebodies-03.txt,
.ps:>
"A User Agent Configuration Mechanism For Multimedia Mail Format Information", 06/18/1991, Nathaniel Borenstein <draft-ietf-borenstein-configmech03.txt, .ps>
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"MnemonicText Format", 07/08/1991, ]?hilJppe-Andre Prindeville,
monsen< drai’t-ietf- 822ext-qreadable-02..txt >

REPORTS

Keld Si-

"Character Mnemonicsand Character Sets"~ 07/08/1991, Keld Simonsen <draftietf- 822ext-charset s- 02.txt >
"Representation of Non-ASCIIText in Internet Message Headers", 11/14/1991,
Keith Moore<draft-ietf-822ext-msghead--{)l.txt>
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AREA

MEETING

REPORT

by Greg Vaudreuil/CNRI
of the Internet

Message Extensions

Working Group (822EXT)

Agenda
Discuss and resolve outstanding issues in Quad-x.
Discuss and complete the header character set proposal.
Resolve

outstanding

issues

in Quad-X

A list of outstanding issues w~s reviewed and amended. Note, the term Quad-x was coined
for RFCXXXX
at this meeting, and is used throughout these Minutes.
1. Audio Format
The Working Group was presented with two proposals for the format of andio/basic.
Both proposals were based on the NeXTaudio formats, one had attributes in the
content-type headers and the other had the attributes in the file header in the body’.
After discussion, the WorkingGroup concluded that it had no basis for choosing ~x
standard # extensible # audio format and left the work for a future group. The
NeXTformat was seen by many to be too machine dependent, ancl had too m~ny
options, even as profiled by Marshall Rose.
A simple format was agreed to for audio/basic which has no options and is not
extensible. This definition for audio basic was defined as u- law, 1-channel, 8 khz.
The data in the bodypart is straight u-l~w.
2. Message Integrity

Check

The Working Group expressed a strong need to define a message integrity check for
message bodies. This was felt to be more general than would be aveLilable by adding
a checksum to the base 64 encoding. No clear specification was available at this
meeting. In the interests of making forward progress, the WorkingGroup agreed that
the absence of a MICwas not a "show stopper", and if a solid proposal is ready, and
can be approved by the list by December16th, it would be included iin the documenl~.
ACTION:Ned Freed and Jim Galvin - Write a MICproposal to include the preferred
MICas suggested by the Security .Area Advisory Group.
3. Multipart/Alternative
Multipart alternative was enthusiastically

endorsed as a transition ~aechanism to en-
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courage the sending of richer formats th~.n may otherwise be used. By allowing a
sender to send both a richly formatted document and include in a systematic way
a simpler version, one which may be "cat’ed" to the screen, concern for the lowest
commondenominator will not have to be a restriction on the use of new features.
4. Character Set Issues
The Working Group specified the definition of a character set for the purposes of
Quad-x to be a unique mapping of a byte stream to glyphs, a mapping which does
not require external profiling information..
(a) ISO 2022-jp
ISO 2022 is not strictly speaking :~. character set. It is a switching mechanism
which requires an external profile to be useful. The Japanese have defined such
a prone, and that profile will be documentedand considered a character set for
the purposes of Quad-x.
(b) Mnemonic
Keld Simonsen’s mnemonicproposal as. currently written requires the external
specification of a character set and ~mescape character. As such, it does not fit
the general requirements of a character set. A lunch sub-group defined a profile
for mnemonic, with a lead-in character of "~" (ASCII 38) and ASCII as the
default character set. With the profde, the Working Group accepted mnemonic
as an acceptable character set for Quad-x.
5. Application Specifications
The Working Group agreed upon several criterion for the specification of new application subtypes to be defined in the Qua,d-x proposal. A new application must
include in attribute-value pairs, the profile, macro packages used, and any external
pre-processors needed to use the included data. The security implications of using
the particular applications data without authentication must also be discussed.
(a) PostScript
Adobehas defined Postscript in sudh a way that it does not require profiling information. A security considerations section was written by Ned Freed, pointing
out the nature of the risk associated with file operations, and recommendingthat
they be disabled. Macintosh postscript files, which require laserprep header, as
well as other postscript files generated by programs such as FrameMakerwhicl~
call external libraries, must be sent wit]~t all such libraries prependedthe m~iled
postscript to avoid the need to externally specify profiling information.
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and TeX

No person in the WorkingGroup felt comfortable writing a complete profile for
the use of either TeXor .nroff. The specification of these popular applications
was left as a future effort.
6. Alphabet for Boundary Markers
The current alphabet for boundary markers makes it difficult to construct marker’s
which are compatible with 1~FC934and existing digesting software. The addition
of space as a valid character would, satisfy this need. Further discussion resulted in
the adoption of a more general alphabet, to include the invariant ,,Jet of characters
defined for the use of Base-64 to be used in boundary markers. Trailing spaces are
not permitted. Whenspaces are used in a marker, the entire marker will have to be
quoted in the header.
o

Binary Type Definition
An unscheduled discussion on the need for the Binary type was held. With the clarification of the Applications type, and the difficulty of specifying exe~ctly what initial
content-types Binary should have, the WorkingGroup, without objection, decided to
drop it in favor of Application/Octet-Stream.
This was a natural progression from the realignment of content-types in terms of
system resources begun before the Atlanta meeting. Application and Binary both
require the ability to handle arbitrary Binary data, and require exte:rnal programs to
use the information.

8. Application/External-Reference
External l~eference was seen by the Working Group to be a very useful feature,
but inadequately defined in Quad-x. The current syntax provides no mechanism
for multiple simultaneous retrieval mechanisms,the specification of syntax for mailservers, or prioritizing the retrieval order. The use of specific ApplJication/FTP and
Application/NFS when used with Multi part/Alternative
seems to, be a reasonable
approach, and was to be written up Borenstein.
As with the MIC, the absence of this feature was not seen to be a show-stopper. A
newproposal will be submitted to the mailing list and if acceptable; will be included
in the document.
ACTION:Nathaniel Borenstine - Write up and submit to the mailing list
proposal for application/external reference.

a ne.w
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9. Use of Defaults
The current Quad-x document specifies defaults for only selected content-types. In
the case where defaults are not specified, and whenthe specifi.ed default maycease
to be useful, possible ambiguity results. A strong view expressed before this meeting
by Dave Crocker was supported by most attendees that defaults should be prohibited
and that the subtype should always be specified. For broken mail which is sent
with incomplete content-types, behavior of t]he reader is left up to the implementor
and user. It was felt that because the message was already ’"broken" any uniform
assumption could not be reliable.
10. Portable End-Of-Line Markers in Base 64
The WorkingGroupdeleted end of line m.arkers in Base 64, lee~ving it to the specific
content-type to define the semantics of eiad of record. This decision has the advantage
of restoring symmetry and transport ind[ependence between ]Base 64 and QuotedPrintable
11. Compression
Compression was raised in the context of the Binary content type. Participants
have expressed a desire, and the pragmatic realization that the use of "compressed,
uuencoded, tar" fries will continue to be sent and need to be indicated in the message.
The WorkingGrouppreviously stated it’s preferences and ratior~ale for not supporting
uuencode, but has never clearly expressed it’s position on compression. The issue was
tabled pending a proposal to be sent to the mailing list. Again, if the proposal is
acceptable it will be included, and it’s absence will not be a show-stopper.
ACTION:Neil Katin - Draft a proposed for the use of the compress algorithm in.
the Quad-X proposal.
Internal l~eference in Richtext
A proposal was madeat this meeting to expand the richtext definition by including an internal-reference token. It was envisioned, that this token would allow
the insertion of objects in other pa~’ts of the messageinto the richtext stream.
While manypeople supported this b/lea, no concrete proposal was submitted. If
a proposal is approved by the mailing list, it will be included in the document..
ACTION:Harri Salminen - Draft a proposal for Internal
richtext content subtype.

reference

in the

With the conclusion of the meeting, five issues we, re left open. A new version of Quad-x,
along with the proposals for the open issues, is due on December6th. A new Internet Draft
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is expected at that time. The final commentperiod will end with the posting of a final
version of Quad-x in the first week of January when the Working Group will submit the
document to the IESG for Proposed Standard Status.
Header character

set proposal

The Working Group began a review of the proposal submitted by Keith Moore to include
character set identification and encoding information in the headers of a document.
The discussion was unstructured and resulted in a productive stream-of-consciousness review. The WorkingGroup approved of the general approach and with the changes discussed[,
approved the proposal. Beloware the main issues discussed and their resolution.
1. Multiple Encoded Words
The WorkingGroup felt that it should be acceptable to use multiple; encoded words.
Furthermore, the WorkingGroup agreed that the length of encoded words should not
be limited by this document, but rather by implementors of software in consideration
of the pragmatic guidelines in the Quad-x document.
2. Character Set Names
The Working Group committed to aligning the character set names between the
header document, Quad-x and Simonsen’s charset document. The use of the numeric
identify was dropped, both as a result of allowing longer lines by specifying multiple
encoded words, and out of consideration in making the encoded word more userreadable with old software.
Timetable

for completion

This document will be aligned with Qu~d-x, and a new version will be submitted to the
Internet-Drafts
Directory by December 6th. At that time, the Working Group may decide
to combinethe two documents, or progress them jointly as a single standard. In any evenlY.,
the Working Group committed to the submission of the header document and Qu~d-x as a
bound set.
Attendees
H~rald Alvestrand
Mary Artibee
Nathaaiel Borenstein
Ronald Broersma
Cyrus Chow
~ames Conklin
Robert Cooney
Mark Crispin

herald.alvestrand@delab.sintef.no
arZibee@sgi.com
nsb@thumper.bellcore.com
ron@nosc.mil
cchow@ames.arc.nasa.gov
conklinCbitnic.educom.edu
cooney@wnyose.nctsw.navy.mil
mrc@cac.washington.edu
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Tom Kessler
Jim Knowles
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Gordon Lee
Jack Liu
Paul Milazzo
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Daniel Newman
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AREA

(netdata)

Charter
Chair(s):
DaisyShen,daisy©~a~son,
ibm.corn
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: ie~;f-ndb@ucdavis, edu
To Subscribe: ietf-ndb-request©ucdavis.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Database Working Group is chartered to define a standard interface among databases on TCP/IP networks. The Working Group will address
the issue of database connectivity in a distributed environment which allows authorized users remote access to databases. It will be designed as a client/server
model based on TCP/IP as its communication protocol.
Several problems must be resolved that are associated with the network database
protocol, such as managementof multiple threads between clients and servers,
managementof multiple servers, managementof data buffers, data conversions,
and security.
Additional related problems will be covered as the discussion goes on. Therefore, the description and the schedule can be revised.
This Working Group is independent from the S QL access group; however, there
may be some overlapping interest. The SQLaccess group is welcome to join
IETF’s discussions and sh~re information in both directions. If both groups
find that merging two efforts in one will speed up the process, the merge can
be done in the future. For now, this Working Group works on issues according
to its ownschedule and efforts.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the Charter, making any changes necessary. Examine
needs, resources for this network database protocol, and define the scope of
work. Begin work on a framework for the solution. Assign writing assignments
for first draft of the document.

Done

First draft to be completed.

Aug 1991 Review first draft document, determine necessary revisions.
remained unsolved from the first IETF meeting.
Dec 1991

:Discuss problems

Continue revisions based on. commentsreceived at meeting a,nd e-mail. Start
making document an Internet Draft.
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Reviewfinal draft. If it is OK, give it to IESGfor publication as
RFC.

Jun 1992

Revise document based on implementations.
Draft Standard.

Ask IESG to make the revision

Internet Drafts:
"Network Database Protocol",
netdata-01.txt>

06/26/1991, Daisy Shen <dre~ft-ietf-netdata-

"Network Database Implementation Information",
< draft-ietf-net dat a-implement-00.txt >

12/16/1991,

D~sy Shen

a
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AREA
REPORT

Shen/IBM

Network

Database

Working

Group (NETDATA)

This is the third meeting of the WorkingGroup chaired by Daisy Shen. The meeting Agenda
is shown below:
Review the Charter.
Review the Draft.
Discuss the Draft and problems that are related to the subject.
Report the status of the first implementation.
Look for the second implementatio:n.
Discuss the effort of other vendors and OSFrelated to the subject.
Future work.
Review the Charter
Most of the attendees were new to the Working Group; therefore, we reviewed the Charter
and agreed that we followed the Charter and met the milestones on schedule by December
1991. Although the Group was small, a lot of valuable discussions were held.
Review the Draft
The original draft was separated into two documents. One was the protocol itself, and the
other was implementation information. Wereviewed both documents. The biggest mistake
was a typo of ASN.Memberssuggested t:hat the draft should define the requirements more
dearly rather than explain one of the alternatives. Once the requirements are defined, it
is up to the implementer which alternative to choose to implement the Network Databa,,;e
System. The draft will be revised according to the suggestion.
Discuss the draft

and problems thag are related

to the subject

We discussed some problems and resolutions during the lazt meeting at Atlanta. Wecontinued to discuss more issues, and resolved the following issues:
1. Multiple threads between clients and a server
¯ Unit of Work
2. Multiple servers on a host
¯ Program number and Port number
3. Data Buffers
¯ Database <--> DB Utility
4. Data Conversion
¯ Character strings

<--> Server <--> Client

with ASN.1 and BER(Basic Encoding Rules;)
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5. Security
¯ Security is required, but the protocol should not be limited to Kerberos only.
Kerberos is suggested, but not required. The implementer can choose a means
that suits his/her ownsystem.
Report the status

of ~he first

implementation

A version of Sun Microsystems <o-> IBMVM!is implemented. It follows the draft except
for data conversion. It does not use ASN.1but a somewhatsimilar method to manage data
conversion.
Look for the second implementation
Weare looking for volunteers to do the second i[mplementation.
Discuss the effort

of other vendors related

to the subject

Wewould like to know more about the work t:h~t the SQLaccess group ha~ done, but have
not yet been able to.
Future

Work

¯ Update the protocol draft and provide clear requirements.
¯ Discuss Error Recovery.
¯ Compare the performance of data conversion between the first implementation and
using ASN.1.
¯ Give a presentation on ASN.1.
¯ Give a presentation on ISO standard.
¯ Run a demo.
¯ Contact the Operational Statistics Working Group.
¯ Find volunteers to do the second version of the implementation.
Attendees
L. Dain Gary
William Jackson
Dale Johnson
Bill Melohn
Mark Needleman
Robert Purvy
Harvey Shapiro
Daisy Shen

idg©cerZ,
sei.cmu.edu
j ackson@man~a,
nosc.rail
dsj@merit.
edu
melohn@auspex,
corn
mhn@stubbs,
uco.p,
edu
bpurvy@us,
oracle,com
shapiro@wnyo.¢~
e.ncts~.navy.
rail
daisy@watson,
ibm.corn
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AREA

Network Fax (netfax)

Charter
Chair(s):
Maxk Needleman, mbm@s~ubbs,ucop. edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: netfax©s’cubbs .ucop. edu
To Subscribe: netfax-reques~©s~:ubbs.ucop,
edu
Archive: /pub/ne~:fax~s~ubbs.ucop. edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Fax Working Group is chartered to explore issues involved with
the transmission and receipt of facsimilies across TCP/IP networks and to develop recommendedstandards for facsimile transmission across the Internet.
The Group is also intended to serve as a coordinating forum for :people doing experimentation in this area to attempt to maximize the possibility for
interoperability amongnetwork fax projects.
Amongthe issues that need to be resolved are what actual protocol(s) will
used to do the actual data transmission between hosts, architectural models for
the integration of fax machines into the existing internet, what types of data
encoding should be supported, how IP host address to phone number conversion
should be done and associated issues of routing, and development of a gateway
system that will allow existing Group 3 and Group 4 fax machines to operate
in a network environment.
It is expected that the output of the WorkingGroup will be one or more KFC’s
documenting recommendedsolutions to the above questions and possibly also
describing some actual implementations. The life of the Working Group is
expected to be 18-24 months.
It is also hoped that some fax vendors, as well as the networking community
and fax gateway developers, will be brought into the effort.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve Charter making any changes deemed necessary. Refine
definition of scope of work to be accomplished and initial set of RFC’s to be
developed. Begin working on framework for solution.

Done

Continue work on definition
mailing list.

Aug 1991

First draft of RFCto be completed. To be discussed at I}~’,TF meeting and
revised as necessary.

of issues and protocols.

Workto be conducted on
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Dec 1991

Continue revisions based on comme~atsreceived and submit to IESG for publication as I~FC.

Mar 1992

Overlapping with activities listed ~,,bove ma,y be implementations based on ideas
and work done by the Working Group. If so revise l~FC to include knowledge
gained from such implementations.

Internet Drafts:
"A File Format for the Exchange of Images ir~ the Internet",
K atz, DannyCohen< draft-ietf-netfax-neltim;~ge-02.txt
>

10/15/1991, Alan
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The NETFAXWorking Group met at the IETF meeting in Santa Fe. The main goal of
the meeting was to go over the Internet Draft on a file format for transferring bitmapped
images in the Internet.
The Internet Draft was discussed and revised at the meeting. The proposed changes
plus others that had been discussed on the list will be incorporated into the document
and it will be put out for a short review again as an Internet Draft.
Consensuswas reached at the meeting that, provided there are no technical objections
to the new version of the document, after the review period of a couple of weeks ends,
the document will be progressed to proposed I~FC status.
A discussion was held as to what should be the future work of the Group, if anything,
now that the document on file formats was nearing completion. It was brought up
that at earlier meetings there had never been any consensus achieved on how to
go forward on any of the other ideas the Group had discussed and that maybe the
Group should not attempt to pursue anything further for awhile until everyone had
a clear idea of what work was needed and howto do it. Howeverit was decided that
the Group should at least make one more attempt to define some of the issues and
problems in things like addressing and routing that had been discussed at previous
meetings. Dan Newmanagreed, to take some work he had previously posted to the
list on this and expandit and repost it. It is hopedthat this will becomethe basis for
something that could be turned into an I~FC discussing these issues and proposing
solutions.
A discussion was held on building interoperable implementations based on the file
format now that the document has become standardized. Mark Needleman mentioned
that the University of California under the auspices of the Coalition for Networked
Information will moveforward with plans to get organizations that have already done
work in the area of networkedfax to convert their projects to the standard file format
and to get those projects to interoperate with each other. This will serve both to test
out the proposed I~FC and will also provide the requisite number of implementations
that are required before a document can become a full I~FC. Other participants in
the meeting also indicated they would begin working on building implementations.
Somediscussion was held on the issue of testing and building conformancesuites, lit
was agreed that some test files would be made available that could be used totest an
implementation. Mark Needleman and Carl Malamud agreed to discuss between
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themselves where to locate these files. The idea being that they would either reside
on stubbs.ucop.edu or on a host that Carl has access to.
Attendees
Jeffrey Buffum
Ned Freed
Russ Hobby
Ole Jacobsen
Scott Kaplan
Neil Katin
Jim Knowles
Peter Liebscher
Carl Maiamud
Mark Needleman
Daniel Newman
3on Postel
Daisy Shen
Andrew Veitch
William Yundt
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com
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AREA

Network News Transport

Protocol

(nntp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Eliot Lear, lear©agi, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-nntp©turbo.bio.net
To Subscribe: ietf-nntp-request©turbo.bio.net
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

This Group will study and review the issues involved with netnews transport
over the Internet. Originally released as an RFCin February of 1986, NNTP
is one of the widest implementations of an elective status protocol. As of this
writing, the protocol has just passed its fifth birthday, not having bee.n updated
once.
Overthe yearsseveralenhancements
havebeensuggested,
and severalhave
evenbeenimplemented
widely.
Theintentof thisYVorking
Groupwillbe to
encodethemorepopular
andplausible
enhancements
intoan Internet
standard.
Included in the inital list of changes to be considered are the following:
o User level and site designated authentication methods;
o Binary transfer capability;
o Minimization of line turnaround; and
o Stronger article selection capability.
It is expected that public domain software will be released concurrently with
an RFC, demonstrating the protocol enhancements.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Define scope of work.

Jun 1991

Submit Internet Draft for review and comment.

Jun 1991

Possibly meet at USENIXfor further

Jul 1991

Meet at IETF for further

Aug 1991 Submit RFC to IESG.

Internet

Drafts:

comment.

comment.
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"Network NewsTransfer Protocol Version 2: A Protocol for the Stream-Based
Transmission of News", 09/30/1991, Eliot Lear < draft.-ietf-nntp-news-00.txt,
.ps>
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Network Printing

Protocol

(npp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Glenn Trewitt, ~crewi~cc~pa. dec. com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: print-wgCpa, dec. corn
To Subscribe: print-wg-request©pa, dec. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Network Printing Working Group has the goal of pursuing th.ose issues
which will facilitate the use of printers in an internetworking environment. In
pursuit of this goal it is expected that we will present one or more printing
protocols to be considered as standards in the Internet community.
This Working Group has a number of specific objectives. To provide a draft
RFCwhich will describe the LPRprotocol. To describe printing .,~pecific issues on topics currently under discussion within other Working Groups (e.g.,
security and dynamic host configuration), to present our concerns to those
Working Groups, and to examine printing protocols which exist or are currently under development and assess their applicability to Internet-wide use,
suggesting changes if necessary.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

l~eview and approve the Charter, making any changes deemed necessary. Re;view the problems of printing in the Internet.

Done

Write draft LPtt specification.

Done

Discuss and review the draft LPRspecification. Discuss long-range printing
issues in the Internet. Review status of Palladium print system at Project
Athena.

Done

Submit final LPRspecification including changes suggested at the MayIETF.
Discuss documenton mailing list.

Done

Submit LPR specification

as an RFCand standard.

:]ul1990 Write description of the Palladium printing protocol (2.0) in ]~FC format.
Aug 1990 Discuss and review the draft Palladium RFC.
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AREA

7’7

TELNET (telnet)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Alexander, s~:evea©i88, isc.
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: telnet-ietf©cray,
corn
To Subscribe: t elne~;-iet:f-request©cray,
com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The TELNETWorking Group will examine I~FC 854, "Telnet Protocol Specification", in light of the last six years of technical advancements, and will
determine if it is still accurate with howthe TELNET
protocol is being used
today. This Group will also look at all the TELNET
options, and decide which
are still germane to current day implementations of the TELNET
protocol.
¯ Re-issue I~FC 854 to reflect current knowledge and usage of the TELNET
protocol.
¯ Create RFCs for new TELNET
options to clarify or fill in any missing
voids in the current option set. Specifically:
- Environment variable passing
- Authentication
- Encryption
- Compression
¯ Act as a clearing-house for all proposed I~FCs that deal with the TELNET
protocol.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an environment option

Dec 1990 Write an authentication

option

Dec 1990 Write an encryption option
Mar 1991 Rewrite

RFC 854

Internet Drafts:
"Telnet Data Encryption Option", 04/01/1990, Dave Borman< draft-ietf-telnetencryption-01.txt>
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"Telnet Data Compression Option", 04/30/1990,
t elnet-compression-00.txt >

GROUP REPORTS

Dave Borman <draft-ietf-

"Telnet Authentication Option", 08/08/1990~ Dave Borman<d.raft-ietf-telnetaut henti cation- 02.txt >
"Telnet Authentication Option", 08/08/1990:. Dave Borman<draft-ietf-telnetauthentication-02.txt >
Request

:For

Comments:

RFC 1116

"Telnet Linemode option"

RFC 1184

"Telnet Linemode Option"
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REPORT

Alexander/INTEI~ACTIVE

Minutes

of the

An initial

Agendaof possible topics included:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

TELNET Working

Group

Systems

Corporation

(TELNET)

Administration
Authentication Option
Environment Option
Encryption Option
Future of the Working Group

Steve Alexander replaced Dave Borman as Working Group Chair and introduced himself to
the Group. Somemembersraised concerns about the functionality of the mailing list and
Dave said he would look into it.
Wethen discussed the Authentication Option and what needed to be done to publish it as
an Experimental I~FC:
¯ DaveBormanwill incorporate Jeff Schiller’s security considerations,,
¯ Kerberos IV and V documents will be split out.
¯ Ted T’so will verify the Kerberos IV draft.
¯ Dave Bormanwill talk to John Cole about Kerberos V.
¯ Four separate drafts will be issued for a two week commentperiod.
-

Basic option
Kerberos IV
Kerberos V
SPX

The next item was the Environment Option. This was fairly

non-controversial.

¯ DaveBormanwill split well-defined and arbitrary variables.
¯ There was discussion about passing some sort of OSTYPEvariable
Assigned Numberslist.
¯ Davewill transfer editing of this option to Steve.

based on the

Both of these are expected to be completed by the end of 1991.
The next item was the encryption option and there was much spirited
security vs. performance balance.

discussion around
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¯ The current encryption option cannot stop an active attacker.
¯ Having encryption on might be too slow on some PCs.
It was decided to send the current authentication option forward to Experimental and then
work on tying authentication and encryption together.
Schiller will work with Steve Crocker to get expertise in this area.

Attendees
Steve Alexander
Robert Austein
James Barnes
Larry Blunk
David Borman
Peter DiCamillo
Neil Haller
Charles Kaufman
Mark Lewis
John Linn
Glenn McGregor
Jeffrey Schiller
Richard Smith
Bruce Taber
Theodore Tso
Kathleen Wilde

stevea©i88,
isc.corn
sra©asylum,
sf.ca.us
barnes©xylogics,
com
ljb@meri~,
edu
dab©cray,
com
cmsmaint
©brown]rm.
brown,edu
~@bellcore.corn
kaufm~@dsmail,
enet.dec.corn
mlewis@t
elebit,
corn
li~@zendia,
enet.dec.com
g~@merit,edu
j is@mi~,
edu
smiddy@pluto,
dss.com
Zaber@interlan.
corn
tytso~it,edu
wilde@decv~,
dec. com
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Philip Almquist: almquist@jessica.stanford.edu
¯ Noel Chiappa: jnc@ptt.lcs.mit.edu
Area Summary reported

by Philip

Almquist

and Noel Chiappa

Four Internet Area working groups met in Santa Fe. The Internet
Birds-of-a-Feather (BOF)sessions.

Area also hosted two

IP over Appletalk
The Apple-IP Working Group revised their AURP(IP over Appletalk) ~.nd MaclP (Appletalk over IP) drafts. The Group expects that both of these documents are nowfinished,
but will allow a final commentperiod before submitting them for standardization. SNMP
over Appletalk is ready to be submitted tbr standardization. Workcontimles on Appletalk
over PPP. Appletalk MIBenhancements are on hold pending further implementation experience.
Multi-Media

Bridging

The Multi-Media Bridge Working Group has been working on a replacement for RFC1042
(IP over 802). This work is intended to better handle the peculiarities of 1302.5 yet remain
backwards-compatible with 1~FC1042. The Group also continues to consider the problem.s
of bridging dissimilar networks.
Router Requirements
The Router Requirements Working Group revised and approved a Forwarding Table MIB
document and made some minor revisions to the Router Requirements dredt. The Group’s
Chair gave a plenary presentation on the Router Requirements draft in maticipation of its
imminent completion. The Group held a joint session with the IDPI~ Working Group to
ensure that the output of the two Groups will be consistent. For similar reasons, some
members of the Group attended the BGP Working Group’s discussions of route leaking
between OSPF and BGP.
Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

The Working Group decided, based on implementation experience, that ~some changes to
the protocol were needed. In particular, they revised the definitions of the Link Quality
Monitoring and IP Address Negotiation facilities.
The Group also did some work on their
PPP Authentication draft.
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Mode BO:F

A BOFChaired by Bob Hinden met to determi~ae whether sufficient interest in ATMnetworks existed to justify the formation of an IP over ATMWorking Group. The answer
seemed to be a resounding yes.
Dynamic Creation

of Network Links BOF

Another BOF, Chaired by Andy Nicholson, met to discuss experiments at Cray Research in
"DynamicCreation of NetworkLinks" (basical’.[y, usi.ng switched T3 services to add Internet
paths on demand). This BOFhas met before, and will probably become a working group.
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REPORT

by Andy Nicholson/CRAY
of the

Dynamic Creation

of Network Links

BOF (DCNL)

BOFswere held on this subject at the 20th and 21st IETF’s, under the
ing of By-Request Network Resources". This is a continuation of that
change of name was suggested by Noel Chiappa. This meeting attracted
est than the previous meetings. Attendees generally suggested developing
possibility of starting an IETF Working Group.

name "Conditioninterchange. The
much more intera Charter for the

While working with circuit-switched T3 networks, developers at Cray Research, Inc., dete:rmined that there would be advantages to defining a standard way to control certain classes
of network resources through the Internet. In the case of a circuit-switched T3 line, the
line should be switched on only whenthere are active transport connections which can fully
utilize the service. Due to the high cost of the resource, underutilization would be particularly undesirable. The developers believe that this capability might have other applications
in the Internet and that an effort should be madeto define a standard protocol.
Minutes:
The meeting began with a presentation by Andy Nicholson regarding the work done at
Cray Research with circuit-switched T3 networks. This was a review of the Internet Draft
draft-nicholson-conditioning-00.txt.
This was followed by a short discussion of the Link Control Protocol used by the Cray
Research demonstration software. This protocol is mentioned in the existing draft and will
be fully described in an upcomingInternet Draft.
The attendees discussed different methods of supporting this service and how it might
fit into the infrastructure of the Internet. One possibility is that rather than transport
providers deciding whento activate and deactivate links, intermediate touters in the network
may decide to perform this function when there is a need. In this way the network could
automatically adapt to changing network load and delay conditions.
Someof the attendees were suggesting other possible uses of this capability and some
discussion ensued. The most likely additionally use of this type of support for circuitswitched links would be for planned capacity management where an administrator might
bring extra capacity on-line in the network during peak load times. Other possible uses
are for backups to existing primary links or for bypass links whenthere is sufficient traffic
between distant endpoints to avoid multiple hops between those endpoints.
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Bill Jolitz suggested considering the managementof the dynamic links, l~ather than developing a new protocol (LCP) to create and manage links, SNMPcould be used if a proper
MIBwas developed. He went on to suggest that 1;his could be used as a methodology of
defining the work to be done by making a first, cut at a MIBfor th!is facility. A working
group could then iteratively improve the MIBwhile refining the functionality of dynamically
created links.
Also discussed were various issues presented in a slide, and the attendees suggested other
issues requiring consideration. One issue is t:hat whenbringing extra bandwidth into the
network to alleviate congestion, the relief mayonly be temporary. As senders discover the
extra bandwidth, they may increase their output to use it up.
Another possibility is that the routing protocols maydynamically change the network topology to suit the changing demands, and this would add new complexity to routing and routing
protocols.
Ken Haywardwas concerned whether this service would have a useful lifetime, considering
that there does not seem to be, at present, an an;~.log to switched 3?3 in the ATMworld,
and that ATMmight address the issues presented here. There was general agreement that
this was a good point, but that we could not prediict ~he future. It was further noted that
some networks might wish to have dynamic control of slower links, such as in the case of’
bringing backup links on-line whena primary link fails.
The attendees generally agreed that this is an interesting topic of discussion and expressed
a desire to see a concrete description of the problerns to be addressed. Andy Nicholson
agreed to develop a Charter which addresses these concerns. He also agreed to install a
mailing list for discussion of this topic. If there is sufficient interest then he will present the
Charter to the IESG for working group status.
At the meeting Nicholson described a paper published by CICNet in July, 1991, which
mentioned their interest in circuit-switched T3 services. He promised to include instructions
on howto get this paper. That information is presented here°
A report titled "High Performance Applications on C][CNet: Impact on Design and Capac.ity" is available from CICNet via anonymousFTP.
ftp:

NIC.CIC.NET

cd: /pub/reports
get: ds3-report, l’ps or txt’]
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ABSTP~ACT:
This twenty-three page report summarizes available network technologies,
reports on a survey of the needs of researchers and faculty at CIC institutions, and provides
detailed studies of network requirements .in four areas of contemporary, scientific research.
The aeeds of these four areas of research are then summarizedin terms of network requirements, and specific recommendations are presented by the Working Group to CICNet, Inc.
The report was authored by the CICNet DS-3 Working Group, which was chaired by Mike
Enyeart of Indiana University.

Final Note: A mailing list for this work has been set up, its address is dcnl-ietf@cray.com.

Attendees
Jordan Becker
Richard Cherry
Erik Fair
Craig Fox
John Gong
Kenneth Hayward
Greg Hollingsworth
William Jolitz
Andy Nicholson
Timothy Salo
Stephen Shew
Martha Steenstrup
Brad Steinka
Preston Wilson
Robert Woodburn
Richard Woundy

becker©nis,
ans.net
rcherry@wc,
novell,com
f air@apple,
com
foxcj@network.
com
j gong@us,
oracle,
com
crm57d©bnr,
ca
gregh~nai:ler,
jhuapl,edu
william©okeeff
e. cs .berkeley.
edu
droid©cray,
com
tj s@msc,
edu
sdshew©b~v,
ca
resteenst©bbn.com
brad~py~hon,
eng.microcom,
com
preston©iS8,
isc.com
woody©cseic,
saic.com
r~oundy©ibm,
com
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REPORT

Honeyman/UMich

of the IP Routing

for

Wireless/~/Iobile

Hosts BO]? (MOBLHOST)

The IP Routing for Wireless/Mobile Hosts BOF :met on Wednesday evening during the
Santa Fe IETF. Notes for that meeting were tal~,en by :Peter Honeymanand were edited by
Steve Deering.
Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Report on IEEE 802.11
IP over Ham Radio
Duchamp l~eport
Karlberg Presentation
Working Group Status

Report

on IEEE 802.11.

(Deering)

The IEEE 802.11 committee is working on a wireless LANstandard compatible with other
protocols in 802.x suite. It is not dear what compatible means beyond 48 bit addresses.
The standard is intended to support packet voice as well. The scope of the work includes:
¯ Physical layer: identifying possible physical layers.
- l~adio frequency (single-multi-ch~;anel, spread-spectrum, :frequency hopping, ...)
- Infra-red
¯ MAClayer: Narroweddown to four candidates that differ with respect to:
- l~audom access vs. TDMA
- Single- vs. multi-channel
- Need for wired infrastructure or distinguished node (base station).
¯ Architecture: How(whether) to tie cel][s tog:ether.
- Basic service area vs. extended service area, likely to use 802-style bridging,
contributions welcome.
The following were commentsin response to questions:
¯ Concerned with both stationary wireless and mobile/ephemeral wireless.
¯ No apparent bias towards radio frequency over infra-red.
¯ Architecture tending towards base-station/mobile model, rather than more general
architecture.
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¯ Data rates of interest are roughly 1 to 20 Mbps.
¯ Maxpacket size not yet pinned down.
¯ The IEEE 802.11 Committee has met for just over one year; with their first meeting
taking place in September 1990. Standard voting rights rules (attend some number
of consecutive meetings.)
IP over

Ham Radio

Question: Interested in MAC-layerissues, but not tackling mobile?
Answer: Not at all! Not too uncommonto have 10 meter packet radio attached to laptop,
relay back to home station. Most is AX.25. Some is TCP/IP. Mobile includes moving
amongvariety of nets (ISDN, wireless LAN,Ethernet)...
Deering’s classification of host mobility:
1. "Permanent" relocation

(weeks to years)

¯ Manual configuration,

BOOTP,...

2. "Temporary" relocation (hours to weeks)
¯ Originator only - Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
¯ Originator -F target
¯ DHCPq- DNS updates
¯ Or keep old address
3. l~oaming
¯ Keep same address, to keep connections alive.
Report

from Dan Duchamp, Colum.bia

See $IGCOMM
paper or notes from last mobile BOF. The basic problem is’.
alive in a mobile environment.

to keep sessions

Goal

Hop networks "seamlessly" No change to hosts not involved
with mobile computers (as distinguished from the Sony Labs
effort)

Setting

IP suite, level three (*not* the link layer)

Gist

Put mobile hosts on "virtual network" Maintain a distributed
database (DDB)mappinghosts on virtual network to a loce~.tion on a physical network. (The DDBserves the functions
of router configuration and administration.)

Terms

To talk to mobile hosts (MHs), network has "mobile support
stations" (MSS). Traffic to/from MHsis gal~ewayed through
MSSvi~ IP-IP encapsulation protocol. A virtual subnet is a
subnet on which MHslive.
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MHmust have 1VISS~s its gateway(implies every cell must
contain an MS~.). First hop of stationary host route to
virtual subnet is via, its MSS.

Intra-campus routing

Host

ARE.A

I lip

IPIP

I
MSS

(Imaginea picture here with a cloud in the middle, a host attached ~o the cloud, a couple
cells hanging off the cloud, and an MHcommunicatingwith an MSS"
( .........
) .....Hosz
(
(
vwwwwwwwwwv

( (( MSS )) )

( (( MSS ))

Q: Whynot host routes?
A: Fast topology changes, highly dynamic, muchstate.
IPIP description: Packets sent through two MSSsusing IPIP tunneling, e.g., send from
stationary host to MH:

Link: Dest = local MSS
4
............

÷

I IPlP: Dest = MH’s MSS ~
I

~ IP: DesZ = MH ~

~

+

.......

÷
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Q: MHhas one address?
A: Yes! Fixed, forever, in its virtual subnet.
Q: What about broadcast, multi-cast?
A: Evil but necessary. Wepunt.
Flies in the ointment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Heuristic for beacon accept/reject.
No IP broadcast.
Security? What’s that?
Need careful placement of MSSs- enough of them, powerful enoug~, ...
Is inter-campus case adequate?
Need (worldwide) commonbeacon conventions.
Plenty of knobs to turn. e.g., beacon aging.
No relationship with: IDPI~, DHC,1241 encapsulation, Chiappa, XXXdiscovery, for
all XXX.

An RFCis in the works.
Presentation

by Ken Carlberg,

MCIC

1. Primary Goals
¯ Focus work on additions to e)cisting/proposed ISO standards.
¯ Minimize responsibility/worldoad of end systems.
- End system transparency concerning mobile end system (MES) movement.
2. Two-tiered design
¯ Augment intra IS-IS PDUs.
¯ Inclusion of Directory Service for IDI~P.
Use X.500 to discover proper domain, IDI~P thereafter,

l~e-register at the: domainlevel.

MEShas permanent logical address. Whenenter area, router dynamically assigns router
address. Whenmove, routing address changes.
Working Group Status
A vote was taken to determine whether the BOF should become a Working Group. The
Group approved and there was discussion of the implications and expectations.
¯ Proposed Charter:
- Develop/ad0pt architecture
net.

and protocols to support mobile hosts in the Inter-

- Convey Internet mobility concerns and ideas to relevant working groups an.d
standards bodies.
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¯ Scope of work:
-

Issues above media access: addressing~ naming, routing, bridging.
Issues beyond DHC:roamers, tempor~riily relocated hosts.
Mobile hosts, networks, collections of networks.
Mobility across multiple link layers (,wired and wireless).
Multi-protocol as well as IP-only.
Impact on higher layers, e.g., transport layer.
Accommodationof sleeping hosts and off-line hosts.
Cellular topology and general topology, with and without wired infrastructure.

¯ Outside of Scope:
-

Solutions that do not interoperate with existing IP hosts and routers.
Issues of delay/jitter-sensitive
traffic, TOSqueuing/routing.
Congestion avoidance and control.
Compression.
Privacy-not at this layer. (This does not exclude authentication.)
No MIB. (Applause.) Although it may be ~ l~te ~ddition.

Deering volunteered to chair the Group. No other volunteers.
Attendees
Mary Artibee
Karl Auerbach
William Barns
James Beers
Ken Carlberg
Steve Deering
John Demco
Peter DiCamillo
D~niel Duchamp
Hans Eriksson
Karen Frisa
Jisoo Geiter
Jim Ghadbane
Kenneth Hayward
Peter Honeyman
William Jolitz
Neil Katin
Tom Kessler
Vincent Lau
Gordon Lee
Mark Lewis
Bill Melohn
Paul Milazzo

artibee@sgi,
corn
karl@eng,
sun.com
barns@gateway.mitre,
org
beers@nr-tech,
cir.cornell,
edu
carlberg©cseic,
s aic.com
deering©xerox,
com
demco©cs,
ubc.ca
cmsmaint
©brownvm.
~brown.
edu
duchamp©liberty,
cs. columbia,
edu
hans©sics,
se
karen,frisa©emdrew,
cmu.edu
geiter©gateway.mitre,
org
j imghCnewbridge,
corn
crm57d©bnr,
ca
honey©citi,
umich,edu
william©okeei"f
e. c,s.berkeley,
edu
katin©eng,
sm~.corn
kessler©sun,
tom
vincent,
lau©eng
o sun.com
gordon@lip,
corn
mlewis©telebit,
tom
melohn©auspex,
corn
:nilazzo©bbn.
corn
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Zbigniew Opalka
J. Bradford Parker
Allan Rubens
Eric Smith
Martha Steenstrup
Osamu Takada
Andrew Veitch
John Veizades
Walter Wimer
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zopalka©roswell.spartacus.com
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takada@sdl.hi~achi.co.jp
aveiZch©bbn.com
veizades@apple.com
walZer.wimer©andrew.cmu.edu
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Connection IP (cip)

3.2.1
Charter

Chair(s):
Claudio Topolcic, ~opolcic©nri.
res~on,
va. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cip©bbn, corn
To Subscribe: cip-request©bbn.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group is looking at issues involved in connection-oriented (or
stream- or flow-oriented) internet level protocols. The long-term intent is to
identify the issues involved, to understand them, to identify algorithms that
address them, and to produce a specification for a protocol that incorporates
what the WorkingGroup has learned. To achieve this goal, the Group is defining a two year collaborative research effort based on a commonhardware and
software base. This will include implementing different algorithms that address
the issues involved and performing experiments to compare them. On. a shorter
time-line, ST is a stream-oriented protocol that is currently in use in the Internet. A short-term goal of this WorkingGroup is to define a new specification
for ST, called ST-2, inviting participation by any interested people. MCHIP
and the Flow Protocol have also been discussed because they include relevant
ideas.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Produce a new specification

Done

Define commonhardware and software platform.

Done

Implement hardware and software platform.

May 1991

Implement experimental modules and perform experiments.

May 1992

Produce a specification of a next generation connection oriented protocol.

Request

of ST.

For Comments:

RFC1190 "Experimental Internet

Stream Protocol,

Version 2 (ST-II)"
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Dynamic Host Configuration

(dhc)

Charter
Chair(s):
RalphDroms,droms©bucknell,
edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: host- conf@sol, bucknell, edu
To Subscribe: host-conf-request¢~sol.bucknell,
edu
Archive: sol. bucknell, edu: dhcwg
Description

of Working Group:

The purpose of this WorkingGroup is the investigation of network configuration and reconfiguration management. Wewill determine those configuration
functions that can be automated, such as Internet address assignment, gateway discovery and resource location, and those which cannot be automated
(i.e., those that must be managedby network administrators).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Wewill identify (in the spirit of the GatewayRequirements and Host Requirements RFCs) the information required for hosts and gateways to: Exchange
Internet packets with other hosts, Obtain packet routing information, Access
the Domain NameSystem, and Access other local and remote services.

Done

Wewill summarize those mechanisms already in place for managing the information identified by Objective 1.

Jan 1991

We will suggest new mechanisms to manage the information identified
jective 1.

Jan 1991

Having established what information and mechanisms are required for host
operation, we will examine specific scenarios of dynamichost configuration and
reconfiguration, and show howthose scenarios can be resolved using existing or
proposed management mechanisms.

TBD

Write a bootp extensions document

by Ob-

InternetDra~s:
"Clarifications and Extensions for the Bootstrap Protocol", 05/03/1991, Walt
Wimer< draft-ietf- dhc-bootp-00.txt >
"Dynamic Host Configuration
dhc-protocol-01.txt, .ps>

Protocol",

07/09/1991, R. Droms <draft-ietf-
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IP over AppleTalk (appleip)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, veizades©apple, com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: apple-ip©apple, corn
To Subscribe: apple-ip-request©apple.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Macintosh WorkingGroup is chartered to facilitate the connection of Apple
Macintoshes to IP internets and to address the issues of distributing .AppleTalk
services in an IP internet.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Describe, in an P~FC, the current set of protocols used to connect Macintoshes
to IP internets.

Done

Define a MIBfor the management of DDP/IP gateways.

Internet

Drafts:

"The Transmission of IF D~tagrams Over AppleTalk Networks"~ 03/08/1991~
John Veizades < draft-ietf-appleip-ipoverappletalk-00.txt
>
"Tunnelling AppleTalk through IP’, 10/30/1991, Alan Oppenheimer <draftietf- ap pleip- aurp-02.txt, .p s >
"SNMPover AppleTalk", 12/23/1991, G. Minshall, M. Ritter <draft-ietf-appleipsnmp-appletalk-00.txt >
Request

For Comments:

I~FC 1243 "AppleTalk Management In:formation

Base"
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by John Veizades/Apple

Minutes of the IP over
October,
INTER.OP ’91

AppleTalk

Working Group (APPLEIP)

The meeting started with the following Agenda::
¯
¯
¯
¯

MacIP
AUI%P
AppleTalk and SNMP
AppleTalk and PPP

The consensus of the Group was that the MacIP document should, be supplemented with
some of the comments made by Tom Evans in an appendix to the document as a set of
implementors notes. The Groupalso felt that ~:he specification is riddled with problems and
that this specification should be worked on to provide a long-term solution. The author
was willing to do this if he is not chartered to work on the long-term direction of this
specification.
The MacIP document will be movedto the draft stage as soon as these changes are made.
The AURPdiscussion then began Alan Oppenheimer of Apple led this discussion. The
discussion started with a description of the protocol changes between this document and
the previous version of the document. The changes’, are as follows:
¯ Addition of Open-Req and Open-Rsp packets
¯ Changes to zone-based packets
- Moveinto connection stream
- Combined into one packet type
Packet header changes
¯ Changes to details of connection teardown
- Keep the one-way connections independent
- Only reset tickle timer on AURPp~ckets
¯ Calling out of transport as a separate layer ’~’AURP-Tr"
On the last subject there was heated debate on whether this was the correct way to design
the protocol and it was stated that this maytie the protocol to IP and not makeit portable
to other protocols. The following points were thought to be essential to allowing the protocol
to be accepted as an internet standard. The type of service required by the underlying media
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should be called out specifically. The transport should be separated from the rest of the
protocol so that other transports could be used. A state diagram should be included in the
document.
Somediscussion on the ability of AUI~Pto solve the problems of the mythical customer
were held. Somereal customers (Boeing and NASA)expressed their doubts as to whether
there was a need for this functionality in their networks.
The state diagram of the AURPprotocol will be specified and then the document will be
put in the Internet-Drafts Directory.
The next topic was AppleTalk and PPP. A preliminary document specifying the use o.f
SNMPover DDPwas presented by Mike Pdtter from Apple. This document is available on
apple.com in the directory/pub/apple-ip.
The AppleTalk MIBII document is also available
there. These documents are also available on AppleLink in the Developer Support folder.
The final topic that was discussed was the start of work by this Groupon the AppleTalkover
PPP specification. Brad Parker has been working with others on a preliminary specificatio~a
for this functionality and this will be available from him shortly. This specification supports
muchof the functionality that is available,’ with the AI~AP(Apple Remote.Access Protocol)
specification that is available through APDA.Brad is also working with the PPP Extensions
WorkingGroup to arrive at a specification for dial-back and security on PPP links.
The next meeting will be held in conjunction
Mexico, November 18-22, 1991.

with the IETF meeting in Sante Fe, New
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by John Veizades/Apple

Minutes of the IP over AppleTalk

Working Group (A.:PPLEIP)

The Working Group met and discussed work in the following areas:
SNMP
Workin the SNMParea is split ~nto three areas. The AppleTalk MIBPlus (the first version
is now I~FC 1243) (this MIBwill no longer be called MIB2) is now out for comment
an Internet Draft. There are implementations of l~he I~FC 1243 MIBavailable on Shiva,
Cayman, Farallon, 3Corn and ACCSystems. Implementation and use experience has led to
the following list of problems with this MIB:it is felt that there maybe more variables than
is needed, this MIBdoes not allow for the configuration of routers and there are questions
on whether this MIBsupports half routers well. It is felt that there are significant areas for
discussion and implementation. The Group i.,; not trying to rush the MIBPlus document
and is waiting for appropriate comment. The S:NMPover AppleTalk document is ready to
move forth as a Proposed Standard and will be doling so shortly after commentsfrom this
meeting are incorporated in the document. Com=ernwas raised about getting major console
manufacture is to incorporate this standard into their consoles. Concern was also raised as
to the ability of the MIBto be used for the global changing of a network’s zone list. Test
tools are available from Mike Ritter (MWl~itter@Applelink.apple.com). The last item was
the Macintosh system MIBwhich is now out for general comment.
AURP
The AUI~P(Apple Update Based Routing Protocol) will be progressing from Internet Draft
to Proposed Standard after revising the state diagram. The completed document will be
submitted as a Proposed Standard in the Internet communityand will be made available as
an APDAdocument. A vendor product "bakeoff" is scheduled for MacWorldin January.,
with about seven companies at various stages of implementation (Cayman, cisco, Shiva.,
DEC,Farallon, Compatible Systems, Novell, 3Corn, Pacer and Apple). Seeding of some of
these products to sites around the world is also planned in the next few months.
ABGP
A presentation was madeon the possibility of introducing a BGPlike protocol as a border
gateway protocol for AppleTalk. Greg Bruell from Shiva made the presentation, Yakov
l~ekhter (IBM) and Scott Brim (Cornell) were in attendance. WhyBGP? It looks a
like AUI~P when you make some needed ex:tensions to BGPto in, corporate AppleTalk.
Transport stays the same as BGPexcept that iit uses a different TCPPort. Message layer
stays the same as BGP, the autonomous system number maps to the domain identifier and
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there is a change to the network list into the network zone tuple list. Some;advantages are
that BGPis a well known implementation, decisions on policy are outside of the update
protocol and it is easy to implement.
AppleTalk

and OSPF

Greg Bruell led a discussion on using an OSPFlike protocol to replace the AppleTalk IGP
which is RIP-like.
PPP and AppleTalk
The document presented is close. Commentswill be incorporated and reissued as an Internet Draft for comments from the AppleTalk community as well as the PPP community’.
Additions to the current documentinclude calling out and describing the operation of several commoncases; node to server, node to node and half routing. Commentson. hop
count incrementing and which options should be negotiated for each case will be added.
Operation with AURPwill be left to the AURPeffort. The smartbuffering compression
algorithms are available through APDAin the document which describes the operation of
the AppleTalk Remote Access Protocol (ARAP). Implementations are in progress by cisco,
Cayman, Shiva, Novell, Telebit, A/UXand Farallon. The AppleTalk over PPP work was
presented to the PPP Extensions Working Group. The PPP Extensions Working Group
added functionality that will allow all that is neededfor call-back in the ..security fields of
the LCP. Both Brad Parker and John Veizades presented the Apple communities’ view o~a
dial-back and security. The version of the PPP document that will conte~in the PPP Extensions for security will include everything needed for diM-backas presented in the ARAP
specification as well as the ability for the user to specify the number string to be called
back at. The security specification will also contain whatever is necessary for "secure ID"
extensions.
MaclP
Three outstanding comments were brought up and will be incorporated into the current
document which will be posted for final, review before moving the protocol to Proposed
Standard. The areas of commentswere IC MPmessages, out-of-zone-op eratlion, and multiple
servers in the same zone. In the area of ICMPmessages it was decided tha~ ICMPredirects
will be gleaned by the macIP gateway whenit is doing proxy arp for nodes in the AppleTalk
network that are on the same logical subnet as the gateway. In the are:~, of out-of-zoneoperation, if two hosts use the s~meaddress in the AppleTalkinternet packets it is destined
that one will be reliably dropped. Whe:a two servers are in the same zone some election
mechanismwill be used to choose one of them aS the gateway though others will be kept to
use as secondaries if the first fails to provide registration or services. Twoh~atures should be
added for the rebuilding of the AppleTalk address to IP address mapping on server restart,
one is the Phil Kochalgorithms for gleaning address m~ppings~nd the other is the ability
to send NBPlookups to specified zones to rebuild the mapping table.
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Federation

Discussion was held on how to continue the g~rowth of the infrastructure related AppleTalk:
protocols. Most ideas evolve them by moving them into the IETF community. Work is
being done on charter definition, vendors buy in and on discussing these issues with the
relevant Apple people. This effort would proceed within the infrastructure of the IETF,,
The IETF has been approached as to the viability of this undertaking and they advise that
the work could be accomplished under an AppleTalk directorate within the IETF. Concern.
was raised as to Apple’s role in such a venture ~nd what Apple’s commitment to such a
venture would be.
Attendees
James Beers
Craig Brenner
Gregory Bruell
Philip Budne
Peter Caswell
Richard Cherry
I~ichard Cogger
Peter DiCamillo
Dino Farinacci
Karen Frisa
John Gawf
Bob Jeckell
Holly Knight
Louise Laier
Joshua Littlefield
Greg Merrell
Greg Minshall
l~obert Morgan
Michael Newell
Chandy Nilakantan
Alan Oppenheimer
J. Bradford Parker
Christopher l~anch
Michael Ritter
Eric Smith
Evan Solley
David S.A. Stine
John Veizades
Lee Wade

beers@nr-t
ech.ciZ.cornell,
edu
Brenner2@appleli~k.
apple,com
gob@shiva,
corn
phil@shiva,
com
pf cY.pacvax@u~met,
uu.net
rcherry@wc,
novell,com
rhx@cornellc,
cir.cornell,
edu
cmsmaint
@brownvm.
brown.edu
dino@cisco,
com
karen,frisa@andrew,
cmu.edu
gawf@compat
ible.corn
rober~_j
eckell@nso.
3com.com
holly@apple,
corn
laierl@applelink,
apple,corn
j osh~cayman,c, om
merrell@greg, ene~:, dec. com
minshall@~c, novell, com
morgan@jess ic:a. s:anford, edu
mne~ell©nhqvax, hg. nasa. gov
csn©3com, com
oppen.hetr, erl©applelink, apple, corn
brad@cayman,corn
cranch@novell, com
mwrit~er@applelink,
apple,corn
eric@telebit,
corn
solley@applelink,
apple,corn
d.stine@cisco,
c,om
veizades@apple,
corn
wade@nsipo,
arconasa.~ov
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IP over Asynchronous

Transfer

Mode (atm)

Charter
Chair(s):
ltobert ttinden, h~_nden©bbn,
corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: atm©bbn,corn
To Subscribe: atm-request©bbn.com
Archive:Send messageto atm-request~bbn.com
Description

of Working Group:

The IP over ATMWorking Group will focus on the issues involved in running
internetworking protocols oyer Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)networks.
The final goal for the WorkingGroup is to produce standards for the TCP/IP
protocol suite and recommendations which could be used by other internetworking protocol standards (e.g., ISO CLNPand IEEE 802.2 Bridging).
The WorkingGroup will initially develop experimental protocols for encapsulation, multicasting, addressing, address resolution, call set up, and network
management to allow the operation of internetwork protocols over an ATM
network. The Working Group may later submit these protocols for standardization.
The Working Group will not develop physical layer standards for ATM.These
are well covered in other standard groups and do not need to be addressed in
this Group.
The WorkingGroup will develop models of ATMinternetworking architectures.
This will be used to guide the development of specific IP over ATMprotocols.
The WorkingGroup will also develop and maintain a list of technical unknowns
that relate to internetworking over ATM.These will be used to direct future
work of the Working Group or be submitted to other standard or research
groups as appropriate.
The WorkingGroup will coordinate its work with other relevant standards bodies (e.g., ANSIT1S1.5) to insure that it does not duplicate their work and that
its work meshes well with other activities in this area. The Working’Group will
select amongATMprotocol options (e.g., selection of an adaptation layer protocol) and make recommendations to the ATMstandards bodies regarding the
requirements for internetworking over ATMwhere the current ATMstandards
do not meet the needs of internetworking.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First Meeting. Establish detailed goals and milestones for Working
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Jan 1992

Circulate drafts of IP over ATMSpecifications.

Mar 1992

Review approaches to running IP over ATM.
none specified
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AREA

MEETING

REPORT

by Bob Hinden/BBN
of the IP over Asynchronous

Transfer

Mode BOF (ATI~I)

The meeting was organized as a BOFto determine if there was enough interest
an IETF working group to develop protocols to run IP over ATMnetworks.

in forming

The first half of the meeting was a presentation by Bob Hinden/BBNcovering the reason,,;
why the BOFwas organized. The talk included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Motivation for the IP over ATMGroup
Why ATMis interesting
Relationship to other standards groups
Area for work
Next steps

The second half of the meeting was a discussion of whether the Group should be formed
and if so what area the Group should first focus on. The work areas discussed included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

ATMInternet Architecture
ATMand Internetwork Operation
Adaptation Layer Selection(s)
Flow Control/Congestion Avoidance
Flow Setup/Connection Establishment
IP Encapsulation
Multicast
Network Management
Physical Media
Security

Other issues discussed include whether the Groupshould initially
or experimental protocols.

develop standard protocol:s

After much discussion the Group decided that there was enough interest that an IETF
Working Group should be formed. There was also a consensus that the Group initially
develop experimental protocols.
There was agreement on the following topics:
¯ Approachesfor Interoperability
¯ Develop a list

with the Internet (e.g., IP over AT5/I)

of unknownsthat need to be worked on.

¯ Set up a separate mailing list

from the IPLPDNWorking Group.
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of Architectural Alternatives to Internetworking over ATM.

That the work of this Group not duplicate the work that is being done in other ATM
standard groups.
¯ Physical Layer Standards are very well covered in other standard groups and do not
need to be addressed in this Group.
¯ There should be communication with other ATMStandard Bodies.
¯ Initially
¯ The initial

to not work on Congestion Control iissues.
focus of the Group should be local with wide area internetworking.

The Chair was tasked to revise the draft Charter to be consistent with these agreements.
Attendees
James Barnes
Art Berggreen
David Bolen
Robert Braden
Theodore Brunner
John Burnett
Lida Carrier
Yee-Hsiang Chang
A. Lyman Chapin
George Clapp
Richard Cogger
Danny Cohen
Dave Cullerot
Steve Deering
Kurt Dobbins
Hans Eriksson
Erik Fair
Jim Ghadbane
Joseph Godsil
I-Ierve Goguely
Kenneth Hayward
Frank Heath
Christine Hemrick
Robert Hinden
William Jolitz
Satish Joshi

barnes@xylogics,
com
art@acc,
com
db31@nis,
ans.net
braden@isi,
edu
t ob@thumper,
bellcore,
com
j Ib@adaptive.
corn
lida@apple,
com
yhc@concert,
net
lyman@bbn,
corn
clapp@ameris,
center,
il.ameritech.corn
rhx@cornellc,
cir.cornell,
edu
cohen@isi,
edu
cullerot@ctron,
corn
deerin~@xerox,
com.
dobbins@ctron,
com
hans@sits,
se
fair@apple,
corn
j im~h@newbridge,
com
j~odsil@ncsa,,uiuc,
edu
lircorpl
! roger@uunet,
uu.net
crm57d@bnr,
ca
heath©cmc,
corn
hemrick@cisco,
corn
hinden@bbn,
corn
william@okeeffe
o cs .berkeley.
edu
sj oshi@synopZics,
com
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Jean-Michael Jouanigot
Manu Kaycee
Yoav Kluger
Cheryl Krupczak
Anthony Lauck
Joseph Lawrence
Tom Lyon
Andrew Malis
Allison Mankin
David McDysan
Bill Melohn
Donald Merritt
Greg Minshall
Dave Monachello
Andy Nicholson
Zbigniew Opalka
Venkat Prasad
Yakov Rekhter
Manoel Rodrigues
Philippe Roger
Allan Rubens
Timothy Salo
Sharad Sanghi
Tim Seaver
John Seligson
Stephen Shew
Mike Spengler
Ravi Srinivasan
Martha Steenstrup
Brad Steinka
Roxanne Streeter
Sven Tafvelin
Osamu Takada
Paul Tsuchiya
Lee Wade
Walter Wimer
Richard Woundy

j imi@cernvax,
cern.ch
kaycee¢ctron,
com
ykluger~f
ibhaifa,
corn
cheryl@cc
o gatech.edu
lauckCtl,
enet.dec.com
j cl@sabre,
bellcore,
corn
pugs©eng,
sun.corn
malis~bbn,
com
mankin©gateway
.mitre.org
O002806303~ncimail.
com
melohn@auspex,
corn
don@brl
.rail
minshall@T~c,
novell,com
dave@pluto,
dss.com
droid@cray,
com
zopalka@roswell,
spartacus,
com
vsp@3com,
com
yakovCwat
son.ibm.corn
manoel,rodrigues©att,
com
lircorp
I : :roger©uunet.
uu.net
act@merit,
edu
tj s@msc,
edu
sharad@ans
.net
tasCmcnc,org
j ohns@ultra,
com
sdshew@bnr,
ca
mksemsc,edu
ravi@eng,
viialink,
corn
msZeensZ@bbn,
com
brad@python,
eng.microcom,
com
streeter@nsipo.nasa,
gov
tafvelin@ce,
chalmers,
se
t akada@sdl,
hitachi,
co.j p
t suchiya@thumper,
bellcore,
com
wade%nsipo,
arc.nasa,
gov
walter,wimer©andrew,
cmu.edu
r~oundy@ibm,
com
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FDDI (fddi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dave Katz, dka~cz~meri~c, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: FDDICmeri’c,. edu
To Subscribe: FDDI-reques~c~meri’t. edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The IP over FDDIWorking Group is chartered to create Internet Standards for
the use of the Internet Protocol and related protocols on the Fiber I)istributed
Data Interface (FDDI) medium.This protocol will provide support for the wide
variety of FDDIconfigurations (e.g., dual MAC
stations) in such ~ way as
not constrain their application, while maintaining the architectural philosophy
of the Internet protocol suite. The Group will maintain liaison with other
interested parties (e.g., ANSIASCX3T9.5) to ensure technical alignment with
other standards. This Group is specifically not chartered to provide solutions
to mixed media bridging problems.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write a document specifying the use of IP on a single MACFDDIstation.

Aug 1990 Write ~ document specifying
Request

the use of IP on duMMACFDDI ste~tions.

For Comments:

RFC 1188 "A Proposed Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over FDDI Net~
works
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Multi-Media

Bridging

(mmb)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jeffrey Fitzgerald, j j f©f £bercom.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mmbwg©f
ibercom, com
To Subscribe: mmbwg-reques’c©Zibercom,com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Multi-Media Bridge WorkingGrroup has the task of addressing the function
of multi-media bridges within TCP/IP networks. This is viewed as necessary
at this time because of the proliferation of these devices.
The first
and point
If there
resolving

goal of the Group is to document the multi-media bridge technology
out the issues raised by having these devices in a TCP/IP internet.
are problems which can be addressed the Group will work towards
them and documenting the solutions.

Goals and Milestones:
Done

Finalize Charter of Group.

Aug 1991

Documentmulit-media bridging technology and its affect on TCP/IP Internets.

Au~ 1991

Documentissues to be addressed by Working (~roup.
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REPORT

of the Multi-Media

Bridging

VVorkiing

Group (MMB)

Report not submitted. Refer to Area Report for a brief summary.
Attendees
Philip Almquist
Karl Auerbach
Art Berggreen
David Bridgham
John Burnett
J. Noel Chiappa
Rob Coltun
Kenneth Crepea
Dave Cullerot
Jeff Fitzgerald
Craig Fox
Darrell Furlong
Jim Ghadbane
Greg Hollingsworth
Ronald Jacoby
Frank Kastenholz
Maau Kaycee
Yoav Kluger
Stev Knowles
John Lekashman
Keith McCloghrie
Bill Melohn
David Minnich
Dean Morris
Venkat Prasad
Anil Rijsinghaai
Philippe Roger
Mark Schaefer
John Seligson
Ravi Srinivasan
Iris
Yuan Wang
John Ziegler

almquist@j
essica,stanford,
edu
karl@eng,
sun.corn
art@acc,
com
dab@asylum,
sf.ca.us
j Ib@adaptive.
corn
jnc@Ics.mit,
edu
rcoltun@ni,
umd.edu
crepea@cisco,
com
cullerot©ctron,
com
j j f@fibercom,
corn
foxcj@network.
com,
j imgh@newbridge,
com
gregh~mailer,
j:huapl,
edu
rj@sgi.
corn
kasten@europa,
clearpoint,
corn
kaycee@ctron,
com
ykluger@f
ibhaif
a. corn
stev@ftp,
com
I ekash@nas,
hasa.
kzm@hls,
corn
melohn@auspex,
corn
dwm@fibercom,
corn
morris@marvin,
dec.com
vsp@3com,
com
anil@levers,
ene~;,
dec.corn
1 ircorp
I ! roge.r@uune~,
uu.net
schaefer@davidsys,
com
j ohns©ultra,
tom
ravi@eng,
viializ~k,
com
437-3580@mcimail.
com
natadm! ycw@mmet,
uu.net
ziegler©artel,
corn
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AREA

Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

(pppext)

Charter
Chair(s):
Brian Lloyd, brian©ray, lloyd, corn
Mailing Lists:
Genera/Discussion: ie~f-ppp~ucdavis.edu
To Subscribe:
ietf-ppp-request@ucdavis.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) was designed to encapsulate multiple protocols. IP was the only network layer protocol defined in the original documents.
The Working Group is defining the use of other network level protocols and
options for PPP. The Group will define the use of protocols including: bridging, ISO, DECNET
(Phase IV and V), XNS, and others. In addition it will
define new PPP options for the existing protocol definitions, such e~s stronger
authentication and encryption methods.
Goals and Milestones:
Nonespecified
Internet

Drafts:

"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Point-to-Point Protocol", 09/10/1990,
Frank Kastenholz < draft-ietf-ppp ext-pppmib-01.txt >
"The Point-to-Point
Protocol: LLC over PPP", 12/12/1990,
< draft-ietf-ppp-llcoverppp-01.txt >

Arthur Harvey

"The Point-to-Point Protocol Configuration Options: Negotiation of 32-bit
FCS’, 12/12/1990, Arthur Harvey <draft-ietf-ppp-32bitconfig-01.txt
>
"Point-to-Point Protocol Extensions for DECnetPhase IV", 06/04/1!)91, Steven
Senum< dr~ft-ietf-pppext-decnet-00.txt
>
"The Point-to-Point Protocol for the Traasmission of Multi-Protocol Datagrams Over Point-to-Point
Links", 07/01/1991, WA Simpson <draft-ietfpppext-lcp-02.txt>
"The PPP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)", 07/01/1991,
Gregor< draft-ietf-pppext-ip cp- 03.txt >

G Mc-

"Proposed Point-to-Point Procotol for AppleTalk", 07/08/1991, S. Senum, J.
Muchow,F. Slaughter, B. P~rker <draft-ietf-pppext-appleta/k-00.txt>
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"The PPP Authentication

Protocols",
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col (OSINLCP)", 07/25/1991,

07,[25/1991, B. Lloyd, W.A. Simpson
>

"PPP Link Quality Monitoring", 12/30/1991, WoA. Simpson < dr~ft-ietf-ppp
lqm-01.txt>
Request

For Comments:

RFC1220 "Point-to-Point

Protocol Extensions for Bridging"

ext-
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Reported Brian Lloyd/Telebit
Minutes

of the Point-to-Point

Protocol

Extensions

Working Group (PPPEXT)

Brian Lloyd welcomedthe Group, asked for sign-in and led a short discussion on the mailing
list, PPP archive availability and a history of the Working Group. Also Brian discussed
current status and current implementations of PPP.
Bill Simpson reported that SAAGhas reviewed the PPP authentication
draft document.
The result is that the message digest algorithm used in the Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)may be either MD4or MD5.The document is being changed
support this. The default algorithm will be the same as that chosen by the SNMPWorking
Group for SNMPauthentication.
[MD5was chosen].
Brian Lloyd reported on the IPLPDNdiscussion on frame relay, X.25 and PPP over the
same physical interface. They decided to use XID to distinguish which pro:~ocol will run on
the link.
Brad Parker of Cayman gave a synopsis of the work on PPP in the AppleTalk Working
Group. Apple has chosen to use PPP instead of a proprietary point-to-poi~.~t protocol, thus
paving the way for both IP and AppleTalk on the same serial interface. The result is a
document that is ready for review by the PPPEXTWorking Group. Two iimplementations
are available. Brad has partially completed work on the drivers and an individual at the
University of Michigan is planning on continuing the effort.
Philip Almquist presented the comments on the PPP requirements portion of the Router
l~equirements document. The members of the KI~EQWorking Group objected to listing
line speeds above which Van Jacobson (V J) header compression should not be used. The
result was that the recommendation from the PPPEXTWorking Group was changed to
read that VJ header compression should be used below 20Kbps and may’ be used at any
speed above that. The upper bound above which VJ header compression should not be
used, previously set at 64Kbps, was removed.
Philip also
Group to the
of LQM.The
proprietary

reported that there were objections by the members of the RI~EQWorking
requirement for Link Quality Monitoring (LQM). This led iinto a discussion
issue was also raised that some of the vendors wish to do other forms of
LQM.

One of the problems with the existing LQMis that it is considered to be part of the Link
Control Protocol (LCP) and hence must use ~n Async Control Character :Map (ACCM)
all l’s. This just about doubles the size of an LQMpacket on an async lira&.
As a result, the LCPdocument will be :modified to support a slightly different LQMnegotiation that can support multiple type,,; of LQM.If an implementation supports LQMe~t
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all, it must support the existing type of LQMso th;~t there will be .~ commondenominator
(analogous to MIB-1 and MIB-2 of SNMP).
As a result of the LQMproblem the Group decided that all LCP packet/option codes less
than or equal to seven that are needed to bring ~,he LCPto the open state must be escaped
using the all-ones ACCM.
After the link is open the other options, i.e., authentication, new
LQM,etc., may be transmitted using the negotiated ACCM
a~d compression options even
though these packets are ostensibly LCPpackets.
There is a problem that occurs when the LCP’ goes to the open state and a frame that
has the ACCM
set to zero (control characters not escaped) arrives at the receiver before
the receiver has updated its ACCM
and changed to the open state (this often occurs when
the first Network Control Protocol (NCP) packet i[mmediately follows the last LCPack).
The NCPframe is discarded at the receiver. There was a suggestion to insert a delay to
allow the receiver to get to the open state before sending the NCPpacket. It was noted
that this is not a serious problem because the sta:adard error recovery sequence properly
deals with this. It was decided not to make.a change in the state machine and to add an.
implementation note describing the problem.
There was concern about the length of time that it can take to determine that a link has
failed (ten retries with three seconds between retries). The final decision was to make
clear that the three second delay maybe adjusted t~) accommodatelinks with lower l~tency.,
i.e., that high speed link interfaces timeout values should be smaller. This information wil~
be added to the LCPdocument and the default timeout value will become part of the PPP
MIB.
Glenn McGregorpresented his IPCP document and discussed the changes to the VJ header
compression as used in PPP. Now, the slot nurnber - which is used to identify a particular
session being compressed - is not compressed. This greatly improves error recovery if a
packet is lost or damagedin transit.

PPPEXT Minutes

Evening

Session

IP Address discussion continued. The Working Group decided to remove the feature
negotiating/reporting multiple IP addresses on an interface.

for

In addition the Working Group decided that the IP address negotiation procedure was
too complicated to ensure that it worked properly. The Group decided on a much simpler
schemethat retains all the features of the earlier version without the complexity. The IPCP
documentwill contain a description of the old ~a~ethod along with a strong note indicating
that implementations should use the new IP address negoti~,tion procedure, and that the
old IP address negotiation will be eliminated some~imein the not-too-distant future as the
IPCP document proceeds down the standards track.
Bill Simpson and Brian Lloyd presented the Aut:hentication

Document. The section on
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managementof secrets (keys) has a hole due to the lack of availability of a secure mechanism for the dissemination of the "secret". This will be gated by the work on Common.
Authentication Technology (CAT) and on SNMPsecret dissemination technology.
Also the Challenge HandshakeAuthentication Protocol (CHAP)will change the way it use.,’.
MD5to generate the authentication "signature" so as to be 100 percent compatible with.
SNMP.This should allow the core authentication procedures to be completely interchange-.
able between PPP and SNMP.
The discussion then proceeded to the call-back field of CHAP.The purpose of this field is
for one end or the other to indicate to the peer that it wishes to terminate the link and call-.
back, primarily for purposes of reversing charges (some indicated that call-back mayprove.’
useful for enhancing security). Several people indicated that multiple call-back destination.,;
maybe desirable so a call-back address (phone number) field was defined and added.
Marty Del Vecchio from Shiva Corp presented Netware IPX Control Protocol which he has
implemented. The Group suggested a number of changes and improvements. Marty will do
further research and present an improved document soon.
Other documents were discussed. It was noted that 3Comhas implemented stripped
versions of most of the NCPs. There was nothing to report on CLNP/OSIover
AppleTalk over PPP is very close to completion. Michele Wright of Timeplex will take
the DECnet over PPP document. Several of the implementors present indicated that
are actively working on an implementation of PPP that supports DECnet..

down
PPP.
ove:r
they

The topic of conversation then movedon to switched circuit (dial-up, ISDN,etc.) connection
techniques. A discussion then ensued about techniques for automatical][y starting PPP
during a login process. It was noted that the first PPP frame on an async link consists of
the octet sequence "7e ff 7d 03". This makes it possible for a terminal server or host to
recognize that the peer wishes to run FPt~ ~nd m~ystart PPP immedie~tely.
The discussion also went back to PPP over ISDN. The XID technique for determining which
protocol would run, e.g., PPP, Frame P~el.ay, or X.25, was discussed again.
The discussion then proceeded to the topic of inverse multiplexing, e.g., using multiple PPP
links to simulate a single link/interface with greater bandwidth. There is a need to add
a mechanismto indicate to the remote peer that one end or the other n.eeds to increase
capacity and will be opening an additional link. It was suggested that the new link need
only open the LCPand authenticate, and there is no need to renegotiate the NCPs. The
magic number that is negotiated on a link could be used as a logical connection number and
can be madeunique across all of the logical PPPconnections, e.g., all physical connections
that are part of a single logical interface will use the same magic number.
Results and Decisions
1. The Group decided to move the status
because of the changes to LQM..

of the LCP document back to "Proposed"
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2. The Group decided to move the status of t!he ][PCP document back to "Proposed"
status because of the desired changes to the IP address negotiation.
3. The Group decided to keep the status of the .Authentication document at "Proposed"
status due to the changes in the CHAP.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
Fred Baker
Dean Cheng
Richard Cherry
Curtis Cox
Kenneth Crepea
Marty Del Vecchio
Craig Fox
Chris Gunner
Bob Jeckell
William Jolitz
Frank Kastenholz
TomKessler
Holly Knight
Gordon Lee
Brian Lloyd
Glenn McGregor
Robert Morgan
Dean Morris
Michael Newell
Chandy Nilakantan
J. Bradford Parker
Miguel Sasson
Mark Schaefer
William Simpson
Eric Smith
Ravi Srinivasan
Bruce Taber
Mark Therieau
William Townsend
Maurice Turcotte
John Veizades
Yuan Wang
Scott Wasson
Preston Wilson
L. Michele Wright
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Requirements

(rreq)

Charter
Chair(s):
Philip Almquist, almquist©j essica, stanford,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ieZf-rreq©Jessica.Stanford.edu
To Subscribe:
ietf-rreq-request@Jessica.Stanford,
edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Router Requirements Working Group has the goal of rewriting the existing
Router Requirements RFC, RFC-1009, and a) bringing it up to the organizational and requirement explicitness levels of the Host Requirements RFC’s, as
well as b) including references to more recent work, such as OSPFand BGP.
The WorkingGroup will also instigate, review, or (if appropriate) produce
ditional RFCson related topics. To date, Group membershave produced draft
documents discussing the operation of touters which are in multiple routing
domains (3 papers), TOS, and a routing table MIB.
The purposes of this project include:
¯ Defining what an IP router does in sufficient detail that touters from
different vendors are truly interoperable.
¯ Providing guidance to vendors, implementors, and purchasers of IP touters.
The Working Group has decided that, unlike RFC-1009, the Router Requirements documentshould not discuss Link Layer protocols or address resolution.
Instead, those topics should be covered in a separate Link Layer Requirements
document, applicable to hosts as well as routers. Whether this Group will
create the Link Layer Requirements is still to be determined.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First Internet Draft version.

Done

Second Internet Draft version.

Done

Third Internet Draft version.

Sep 1991 Fourth Internet

Draft version

Oct 1991 Final Internet Draft version.
Nov 1991 Submission for Proposed Standard.
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Internet Drafts:
"Requirementsfor Internet IP l~outers":, (}9/].7/]..990,
ietf-rreq-iprouters-03.txt>

Philip Almquist<draft-

"Ruminations on Route Leaking", 07/25/1991, Philip Almquist < draft-almquistleak-00.ps>
"Ruminations on the Next Hop", 07/25/1991, Philip Almquist <draft-almquistnexthop-00.ps>
"Type of Service in the Internet Protocol Suil~e", 07/25/1991~ Philip Almquist
< draft- almquist-tos- 02.txt >
"Some Thoughts on Multi-.Domain Routing", 07/25/1991, l~oss Callon <draftcallon- routing- 00.txt >
"IP Forwarding Table MIB", 08/14/1991, Fred Baker < draft-ietf-rreq-forwarding04.txt>
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Almquist

of the Router

Requirements

Working Group (RREQ)

The Router Requirements Working Group met much more briefly
IETF meetings. There were three primary activities:

than it had at previous

1. Discussion and approval of a Forwarding Table MIB.
2. Revision of the Router Requirements Draft.
3. Coordination with other working groups.
In addition,
anticipation
Diego.

the Chair gave a lengthy plenary presentation on Router ]?~equirements
of its becoming a Proposed Standard before the next IETF meeting in

Each of the three activities listed above is described in more detail below. The Chair woul,~]
like to thank Frank Solensky for recording the decisions reached during the meeting.
Forwarding

Table

MIB

The Working Group discussed Fred Baker’s Forwarding Table MIBproposal. One substantive flaw was found and fixed, and the revised version was deemed ready to be passed to
the IESG as a candidate for a Proposed Standard.
The Group hotely debated the question of whether the proposed MIB ought to handle
routing of IP multicasts and, if so, what modifications to the MIBwould be required. The
range of conflicting views on these questions suggested that multicast routing will need to
be better understood before appropriate MIBsupport can be standardized. The Group feint
that the Forwarding Table MIBwas too valuable to be placed on hold indefinitely while
multicast routing matures, but will revisit these issues before requesting "that the MIBbe
advanced to Draft Standard status.
Router

Requirements

Document

The WorkingGroup discussed a number of minor technical issues and req~ests for clarification. Most were disposed of with little debate. Probably the only notable decision was tl~Le
one to lower the requirement level of MIBs other than MIB-II from MUSTsto SHOULDs,
on the grounds that the number of MIBswhich have been developed has reached the point
where implementing all relevant MIBsmay be becoming onerous.
Coordination

with

Other Working Groups

The Working Group held a joint meeting with the Inter-Domain Policy ].~outing Working
Groupto try to ascertain whether there were inconsistencies between the specifications the
two Groups are producing. The primary focus of the discussion was the implications of the
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IP-over-IP encapsulation used by IDPI~ (e.g., .on ICMPerror messages). There was also
some discussion of the interactions between the IDPRprotocol and other routing protocols.
No particular inconsistencies between the work of the two Groups were identified,
but
apparently both Groups found the discussions interesting and informative.
Although the Working Group did not hold an officiM joint meeting with the BGPWorking
Group, the RREQChair and some other 1%REQWorking Group members attended the.,
BGPsessions at which route leaking between BGPand OSPFwas discussed. The goal (or
at least the goal of the RI~EQChair) was to try to achieve consistency between the BGP
Group’s work and the parallel work on route leakiing between arbitrary routing protocols
that is being done in the I~I%EQGroup.
Attendees

Philip Almquist
Fred Baker
Atul Bansal
William Barns
Art Berggreen
William Biagi
Rob Coltun
Dave Cullerot
John Damiaao
Kurt Dobbins
Shawn Gallagher
Jim Ghadbane
Chris Gunner
Frank Heath
Ronald Jacoby
Satish Joshi
Jean-Michael Jouanigot
Michael Karels
Frank Kastenholz
M~nu Kaycee
Yoav Kluger
Stev Knowles
Ron Lau
John Lekashman
Tony Li
Gary Malkin
Mike Marcinkevicz
April Merrill
Donald Merritt
Dave Monachello
Dean Morris
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com
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kasten@europa,
clearpoint,
corn
kaycee@ctron,
com
ykluger@f
ibhaifa. com
s~ev@ftp,
com
rlau@synopt
ics.corn
I ekash@nas,
hasa.
tli@cisco,
corn
~malkin@ftp.
com
mdm@csu,
net
abmerri@tycho,
ncsc.rail
don@brl.mil
dave@pluto,
ds s.corn
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Iris Tal
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William Townsend
Yuan Wang
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Richard Woundy
John Ziegler
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Host Requirements (shr)

Charter
Chair(s):
BobStewart,
rlstewart©eng,
xyplex,corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-hosts©mmc.nsf.net
To Subscribe: ietf-hosts-reques’c@nnsc.nsf.net
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Special-purpose Host Requirements Working Group is chartered to clarify
application of the Host Requirements RFCs(1122 and 1123) to systems that are
technically hosts but are not intended to support general network applications.
These special-purpose hosts include, for example, terminal servers ,(a "Telnet
host"), or file servers (an "FTP host" or an "NFShost").
The Host Requirements RFCsaddress the typical, general-purpose system with
a variety of applications and an open development environment, and give only
passing consideration to special-purpose hosts. As a result, suppliers of specialpurpose hosts must bend the truth or make excuses when users evaluate their
products against the Requirements RFCs. Users must then decide whether
such a product is in fact deficient or the requirements truly do not apply. This
process creates work and confusion, and undermines the value of the RFCs.
The commercial success of the Internet protocols and their use in increasingly
unsophisticated environments exacerbates the problem.
The Working Group must define principles and examples for proper functional
subsets of the general-purpose host and specifically state howsuch subsets affect
the requirements. The Working Group must determine the balance between an
exhaustive list of specific special-purpose hosts and philosphy that remains
subject to debate. For the most part, it should be possible to base decisions
on existing experience and implementations. The special-purpose requirements
will be stated as differences from the existing RFCs,not replacements, and will
refer rather than stand alone.
Since they define strict subsets of the Host Requirements RFCs, t]he Specialpurpose Host Requirements appear to be an easier job and can be developed and
stabilized within 8-12 months. Most of the Group’s business can be conducted
over the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of \ Charter and collection of concerns.
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Done

First IETF Meeting: discussion and final approval of C:harter; discussion and
agreement on approach, including models, format, level and type of detail,.
Makewriting assignments.

Oct 1990

First draft document.

Nov 1990

Second IETF Meeting: review first draft document~determine necessary revi-.
sions. Followup discussion on me, ling list.

Jan 1990

Revised document.

Feb 1990

Third IETF Meeting: make document an Internet Draft.
based on commentsreceived at m.ee~ing az.xd over e-mail.

Apr 1991

Final draft document.

May 1991

Fourth IETF meeting: review final draft and if OK, give to IESG for publication as RFC.

Continue revisions
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Area

Director(s):
James Davin: jrd@ptt.lcs.mit.edu
Area Summary reported

by James Davin/MIT

At the Santa Fe meeting of the IETF, six working groups of the Network ManagementArea
held one or more sessions throughout the week. TwoBirds of a Feather sessions were also
held.
The SNMPNetwork ManagementDirectorate reviewed six MIBspecifications that had been
recently reported out of working groups. 2[’hree of these were products of the Character MIB
Working Group: the MIBfor Character Stream Devices, the MIBfor Par~fllel-Printer-Lik:e
Hardware Devices, the MIBfor RS232-Like Devices. Also reviewed were the IP Forwarding
MIBproduced by the Router Requirements Working Group, the Frame Rela~y MIBproduced
by the IPLPDNWorking Group, and the SMDSInterface Protocol MIB:produced by the
SNMPWorking Group. The IESG announced its intention to consider these MIBs as
candidates for Proposed Standard status after final text is available in the Internet-Drafts
repository.
In addition, the Directorate discussed the problem of representing elaborate protocol stacks
using the abstractions provided by the "interfaces" Group of MIB2. The Directorate
discussion was premised on the notion that is implicit in MIB2 that an "!interface" object
is only used to represent protocol entities below the internetwork (e.g., IP) layer. The
problem addressed has arisen in any number of Working Group discussiolas: although thee
interfaces Group in MIB2 is a convenient abstraction for managers, it doesn’t support
specific transmission media or elaborate protocol stacks that mayinvolve both downward
and upward multiplexing.
The Directorate discussion came to three conclusions:
1. Every entry in a media-specific MIBtable is paired one-to-one wil~h a single entry
in the interfaces table of MIB2. The media-specific entry can be reached from the
generic interfaces table entry by using information in the ifType object together with
information in the if[ndex object.
2. Media-specific MIBtable entries (:an (and often do) include "pointer" information
that represents user-service relations amongentities in a more or less elaborate protocol stack below the internetwork layer. This pointer information v~riously takes the
form of OBJECTIDENTIFIEI~values (as in the Character MIB) or combinations
OBJECT IDENTIFIER and INTEGER values.
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entity below the internetwork layer is represented by an entry in the
table, then all possible user-service relations amongsuch entities
represented as a set of ordered pairs of if[ndex values. A simple
such a set of ordered p~firs was deemeddesirable.

A document presenting these conclusions in greater detail will be prepared as a basis for
broader discussion of this problem.
X.25 Management Information

Base

The Working Group met to consider three documents: one that instr,aments X.25 link-layer
functionality, one that instruments X.25 layer 3 functionality, and one that instruments
convergence functions necessary to run IP over X.25.
At this meeting, the WorkingGroup decided that the scope of instrumentation in the link..
layer MIBwill be confined to the LAPBprotocol. The Work~lag Group also concluded that
the objects in these MIBsshould be reviewed for actual usefulness in managing networks
and that some pruning or alteration in conformance posture maybe desirable. The Working
Group noted that the IPLPDNWorking Group was contemplating ~ revision to RFC877
and decided to monitor that activity to determi:ae if it maywarrant revision to the IP/X.25
convergence MIB. The Group also discussed at some length the problems of representing
X.25 protocol stacks in MIBs and suggested that the SNMPDirectorate might pay some
attention to this problem.
Remote

LAN Monitoring

This WorkingGroup met informally to discuss imp:[ementation experience with the recently
published RMON
M~B.At the suggestion of ~mer.abers who had attended the Birds of ~
Feather session on SNMPDevice Discovery earlier in the week, the Working Group spent
some time discussing ways in which I~MONtechnology could be applied to the device
discovery problem. The meeting also recomraended that a n.ew working group be formed
to address extensions of the RMON
MIBfor Tokela l~ing media.
IEEE 802.3

Hub MIB

This Working Group met to discuss the currenl~ draft of an SNMPMIBfor 802.3 P~epeater
devices. The Chair reported on IEEE reaction to this first dr~ft of the SNMPMIB. A
presentation was made on ideas for a "Chassis MIB"that is useful in instrumenting communications products that encompassmultiple devices. As a result of this presentation, the
Working Group concluded that its repeater MIBneed not accommodate multiple repeater
devices as this need was better addressed by the notion of a Chassis MIB. The Working
Group recommendedthat effort be applied to dewelopment of the Chassis MIBideas.
Internet

Accounting

This Working Group met in two sessions during the Santa Fe IE3~F meeting. The first
session reviewed the Internet Accounting Background document (I~,FC 1272). Some time
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was spent bringing newcomers up to date with the Working Group’s purpose and efforts.
Newattendees brought fresh perspectives and offered manycomments, criticisms, and sug-gestions that will be incorporated into either a new version of the RFCor into follow-on
documents.
The second session was spent in discussion of the latest draft of the Inte:rnet Accounting
Architecture. Although this document has existed for several months now" and has undergone three or four extensive revisions, it still needs work, both in form and content. The
stated scope of the document was tightened. The Internet Accounting model and its dif:
ference from the O SI accounting model was more clearly defined. A decisiion was made to
combine the metering services document (formerly to be separate) with the architecture
document. A decision was made to announce the Working Group’s intention to produce a
draft MIBdocument before its work is concluded. Discussion of the architecture document
will continue with a view to advancing it to the status of Internet Draft by the next IETF
conference.
Simple

Network Management Protocol

This Working Group met briefly in Santa Fe to conclude its business. The only item
of outstanding business was the resolution of issues surrounding the Ethernet MIB. The
Working Group Chair reviewed the course of action that had been previously discussed
on the mailing list. With the formation of the Ethernet MIBWorking Group to resolve
outstanding issues, the SNMPWorking Group adjourned and disbanded. The scheduled
time that remained after adjournment of the SNMPWorking Group was devoted to the
first meeting of the new Ethernet MIBGroup.
Ethernet

MIB

The Ethernet MIBWorkingGroup met for the first time in Santa Fe to begin its resolution
of outstanding issues in the Ethernet MIB. The Working Group Charter w~s presented and
interpreted by the Chair. The Working Group decided to omit from the current version eft
the MIBthe language that dissociates conformance to the standard from actual implementation of the relevant objects. The WorkingGroupfelt that resolution of the issues required
a more straightforward strategy that ties implementation requirements to particular operating environments. The Working Group also decided that distinctions between 802.3 and
Ethernet environments could be a useful principle in articulating conformancerequirements.
The Group also agreed that distinctions between hardware and software implementations
of MAClayer functions would also be an important consideration.
SNMP MIB Compiler
A Birds of a Feather session on SNMPMIBCompiler technology was conducted by Dave
Perkins of SynOptics. Dave presented I~s recent work on MIBcompiler technology a.u.d
explained how it could be valuable both in syntax checking of MIBdocuments and as a tool
to support development of SNMPagents.
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Discovery

A Birds of a Feather session on SNMPDevice; Di[scovery was conducted by Fred Baker
of ACC.Muchtime was spent in this sessio~ ,~ttempting unsuccessfully to formulate an
adequate definition of the problem. The sessio~L articulated some iideas on how remote
monitoring technology could be applied to the device discovery problem, and these were
subsequently presented to the I~MONMIBWorking Group for its consideration.
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by Fred Baker/ACC
of the

SNMP Device

Discovery

BOF (DEVDISC)

Prior to meeting in Santa Fe, there was an extended discussion on the finder~emerald.acc.com
and SNMP-WG@nisc.nyser.net
mailing lists. It is summarizedas follows, as it represents
significant context to the BOFheld at the IETF meeting.
Essentially, we have two problems and at least three solutions on the table. The purpose
of the BOFis exploratory - there exists a subset of individuals whofeel that there is no
viable problem to solve, and if there is it should not be solved; there are others whosupport
various viewpoints. We need to put all of the issues on the table and come up with a
problem statement before we can either :proceed or decide not to proceed. The problems
are:
1. Within a single administrative domain, it should be possible for Network M~nagement
~)
Systems to locate all of the systems appropriate for them to manage(e.g., with SNMP
without preconfiguration. This is believed to be helpful to network managers in that
they nowhave positive assurance that they do in fact knowall of the key devices in
their networks. This viewpoint has been presented by a couple of vendors, and was
in fact the start of the discussion.
2. Within a single administrative domain, it is possible and probable that devices are
added to the network without the knowledge of the network manager. Several network
managershave indicated a desire to knowliterally all of the devices on their networks,
and their network layer attributes.
The potential solutions may be classified as "first person", "second per.son", and "third
person" solutions, and there are a couple of variations on each of those:
First Person:
Examples of current

deployment:

¯ Wide area: R,WHO...
¯ Immediate Neighbor:
DEC LAT...

OSPF, ES-IS,

IS-IS,

DECNET, RIP, DECNET, DEC MOP,

Each SNMP-manageabledevice on the network periodically emits a trap which announces
its presence to interested parties. The trap is sent to a multicast whichis :received by interested parties on the extended LAN.Its contents include Object Identifiers of MIBGroups
supported by the device, system.sysObjectID, and the Read-only community string/party
to be used with this agent. If we presume that the probability that a multicast will reach
all of its intended recipients > some value, then the probability that a~[1 of the network
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managers know about all of the devices they should manage within some amount of time
is a function of the emission rate and the time; limit.
A second version of this might use IP Multicasting to propagate information throughout
the administrative domain.
Concerns:
First approach: Impact of SNMPSecurity Architecture
propagate information, beyond router.

not yet analyzed. Does not

¯ Second approach: Scaling, definition of ~dmirSstrative boundaries, some details in
SNMP.Impact of SNMPSecurity Architecture not yet analyzed.
¯ Doesn’t solve second problem.
Second Person:
Examples of current

deployment:

¯ ARP
¯ 802.5 I~IF Discovery
¯ DEC RBMS
Each interested party does something to elicit a. response from the systems it is concerned
about. This might include sweeping MIBs and then pinging new folks discovered in ARP
caches, etc. Someonehas suggested letter bornbs - broadcast a GETsystem.sysDescr, and
collect the responses. In the latter class of solution, there would need to be either some
random "host delay" to avoid flooding the network, or an "exclusion group" to advise
responders to NOTrespond.
Concerns:
¯ Scaling, traffic
aries.

level, both burst and sustained, definition of administrative bound-

Sweeps maysolve second problem, or at least part of it, but this is not assured, broadcast
"pings" only solve it for the architectures whose "ping" is used, and not all architectures
define a "ping".
Third Person:
Examples of current

deployment:

¯ RMON MIB
A subset of the systems in the network actively notify the interested

NMSsof new systems
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that they detect. "Detection" is somewhatimprecise - one proposal defines detection to be:
a protocol specific ngighboring relationship; another defines it as the use of a LANsource
address. In the latter, the RMON
MIBis proposed as a solution.
Concerns:
With the RMON
MIB, no network layer information is captured. ~[f the network
manager is not on the local wire with the system found, it has no information other
than the MACAddress and the location of the monitor with which to do anything
further and no protocol with which to get it.
With the RMON
MIB, only LANsystems are detected, and then only on LANsthat
have objects defined in RMON.
As it stands today, RMON
is fairly obviously targeted
at Ethernet. For use on Token Ring or FDDI, there is additional work defined by the
RMONWorking Group. Multipoint networks such as SMDSand Frame Relay are
not addressed; this may or may not be an issue - can we assume that contracts exist
in the presence of these technologies? Are private networks a concern?
With the protocol specific detection, a router or bridge could advertise the MAC
and
network layer information to the NMS;the fact that a TRAPis unreliable means
that the NMSmight nonetheless fail to learn the information. Use of a SET has
been suggested, but some feel that specifying an application residing in the router
or bridge is distasteful. Each NMScould also poll the subset of systems (monitors,
routers, etc., a limited subset of the network) for new information.
The BOFwas started with a presentation by Anil Pdjsinghani of Digital, whose question on
the SNMPMailing List is what actually started the whole debate. His fundamental concern,
echoed by someother vendors, was that there is today no single, reliable, wayto find all eft
the SNMPManageable devices in an administrative domain. As a corollary to that, there
is no way to determine what MIBsany given station supports. Even a MIBwalk may not
return that information if a MIBis primarily composed of tables and the service is not
currently configured or active. Mechanismsthat are awilable depend on assumptions that
may not hold, such as the use of the "public" community in SNMPor tha~t SNMPcapable
systems periodically send SNMPmessages. Other drawbacks of existing :mechanisms may
include: they are complex, generate excessive traffic, and require every Nh/IS to perform i~s
own discovery. Requirements of a solution to this problem include: it s:hould be reliable
(discover every SNMP
device), be simple, use small amount of network ba.ndwidth, require
a small amount of agent effort, should work regardless of powerup sequence, impose a low
load on others and convey useful standardized information.
The remainder of the BOF was given over to determining what problem the assembled
companywanted to solve; this is a non-trivial problem in its ownright. Tihe discussion was
wide-ranging, and a number of quite divergent opinions were presented. It was generally
felt that the problems of finding all SNMPcapable systems, finding all SNMP/UDP/IP
capable systems, and finding all systems that use the Internet were quite distinct and call
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for different solutions, and that finding all equip:ment attached to the Internet is not a
solvable problem.
After much discussion, it was concluded the,.t the fundamental problem seeking solution
borrowed components of each of these problems. Network managers do in fact need to
know what equipment is attached to their networks, and are helped by products which will
perform this function. Products that do this utilize the RMON
M:IB, proprietary MIBs
and algorithms, and scan such tables as the A][{P cac:he and P~outi.ng cache. However,the
problem of device discovery does not include a mtraber of other functions (such as drawing
a picture or matrix of ][nternet connectivity). These are "next step" processes which follow
the discovery of the systems in the network.
Given this much problem definition, the conclusion was reached that the RMON
MIBcould
be extended to solve much of the discovery process. The reasons that it is inadequate now
are:

¯ It is limited to finding systems attached to LANs,and
¯ It does not capture the protocol type or network layer protocol addresses that a device
is using.
As a result, the information captured about a system found by RMON,
as it stands, cannot
be used to perform the next step, that of pinging the device, especially if the device is
separated from the NMSby a router. Therefore, the ultimate solution reached was to
recommend that the RMON
MIB be extended with a table containing, at minimum, the
following information:

deviceTable
deviceEntry[deviceMacAddress,
deviceProtocol]
deviceMacAddress
0CTET STKING
devicePro~ocol
0CTET STKING or 0BJECT IDENTIFIEK
deviceProZocolAddress
0CTET STKING

There may not be a protocol address for all protocols layered onto the Data Link Layer, so
the NMSmust expect that deviceProtocolAddress may have a length of zero octets.
A prototype MIBwillbe forwarded to Mike Erlinger for consideration
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This BOFwas a presentation by Dave Perkins of a unique architecture
Compiler. The important aspects of this :project are that:

for an SNMPMIB

1. The compiler is split into a separate front-end and a replaceable back-end;
2. The front-end does extensive syntax and semantic checks much better than MOSY
and includes support for traps, multiple modules, imports, and textual conventions;
3. The back-ends are easy to write and can be used for specific applications; a~d
4. The intent is to make the source code "public domain" so that it can be used by any
interested party.
¯
Exampleusers of the system include the :following:
1. SNMPagent developers - a back-end can be written to generate MIBdata structures
and dispatch tables specific to an agent implementation.
2. MIBdevelopers - the front-end provides extensive error checking. A back-end can be
written to print "reports".

.

.

Managementstation developers - a back-end can be written which merges addition~fi
fields with those from MIBobjects so that database records can be generated for a
generic MIBquery system.
SNMP
tool developers - a back-end can be written which formats the MIBinformation
so that it can be used by existing tools that require MIBobject information in a format
other than the concise MIBformat.

Dave presented an overview of the MIBcompiler architecture and gave a status report of
his current implementation experience. Key points included the following:: the front-end
currently implemented under MS-DOS
and was used on a laptop at the IETF to do inst~[t
MIBchecking; much testing has been done including all the MIBs in RFCs and many of
the MIBs in Internet Drafts; and an example back-end was written which demonstrated
selection of MIBgroups for reporting.
There were many action items to be done by the next IETF meeting. The key ones included:
porting to UNIX;working out the details so the code could be made"freel:y available"; and
setting up a directory where sources and documentation could be reached via FTP access.
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MIB (bridge)

Charter
Chair(s):
Fred Baker, fbaker@emerald, acc. ¢:om
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: bridge-mib©nsl, dec. corn
To Subscribe: bridge-mib-request:©nsl, dec. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Bridge MIB Working Group is a subgroup of the SNMPWorking Group,
and is responsible for providing a set of SNMP/CMOT
managed objects which
IEEE 802.1 Bridge Vendors can and will implement to allow a workstation to
managea single bridged domain. This set of objects should be largely compliant
with (and even draw from) IEEE 802.1(b), although there is no requirement
that any specific object be present or absent.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Publish initial

Done

Submit an Internet Draft

Done

Submit draft for I~FC publication

Request

proposal

For Comments:

P~FC 1286 "Definitions

of ManagedObjects for Bridges"
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MIB (charmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
BobStewart,
rlste~art©eng,
xyplex,corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: char-mib~decwrl, dec. com
To Subscribe: char-mib-reques~c©decurl ¯ dec. com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Character MIBWorking Group is chartered to define a MIBfor Character
Stream Ports that attach to~such devices as terminals and printers.
The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to
use. The initial thought was to handle terminals for terminal servers. This
directly generalizes to terminals on any host. Fromthere, it is a relatively close
step to include printers, both serial and parallel. It also seemsreasonable to go
beyond ASCIIterminals and include others, such as 3270. All of this results in
the suggestion that the topic is Character Stream Ports.
An important model to define is howcharacter ports relate to network interfaces. Some(a minority) terminal ports can easily become network, interfaces
by running SLIP, and may slip between those states.
Given the basic models, the Group must select a set of commonobjects of
interest ~nd use to ~ network m~n~gerresponsible for character devices.
Since the goal is an experimental MIB, it may be possible to agree on a document in 3 to 9 months. Most of the Group’s business can be conducted over
the Internet through email.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

Discussion and final approval of Charter; discussion on models and terminology.
Make writing assignments.

Done

First draft document, discussion, additional drafts, special meeting?

Done

l~eview latest draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as ltFC.

Internet

Drafts:
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"Definitions of ManagedObjects for RS-232-][ike HardwareDevices", 11/26/1990,
Bob Stewart <draft-ietf-charmib-rs2321ike.-03.txt
>
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for Parallel-printer-like
Hardware Devices",
11/26/1990, Bob Stewart <draft-ietf-charmJib-parallelprinter-02.txt>
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for Ch~r~cter Stream Devices", 11/26/1990,
Bob Stewart < draft-ietf-charmib-charmib-O2.txt >
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IV MIB (decnetiv)

Charter
Chair(s):
Jonathan Saperia, saperia@tcpj on. enet. dec. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: phiv-mib~j ove .pa. dec. corn
To Subscribe: phiv-mib-request©jove.pa, dec. corn
Archive:
Description
of Working Group:
The DECNetPhase IV MIB Working Group will define MIB elements in the
experimental portion of the MIBwhich correspond to standard DEC:NetPhase
IV objects. The Groupwill also define the access mechaaismsfor collecting the
data and transforming it into the proper ASN.1structures to be stored in the
MIB.
In accomplishing our goals, several areas will be addressed. These include:
Identification of the DECNetobjects to place in the MIB,identification of the
tree stucture and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements, Generation
of the ASN.1for these new elements, development of a proxy for non-decnet
based managementplatforms, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

l~eview and approve the Charter and description of the WorkingGroup, making
any necessary changes. At that meeting, the scope of the work will be defined
and individua/working assigaments will be made.

Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

lteview first draft document, determine necessary revisions. Follow up discussion will occur on mailing list. If possible, prototype implementation to begin
after revisions have been made.

Done

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions based on comments
received at meeting and over e-mail. Begin ’real’ implementations.

Done

l%eview final draft and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as RFC.

Jul 1991

l%evise document based on implementations. Ask IESG to make the revision a
Draft Standard.

Request

For Comments:

I~FC 1289 "DECnet Phase IV MIB Extensions"
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MIB (ethermib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Frank Kastenholz, kasten©europa, clearpoint,

corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: enet_mib©europa, clearpoint, corn
To Subscribe: enet_mib-reques~©europa, clearpo±nt, corn
Archive: Not available
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group is charged with resolving the outstanding col.~formance
issues with the Ethernet MIBin preparation for its elevation from Proposed to
Draft Standard status. Specifically~ this WorkingGroup shall:
(1) Develop a document explaining the rationale for assigning MANDATORY
status to MIBvariables which are optional in the relevant IEEE802.3 specification (the technical basis for the Internet Ethernet MIB). This sha]il not be
standards-track document.
(2) Develop an implementation report on the Ethernet MIB. This report shall
cover MIBvariables which are implemented in both Ethernet interface chips,
and in software (i.e., drivers), and discuss the issues pertaining to both. This
report shall also summarizefield experience with the MIBvariables, especially
concentrating on those variables which are in dispute. This documentshall not
be a standards-track document. While the Ethernet MIBis progressing through
the standardization process~ this document shall be periodicMly u.pde~ted to
reflect the latest implementation and operational experience.
(3) Work to reconcile the differences regarding MANDATORY
and OPTIONAL
MIBvariables with the IEEE 802.3 ManagementSpecification.
(4) Extend explicit invitations to the members,reviewers, and participants
the IEEE 802.3 committee to participate in the Working Group’s efforts. This
will ensure that as much Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 expertise as possible is
available.
(5) Maintain a liaison with the IEEE 802.3 committee. All documents produced
by the Working Group will be forwarded to the IEEE 802.3 committee for their
consideration as contributions to their efforts.
(6) Modify the "grouping" of variables in the MIB, in the light of the implementation and operational experience gained, in order to effect the desired
conformance groupings.
This Working Group is chartered to make only changes to the MI:B that fall
into the following categories:
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(1) Division of variables into MIBgroups. This may necessitate adding
deleting groups and conceptual tables and moving variables amongsaid groups
and conceptual tables. Doing so may require the addition or deletion of variables necessary to support the conceptual ~lables (e.g., the ...Table, ...Entry,
and ...Index types of variables). These c:hanges maybe necessary to align the
MIBwith the work of other standards bodies, the needs of implementors, and
the needs of network managers in the Internet.
(2) Changingthe conformance requirements of the MIBgroups in order to align
the MIBwith the work of other standards bodies, the needs of implementors,
and the needs of network managers in ~he Inter~aet.
(3) Deleting variables from the MIBon the basis of implementation and operational experience showing that the variables are either unimplementable or
have little practical, operational value.
The Working Group is explicitly barred from making changes to the definition
or syntax of objects nor maythe WorkingGroup add objects to the MIBexcept
as may be required by Point 1 ~bove.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Draft Variable Status Rationale document.

TBD

Develop Implementation Report.
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order of business was to review the administrative issues surrounding the Working

1. The Charter and the "Pax Davin" were reviewed and discussed at length. All present
agreed to strictly adhere to the rules of Charter and the "Pax Davin".
2. The Working Group decided to try to have the documents required by the Charter
ready for publication at the same time as the MIBis put forward for Draft Standard[
status. This would be in about six months. These two documents are:
(a) An explanation
variables, and

for the assignment of MANDATORY
status

to optional

802.3

(b) An implementation report on the MIBvariables.
(c) A mailing list will need to be created.
[This has been done - enet_mib©europa.clearpoint.com.]
After discussing administrative issues, the WorkingGroup turned its attention to the MIB
itself. The following items were discussed (thanks to Anil Rijsinghani of DECfor his notes
of the meeting). Anychanges to the MIBwill be made to the version to be put forward fo:r
DRAFT STANDARDstatus.

.

The Working Group discussed the text in the MIBwhich allows an implementation
to return 0 for counters for which, the underlying events are not counted. It was
realized that this wording makes it impossible to disambiguate the two cases of not
implementing a counter and and 0 occurrences of the underlying event.
The Working Group discussed the issue and a vote was taken on it. The Group
decided to remove the offending text from the document. The Working Group realized
that for variables to which this text applies, there are four alternatives which should
apply:
(a) Delete the variable from the MIBentirely as its utility
strated by wide implementation experience,
(b) Movethe variable into a separate optional MIBgroup,

has not been demon-
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(c) The implementor must figure out some way to support t]he variable, and
(d) The implementor would not impleinent the variable, return noSuchNameerrors
whenever the variable is accessed and not claim compliance to the MIB.

,

.

.

The possibility of an 802.3 specific (as opposed to DIXEthernet specific or common
to both) MIBgroup was discussed. It w~decided to continue this discussion on the;
mailing list.
The dot3StatsExcessiveDeferrals object is implemented in only one chip out of 14
studied by Anil Rijsinghani. It should eithe.r be madeoptional or be removed from
the MIB. The other mandatory objects are implementable with commonlyavailable
chips and supporting software. This will. be considered for further study on the
mailing list.
The TDRdefinition in the MIBis not sufficient,
given that IEEE 802.3 does not
define this object. It does not describe the two conditions ulader which the object
is defined, and how to distinguish between them (short and open cable faults). Ani1
Rijsinghaai will contribute text to clarify this.
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AREA

Hub MIB (hubmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Keith McCloghrie, kzm©hls, corn
Donna McMaster, mcmas~:er©synop~ics, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: hubmib©synoptics, corn
To Subscribe:
hubmib-request@synopZics.com
Archive:
pub/humbib:
swee~waZer,
synoptics,
corn
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will produce a document describing MIBobjects for use
in managing Ethernet-like hubs. A hub is defined as a multiport repeater that
conforms to Section 9, "l%epeater Unit for 10 Mb/s Baseband Networks" in
the IEEE 802.3/IS0 8802-3 CSMA/CD
standard (2nd edition, Sept. 1990).
These Hub MIBobjects may be used to manage non-standard repeater-like
devices, but defining objects to describe vendor-specific properties of nonstandard repeater-like devices are outside the scope of this Working Group.
The MIBobject definitions
produced will be for use by SNMPand will be
consistent with other SNMP
objects, conventions, and definitions.
In order to minimize the instrumentation burden on managedagents, the MIB
definitions produced by the Working Group will, wherever feasible, be semantically consistent with the managedobjects defined in the IEEEdraft standard
P802.3K, "L~yer M~nagement for Hub Devices." The Working (-~roup will
base its work on the draft that is the output of the July 1991 IEEE802 plenary
meeting. The Working Group will take special cognizance of Appendix B of
that specification that sketches a possible realization of the relevant managed
objects in the SNMPidiom.
Consistent with the IETF policy regarding the treatment of MIBdefinitions
produced by other standards bodies, the Working Group may choose to consider only a subset of those objects in the IEEE specification and is under
no obligation to consider (even for "Optional" status) all objects defined
the IEEEspecification. Moreover, whenjustified by special operational needs
of the community, the Working Group may choose to define additiional MIB
objects that are not present in the IEEEspecification.
A/though the definitions produced by the Working Group should be architecturally consistent with MIB-II and related MIBswherever possible, the Charter
of the Working Group does not extend to perturbing the conceptual models
implicit in MIB-II or related MIBs in order to accommodate 802.3 Hubs. In
particular, to the extent that the notion of a "port" in an 802.3 Hub is not
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consistent with the notion of a network "interface" as articulated in MIB-II, it
shall be modelled independently by objects defined in the WorkingGroup.
Because the structure of 802.3 Hub implementations varies widely, the Working
Groupshall take special care that its definitions reflect a generic and consistent
architectural model of Hubmanagementrafl~Ler than the structure of particular
Hub implementations.
The IEEE Hub Managementdraft allows an implementor to separate the ports
in a hub into groups, if desired. (For example, a vendor might choose to represent field-replaceable units as groups of ports so ~hat the port numberingwould
match a modular hardware implementation.)
Because the ’Working Group
Charter does not extend to consideration of f~.mlt- td[erant, highly-available
systems in general, its treatment of t:hese groups of ports in an 802.3 Hub
(if any) shall be specific to Hub managementmad without impact upon other
portions of the MIB.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Distribute first

draft of documents and discuss via E-mail.

Done

Working Group meeting as part of IETF to review documents.

Sep 1991

Distribute

Nov 1991

Review all documents at IETF meeting. Hopefully recommend advancement
with specified, editing changes.

Jan 1992

Documentsavailable with specified, changes incorporated.

updated documents for more E-mail discussion.

Internet Drafts:
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for IEEE802.3 Repeater Devices", 07/23/1991,
Donna McMaster, Keith McCloghrie < draft-ietf-hubmib-mib-00.txt
>
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REPORT

by Donna McMaster/SynOptics
of the

IEEE 802.3

Hub MIB Working

Group (HUBMIB)

The meeting was called to order by Co-Chairs Keith McCloghrie and Dom.~a McMaster.
Agenda
Introduction
Chassis MIBpresentation (Keith)
Repeater ID discussion and resolution
Report on IEEE 802.3 Hub Management ballot
Discussion of outstanding issues

(Donna)

- FromSection 8 of the current draft
- Fromthe mailing list since the Atlanta meeting
There were no changes to the draft, mailing list, or axchive site since the last meeting:.
The current draft is still the July 22, 1991 version. The Working Group mailing list is
hubmib@synoptics.com. Requests should be sent to hubmib-request@synoptics.com. Drafts
and mail are archived in pub/hubmib on sweetwater.synoptics.com, and can be accessed
using anonymousftp.
Donnawill add all meeting attendees to She hubmib mailing list.
Chassis

MIB

There has been significant discussion about the repeater ID. Several parties have expressed
the opinion that the repeater ID is not the best solution to the problem of managingmultiple
repeaters with a single agent, but that the problem needs to be addressed..
Keith presented an alternate proposal, dubbed a "Chassis MIB." This MIBdefines objects for managing a "box" containing assorted network devices such as repeaters, bridges,
routers, and/or terminal servers. Keith’s slides are reproduced below.

CHASSISMIB
How to manage a box containingmultiplemodules.
o MultiplePhysicalModules- slots
o MultipleLogicalDevices- repeaters,bridges,etc.
o MultipleBackplane’~Wires~’ - Ethernet,Token Ring, FDDI, etc.
o Power Supply - need separateMIB
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PHYSICAL DEVICE TABLE
What’s in the Slot ?
o Index by slot-m, mber
o Board Type" an OID, common values defined for empty and unknown
o Last change - sysUpT~me at last insert/removal
LOGICAL DEVICE TABLE
o Index by integer
o Function - a sum of values, one value for each of repeater,
bridge, router, terminalServer,:ma~agement card, etc.
o ObjectId = sysObjectId
o Party - a SNMP party OID, or ’noParty’
o Community - community-string or empty
o IpAddress - IP Address for use with community
BACKPLANE WIRES TABLE
o Indexed by integer
o Type - an OlD
o Other 77
RELATION TABLE
Which device(s) are in which slot(s) and coralected to what wires
the backplane
o Each entry represents one relation
o Each entry contains three pointers:
o Ist pointer is the slot number
o 2nd pointer is the logical device index
o 3rd pointer is the backplane wire index
An entry means that the module in the indicated slot is (part of)
the indicated logical device and is co:nnectedto the ’.indicated
backplane wire.
EXAMPLE
Slot
1
2
3
3
4

Device
1
1
2
2
3

Backplane
1
1
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devices 1,3 are repeaters;

device 2 is a bridge.

Vigorous discussion ensued. There were many questions, and general enthusiasm. Someo:f
the issues raised:
Questions about physical vs. logical devices
Use netAddr instead of IP address
Multiple addresses for the same agent (router, or OOB):could makemultiple entries
in the device table. Wouldneed. an additional index variable for the table.
Whatcommunitystring does each device send in traps - that is, if one agent represents
multiple repeaters, howdoes the trap receiver determine which repea~ter is referenced
by the trap?

The enthusiasm threatened to use all the time allocated for discussion of repeater MIB
issues, so a straw poll was taken to see if a new effort should be undertaken to develop ~
Chassis MIB. Straw poll question: Do people believe that the development of a Chassis
MIBis a useful and feasible project? Strong consensus that a Chassis MIBis both useful
and feasible, no opposition was expressed.
Repeater
Keith briefly

ID
recapped

the repeater

ID issue

and opened the floor

to debate.

Several

people

expressed the opinion that the repeater ID is not the appropriate mechanismfor handling
multiple repeaters, and that energy should be directed instead toward development of a
Chassis MIB.
No one was speaking in favor of the repeater ID, so a straw poll was taken. Twelve people
indicated preference for dropping the repeater ID; one (Jeff Case) wanted[ to keep the ID.
Whenasked for comment, Jeff explained that it was a simple solution to a current, real
problem, but that he knew better than to fight overwhelming odds.
Donna presented a letter from IEEE 802.3 Hub Management members Kathy de Grand"
(DAVIDSystems), Steve Horowitz (Chipcom), and Jim Reinstedler (Ungermann-Bass),
arguing to keep the repeater ID. Their conclusion is that the repeater ID "provides a simple,
inexpensive, standard, interoperable, and useful way of allowing a single agent to address
multiple repeaters." (Full text of the letter will be published in the Proceedings.) Discussion
was invited; no one had changed his/her opinion. No representatives
from Chipcom or
Ungermann-Bass were present to comment. Mark Schaefer from DAVID",~ystems declined
to commenton the letter, saying that; he personally prefers the Chassis M:IBsolution.
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In light of the strong consensus, the WorkingGroupofficiMly decided to removethe repeater
ID from the MIB,effectively makingthe MIBdefin![tions represent a ,,~ingle repeater instead[
of a collection of repeaters.
IEEE Report
Donna presented a summary of IEEE 802.3 Hub Management Task Force (802.3 HMTF)
activities.
The 802.3 HMTF
circulated a draft for letter ballot in early August. The
draft received 325 commentsfrom 64 balloters, with an initial approval rate of 71 percent.
All comments were addressed in meetings held at the IEEE 802 Ple~aary November10-15.
Enough commentswere favorably resolved to raise the approval rate above the 75 percent
needed to consider the ballot formally passed..
802.3 HMTF
made a number of changes in their dr~ft ~s a result of the commentresolution
process. A new draft will be mailed out for confirmation ballot in December, closing in~
January. (The confirmation ballot process is intended to verify that changes address voters’
concerns without creating new problems.)
The overall 802.3 Working Group also chartered new activities for defining MAU
management information and for rewriting the current 8{)2.3 layer managementstandard in the
ISO GDMO
format. The MAUmanagement effort will include such information as media
type (e.g., 10BASE-T
or coax) and link status.
A summary of the major changes being made in the 802.3 Hub Managementdraft:
1. The term "hub" is being changed to "repeater."
2. The SNMPencodings in Annex B are being replaced with a reference to the work of
the IETF Hub MIB Working Group.
Case questioned whether IEEE was dropping the SNMPencodings because they
consider SNMPto be a "substandard" ma~agement protocol. Donna stated tha~
802.3 uses ISO GDMO
encodings because their standards are fbrwarded to ISO after
adoption by IEEE. Removing the SNMPencodings was done to acknowledge that
the IEEE does not believe it appropriate to "compete" with the IETF in developing
SNMP MIBs.
However, the 802.3 HMTFis very interested in. SNMP,and most of the companies
represented in that group are implementing SNMPmanagement of their repeaters.
Given that strong level of interest in SNMP,their action indicates a willingness to
"trust" the IETF Hub MIBWorking Group.
3. The concept of "groups" was modified, in several ways. The "group" concept has
always been a logical concept with references to possible physical mappings. In the
new draft, all references to physical embodimentsof groups are being removed, making
a group a purely logical construct.
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The group definition has also been changed to allow non-contiguous port numbering,
and to allow ports to be added to groups or removed from groups without resetting:
management.Previously, a group had a fixed number of ports "N", ~nd the ports in.
the group were numbered from 1 through N. To effect this change, the groupNumberOfPorts attribute was replaced with groupPortCapacity, and a groupPortMap
attribute was added.
These 802.3 HMTFport/group changes generated much discussion ii~ the IETF ttub
MIBWorking Group, detailed in section V below.
4. The repeater-level M:ILPs counter was replaced with a per-port equivalent called[
"veryLongEvent Received" counter.
5. ExecuteSelfTest2 was considered to be redundant with the resetHub command, and
was eliminated. ExecuteSelfTestl was renamed to be execNonDisruptiveSelfTest.

.

7,

One balloter suggested that hubHealthData should be left for vendor extensions, as
it cannot be interpreted in a vendor-independent manner. After some discussion,
802.3 HMTFdecided to keep hubHealthData as "an opportunity for implementation
agreements."
The shortEvents and runts counter definitions were changed, and several other counter
definitions were made more clear. The "runtMaxTime" number (that differentiates
between a long but legal collision fragment and a late collision) was debated and left
unresolved. A conference call between repeater experts is being scheduled, and 802.3
HMTF
agreed to let the membersof the conference call specify the value to be used.

The next questions for the Hub MIBWorking Group (IETF flavor) are whether to incorporate these 802.3 HMTF
changes in our draft, and if so, when the changes should be made.
All agreed that technical changes to counter definitions must be reflected in the IETF MIB.
Wealso agreed to wait until after the confirmation ballot closes so that our draft doesn’t
thrash unnecessarily.
Whenthe confirmation ballot is complete, Donna will convey the ballot results
Working Group along with a proposal for incorporating changes.

to the

Draft Status
:left Case suggested the draft might be ready for forwarding to Proposed Status. There
were mutterings of concern over changes that might be made in this meeting. Agreement
was reached to postpone the question until later in the meeting.
Welater agreed that we will not forward the document to the IESG. The editors will
update the draft with changes from this meeting and from the IEEE con~firmation ballot,
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and publish for discussion at the next IETF :meeting. The goal will be approval of the
Working Group and submission as recommended for Proposed Standard status.
Groups of Ports
(In reference to IEEE item 3~ above.) The Hub MIBWorking Group members shared
strong consensus that the reason for defining port groups is to assist the user in mappingthe
port numbers to the physical devices. This is in direct opposition to the IEEE’s direction
of stating that the group mapping is purely logical° The Working Group agreed that
the draft will continue to state that implementors may assign group and port numbers as
desired, but that we strongly recommendthat group and port mappings match the physical.
manifestation of the repeater as closely as possible.
The Working Group agreed to accept the I]~El~’,’s change to allow ports within a group
to come and go. Does this imply a need for portUpTime as well as for groupUpTime?
This would add complexity to every implementation whereas :h~ving ports moving between
groups/repeaters is expected to be the less commoncase. Muchdiscussion, decided not to
add portUpTime.
Discussion of portMap. The Working Group observed that this information can be deduced.
from other existing objects in a single powerful Get..Next PDU(though not in a single
wimpy Get PDU), and also observed that this configuration information will not change
frequently. The same applies to the groupMap. Both groupMapand portMap are therefore
redundant, and there was a general feeling that the overhead of collecting the information.
does not justify the optimization of packaging ~.he information into a bit map. Wedecided.
that groupMapwill be removed, and we will not add portMap.
Howto handle the table rows for groups that are removed from a repeater or ports that
are removed from a group? Delete the rows? ’Or :have a state column in the table with a
"not here" value to indicate a port/group that; has trotted off into the sunset? Jeff Case:
in other such cases, we have left this to the discretion of the implementor. There was
general agreement that the implementor should c:hoose when. it is appropriate to remove
the table row and whenit is appropriate to return a state indicating that the group/port
is unavailable for service.
It was further observed that "not here" could mean "switched to the other repeater in.
this box" or it could mean that a plug-in module was removed or had failed. There was
some discussion about having an operState column that could be used for various flavor,,;
of broken or "not here." This idea was greeted favorably, and discussed with other objects
later in the meeting (below).
Issues from Draft Section 8
Someof the section 8 issues had been previously resolved; we covered them briefly just for
completeness. Numbers below correspond to Section 8 headings.
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8.1. Optional groups: agreed to keep all three groups (mandatory Basic, optional Monitor
and Address Tracking).
8.2. Multiple repeaters: removing repeater ID, see II above.
8.3. System objects (rptrBasManufacturer,
take them out.

rptrBasProduct,

rptrBasVersion):

agreed

8.4. Health information: Agreed to take out rptrttealthData. Should be in vendor-specific
MIBs, since it cannot be decoded in a standard way. "If people implement this instead of
something that users can understand, we’ve done a disservice."
8.5. Additional group information: Keith showed a matrix of administrative objects relating
to repeater, groups, and ports, and the Working Group discussed which administrative
objects should be included for each of the three. The resulting table is shownbelow. The
only changes from the current draft are in the operState column. Details of the proposed
changes are listed below the matrix.

] admin
I state
repeater I NO
group

I NO

I oper
] state

reset

~ self
~ test

~ upTime
!

~ YES (I)

YES

I YES

I NO

~ YES (2)

No

I No
÷ ...........

port

i YES

I YES (

..........

+ ...........

~

1. RenamerptrttealthState

No

I YES
~

I No

I NO

!

!

to be rptrOperState.

2. Add new groupOperState object.
3. Add new portOperState object. Somediscussion about whether this should be combined with autoPartitionState. Donna disagreed, because autoPartitionState is very
specifically defined for repeater hardware. Agreed to define enumerations for portOperState and see then whether combining with autoPartitionState makes sense.
8.6. Carefully-crafted

counter comments: committee condemns; clearly c~mnot condone.

Issues from Mailing List
Keith had slides listing all issues discussed on the mailing list since the ]last meeting, and
the Working Group addressed each of them in turn.
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Broadcast,
Multicast
Counters: These were :not included in IF, EE and earlier
IETF
drafts because they can be collected by a promiscuous monitor anywhere in the unbridged
LANsegment and mapped to senders using the packets’ source addresses. After discussion,
there was agreement not to add broadcast, Inu][ticast
counters°
Total Counters Discussed optimizing the collection
of counts for a repeater by offering
repeater (or even group?) total counts. This issue is similar to the portMap/groupMap
issue, but counters (esp. errors) need to be collected much more frequently in order to track
the health of the network. Also, it is not unusual for a single repeater to have over 100
ports, causing high collection overhead.
After discussion, the Working Group agreed that total counts are appropriate for some set
of information. Proponents of totals are asked to submit proposed sets of total counters to
the mailing list for further discussion.
Suggestion
from Bob Faulk regarding
address
search,
object:
No one expressed
interest in pursuing this proposal, and it was su~g.ested that it was more appropriate as a
vendor extension.
IEEE

802.3

Hub Management

Letter

To :

Donna McMaster
Keith McCloghrie
Repeater Management MIB Working Group
IETF

From:

Kathy de Graaf
Steve Horowitz
Jim Reinstedler

For over two years we, as members of t:he IF.EE 802.3 Repeater
Management Task Force, have worked very hard to develop a standard for
managing IEEE 802.3 :repeaters. 802.3 :has approved the cu~’rent draft in a
letter ballot, and on November 14, 1991 affirmed this work by voting
overwhelminglyto send the current dreuft to a confirmation ballot.
The members of the 802.3, representing almost all the major hub vendors,
have considerable experience not only in instrumenting but also in
configuring manageable hubs. Although much of this draft is directed toward.
instrumentation for fault and performance management, considerable effort
was also expended ~o model the real repeaZer products that exist in the
marketplace.
A repeater is frequently implemented as one or more cards in a modular
hub having multiple backplane connections and with a single agent
managing the hub. These hubs may contain ~mltiple repeaters and have the
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ability to dynamically create and delete groups of ports or individual ports.
While not all products have all these features, we did reach a consensus on
features in the repeater MIB that correctly and usefully model either a highend or low-end repeater without unduly burdening the simpler repeaters.
Two years ago only a minority of the task force supported attr~ibutes that
were primarily for configuration, but as we realized (from discussion and
implementation) that it was both practical and desirable to provide such
attributes, an overwhelming and persistent consensus developed in their
favor.
One example that has recently been controversial in the IETF is the use of
hubID (now repeaterID) to distinguish one of many repeaters within a hub
enclosure. We have found that this provides a simple, inexpensive,
standard, interoperable, and useful way of allowing a single ai~ent to address
multiple repeaters, and thus urge that it be retained.
We, as members of the IEEE 802.3 Repeater Management task force,
therefore hope thaZ the RM MIB Working Group will consider preserving
not only the IEEE attributes directed towards fault and performance
instrumentation, but also those provided forconfiguration management.
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Charter
Chair(s):
Cyndi Mills, cmills@bbn,
com
Gregory
l~uth,
gru~ch©bbn,
com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: account ing-wg©wagaze. wus~l, edu
To Subscribe: adcoun~ing-wg-request©guga~e.was~l,
edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Internet Accounting Working Group has the goal of producing standards
for the generation of accounting data within the Internet that can be used to
support a wide range of managementand cost allocation policies. The introduction of a commonset of tools and interpretations should ease the implementation of organizational policies for Internet components and makethem more
equitable in a multi-vendor environment.
In the following accounting model, this WorkingGroup is primarily concerned
with defining standards for the Meter function and recommendingprotocols for
the Collector function. Individual accounting applications (billing applications)
and organizational policies will not be addressed, although example,,; should be
provided.
Meter <-> Collector

<-> Application

<-> Policy

First, examine a wide range of existing and hypothetical policies to understand
what set of information is required to satisfy usage reporting requirements.
Next, evaluate existing mechanisms to generate this information and define
the specifications of each accounting parameter to be generated. Determine
the requirements f_or local storage and how parameters may be eLggregated.
Recommend
a data collection protocol and internal formats for processing by
accounting applications.
This will result in an Internet Draft suitable for experimental verification and
implementation.
In parallel with the definition of the draft standard, develop a suite of test
scenarios to verify the model. Identify candidates for prototyping and implementation.
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Goals and Milestones:
Done

Policy models examined.

Done

Internet

Done

Collection Protocols WorkingPapers written.

Done

Internet Accounting Backgroundfinal draft submitted as an informational document.

Done

Collection protocol working papers reviewed.

Done

Collection protocol recommendaticm.

Mar 1992

Architecture submission as Internet Dry,ft.

Jul 1992

Architecture submission as I~FC.

Done

Architecture working papers written.

Kequest

Accounting Background Working Draft written.

For Comments:

I~FC 1272 "Internet

Accounting: Background"
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Accounting

Working Group (ACCT)

Background

The Wednesdaysession reviewed the Internet Accounting Background document which h~Ld
recently movedto the status of RFC(1272). The major changes to this document since the
July IETF were in the areas of security requirements and counting strategy.
The security concerns for internet accounting were discussed and fundame~atal requirements
were found to be data integrity and data confidentiality. It was recommendedthat, to the
extent possible, SNMP
security services should be used to satisfy these requirements.
The counting strategy discussion revolves around how packets (datagram fragments) should
be counted: on entry to a network or upon successful delivery. Since there are good a.rguments for both methods (depending on the intended use of the accounting information.),
the capability for both should be included in an internet accounting system.
WorkingGroup participants offered comments, criticisms and suggestions that will be i~acorporated into either a new version of the RFCor follow-on documents. Two new items
were suggested: (1) it should be mentionedthat, in addition to the uses alre~Ldy listed, i~aternet accounting mayalso be used to monitor the correct operation of the network (i.e., it
may reveal problems/anomalies); (2) amongthe values that an internet accounting system
could report for a flow might be a binary value indicating whether a flow was active or not
in the measured time period.
Internet

Accounting Architecture

On Thursday the Working Group discussed the latest draft of the Internet Accounting Architecture. Although this document has existed for several months now and has undergone
three or four extensive revisions, it still needs work, both in form and content. An intensive
session was spent going over the document section by section and paragreLph by paragraph
to refine both form and content. In particular the Working Group worked on:
Tightening up the statement of scope that this document will address.
Morecarefully and clearly defining the Internet Accounting model (and its difference
from the OSI accounting model) and the interactions of its components.
Numerousdetailed (but important) changes were suggested and will be i[ncorporated into
the next version of the Architecture document. Amongthem:
An explanation that we intend to develop a draft MIBand accounting control function
definition, but not a complete protocol specification for accounting..
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¯ A clear statment about which packet processing layer accounting is done at, namely
the IP layer.
¯ The addition of a security section to the architecture
played by SNMPsecurity services).

document (and the role to be

¯ Definition of "subscriber", "flow start time" ~,,nd other loosely used terms.
The Working Group intends to conduct a dialog over the changes and a review of this
documentover the Internet in the next couple .of’ months with a view to advancing it to the
status of Internet Draft by the next IETF con:fere:ace.
General
The Working Group has decided to combine the metering services document (formerly
intended to be separate) with the architecture document and to announce our intention to
produce a draft MIBdocument (separately) befi~re ~he WorkingGro~p’s effort is done.
It was agreed that it is time once again to check what progress, if any, the OSI effort on
accounting is making.
Attendees
Larry Blunk
David Bolen
l~onald Jacoby
Kenneth Laube
Mike Marcinkevicz
Cyndi Mills
Rebecca Nitzan
Allan l~ubens
Gregory l~uth
Sharad Sanghi
Timon Sloane
Sally Tarquinio
Frank Welch

ljb~merit,
edu
db31@nis,
ans.ne~
rj©sgi.
corn
I aube©bbn,
com
mdm~csu,
net
cmills©bbn.
nitzan©nersc.
~ov
acr@meri~
o edu
Eruth@bbn.
com
sharad@ans,
ne’~
p e ernet
! t imon@uune~,
uu.net
sally@~a~eway.mitre,
or~
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AREA

Management (oim)

Charter
Chair(s):
Lee LaBarre,cel@mbunix.mi~re
.org
BrianHandspicker,
bd©vines,
ene~.dec.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: oim©mbunix.mitre, org
To Subscribe: oim-request~mbunix.mitre,
org
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will specify managementinformation and protocols necessary to manage IP-based and OSI-based LANsand WANsin the Internet
based on OSI Management standards and drafts, NIST Implementors Agreements and NMFRecommendations. It will also provide input to ANSI, ISO,
NIST and NMFbased on experience in the Internet, and thereby influence the
final form of OSI International Standards on management.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Develop implementors agreements for implementation of CMI:P over TCP and
CMIP over OSI.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF SMI to satisfy requirements for management of the Internet using OSI managementmodels and protocols.

TBD

Develop extensions to commonIETF MIB-II to satisfy requirements for management of the Internet using OSI managementmodels and protocols.

TBD

Develop prototype implementations based on protocol
ments, IETF OIM Extended SMI and Extended MIB.

TBD

Promote development of products based on OIMagreements.

TBD

Provide input to the ANSI, ISO, NIST and NMFto influence
OSI standards and implementors agreements.

TBD

Completion of the following drafts: Implementors Agreements, Event Management, SMI Extensions, MIlS Extensions, OSI Management Overview, Guidelines for the Definition of Internet ManagedObjects.

Request

For Comments:

implementors agree-

development of
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RFC 1095
I~FC 1189
RFC 1214
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"CommonManagement Information

Services and Protocol

over TCP/IP CMOT"

"The Common
ManagementInformation Services and Protocols for the Inter-.
net"
"OSI Internet

Management: MmaagementInformation

Base"
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AREA

LAN Monitoring

(rmonmib)

Charter
Chair(s):
Mike Erlinger, mike©lexcel, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rmonmib©lexcel, corn
To Subscribe: rmonmib-reques~c©lexce1. corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The LANMonitoring MIBWorking Group is chartered to define an experimental MIBfor monitoring LANs.
The Working Group must first decide what it covers and what terminology to
use. The initial thought was to investigate the characteristics of some of the
currently available products (Novell’s LANtern, HP’s LanProbe, and Network
General’s Watch Dog). From this investigation MIBvariables will be defined.
In accomplishing our goals several axeas will be addressed. These include: identification of the objects to place in the MIB,identification of the tree: structure
and corresponding Object ID’s for the MIBelements, generation of the ASN.1
for these new elements, and a test implementation.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Mailing list discussion of Charter and collection of concerns.

Done

Discussion and final approval[ of Charter; discussion and agreement on models
and terminology. Makewriting assignments.

Done

Discussion of the first
needed.

draft document. Begin work on additional

Mar 1991 Review latest draft of the first
as an RFC.

drafts if

document and if OKgive to IESGfor publication

Internet Drafts:
"SNMPTrap Definitions For Remote Network Monitoring", 08/22/1991, Steven
Waldbusser< draft-ietf-rmon-trap- 00.txt >
Request

For Comments:

I~FC 1271 "Remote Network Monitoring Management Information

Base"
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Reported

by Michael Erlinger/Lexcel

Minutes

of the

Remote LAN Monitorin.g

Working

Group (RMONMIB)

The Group congratulated itself on the acceptance of t]he RMON
MIBas a Proposed Standard and its having been published as RFC1271.
Inter-

Operation

Testing

The Group discussed the possible venues for testing of various RMO
N MIBimplementations.
There seemedto be at least four possibilities:
MIBimplementations could be made available via the Internet.
1. Internet - RMON
Those wishing to makeavailable a particnlax implementation could do so by announcing via the RMON
mailing list the location of the RMON
device. Those wishing to
test that device could access it via the Interpret. The discussion centered on the possible Internet load created by such devices. It was concluded ~hat this load should be
minimal as this is only a test environment, not & managementenvironment.
2. IETF - It might be possible to create a ]~MONtest environment at the next IETF.
The Chair will look into the possibilities of using CERFnetor USDfacilities
for
creation of such a test environment which would be open to a~l those wishing to test
RMONtools.
3. RMON
Meeting - Although token ring had not been discussed, it was suggested that
if there axe any token ring meetings outside of the IE~[’F meeting, then an RMON
testing environment could be staged at the same time. The Chair indicated that this
would be considered in the scheduling of any such meetings.

Discovery
There had been a BOFthe prior evening associated with device discovery. At the BOF
there seemed to be a consensus that the RMON
Working Group should investigate device
discovery as a possible RMON
MIBextension. Much discussion ensued as to the definition of discovery, current MIBsassociated with discovery, and priority within RMON.
It
was decided that the Chair should get together with Fred Baker and come to a better’
understanding of what is being requested. In particular, detailed requirements need to be
created.
Token Ring
It was decided that creating RMON
token ring extensions should be the top priority for the
Group. The current mailing list would conti~a~e to serve the RMON
Group (no separate
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token ring mailing list would be created). It was decided that before January 1, 1992, the
Chair would publish a proposed Charter and a proposed schedule which would include a
meeting prior to the March IETF.
Other
Other RMON
issues were discussed. In particular row creation. It was suggested that
the row creation reference within the RMON
specification be clarified by adding additional
examples, (e.g., what happens when a row contains a read only value?).
Attendees
Robert Austein
Steve Bostock
:leffrey Buffum
Lida Carrier
James Codespote
:lames Davin
Michael Erlinger
:left Erwin
Bill Fardy
Darrell Furlong
Shawn Gallagher
Robin Iddon
Ronald :lacoby
Mark Kepke
Ron Lau
:lim McQuaid
David Perkins
:lonathan Saperia
Timon Sloane
Bruce Taber
Kaj Tesink
Mark Therieau
Maurice Turcotte
Steven Waldbusser
:leremy Wilson
:lune-Kamg Yang

sra@asylum,
sf.ca.us
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¯ com
buffumCvos,
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corn
1ida@apple.
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j rd@p~.Ics.mi~.edu
mike©lexcel,
com
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com
gallagher@quiver,
enet.dec.com
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¯ co.uk
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corn
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hp.corn
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ics.corn
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¯ com
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peernez
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Zaber@interlan.
com
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cc.bellcore,
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eng.microcom,
com
dnmrt@int
erlan,
corn
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s e r @ andr
ew.cmu.
e du
natadm! yang@uunet,
uu.net
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AREA

Management

Protocol

(snmp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Marshall Rose, mrose©dbc,
mtview,
ca. us
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-wg©nisc, nyser, net
To Subscribe: snmp-~g-requesz©nisc.nyser.net
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

Oversee developmentof SNMP-relatedactivity, especially the Internet-st~ndard
SMI and MIB. This Working Group is ultimately responsible for providing
workable solutions to the problems of network managementfor the Internet
community.
Goals and Milestones:
Aug 1990

Finish SNMPAuthorization draft.

Ongoing

Coordinate the development of various experimental MIBs.

Internet Drafts:
"SNMPOver IPX", 08/27/1990, tt~ymond Wormley <dr~ft-ietf-snmp-snmpoveripx00.txt>
"Use of the Community String for SNMPProxys’,
< draft-ietf-snmp-proxys-01 .txt >

10/05/1990,

Richard Fox

"Comments on SNMPProxy via Use of the @ sign in an SNMPCommunity",
10/20/1990, Jeff Case, et. al. <dr~ft-ietf-snmp-proxycomments-00.txt >
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the SIP Interface Type", 11/07/1990,
Tracy Cox, Kaj Tesink <draft-ietf-snmp-smdssipmib-06.txt>
Request

For Comments:

RFC 1155 "Structure and Identification
Internets"
RFC 1156 "Management Information
internets"

of Management Information

for TCP/IP-based

Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-based
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I~FC 1157
RFC 1158
I~FC 1161
I~FC 1162
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"A Simple Network Management Protocol
"Management Information
internets: MIB-II"

(SNMP)"

Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-based

"SNMPover OSI"
"Connectionless Network Protocol (IS{:} 8473) and End System to Intermediate
System (ISO 9542) Management]:aforraation Base"

I~FC 1212

~
"Concise MIBDefinitions

RFC 1213

"Management Information
internets: MIB-II"

Base for Network Management of TCP/IP-based

I~FC 1215

"A Convention for Defining Traps for use with the SNMP"

I~FC 1229

"Extensions to the Generic-Interface MIB"

I~FC 1230

"IEEE 802.4 Token Bus MIB"

I~FC 1231

"IEEE 802.5 Token Ring MIB"

I~FC 1232

"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the DS1 Interface Type"

I~FC 1233

"Definitions of ManagedObjects $~r the DS3 Interface Type"

RFC 1238

"CLNSMIB- for use with Connectionless Network Protocol (ISO 8473) and
End System to Intermediate System (ISO 9542)"

RFC 1283

"SNMPover OSI"

RFC 1284

"Definitions of ManagedObjects $~r the Ethernet-like Interface Types"
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REPORT
Rose/DBC
Network Management Protocol

of the Ether-like

Working Group (SNMP’)

MIB Process

The "Pax Davin" solution was reviewed. During the three-week .comment period,
no objections were raised on the mailing list. As a result, the ether-like MIB, as
put forth by the IESG, will be published as a Proposed Standard., Further, a new
Working Group, the EtherMIB Working Group has been chartered to carry out the
remaining terms of the solution. This Working Group met jointly with the SNMP
Working Group.
2. Termination

of the

SNMP Working Group

The history of the SNMPWorking Group was reviewed. As the Working Group has
completed its Charter, it has nowofficially disbanded. Thank you one and all.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
Miriam Amos Nihart
James Barnes
Steve Bostock
Jack Brown
Theodore Brunner
Philip Budne
Jeffrey Buffum
James Codespote
Tracy Cox
Dave Cullerot
James Davin
Jeff Erwin
Bill Fardy
Shawn Gallagher
Greg ttollingsworth
William Jackson
Ole Jacobsen
Ronald Jacoby
Satish Joshi
Scott Kaplan
Frank Kastenholz
Manu Kaycee
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bellcore,
corn
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corn
j rd@pZt.
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lardy@citron,
com
gallagher@quiver
¯ enet.dec.corn
gregh~mailer,
jhuapl,edu
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¯ sZanford,
edu
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com
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¯ com
kasZen@europa,
clearpoin~,
corn
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com
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Mark Kepke
Yoav Kluger
Ron Lau
Evan McGinnis
Lynn Monsanto
David Perkins
Anil Rijsinghani
M. Richard Rose
Marshall Rose
Jonathan Saperia
Mark Schaefer
Timon Sloane
Bob Stewart
Bruce Taber
Kaj Tesink
Dean Throop
hIaurice Turcotte
Steven Waldbusser
Frank Welch
Jeremy Wilson
June-Kang Yang
Wengyik Yeong
John Ziegler
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Base

(x25mib)

Charter
Chair(s):
DeanThroop,throop©dg-rtp,
dg.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: x25mib©dg-rtp.dg.com
To Subscribe:
x25mib-request©dg’-rtp,
dg.corn
Archive:
dg-rtp,
dg.corn:x25mib/Current
¯ Mail
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will produce a set of three documents that describe the
ManagementInformation Base for X.25. The first document will specify the
objects for the X.25 Link La~er. The second documentwill specify the objects
for the X.25 Packet Layer. The third document will specify the .objects for
managing IP over X.25. The Working Group need not consider the Physical
Layer because the "Definition of ManagedObjects for l~S-232-1ike Hardware
Devices"already defines sufficient objects for the Physical Layer of a traditional
X.25 stack. Anychanges needed at the Physical Layer will be addre,,;sed as part
of that activity.
The X.25 object definitions will be based on ISO documents 7776 and 8208
however nothing should preclude their use on other similar or interoperable
protocols (i.e., implementations based on CCITTspecifications).
The objects in the Link and Packet Layer documents, along with the l~S-232like document, should work together to define the objects necessary to manage
~ traditional X.25 stack. These objects will be independent of any client using
the X.25 service. Both of these documentsassume the interface table as defined
in MIB-II contains entries for the Link and Packet Layer interfaces. Thus these
documents will define tables of media specific objects which will have a one
to one mapping with interfaces of ifType ddn-x25, rfc877-x25, or lapb. The
objects for the IP to X.25 convergence functions will be defined analogously
with the ipNetToMediaobjects in MIBII.
The Working Group will endeavor to make each layer independent from other
layers. The Link Layer will be independent of any Packet Layer protocol above
it and should be capable of man.aging an ISO 7776 (or similar) Link Layer
provider serving any client. Likewise the X.25 Packet Layer objects should be
independent of the Link Layer below it and should be capable of managing an
ISO 8208 (or similar) Packet Layer serving any client.
The WorkingGroup will also produce a third document specifying: the objects
for managingIP traffic over X.25. These objects will reside in their owntable
but will be associated with the X.25 interfaces used by IP. These objects will not
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address policy decisions or other implemet~tation specific operations ~ssociated
with X.25 connection managementdecisions except as explicitly described in
existing standards. These objects will manage the packet flow between IP
and the X.25 Packet Layer specifically includ:ing observation of packet routing
and diagnosis of error conditions. Progress on the Link and Packet Layer
documents will not depend on progress of the IP over X.25 document. The IP
over X.25 document will proceed on a time available basis after work on the
Link and Packet Layer documents and as such the Link and Packet Layers may
be completed before the IP over X.25 work.
All documents produced will be for use by SNMPand will be consistent with
other SNMPobjects, conventions, and definitions (such as Concise MIBformat). To the extent feasible, the object definitions will be consistent with
other network managementdefinitions. In p~.rticular ISO/IEC CD 10733 will
be considered whendefining the objects for t:he X.25 Packet L~yer.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Distribute first

Done

Working Group meeting as part of IETF to review documents.

Sep 1991 Distribute

draft of documents ~mddiscuss via E-mail.

updated documents for more: E-mail discussion.

Nov 1991 Review all documents at IETF meeting.
with specified editing changes.
Jan 1992 Documentsavailable

Hopefully reco:mmend advancement

with specified cha~ages incorporated.

Internet Drafts:
"SNMPMIB extension for HDLC", 10/07/1991,
< draft -ietf-x25mib-hdlcmib-00. txt >

Dean Throop, Fred Baker

"SNMPMIB extension for IP over X.25", 10/07/1991,
ietf-x25mib-ipox25mib-00.txt >

Dean Throop <draft-

"SNMPMIBextension for the X.25 Packet Layer", 10/07/1991,
< draft-ietf-x25mib-x25packet-00.txt >

Dean Throop
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REPORT

by Dean Throop/Data
of the

AREA

General

X.25 Management Information

Base Working Group (X25MIB)

The X25mib Working Group met at the IETF meet in Santa Fe on Monday, November
18th, 1991. All draft documents were discussed and all were referred back to the editor for
further changes.
Inter-MIB Structural

Issues

Fred Baker raised the issue of a single X.25 packet layer running over multiple LAPB
sessions. The current X.25 MIBwill not support such a structure. Since inverse multiplexing
occurs in other situations, it was agreed a general solution would be better than putting
direct support for such structures into the X.25 MIB. Fred Baker volunteered to draft a MIB
that would allow one level_X_MIBto be redirected to identify multiple level_X-l_MIBs.
To facilitate
this, the SYNTAX
of the x25InfoDataLinkId will be changed from INTEGER
to OBJECTIDENTIFIER.That object identifier will identify an instance of the index for
the first table of the MIBfor the layer under that X.25. For X.25 running over LAPB,it
will be an instance of lapbParamIndex. :For X.25 running over multiple link layer entities,
it will be an instance in the table of the MIBthat Fred will draft (see above). For X.25
running over interfaces that don’t have specific MIBs, it could also be t:he iffndex for an
interface.
A similar change will be made in how the HDLCMIBidentifies the port below it. T]he
hdlcParamPortIndex will be deleted and the SYNTAX
of hdlcParamPortId will be changed
to OBJECTIDENTIFIER.The object identifier will identify an instance of the index
the first table of the MIBfor the port under LAPB.In general this will be an instance of
rs232PortIndex.
Dave Perkins said he had a new tool which identified several syntax problems with the
current drafts. It was agree the MIBsshould be changed to correct these problems and the
issue was referred to the editor to complete.
HDLC MIB
It was agreed to change the name of HDLCback to LAPBbecause the MIBwasn’t broad
enough to cover all variants of HDLC.It didn’t cover basic HDLCframing, nor SDLC,nor
LAPD. It is indeed a LAPBMIBand should be so named.
The LAPBMIBwill be expanded to include support for ISO 8885 XID negotiations. Some
of the attendees with European experience indicated that XID negotiations are important
for that community.
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Conformance
The issue of conformance was discussed. It was agreed that the MIBswill contain tables
that are mandatory and optional. A vendor must implement all mandatory tables to claim
conformance. The optional tables will be present to allow managementof implementations
that implement more than a minimal X.25/LAPBstack.
X.25

MIB

With the conformance issue in mind, the X.25 MIBwill be examined to restructure the tables to make some tables optional. The objects required by a minimal X.25 implementation
should be in required tables and all other objects should be in optional tables.
The X.25 MIBwill also be examined to determine if some objects can be eliminated. Herve
Goguelyfrom LII~ Corporation volunteered to review t:he current MIBin light of his European experience and to develop a list of objects to consider deleting.
The Group discussed recording error conditions from the last closed connection. It wa~
agreed a table should be added to record the ree~son for the last abnormal close. The table
should allow recording the last N conditions however vendors will only be required to keep
1 condition; vendors may choose to keep more if resources permit. ~’he RMON
MIBwill
be examinedfor a possible paradigm for structuring the table.
IP over X.25
Andrew Malis informed the Working Group that the IPLPDNWorking Group has started
writing a new RFCto replace RFC877. He said there were several aspects of that draft that
were inconsistent with the IP over X.25 MIB. The IP over X.25 MIBwill be examined to
align it with the revised RFCon IP over X.25 corni.ng from the IPLPDNWorking Group.
Andrew Malis and Fred Baker will serve as liaisons between ~he ][PLPDN and X25MIB
Working Groups.
Attendees
Fred Baker
James Davin
Herve Goguely
Cheryl Krupczak
Andrew Malls
Evan McGinnis
David Perkins
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Bob Stewart
Mark Therieau
Dean Throop
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Area

Director(s):
¯ l~oss Callon: callon@bigfut.enet.dec.com
Area Summary reported
Network

by Ross Callon/DEC

OSI Operations

The Network OSI Operations Working Group, chaired
meeting.

by Sue Hares, met at the IET]?

Bill Biagi gave an overview of the Corporation for OpenSystems (COS). tie described CO
as an "International vehicle for accelerating the introduction of multi-vendor products conforming to OSI and ISDN’. COSis involved in a number of OSI-related projects, including
performance and conformance testing, and operation of OSINET.
There is thought about having OSINETconnected to the Internet

CLNPpilot.

Sue Hares gave a tutorial on IDI~P (Inter-Domain l~outing Protocol). I:DRP is basicall.y
BGPwith a number of enhancements, altered to support CLNP(with the ]possibility to also
support IP). Advantages over BGPinclude: Confederations; Internal reliability (runs ower
CLNPor IP directly, rather than over TCP); Uses real authentication of routing packets
based on MD4);Has a check for memorycorruption (also based on MD4)’~;Allows for route
servers.
A number of issues related to CLNPdeployment in the Internet were discussed. Problems
relating to robustness of the current CI, NP software primarily comedownto maturity .of
software - it just takes time and effort to bash out the problemswith software before we c~.n
get very reliable service (we often forget howlong it took to get IP to be as reliable as it is;).
The needs for filtering mechanisms and managementtools for CLNPwere also discussed,
along with the CLNPhookups to Interop. Sue announced that the NSFNETT3 network
plans to use Integrated IS-IS based on the Wisconsin public domain implementation, and
that IDI~P will be used for 05I intra-domain routing.
X.400 Operations
The X.400 Operations Working Group also met several times during the IETF meeti.ag,
co-chaired by Rob ttagens and Alf Hansen.
The X.400 Operations Working Group is working on several issues related to X.400 deployment, including X.400 routing (routing between message transfer agents), Naming,
and X.400-X.500 interoperation (this last topic is being pursued in cooperation with the
OSI-Directory Services Working Group). The current status of the X.400 pilot was a~[so
discussed.
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The X.400 Operations Working Group is also working on a document defining the minimum
requirements for offering X.400service in the Internet, as part of the ongoing internet X.400
pilot project. This paper is international in scope, and is being wor:ked on jointly with the
RAREX.400 Working Group.
Two other X.400-related documents have been approved by the Working Group. One is
on compatibility and interoperation between 1988 and 1984 versions of X.400. The other
defines gatewaying between X.400 1988/1984 mes.,~ages and RFC822 messages.
OSI Directory

Services

The OSI-DSGroup met at INTEROPon October 8, 1991. Full details
published Minutes. The meeting was well attended.

are available

The following Internet Drafts of the Group were recommendedfor publication
the IESG, and all, bar one, have since been progressed.

in the

as RFCsby

¯
¯
¯
¯

"An Interim Approach to Use of Network Addresses" (lZFC 1277)
"A String Encoding of Presentation Address" (RFC 1278)
"Domains and X.500" (RFC 1279)
"Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User Friendly Naming"
(<draft-ietf-osids-friendlynaming-03.txt, ps> still under discussion)
¯ "Replication Requirement to provide an Inter~aet Directory using X.500" (RFC1275)
¯ "The COSINEand Internet X.500 Schema" (RFC 1274)
¯ "Replication and Distributed Operations Extensions to Provide ~n Internet Directory
using X.500" (RFC 1276)
The document"NamingGuidelines for Directory" Pilots" was discussed[ briefly, and pending
minor edits is ready to be submitted as an RFC. The document "DSA Naming" was discussed. It is intended to ~ttempt to progress this documentprior to the next meeting, as it
is important for the next stage of expansion. Pilot experiments on "Handling QOS(Quality
of service) in the Directory" are ongoing, and recommendatioson this Internet Draft will
be deferred until we have some practical experience..
The document "An Access Control Approach fbr ’~,~eai’chmg
"
and Listing" was presented.
It was agreed that this should be submitted privately by the authors, as an informational
RFC. The area was of interest, and this function sho~.ld be considered later for Internet
standardisation. If done, this should probably be based on the 92 access control.
It was agreed that following successful experiments (Russ Wright, Tim. Howes,et. al.) that
pictures in the directory should migrate for G3:Fax from JPEG. Definitions would be added
to the schemato allow for this.
A draft document "A Strategic Plan for Deploying an Internet Directory Service" was
discussed. The next version of this document will be an Internet Draft. This Working
Group will take on active review of the document. There were many comments, but broad
concensus on the direction proposed.
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A lengthy discussion on postal addresses was avoided by scheduling this item at 18:00.
Office

Document Architecture

The Office Document Architecture

(ODA) Working Group met in Sant~ Fe, chaired

Peter Kirstein.
The ODAGroup is coordinating
an ODApilot project.
The Group has been working
on obtaining and documenting the ~vail~bility ~nd interoperability of OI)A software from
several sources (currently from BBN,Bull, and DEC,future software expected from ICL and
other sources). The currently available ODAsoftware supports most aspects of structured
text, as well as bit-mapped graphics. They are currently in the process of distributb.~g
software to users. They also have an ODAtesting capability at University College London.
Currently ODAcan be exchanged using either X.400 or UUencoded SMTP/822mail. There
are plans for future support of ODAusing the SMTPextensions.
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AREA

(noop)

Charter
Chair(s):
Susan Hares, skh©meri’c, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: noopCmeri’c, edu
To Subscribe: noop-reques’c©mer£’c, edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The Working Group is chartered to work on issues :related to the deployment
of CLNPin the Internet. Initial activities include both deployment planning
and education of regional and other connected networks.
Initial
plans.

planning efforts

include the development of routing and m~nagement

Goals and Milestones:
for CLNPOSI routing protocols,

including LS-IS, CLNP,~"

Aug 1991

Create tutorials
IS, and IDRP.

Aug 1991

Collect OSI Routing and Addressing plans into a Repository..
ava.ilable at Merit.edu:/pub/iso/noop/plaa.

Ongoing

Provide a forum to discuss these OgI l~outing plans by email or in Gro~:Lp
discussions.

Nov 1991

Collect a list of 0SI NetworkUtilities available in the public domainand fro:m
vendors. This list will be passed over to the NOCtools Group effort for joint
publication.

Nov 1991

Collect list of 0SI NetworkLayer NOCtools and publish a list.

Nov 1991

Collect Methods of 0SI Network Layer Debugging and write a document describing these methods.

Makethe plans
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by Dan Blum/Rapport

and April

Minutes of the Network OS][ Operations

Merrill/NCSC

~¢Vorking

Group (NOOP)

The Network OSI Operations Group met on Tuesday night, and Wednesday morning and
notes were taken by Dan Blum and April Merrill respectively. A third NOOPsession was
held on Wednesday evening and was listed as the NOOPOSI Network Tools BOF.
The Network OSI Operations Group convened, e~t 1!930 on November19, 1991. The Group
heard presentations from Richard Colella (NIST) and William Biagi (Corporation for Open
Systems). After the presentations, Sue Hares (Chair) gave an IDI~P tutorial, then described
the OSI activities at INTEROP
’91, after which some genera], discussions were held.
NIST
Richard Colella of NIST discussed NIST’s OSI Routing Laboratory. The current focus of the
laboratory is IS-IS routing software. The lab provides interoperability testing in an informal
environment between participating vendors. There is as yet no formal conformance testing
or OSINET-style publication of results. Participating vendors included DEC,Proteon, and
3COM.
The lab was open beginning in August 1991 to assist
tentatively scheduled to re-open in January of 1992.

with INTEROPpreparations,

and is

COS
William Biagi of COSprovided background on :his organization and discussed its plans
for fostering OSI internetworking. Although COSwas originally founded to promote OSI
and ISDN, some membersare beginning to lodk at the requirements for coexistence with
TCP/IP. Most members are running proprietary networks that support neither OSI nor
TCP/IP.
COSoperates the OSINET
interoperability testing org~.nization as a non-profit corporation.
OSINETis linked to ACCUNET
and TYMNET
via X.25. The following plans are afoot:
.Expand OSINETto incorporate
networks.
Establish X.400 mail relays,

an Internet

connection with some of the regional

possibly supporting TP0, TP4, and RFC1006.

Establish CLNSsystems in each COSmemberorganizations

by the end of 1992.

¯ Actas a repository
forCCITTbluebooksandotherdocuments.
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Possibly explore the X windowsover OSI.
Explore other Internet-like services.

IDRP Tutorial
Sue Hares discussed the IDRPdesign goals, protocol, and other features. She indicated that
Mitre has an IDI~P prototype implementation running today. Details of the presentations
are available on the slides presented.
OSI At INTEI~OP ~91
Sue discussed the OSI network set up for the November 1991 INTEI~0P demonstration.
The show featured worldwide connectivity (North America, Australia, E, urope). Proteon,
Wellfleet, NetworkSystems, cisco, 3corn, DECparticipated. IS to IS was used in the booth.
It was actually "stress tested" by physical outages, to which it reacted well.
A great many practical lessons were learned. While network administrators and various
regionals and various corporations were willing to install OSI touters, they did not enable
CLNSon their production touters. While the multiprotocol routers claim to support both
CLNPand IP, sometimes there are bugs when both are simultaneously active. A big
stumbling block to installing CLNPon production routers in production networks is the
lack of CLNProuter security "filtering" capabilities.
Overall, however, the experience at INTEI~OPseems to indicate that critical mass in the
product arena is at hand. What is urgently needed at this time is a user/application base
to provide additional field testing of CLNPand associated protocols.
Wednesday

Morning

The objective of the session was discussed during the earlier
reflect the actual topics. The following topics were discussed:
Introductions

meeting. The notes do not

and OSI at your site

People attending the meeting gave their name and described their interest in OSI and w]hat
is happeningat their site for OSI.
OSI INTEP~OP ’91
3COM,DEC,Proteon, and Wellfleet tested IS-IS interoperability
at INTEP~OP
’91. 3COM,
Proteon, and Welltteet provided IS-IS support for the INTEI~OP’91 OSI Demonstration
booth.
The IDI~P prototype was developed for INTEROP’91 by Dave Katz of Merit. Merit expects
work on prototype to continue. Mitre is also working on a prototype for IDI~P.
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Twenty-five network service providers and twenty-five OSI vendors p~~rticipated to provide
INTEROP’91 connectivity for four OSI applicatio~.~s: FTAM,VT, X.400, and X.500.
Changing the

Charter

Sue Hares wants to change the Charter. The Group felt there was significant work to still
be accomplished. Sue will re-write the Charter and send it to the Working Group. This
Charter should include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Survey form for OSI service.
RFCon OSI tools (late addition by Sue Hares Working Group Chair).
Tools work re-defined.
FYI RFCon O SI in the Internet - Frequently asked questions.
Pilot project activities.
National Test bed activities.
ttouting Plans still written and reviewed.

Routing Plans
The Group had a lot of concerns about how to. m~ke CLNSsoftware work. The routing
software is not being well tested for CLNSand IP roger:her. Problems show up immediately
or after software has been running for a week or two weeks.
The Routing Plans are good tools. However,t:here are ~hree types of routing plans:
1. Initial test routing plan.
2. Mediumterm routing plan.
3. Long-term routing plan.
Most people working for INTEROP’91 had initial test routing plans. Most regional networks are going back and adapting medium-term routing plans. This mediumrouting plan
needs to try to look at the long range routing ideas:, but it needs to try to work something
out for now.
Sue Hares mentioned that any type of routing plan is okay to send to the list. She was
concerned that the superb routing plans already sent to the NOOPpeople have stopped
people from sending initial attempts at routing plans to the NOOP
li.st. Any thoughts or
initial versions of routing plans are welcomedon this list.
Additional regional routing plan discussion was tabled until after the NSFNET
T1 and T3
OSI routing plan was described by Sue Hares.
NSFNET T10SI

Routing

Plan

Architecture of T1 NSS: 9 RTs on Dual Token l~]ng History of OSI in NSFNET
T1 Network:
By INTEROP’89 - prototype demonstration By Augu~,~t ’90 - full deployment on T1 Network INTEROP’91 - used as part of OSI Internet demonstration
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HowOSI routing works:
MAPNSAPprefix-> IP address
then
MAPIP address -> AS
then
MAPAS -> next hop

Whennode reaches edge of NSFNET
(external

interface

of remote NSS) then:

NSAPPrefix is mappedto Network Entity Title (NET) of router packets are to be sent
regional network.
Both the NSAPprefix -> IP address and NSAPPrefix-> NET are static mappings. E~ch
nss processor (rcp and psp) has the NSAPprefix ->IP address mapping. Only the E-PSP
for which is attached to the NEThas the mapping between the NSAPPrefix -> NET.
NSAPAddresses:

NSFNETuses GOSIP format for NSAPaddress

as~,~ignment.

NSFNETNSAPhas GOSIPIDP (47 0005), AAI of FFFF00. The l~otes have the full
address.
OSI Routing Strategy: Transit all OSI traffic

NSAP

that conforms to acceptable use strategy.

Proposed T3 O$I Routing Architecture
Time for implementation: as soon as possible to accomplish the following things:
1. T3 network stability and transition from T1 network.
2. Change some of the T3 hardware to hardware that allows higher throughput.
3. Changeto software base to switch software to gated.
Current plan is that the NSFNETT1 network will remain for OSI until
has OSI working.
Proposed Software Support:
OSI support:
¯ CLNP support
¯ ES-IS support
¯ IDI~P support in gated

the NSFNETT3
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Dual IS-IS in gated
(further details in the notes from the talk)
DECNET Phase

4 -> Phase

~i Problems

DECis shipping Phase 5 with VAX/vmxand Ultrix. Tony Hain recommended bringing
up Ultrix as Phase 4. Don’t try Phase 5 yet on Ultrix if you already have a Phase 4. The
DECNET
Program for address assignment has lots of power, but may assign addresses you
do not want if the User does not understand the addressing questions. DECis working on
additionM refinements.
ESNET,DECand cisco are working on plans to solve transition problems in transitioning
between large DECNET
Phase 4 areas (like HEPNET)to Phase 5 areas.
The ESNETrouting plan will be out in January and: has some details on transition
Phase 4 and Phase 5.
Next step

in CLNS routing

between

Regional

OSI Infrastructure set-up for INTEROP’91 w~s for the OSI demonstration. The European
WG-CLNS-4has been running both IP and CLNPsince 1990.
John Curran shared about NEARNET’snetwork. The NEAP~NET
client sites are close
together and have a high probability of getting calls from DECNET
Phase 5 sites. NEAI~NETwould like advice. Not enough people in regiosaals have worked in this area. Sites can
change from one concentrating router to another blab router in the NEAI~NET
backbone.
This switching is possible due to the small distance between sites. However,it complicates
the OSI routing.
John wonders if there is a way to assign them a ]long-term NSAPprefix. One can assign
NSAPprefixes for them to get somethinging running: for DECNET
Phase 5, but NEAI~NET
is in the process of drawing up ~ plan for the NEARNET
network for OSI. NEARNET
expects to have a routing plan by December.
Trying NSAPallocation in the NEARNET
network is not clear since their environment is
changing. John would like to see a few OSI Networks operational before he decides how
NEARNET
will handle OSI.
John defined some problems (with discussion from the Group) we face in OSI::
Customers have networks, but the OSI applications are not being used.
Whowill educate the people within the networks on OSI?
Weneed to knowwhich regionals are doing CLNSeven if it is a partial CLNSservice.
NOOPshould do a survey of regional networks.
Where do we get payback on the investsa~ent in learning and. technology for OSI
service?
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~lohn Curran also defined four stages in getting CLNSfrom testing to production:
1. Stage-1 - Initial experimentation
Spare routers and test machines are used to try out the CLNSnetwork layer and OSI
applications.
2. Stage 2 - CLNStrial
Need a national test bed to try out CLNScode on different touters. These route:cs
need to be tested under applications loads. The Testbed could be glued together
with IP networks using encapsulation. Note: the Group decided to query the NOOP
WorkingGroup to see whois interested in getting a Testbed.
3. Stage 3 - CLNSand IP in production network
CLNSneeds to run a test service in production routers. However, the CLNSservice
is considered a "trial" service and may encounter some down time. Editor’s notre:
This test service in prodution routers was taken by NSFNET
in the T1 Network, and
has proven very effective. The IP service is given priority in problem solving, but the
CLNSis exercised)
4. Stage 4 - CLNSand IP production in network
Both CLNSand IP are production services.
Users are reluctant to migrate to OSI due to the need to cut over applications or work with
new OSI applications. It is important to get those OSI apphcations running in the Intern.et
to run over CLNPoThe X.500 and X.400 Working Groups in IETF sho~.ld be encouraged
to get their applications running over TP4 and CLNPas well as TCP/IP.. Also, we hope to
see applications like X-windowstransition to OSI.
National Test Bed: The NOOPGroup wants to organize
and applications over CLNP.

a national

test

bed for CLNP

Survey for OSI Service: The NOOPGroup wants to have a survey of who will provide
CLNPservice. Sue Hares, Linda Winkler, and John Curran will put together a list of
questions.
Security Concerns~ The NOOPnoticed that none of the routers can filter packets based
on OSI addresses or OSI application information. Companieswhich use IP filter to proviide
some security for their companynetworks will not let OSI traffic in from the Internet due
to the lack of security filters. SometimesOSI packets can flow to the router at a compa:ay,
but no further due to the lack of 0 SI filtering.
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OSI Tools
A NOOPsession will be held to discuss network tools. Weneed to start
mendations on what OSI network layer tools need to be in routers.

making recom-

NSAP Addresses
Applications addresses will be in:
¯
¯
¯
¯

X.500
A flat file by Sue
Visual representation of 0SI -> IP mapping for quick look-up in OSI debugging.
Domain Name Service

Hitchiker’s

Guide to OSI in the Internet

Sue Hares is writing an FYI on 0SI in the:Internet.
l~OOF Working Group.
Summary of Action

Sue Hares will circulate

this to the

Items:

Action item 1: l~e-write Charter to update to curre:nt work: Sue Hares
Action item 2: Query NOOP
and other lists to see who wants to start a working sub-group
on a testbed for CLNPtesting, and Phase 4 to ]?ha.se 5 transitions: Sue Hares
Action item 3: Put together a survey on OSI services: ~ue Hares, Linda Winkler, and John
Curran
Action item 4: Write up the security concerns: Walt Lazear
Action Item 5: Collect addresses and publish a ]list of file namesfor the flat files and their
anonymous FTP location: Sue Hares
Action Item 6: Write and circulate
the Internet: Sue Hares

for commenta~ FYI or Hitchhiker’s

These Minutes cover the Wednesday eveniiag

Guide to OSI in

NOOPOSI Network Tools session.

The objective of the session was to begin work on identifying what tools are needed and
available for assisting in the deployment and managementof OSI protocols in the Internet. Five tools were discussed. Sue Hares and Ce~thy Wittbrodt (ESNET) will produce
an Internet Draft expanding on the information below. The intent is to end up with an
Internet Standard for ad-hoc OSI tools. The Interpret Draft will specify the required and
recommendedtools. However, the listing of tool implementations will be in the NOCTools
Catalogue.
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OSI Ping
Ping is critical and is already supported on most intermediate systems (ISs). All known
implementations use the method adopted by ISO (i.e., the new PDUtype) except for Sun,
which implemented the selector-based ping. The ISO method is the one to. be mandated by
the Internet Draft in all ISs.
Most end systems (ESs) do not implement osi ping, but the Internet Draft will mandate !it
for all ESs. Ping needs to use some name-to-address mapping, such as em ’/etc/isohosts’
table. The Internet Draft should consider including features from IP ping other than the
basic mechanism,such as ’fill’.
OSI Traceroute
Traceroute is also important to debugging network problems. Traceroute is not widely
available on popular platforms. Weneed at least somesimple functions first, then features
like source route later. Traceroute should also use the ’/etc/isohosts’ file for name-to-address
mapping.
Ping Monitor
This is a useful tool, but not as important as the other tools. It will be suggested, but not
mandated.
P~outing

Table

Dumper

Both ESs and ISs should have a capability to locally dumpthe routing tables (the moral
equivalent of ’netstat -rn’). Weshould specify in the Internet Draft wh~t information !is
useful to see. Note that the information should be consistent with the MIBs.
Transport Ping
In addition to verifying that the networkentity is alive via ping, there was somefeeling that
it would be useful to have a transport ping as well. Currently, FTAM
is used to verify layer
4+ connectivity, but this relies on getting all selectors right. Dueto lack of familiarity with
OSI and its terminology, selectors and other higher-layer configuration information is not
always understood and correctly configured. A transport ping to a well-known transport
selector might be useful. This tool needs more thought and will not be included in the
Internet Draft.
Platforms

of Interest

The following platforms are (non-exhaustive) lists of the ES and IS environmentsof interest.
ES: Banyan, BSD 4.x,
Sun Wollongong

CDC, DECNETPhase V (Ultrix

IS: 3Corn, cisco, DEC,routers, N$C, Proteon, Wellfleet

~ VMS), HP IBM RS6000, Retix,
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Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Hardcastle-Kille, s. kille@cs, ucl. ac. uk
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ±e~f-osi-ds©cs.ucl. ac. uk
To Subscribe: ie~;f-osi-ds-request©cs
.ucl. ac.uk
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The OSI-DSGroup works on issues relating to building an OSI Directory Service using X.500 and its deployment on the Internet. Whilst this. Group is
not directly concerned with piloting, the focus is practical, and technical work
needed as a pre-requisite to deploymentof an open Directory will be considered.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Definition of a Technical Frameworkfor Provision of a Directory Infrastructure
on the Internet, using X.500. This task may later be broken into subtasks. A
series of RFCswill be produced.

Done

Study the relationship

of the OSI Directory to the DomainNe~meService.

Ongoing Maintain a Schemafor the OSI Directory on the Internet.
On~oin~

Liaisons should be este~blished as ~ppropri~te. In particular:
NIST, CCITT/ISO IEC, North American Directory Forum.

I~AI%EWG3~

Internet Drafts:
"Building an Internet Directory using X,500", 11/19/1990, S. Kille <:draft-ietfosix500- directories-01.txt, or .ps >
"Using the OSI Directory to Achieve User Friendly Naming", 11/2.5/1990, S.
Kille < draft-ietf-osids-friendlynaming-03.txt, or .ps>
"Handling QOS(Quality of service) in the Directory", 03/20/1991, S.E. Kille
<draft-ietf-osids-qos-01.txt, or .ps>
"NamingGuidelines for Directory Pilots", 03/21/1991, P. Barker, S.E. HardcastleKille < draft-ietf-osids-dirpilots-04.txt, .ps >
"DSANaming", 03/21/1991, S.E. Hardcastle-Kille
02.txt~ or .ps>

<draft-ietf-osids-dsanaming-
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"Schema for Information Resource Description in X.500", 06/14/’1991, Chris
Weider< draft-ietf-osids-resdescripx500-00.txt
>
"Schema for NIC Profile Information in X.500", 06/].4/1991,
MarkKnopper < draft-ietf-osids-nicpro~lex500-00.txt
>

Chris Welder,

"Interim Directory Tree Structure for Network Infrastructure Information",
06/14/1991, Chris Weider, MarkKnopper, Ruth Lang < draft-ielff-osids-treestructure00.txt>
"Directory Requirements for COSINEand Internet Pilots (OS][-DS 18)", 07/09/1991,
S.E. ttaxdcastle-Kille < draft-ietf-osids-requirements-00.txt, .ps:>
"Generic Security Service Application Program Interface Overv!iew and C bindings", 07/10/1991, John Wray< draft-ietf-cat-secservice- 00.txt :>
"An Access Control Approach for Searching a~d Listing", 09/23/1991, S.E.
Hardcastle-Kille, T. Howes< draft-ietf-osids-accesscntrl- 00.~xt, .ps >
"Representing Public Archives in the Directory",
< draft-ietf-osids- ~r chdirect ory- 00.txt >

12/04/1991, WengyikYeong

"A String Representation of Distinguished. N~,mes", 01/30/1992~ S. E. HardcastleKille <draft-ietf-osids-distnames-00.txt,
.ps>
Request

For Comments:

RFC 1275

"Replication and Distributed
Directory using X.500"

RFC 1276

"Replication and Distributed Operations Extensions to Provide an Internet
Directory"

RFC 1277

"Encoding Network Addresses to Support Operation
Layers"

RFC 1278

Operations Extensions to Provide an Internet

"A String Encoding of Presentation

RFC 1279 "X.500 and Domains"

Address"

Over Non-OSI Lower
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of the OSI Directory

Services

Working Group (OSIDS)

October 8, 1991
Previous

Minutes

The Minutes from the July meeting in Atlanta were accepted without change.
Matters

Arising

Updates were given on some of the action items from the previous meeting.
¯ George Brett was to find out howto get the CNIdocuments and send. this information
to the osi-ds list. Steve Hardcastle-Kille will prompt George.
¯ Mark Knopper ~ Chris Weider were writing a paper on storing NSAPinformation,
and were going to update various other documents. Mark has moved on to other
duties, and doesn’t have muchtime available. Chris is working on them whenhe can.
They’re happening, but slowly, due to the work necessary for the FOXproject.
¯ The status of the JPEGand QOSexperiments will be given later in the meeting.
¯ Steve Hardcastle-Kille ~ Paul Barker have a draft of the NamingGuidelines document
ready for discussion during this meeting.
¯ Steve Hardcastle-Kille has produced a first

draft of a strategy/overview document.

Liaisons
1. RAREWorking Group 3 - (Steve ttardcastle-Kille)
The size of the Working Group 3 tutorials has grown. The last one was around 70
people, whereas previous ones were about 20-30. Earlier ones were strictly technical
but the latest one wasn’t.
There are now high-level

liaisons

between RAREand the IAB and CCII~N.

Work in the Research Community is US-Centric and is being RFC-driven. A European equivalent of RFCis being set up. (CFC?)
Further technical items will be presented at relevant points during the remainder of
the meeting.
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2. OIW- (l~uss Wright ~ Richard Colella ~- Ken Rossen)
The OIWretracted their earlier "postal attribute"
time on discussion of it.

derision and spent a fair bit of’

Work is progressing on implementation agreements on Access Control, Replication
and Distributed Operations. It will be ali~ed with the output of the Berlin meeting.
The Distributed Operations work is based[ on 88, not on. 92 extensions.
There are no conformantsubclasses for !)2 Access Control, so it will be all or nothing
for implementations. The 0IW work is concentrating on error handling.
92 replication work is on a shadow protocol. There will be some leeway in conformance. OIWis working on that, as well as e~Tor situations.
There are some OIWdocuments available online via FTP ~ FTAM.Richard Colella
will send an index of the documentsto the osi-ds list.
3. ISO/CCITT- (Ken Rossen)
There is a hope to include X.500 in GOSIP 3.
92 Extensions Work
¯ There are 13 documents: 12 PDAM(proposed
new part on replication.

document amendments) and

¯ The replication work is on the second draft and looks stable.
¯ Access control is on the third draft, but there is still a lot to discuss. The U.S.
has a need for minimal access control (restrictive access control).
¯ The Berlin output should be fairly stable.
CCITT PICS PRO FOI~MA (?)
¯ This will be 1988 based. It is (or will cow,rain) a checklist of conformanceissues,
both required and optional. Youbongis the editor; we should see if she can
makeit available.
The protocol version was not advanced in 199’2.
Distributed entry work has been dropped :for now. It will not be in 1992.
There was some detail given on a defect in. 19.88 X.500
¯ Multicasting / parallel chaining with > 1 DSAproceeding
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Problem with NSSRs(Non Specific Subordinate References)
4. NADF-(Einar Stefferud)
Stef gave a brief overview of the NADF.It is comprised of public directory service
providers (or future providers). The membersmay not actually offer directory services. Onelarge issue they’re struggling with is dealing with different information for
the sameentity, and having the different pieces managedby different service providers..
A pilot will be getting underwaysoon, maybein January. Participation will be limited.
to NADFmembers:
NADFdocuments are openly available.

There are currently

218 documents.

ANSIis now registering alphanumeric names for private organizations.
four tables under the C=USarc:

There are

¯ FIPS 5 - regions (states/provinces)
Organizations and private institutions created by Congress. (t:his is a point of
NADFtension as NADFwill honor these, but ANSI may not register them, or
even keep a list of them)
ANSI names
ANSI national standards
There has been some confusion regarding registration versus listing in the directory..
It turns out to be a somewhatemo~;ional issue. Somedetails are included in a later
section.
5. FOX- (Ruth Lang)
They are making technical progress. Merit is working on a draft document on howto
st.ore NSAPsin the directory. SRI is working on a User Agent to uccess the WHOIS
information.
Not a lot of progress in the "future.,;

thought" area since Atlanta.

Stev.e Hotz has gone back to school, but may continue doing the US DSAreports..
(Since the meeting, TomTignor (tpt2@isi.edu) has assumed responsibility for
Directory Services Activities Report).
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6. PSI WPP - (Wengyik Yeong)
There are currently 74 organizations, with 165K entries. Tlhe composition is: 34
Universities (1{)5K), 19 Government/Non..Profit (25K) and 21 Commercial (40K).
Moreapplications are needed, but drawing people/applications requires better reli-.
ability. Reliability is a problem. It’s more of a manager problem than a software
problem. Security and access control are also needed to draw more participants.
They will be converting to the new US naming scheme (RFC 1255). This involves
DIT conversion.
7. Paradise ~ (Steve tIardcastle-Kille)
Steve had some more Paradise handouts, although not many. There is a new glossy
brochure coming from the helpdesk, probably in November. (how to get copies of
these?) It’s focus is global, rather than European.
Steve outlined some of the Paradise services:
DSAservice. This provides national and top-level DSAs,and replicas of national
pilots. It also handles relaying between various networks (TCP/IP, IXI, PSS)
DUAservice. DE is now offered. (see *draft* help card) The help card will
be online ... and commentsare we][corae, please! DEwill be available with the
latest QUIPUpatch.
Support for small to mediumorganizations, that would rather not run their ow~.~
DSA.A simple interface is provided. These are typically for small numbers of
entries.

8. AARNet- (Mark Prior)
The AARNnetwork has been up for 18 months now. The directory will have been up
for twelve months by the end of December. There are current]y four DSAsbeing ru:a
by the AARNet
project (out of 21 total in .Australia), one for each of four educational
sites. They’re working on namingguidelines. :Problems eaco,antered are availability
(due to Internet link problems?), and size. They noted:
Wewere concerned about the use of non standard attributes,
and especially
the creation of new syntaxes due to the non-extensibility of some commercial
directories.
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(b) During the life of the project the AUDIThas grown from 10k to 30k. Thiis
growth was not just from the Project memberssites so we are :hopeful that this
level of growth will continue through ’92.
(c) Weare currently shadowing the country level information for all countries (except FR and PT) on a local DSAand are using preferDSA to improve lookup
speed. Previously we had tried to just have the information locally but without
being an official slave DSAbut this meant that all DSAsneeded this information
and this caused serious image size problems.
(d) Wecomplained about Belgium’s inaccessibility,
ant Tortoise across the Internet.

and problems in contacting Gi-

(e) Standards Australia has issued a set of naming guidelines (SAA MP59-1991)
and we will be following them., as muchas possible. Wewill also start using an
official OID, and will be applying for a NSAPand PRMDfor AARNet.
(f) Weheld a demonstration of the Directory at the QUESTNetWinter Workshop,
during July. Where we used color photo’s (encoded in GIF and using a private
image attribute). This was very successful, and popular, although not practical
in long haul links when using GIF, as the image size was of the order of 50100k. Weintend to hold a similar demonstration at the Australian Networkshop
during December, but this time use ,]PEG. Weintend to start migrating ot, r
photo attributes
to/IPEG ASAP.
(g) Wehave strong views on the need for a preferredName attribute, and will deploy
one, as we see it as necessary for telephony, if OSI-DSdoes not define it.
(h) Westill see regular updating of the Directory as a serious problem and work
needs to be done by someoneto provide more tools in this area.
Document Progression

to ttFC

The IESG has recommended to the IAB that the bulk of the OSI-DS papers should move
to I~FC status (some information and some standards track).

Strategy

Document

This is a newdocument. It is not on the RFCtrack right now. It’s a controversial document,
and has need for broader input than just OSI-DS.The first draft is just out, with a lot ,of
it being Steve’s view. It will be worked on by various membersof IESG, IAB and OSI-DS.
Somediscussion highlights:
¯ Support for a standard API is needed. Also support for XDS/X()Minterface
directory services. (this will get more applications using it)

for
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¯ One question heard is "will it be small and fast and compare with the DNS?"
¯ Weshould learn from the NADFexperience in name assignmelat, although this will
be something done on a country by country bas~.s. Weshould be aligning to future
national X.500 services.
This is a strategy document, which means non-specific, which means it’s hard to add
specifics. The lack of timeframes may affect perceived appropriateness of some items
(for example, when/howto intercept replication)
¯ There was concern over some of the extensions mentioned. One issue was whether this
was trying to nail downQUIPU(the answer !is "no") Weneed to deal with the issue
of standards (e.g., core X.500) versus functions (e.g., lightweight protocols).
X.500 should probably be emphasized. Extensions MUSTbe documented, and not
just by implementation. They should then be fed back into the standards process.
¯ Twoareas to document really: how to deploy a directory service, and where we’re
going with it (operational aspects). Should th.is be one documentor two?
In broad terms, the Working Group supports t]his document ~nd will edit/review
emphasis should be to do this as a directory service;, not as an. OSIservice.

it.

The

Access Control for Searching and Listing
Steve and Tim summarized the paper. There was some discussion of iimplementation problems, as well as whether we want to makethis a sta~.dard, or just to implementit and make
it an informational I~FC. The leaning was for the latter.
There was some thought that this had some overlap with the 92 work~ so we should at least
consider retrofitting to 92. Weshould also send this work to the standards stream as a work
item.
The solution outline makes the problem difficult,
solution?

but not impossible. Is this a sufficient

DIXIE~ DAS, and Lightweight

RFCs 1202 and 1249

Protocols

.-

These are two informational RFCs. DIXIEand DASare different. DIXIE provides more of
a DAP-typefunction, while DASprovides more user level (user interface) function.
Should we fix on a single implementation? To confuse things, many manufacturers have
done similar protocols. Standardizing seems to be a good thing, but neither of the two
specifications is good enough.
There was some discussion and clarification between lightweight APIs and lightweight protocols. The two issues are whether it’s easy to use ]."or an application, and whether it’s easy
to use with respect to the OSI stack.
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There was a preference for ASN.1over ASCIIin the protocol. It w~s felt a list of requirements was needed before we do any subsetting of the protocol.
No volunteers willing to take on the writing chore. Wengand Timwill in~vestigate furthe:r.
Presentation

of New US Naming Scheme - Wengyik Yeonag

The new naming scheme is specified in NADF175 / I~FC 1255. One of the key points !is
that listing (where you expect to be found) is separate from standing (a fanctioa of where
you’re registered).
There was muchdiscussion on whether t:he standing/listing separation is the right thing to
do. No consensus was reached on whether it was "Free Market Rules" or "A Mess".
Naming Guidelines
Paul Barker’s new text was accepted with one small change.
Steve reported that from Zurich and po~,~t-Zurich discussions, it was decided to drop all of
O=Internet, O=Cosine, L=Europe and L=North America from the root. ~?he problem with
having these objects directly under the root is that there is no formal registration proce,’~s
and there will be problems with PTT connections.
However, the issue of whether O=Internet should be dropped or not came back up and w~s
resolved that it should stay where it is for now(at the root).
The JPEG Experiment~

Pictures

in the Directory

- Russ Wright

This was the result of an old action item° Russ talked about some of the experiments done,
which were successful.
The decisions m~de:
¯ Use JPEGfor photo attribute.
¯ Keep FAXaround for a transition

period only~ and then deprecate.

¯ Use a new attribute type, rather than overload existing one. Rus:s will liaise
Schemagroup to do this.

with

¯ Timescale oa transition:
the next version of QUIPUwill have both FAXand JPEG.
The version after that will not haw~FAX.The transition period will be twelve months.
The QOS Experiment
Time Howes, Paul Barker and Geir Pedersen have been working on this.
some progress in code, but not much in deployment.

There has been
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Mark Smith will continue putting this into the Mac DUA.Colin will send a note (after
someexperience) to the list on howto install the necessary pieces in the DSA,and then use
it. Weng~ Colin will clarify and rectify any inconsistencies between the QOSspecification
and code, where code mean QUIPU.
DSA Operations
Colin Robbins

for

Paradise:

Managing the root

of the

Besides the services that Steve mentioned earlier, they also do a fa:ir bit of probing. It
turns out not to be as simple as once thought. Simply connecting is not enough. If you do
authentication, then you get a Ioopback, which is better. There are also network islands
out there, so you need to do multiple probes on :~. DSA.Failures can be due to a numberof
things: network, host, dsa, protocol (hopefully not!), or authentication.
They’ve started "passive probing" to cut dow~on the load. In this case, they only probe
the DSAsthey haven’t connected to.
Any suggestions on how to improve things are *welcome*.
They also do some counting of the DIT. This isn’t really needed for operations. There was
some discussion on whether counting should be done by DSA,er by subtree and propagated
up the tree. This is a non-standard mechanism,since there is nothing in X.500.
DSA Naming. Presentation

and discussion.

Steve summarizedand provided some clarification for the current ][nternet Draft on this.
There were some scalability concerns. It’s easy to ~dd another tree, though there is some
time to go before that’s needed. Addingnew trees maybe political rather than technological.
There was a strong suggestion that more pictures and more examp][es be included to help
clarify what’s being described.
It was decided that some discussion on the list was required. People would go and "Think
Hard" about this.
AOB
AndrewMacPherson’s message regarding a new personal attribute. Paul and Steve will respond to the list as promised. There has been some discussion on surname and Scandinavian
nameson the list, but there were no volunteers to try to summarize~t.
Postal addresses
The 6x30 format is fairly well entrenched (for one, in heavy me~al in mailing houses).
Steve made a proposal that we add a new Oversized-Postal-Ad[dress, which is 6x60,
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and have Postal-Address as a subtype of it. This was perceived by some not to be a
solution. Weran out of time without a resolution.
Next Meeting
The next meeting will be at the IETF in San Diego (March 16-20, 1992).
Summary of Action

Items

¯ Steve Harcastle-Kille:
Prompt George Brett to send information on accessing CNI
documentsto the osi-ds list.
¯ Richard Colella: Send index of available OIWdocuments to the osi-ds list.
¯ Wengyik Yeong ~ Tim Howes: Continue investigating

DIXIE and DAS.

¯ l~uss Wright: Liaise with Schemagroup to instantiate
photo.

new attribute

¯ Tim Howes: continue fitting

the QOSstuff into the Mac DUA.

¯ Colin Robbins: send a note to the osi-ds list
pieces into the DSA.(and then how to use it)
¯ Wengyik Yeong & Colin Robbins: clarify
draft and the QUIPUcode.
¯ Everyone: discuss strategy

on how to install

~ rectify

inconsistencies

and DSAnaming documents via email.

Attendees
Alyson Abramowitz
David Brent
Stuart Cain
Cyrus Chow
Richard Colella
Steve Hardcastle-Kille
Tim Howes
Burton Kaliski
Paul Koski
Ruth Lang
Sylvain Langlois
Andy Linton
John Mann
Daniel Molinelli

type for jpeg

ala@hp
indda,
hp.corn
brent@CDNnet,
ca
s cain@hpindeg,
cup.hp.corn
cchow@ames,
arc .nasa.gov
colell
a@osi. ncsl.hist.~ov
s. kille@cs
.ucl.ac .uk
Tim.Howes@umich.
edu.
burt@rsa,com
koski@hpinde~,
cup.hp.corn
rlang@nisc,
sri.com
sylvain@cli53an,
edf. fr
andy.linton@comp,
vuw.ac.nz
moline©trw.com

the necessary QOS

between the QOS
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OSI General (osigen)

3.4.3
Charter

Chair(s):
Robert Hagens, hagens©cs.wisc.
~du
RossCa~on~callonCbigfut,
enet.dec.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ietf-osi©cs.wisc,
edu
To Subscribe:
iezf-osi-requesz@cs
¯ wisc.edu
Archive:
j aneb.cs .wisc.edu:/pub/archives/ietf-osi
Description

of Working Group:

Help facilitate the incorporation of the OSIprotocol suite into the Internet, to
operate in parallel with the TCP/IPprotocol suite. Facilitate the co-existence
and interoperability of the TCP/IP and OSI protocol suites.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Specify an addressing format (from those available from the OSI NSAPe~ddressing structure) for use in the Internet. Coordinate addressing format with
GOSIPversion 2 and possibly other groups.

TBD

Review the OSI protocol mechanisms proposed for the upcoming Berkeley release 4.4. Coordinate efforts with Berkeley.

TBD

Review GOSIP. Open liaison with Government OSI Users Group (GOSIUG)
for feedback of issues and concerns that we maydiscover.

TBD

Determine what should be used short-term for (i) intr~-do:main routing;
(ii) inter-domain routing.

TBD

For interoperability
between OSI end systems and TCP/IP end systems, there
will need to be application layer gateways. Determine if there are any outstanding issues here.

TBD

Review short-term issues ~nvolved in adding OSI gateways to the Internet.
Preferably, this should a/low OSI and/or dual gateways to be present by the
time that Berkeley release 4.4 comesout.

Request

For Comments:

RFC 1139 "Echo function

for ISO 8473"
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(oda)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Kirstein, k±rs~:ein©cs, ucl. ac. uk
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie’~f-osi-oda©cs .ucl. ac.uk
To Subscribe: ie~;f-os±-oda-reques’c©cs .uc~. ac.uk
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The ODAWorking Group will develop guidelines for the use of the Office
Document Architecture for the exchange of Compounddocuments including
formattable text, bit-map graphics and geometric graphics according to the
ODAStandard. It will consider also Intercept Standards for other document
content types it considers vital - e.g., Spreadsheets. The WorkingGroup will
define how to use both SMTPand X.400 for interchange of ODAdocuments.
It will maintain close liaison with the SMTPand X.400 Working Groups.
This WorkingGroupwill review the availability of O DAimplementations, in order to mount a Pilot Testbed for processable compounddocument i:aterchange.
Finally, it will set up and evaluate such a testbed.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Inaugural meeting.

Done

Produce a paper stating what ODAstandards or profiles still

3ul 1991

Produce paper on how both SMTPand X.400 message systems should be supported.

Done

Produce paper on what pilot implementations can be provided.

3ul 1991

Produce paper on what scale and type of Pilot Testbed shon]ld be organised..~

Dec 1991

Provide first

Ongoing

Coordinate O DAPilot.

Ongoing

Review and propose additional

feedback on the ODAPilot.

enhancements of ODA.

need completing.
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REPORT

:Kirstein/UCL

of the Office

]Document Architecture

Working Group (ODA)

Current Status of Implementations:
As a backgroundfor the discussions on Pilots., the current sta,tus of iimplementations was
reviewed. A document on the current status had been circulated prior to the meeting; is
is called "The ODADocument Cnvertors" [ODC]. This document reviewed the status of
three of the available packages:
Provider

Package

BBN/UCL
Bull
DEC

SLATE/ODA
WORD for WINDOWS/ODA
DECWRITE/ODA

Each of the three are nowavailable for immediate use, and the suppliers have agreed to make
three copies of each available to individual organizations participating in the IETF-ODA
Pilots. The status of each is discussed below:
B B N /U CL-SLATE/ O DA
There has been a Release of vl.2 of the BBNSLATE/UCLODAsoftware; it converts
between SLATEvl.2 and ODA/ODIFQl12. The software is made available currently
on SPAl~Cstations, but is believed to be easily portable to IBMttISC 6000 machines and
DECUltrix workstations. There is documental~ion for the system on the normal ietf-osioda infoserver. At present the system operates with the UCLPP message (v5.x or later
versions), and thus can operate over SMTP(with. UUencode)or X.400; later versions will
work with the extensions to SMTPproposed in the 822EXTWorking Group. It is possible
to interoperate with any other SMTPmail systems which do UUencoding.
An agreement has been reached with BBN, that they will provide for the IETF Pilot 250
copies of SLATE
vl.2, and will maintain it with later releases. It is restricted to "academic
and research institutes only"; others must purchase SLATEfrom BBN. The software will
be updated as later releases of SLATEbecome available. The whole documentation will be
provided by UCL- who will include the BBNSLATEdocumentation. The BBNportion of
the software will be provided to US participants by a ~’Shrink-wrapped Licence"; non-US
sites will have to sign a BBNlicense supplied by UCL.In both cases, UCLwill keep a
register of copies supplied, and must furnish that to BBN.UCLwill exact a small handling
charge for the distribution. Details of the license agreements are given in [ODC].
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This software is also available to the WorkingGroup; it will run on a DOSPC, and must be
integrated by the using site with a mail system. The Bull software is designed for conversion
between RTF and ODAQl12, but they use it only with WORD
for WINDOWS.
The software requires a PC/AT with PC-DOSor MS-DOSv 3.10 or above with at lea, st
1 MBof EMS, hard disc and floppy. It requires also MS-WINDOWS
v3.0, WORD
for
Windows vl or other editor supporting RTF, and font scaling for a CRTsuch as ATM
Adobe. The programs include Ql12 <-> I~TF convertors, a formatter, filter, and a browser.
It also includes filters and test documents. There is appropriate documerLtation from Bull.
The license agreement specifies the use of up to three copies of the software on DOSsystems;
the usage of the software is restricted to I~D purposes. The licensees should provide a report
on the usage. The intention is to provide the software to Universities and Public Research
laboratories for evaluation, research and demonstration. The period of the agreement is
initially until June 1992.
Bull will distribute the software and documentation, within a month of users returning a
signed license agreement to Bull. Details of the license agreement are given in [ODC].
DEC
This package is regarded as a Gateway product between their CDAproducts and OSI. The
VMSrelease was made in April, the ULTRIXrelease is on Extended Field Trial (EFT).
They run on all current DECmachines. Again details of the license agreement are given in
[ODC].
[ODC]describes also the limitations in current interworking between the; three implementations.
We expect that there will also be available a version of WORDPEI~FECT/ODA
from
UPC/ICL.This software has not yet been tested fully for compatibility, and its license
arrangements are still under discussion. Wewould expect to provide further information
on this software at the next IETF meeting.
Interest was also keen in MACsoftware, and the Chair agreed to contact Apple since it
was believed they had software in some relevant state. It was agreed that in view of the
imminenceof so much of the software, it was important to update this list regularly. The
Chair would provide an updated status for the next meeting at the next IETF.
The participants in the meeting expressed an interest in having a reasonably up-to-de~te
directory of whois using ODAfor the Pilot. The Chair agreed to put up ~ list of mailboxes
on an X.500 Directory system to which all those interested had access. He will also keep a
list of active users on the Infoserver.
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The Pilot
The document describing the implementations avaZ[able was sent to the Working Group
mailing list only just before the meeting. A number of people have requested one or other
of the implementations available, so that there sho~ald be feedback from early use by the
time of the next IETF meeting. Currently we expect to use UUencodedSMTPor X.400 for
document transfer. However~in view of the excellent progress being made in the 822EXT
Working Group, and the alpha release availability
of a package from Marshall Rose, we
expect also to be testing shortly with that package;.
Next Meeting
It was proposed to hold ~he next meeting in San Diego during the week of March 16-20,
1992.
Attendees
Harald Alvestrand
Cyrus Chow
Peter Kirstein
Jim Knowles
Ursula Sinkewicz
Andrew Veitch

herald, alvestrand@delab,s inter, no

cchow©ames,
arc.nasa.gov
kirstein@cs,ucl. ac. uk
j knowles©triden’t,
arc. nasa. gov
sinkewic©decvax,dec. corn
aveitch@bbn,corn
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(x400ops)

Charter
Chair(s):
AllHansen,
All.Hansen©delab,
s indef,
no
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ie~f-osi-x4OOops©pilot,
To Subscribe: ietf-osi-x4OOops-request©pilot,
Archive:
Description

cs.wisc, edu
cs. wisc. edu

of Working Group:

X.400 management domains are being deployed today on the Internet. There
is a need for coordination of the various efforts to insure that they can interoperate and collectively provide an Internet-wide X.400 message transfer service
connected to the existing Internet mail service. The overall goal of this Group
is to insure interoperability
between Internet X.400 managementdomains and
the existing Internet mail service. The specific task of this Group is to produce a documentthat specifies the requirements and conventions of operationa/
Internet PRMDs.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Initial meeting, produce interna/outline.

Done

Workingdraft, circulate to interested people.

Jul 1991 Internet Draft available.
Dec 1991 Document ready for publication.
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REPORT

Jordan/CDC

Minutes of the X.400 Operations

Working G.roup

Welcome
The meeting was chaired by Alf Hansen, and Kevin Jordan volunteered as secretary.
There were no additional
Action list

commentsagainst the: Atlanta meeting Mi~.utes.

from Atlanta

meeting

¯ Rob Hagens and Alf Hansen were to revise dr~fft P~FCand distribute
Group. Done

to the Working

NOTE:At the Atlanta meeting, we discussed the need for a separate document which
would describe the strategy for X.400 Operations in the international X.400 internet.
In Santa Fe, we decided that this document is not needed.
¯ Kevin Jordan was to update white paper on u:~e of X.500 for support of X.400 routing
and address mapping and distribute to the Working Group. Done
¯ Claudio Allocchio and Urs Eppenberger were to write a white paper on use of DNS
for sapport of X.400 routing and address mapping. Not Done.
They wrote software instead!

The software will be made available to the RAKE/COSINE

and XNRENcommunities.
¯ Steve Hardcastle-Kille
EWOSto make support
Updated

was to update 88->84 downgrading draft RFCand work with
of DD.COMMON
well defined and mandatory. Draft RFC

¯ Peter Yee was to do some research into North .American groups such as EMAand
NADFand make recommendations for liaison with these groups. Yee was unable
to attend the Santa Fe meeting. Peter plans to email his findings to the
Working Group.
IETF X.400 Operations

Working Group :Bu:~iness

It was decided that the following changes should be made to the Charter:

¯ The Charter should be updated to include :references to other documents in progress.,
e.g., the Routing and Mapping documents.
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¯ The Charter ,,should reflect that our work on X.400 operations and deployment will
not be complete by December 1992.
¯ The Charter will probably be upated occasionally as X.400 operational requirements
evolve and as real experience in X.400 operations becomes broader.
Relations to other groups. Significant changes were madeto the draft ]~FC as a result of
comments made against it at the RAREWG1meeting which took place shortly before ~the
Santa Fe meeting. ~/Vhile most of these changes were technically justified, and the authors
were given authorization to make such changes at the Atlanta meeting, it was strongly
recommendedthat l~his sort of change :not be undertaken in the future without the review
and consensus of tl~Le IETF Working Group. The I~FC is supposed to be the product of
the IETF Working Group. The IETF Working Group respects and welcomes contributions
from RAREWG1, but North American members of IETF are not eligible to be members
of RAtLEWG1, so they are unable to express their views through votes at RAREWG1
meetings. Therefore, significant changes to the draft should not be made without reviiew
and approval of the IETF Working Group membership.
X.400 Service

Milestones

Each memberof the Working Group presented highlights
provided at his/her homesite.

and milestones of X.400 service

XNREN
Project..
More and more sites are joining the XNREN
Project. However, X.400
traffic continues to be relatively light. Very little progress has been madeon establishing
connections to public ADMD
service providers. The University of Wisconsin has established
an experimental and publicly available X.400-based fax service. The fax service imposes
some constraints and limitations. Contact Rob Hagens and/or Allan Cargille for details.
Norway. The Norwegian RaD X.400 network currently serves over 5000 active users. The
principal Norwegian WEPcarries between 20,000 and 40,000 X.400 messages per month.
COS. The Corpora~tion for Open Systems has installed PP and SunLir~k/MHSinternz~lly.
COSis planning to connect its X.400 service to the Internet and wants; to use OSI C[,NS
in addition to RFC1006.
Navy. The U.S. Na~vyis aggressively pushing X.400 internally. It is deploying various types
of X.400 gateways. Transport/network services provided include X.25 and CLNS.
Merit. Merit drove the OSI infrastructure
demonstration at INTEROP’91, and managed
to use CLNSto interconnect virtually every regional network of the U.S. Internet success-.
fully. Sites in Europe (especially Finland) were also interconnected using CLNS.X.400 mail
was successfully exchanged between a variety of sites over Internet using CLNS.Merit also
provides a gateway between NSFNet and SprintMail.
ESNet. ESNet continues to implement and deploy X.400 internally.
X.400 mail a production-oriented service by January 1, 1992.

ESNet plans to make
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CDNNet. X.400 traffic levels continue to grow. ~[’he primary CDNNetMTAcurrently
exchanges between 10,000 and 15,000 X.400 messages per day. CDNNetis subscribed as
a PRMDto ADMDTelecom Canada. CDNNet is seeking approval to become an ADMD
itself.
CDNNetmaintains the EANX.400 marl sot~ware and has recently developed an X
WindowSystem based X.400 user agent.
Slovenia. The X.400 I~D network in Slovenia currently serves over 2000 active users.
GARR.X.400 traffic continues to increase. GARR
is connected to the public X.400 networks in Italy. GARR
provides a centralized ga,teway service to a variety of other email
networks including HEPNet, SPAN, EARN,and Internet. GARRsupports multiple protocol stacks including X.25, RFCI{)06, DDCMP,
a~Ld CLNS.
NORDUNet.NORDUNet
has initiated
services in the Nordic countries.
Inspector.

a project to improve the reliability
Alf has been appointed as the official

of the email
NORDUNet
Mail

Review of "Requirements
for X.400 Management Domains (MDs) Operating
the Global R&DX.400 Service"
Revisions to the draft P~FCwill include the following:
¯ Title change to "Operational

Requirements for Xo400 ManagementDomains", and

¯ References to "Global P~DX.400 Service" will be changed to "International
Service".

X.400

The References
Urs will distribute a new revision of his Routing Coo:rdil~ation paper. The newrevision will
reflect comments made at the recent RAREWG1meeting.
Harald Alvestrand will polish his "Routing Policy" draft and distribute it to the Working
Group. It was agreed that this paper should becomeone of the P~FC’s in the X.400 set. It
will be referenced by the base RFC.
Use of an X.500 Infrastructure

for Routing Purposes

Keving Jordan’s X.500 white paper was generally well accepted. However, the following
recommendations were made against it:
As an optimization to the route determinatio~L algorithm, take advantage of the fact
that a failed directory read operation will return a distinguished nameprefix in the
case that part of a distinguished name is matched. This can be used to locate the
longest match of an O/R name in one read, and a second read can then be used to
obtain desired ~ttributes.
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¯ Update the document to allow for PRMD’sexplicitly
under ADMD’sand propose
that the X.400 tree be rooted under a new object occuring under country (rather
than rooting the X.400 tree directly under country).
Status and necessary actions for implementation of experiments
RFC for use of the DNS system for address mapping purposes.

with the draft

Claudio Allochio has implemented a scheme for using existing PTRresource records to store
address mapping information. He has also implemented a scheme for using MXresource
records to store X.400 routing information.
Tools have been implemented for extracting
tables from them.

PTR and MXrecords and producing RARE

The Italian PARADISE
Project is also implementing Kevin Jordan’s recommendations for
using X.500 to support X.400 routing and address mapping.
Summary of conclusions

and actions

P. Yee

Peter will distribute
other groups.

his recommendationsfor liaisons with

R. Hagens, A. ttansen

The editors will review section 3.1, rewrite it, and distribute
it to the Working Group for review and comment.
The RFCauthors will revise the documentin accordance with.
the commentsand conclusions generated at this meeting. A
new draft will be distributed prior to the next IETFmeetiing,
no later than January 15.

J. Geiter

Jishoo will write a recommendation for the construction of
X.400 names based upon relevant RFC’s and Implementor’s
Agreements.

A. Hansen

Alf will formally propose to RAREWG1that mapping coordination procedures be published as RFC’s.

All

The issue of ADMD="
" versus ADMD=:0will be discussed
via emall after the text about this issue from the recent
RAREWG1meeting is distributed.
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Kevin will rewrite his paper on use of X.500 for support of
X.400 as a pair of dra:[t RFC’s: one related to use of X.500
for X.400 routing purposes, and one related to use of X.500
for address mappingp~arposes.
NOTE:This action should be reconsidered in light of Steve
Hardcastle-Kille’s comprehensive paper on the same subject.
I propose that we adopt Steve’s paper as the basis for further
work in this area.

U. Eppenberger

Urs will update his paper on static routing and mapping procedures and present it as a draft RFC.

Other Business
Borka Jerman-Blazic and Harald Alvestrand each made presentations on national character
set issues and suggested alternatives for solving this problem with respect to X.400. The
Working Group made no conclusions but agreed that this issue needs fhrther discussion at
future meetings.
Future

Meetings

The next general IETF meeting is scheduled for the week of March 16th in San Diego,
California. The X.400 Operations Working Group will meet on March 17 and March 18.
Attendees
Claudio Allocchio
Harald Alvestrand
William Biaggi
Ken Carlberg
Cyrus Chow
tLichard Colella
Curtis Cox
John Demco
Tim Dixon
Jisoo Geiter
Tony Genovese
l~obert Hagens
All Hansen
Susan Hares
Christian Huitema
Borka Jerman-Blazic
Kevin Jordan

claudio, allocchio@elettra-ts, infn. it
herald, alvestrand@delab, sintef.no
bbiaEi©cos, corn
carlberg@cseic, saic. com
cchow@ames,arc. nasa. ~ov
col ella@osi, ncsl. hist. Eov
ccox@wnyos
e. nct sw .. navy.rail
demco@cs, ubc. ca
dixon@nikhef, nl
~ei~er@gaZeway.mi~reo or~
~enovese@es .ne~
hagens@cs, wisc. edu
All. Hans en@delab,s int el. no
skh@merit, edu
christian, huitema@sophia, inria, fr
j erman-blazic@ijs. ac .mail. yu
kej @udev.cdc. corn
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Area

Director(s):
¯ Susan Estrada: estradas@cerf.net
¯ Phill Gross: pgross@nis.ans.net
¯ Bernhard Stockman: boss@sunetose
Area Summary reported
by Susan Estrada/CERFnet
and Bernhard
Stockman/NORDUnet
During this IETF fi~e working groups met. There were three BOF’s on operations related
subjects. The Operational Requirements Area Directorate (ORAD)met together with
FARNET
which met. in Santa Fe at the beginning of the IETF week.
User Connectivity

Problems

The User Connectivi~y WorkingGroup met twice this week, in the true tradition of operators
being overcommitted to these things, and actually came up with some really good outputs.
They decided how to do a NOCphone book, standardized network status reports and
standardized total tiicket hand-off, which is the mechanized procedure. There should be
some implementations happening in the next six months, which will actually make our lives
a lot simpler.
Those interested in getting on the mailing list,
Network

Joint

send a request to ucp-request@nic.near.net

Management

Network Joint Management (NJM) met once this week. Following the FAP~NETtheme
"Hardening the Mid-level Networks", the Group discussed fifty simple things one can do to
help the Internet be :haxd. The operators were encouraged to subscribe to nwg@merit.edu,
which is going to be the open discussion list for what’s going on in the networking community.
Network Status

R,eports

Around thirty people attended this session. Network status reports were given from:
¯
¯
¯
¯

ESnet (Tony Hain)
NSI (Milo Medin)
MILNET(Katherine Huber)
EBONE-92 (Bernhard Stockman)

Phill Gross has been .organizing the network status report sessions for some time. However,
at this meeting, Phill turned the organization of this Group over to Gene Hastings. The
choice of Gene as the new Chair was an indication of the similar subjects covered by the
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Network Status Report (NETSTAT)sessions and the NJMWorking Group, also chaired
by Gene. It is hoped that both NiIM and NETS~[’ATwill benefit from this new close
coordination.
Router Requirements

Checklist

The idea behind a router requirements checklist is to take that router requirements document and turn it into something that may be used as guidance for purchasing router
equipment. The Group decided that this was a useful ~hing to do. A strawman checklist
will be constructed soon. To subscribe to the mailing list send a request to rcl@cerf.net.
It’s not clear that this work will be done within an It~TF working group. The idea is rather
to bash this out, and just get it issued as an informatio~al RFC, without having to form a
working group.
Quality

of Service

Measurements

This BOFonly concerned quality of service measurementsfor wide area networks. Basically
the idea here is that as regionals, or as networ:ks~ there is no need ~o find meo~surement
criteria ~vailable. The base line is to find the right questions to ask and that is a good
way to start. A working group will be formed and ;~ mailing list set up for discussing this
subject.
Benchmarking

and Methodology

The Benchmarking folks met this week. They word-smithed the benchmarking document.
They’re going to have one more video meeting in..]anuary, and a draft document will be
available by the next IETF.
The Operations

Requirments Area Directorate

The Operations l~equirements Area Directorate session was chaired by Susan ]~strada, Phill
Gross and Bernhard Stockman. Around fifty people attended. The meeting was a joint
session between OttAD and FAI~NETpeople.
Presentation of the Intercontinental Engineering and Planning Group (IEPG). Geoff Huston, co-Chair of IEPG, gave an overview of the current IEPG work. The IEPG met in
Santa Fe the week before I]~TF. Major topics of interest for the IEPG Group were:
Interactions between network regions.
Protocol infrastructure.
Multi-lingual ~pplications.
Networkminimal service levels.
Global traffic flows.
Information services.
There is the need to define operation tools to the vendors. For example there is a need to
makethe SNMPdisplays used today a little more meaningful and a]iot more helpful to use
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in the long run. A working group will be initiated, probably at the next IETF, that will
define recommendat!ionsfor the operational folks to give to vendors, to help them design
better interfaces.
Operational Statistics
Operational Statistics
Bernhard Stockman..

met during two session with around thirty participants

chaired by

The main topic was a simplified version of earlier documents describing the gathering,
storage and presentation of statistical
data. The major time was spent on discussing the
storage format and polling periods. Prior to this there had been a discussion on 5-15 minutes
polling periods. It was concluded that one single polling period could not be recommended.
The polling period has to be dependent on the type of polling being performed so the
meeting defined a se~t of polling periods for different situations. The intention is to have the
simplified version remedyfor Internet Draft during December1991.
BGP Deployment

and Applications

The BGPDeployment and Applications BOFhad approximately thirty participants,
and
was chaired by Jessica Yu. The reason for this BOFto investigate the need and interest of
forming an IETF working group around this concept. Topics that were treated:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

A review of today BGPimplementation and usage.
Presentation by cisco on current implementations and future plans.
Discussion around the NSFnet T3 and T1 BGPimplementations.
A review of midlevel networks currently using B GP.
The need for e~n IETF working group to facilitate an inter-operability
as a forum for knowledgetransfer.

test and to ~ct
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REPORT
Requirements

Area Directorate

l~eport not submitted. Refer to Area Report for a brief summary.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Robert Aiken
Thomas Bajzek
Charles Bazaar
Jordan Becker
Robert Blokzijl
David Bolen
Alison Brown
John Curran
Kent England
Hans Eriksson
Michael Erlinger
Susan Estr~da
Peter Ford
Vince Fuller
Farrell Gerbode
John Gong
Phillip Gross
Tony Hain
Eugene Hastings
Ittai Hershman
Ellen Hoffman
Eric Hood
Fred Howlett
Geoff Huston
Dale Johnson
James Jokl
Dan Jordt
Daniel Long
E. Paul Love
Donald Morris
David O’Leary
Ari Ollikainen
Joe P~agland
Timothy Salo
Tom Sandoski
Sharad Sanghi

aggarwal©jvnc
.net
raiken@nsf
.gov
~wb+@andrew.
cmu.edu
bazaar@emulex,
tom
becker@nis,
ans.net
K13@nikhef
.nl
db31©nis,
ans.net
alison©oar,
net
j curran©bbn,
com
kwe~bbn,
com
hans©sics,
se
mike©lexcel,
com
estradas@sdsc,
edu
peter@lanl
.gov
vaf@stanford,
edu
~arrell©rice.
edu
j gong©us,
oracle,
corn
pgross©nis,
ans.net
hain©es.net
has~ings©psc,
edu
ittai@nis,
ans.net
esh@merit,
edu
ehood©nwnet,
net
fhowlett©attmail,
com
go huston©aarnet
o edu.au
dsj©merit.
edu
j aj @virginia.
edu
danj©nwnet.
net
long©nic,
near.net
loveep@sdsc,
edu
morris©ucar,
edu
oleary@sura,
net
ari@es,
net
jrr@concert
.net
tj s@msc,
edu
tom@concert,
net
sharad©ans,
net
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shirey~mitre,
org
sinkewic@decvax,
dec.com
solensky@clearpoint,
com
boss@sunet,
se
gs~rawn@nsf,
gov
s~ree~er@nsipo.nasa,
gov
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res~on,va.us
cward@spot,
colorado,
edu
lwinkler~anl,
gov
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com
~d.why@forsythe,
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REPORT
Mohta/CERFNet
Requirements

Check List

BOF (RREQLIST)

The need for preparing such a checklist by an IETF working group was acknowledged. This
will help prospective buyers of routers.
In addition, it was decided that separate checklists were in order to identify the functionality sought in the router, [ Exterior, Interior ( Dumb,Smart, Big, Small) Leaf-node etc.].
The checklists will extract RFCCompliance features from the replacement for I~FC 1009
(Requirement for IP Routers, Philip Almquist, Editor). A mailing list (rrcl@cerf.net, rrclrequest@cerf.net) was created for this purpose.
The B0F (to be turned into a working group) will meet at the San Diego IETF to finalize
the checklists. Meanwhile, discussions will commenceon the mailing list.
Attendees
Philip Almquist
William Barns
Kurt Dobbins
Susan Estrada
Eugene Hastings
Mike Marcinkevicz
Donald Morris
Miguel Sasson
Frank Solensky
Osamu Takada

almquisZ@j
essica..~t
anford,edu
barns@gateway,
mitre,org
dobbins@ctron,
tom
esZradas@sdsc,
edu
hasZings©psc,
edu
mdm@csu,neZ
morris@ucar,
edu
sasson@xylogics,
corn
solensky@clearpoin~,
com
~akada@sdl.
hitachi,
co.j p
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Report not submitted. Refer to Area Report for a brief summary.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
John Curran
Susan Estrada
Darrell Furlong
Jack Hahn
Ellen Hoffman
Dale Johnson
Marsha Perrott
Timothy Sa]o
Frank Solensky
Iris Tal
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Methodology

(bmwg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Scott Bradner, sob@harvard,
edu
Mailing Lists:
Genera] Discussion: bmwg~harvisr, harvard, edu
To Subscribe: bmwg-reques~:©harvisr.harvard,
edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The major go~fl of the Benchmark Methodology Working Group is to make
a series of recommendations concerning the measurement of the performance
characteristics of different classes of network equipment and software services.
Each recommendationwill describe the class of equipment or service, discuss
the performance characteristics that are pertinent to that class, specify a suite
of performance,, benchmarksthat test the described characteristics, as well as
specify the requirements for commonreporting of benchmark results.
Classes of network equipment can be broken down into two broad categories.
The first deals with stand-alone network devices such as touters, bridges, repeaters, and [,AN wiring concentrators. The second category includes host
dependent equiipment and services, such as network interfaces or TCP/IP implementations.
Once benchma.rking methodologies for stand-alone devices have m~tured sufficiently, the Group plans to focus on methodologies for testing system-wide
performance, including issues such as the responsiveness of routing algorithms
to topology changes.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Issue a document that provides a commonset of definitions
criteria, such ~s latency and throughput.

for performance

Done

The document will also define various classes of stand-alone network devices
such as repeaters, bridges, routers, and LANwiring concentrators as well as
detail the relative importance of various performance criteria within each class.

TBD

Once the: communityhas had time to commenton the definitions of devices and
performaa~ce criteria, a second document will be issued. This document will
make specific recommendations regarding the suite of benchmark performance
tests for each of the defined classes of network devices.
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For Comments:

I~FC 1242 "Benchmarking Terminology for Network ~[nterconnectio~L Devices"
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REPORT

Bradner/Harvard
Benchmarking

Working

Group (BMWG)

The Working Group met on Wednesday, November 20th. The current draft for the testing
methodology was reviewed line by line and a number of changes were suggested. There are
tentative plans to hold another video conference sometimein late January or early February
to do a final pre-IETF run-through of a full document. The results of the video conference
will be submitted as an Internet Draft and will be reviewed at the March IETF meeting.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
Atul Bansal
James Beers
Scott Bradner
Randy Butler
Jim DeMarco
Barbara Denny
Jeff Erwin
Bill Fardy
Darrell Furlong
Olafur Gudmundsson
Jack Hahn
Greg Hollingsworth
Mark Lewis
Jim McQuaid
Bill Melohn
David Minnich
Frank Solensky
Iris Tal
Dean Throop
Jonathan Wenocur
Jeremy Wilson
June-Kang Yang
Nancy Yeager
John Ziegler

st evea@i88,
isc.com
bansal@wile
.nac.dec.com
beers@nr-tech,
cir.cornell,
edu
sob@harvard,
edu
rbutler@ncsa,
uiuc.edu
j demarco@ftp,
corn
denny©sri,
com
fardy@ctron.com
ogud@cs.umd.edu
hahn@sura.net
greghCmailer.jhuapl.edu
mlewis@telebit.com
melohn@auspex.com
d~m©fibercom.com
solensky@clearpoint.com
437-3580@mcimail.com
throop@dg-rtp.dg.com
jhw@shiva.com
nazadm!yang@uunet.uu.net
nyeager@ncsa.uiuc.edu
ziegler@artel.com
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(njm)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gene Hastings, has~ings¢psc,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: njm©meri~, edu
To Subscribe: njra-reques~Omeri~;.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

There is a need for manydifferent kinds of efforts to deal with operational and
front line engineering issues, including helping the disparate organizations work
with each other. This is an attempt to solidify some of those topics. This does
not makeany :pretense of being exhaustive.
Area of interest:

Operational issues and developments of the Internet.

Membership: Operations and engineering personnel from national backbone
and mid-level networks. Other groups with responsibility for production oriented services such as security oriented groups.
Associated Technical groups: Groups which will have an interest in, and input
to the Agendaof this Groupwill include the IABand its task forces, and groups
within FAttNET. In particular FAI~NEThas now several technical issues of
concern, such ~s the selection of standard inter-network services for debugging
(like maps and standard SNMPcommunities), and the specification of standard
network statisl~ics to be taken (of special concern is the ubiquitous ability to
collect those statistics).
Meeting Times: Membersof the Group will represent organizations with production responsiblities. Most work will be carried on via email or teleconferencing.
Goals and Milestones:
Nonespecified.
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REPORT

by Kent England/BBN
of the

Network Joint

Management ’~orking

Group (NJM)

Gene Hastings passed out an Agenda and we started talking about simple things we can do
now[to makethe world better and safer].
Canonical

Trouble Mailbox

What if we all defined a mailbox named~’trouble@youronet" for receipt of network trouble
reports?
Whatif we all defined a finger-name "noc@your.net" so users could receive a small bit of
information about our respective NOCs?
There was some general discussion of DNSrecords needed for this. M:any nets don’t have a
machine called "your.net" , but use MXrecords. ¢’~omedon’t use MXrecords for "your.net",
but instead use a machine named "noc.your.net" or similar. Finger requires an address
record, but an alias record could provide some indirection for ~your.xtet"
Vikas Aggrawal, JvNCnet, noted that he had posted a note on the namedroppers list
discussing this. [Vikas, repost to NJM?]
So what names should we use? Joe Ragland, CONCERT,
doesn’t like "noc" and Carol Ward
from WestNet doesn’t like "trouble". Gene suggested, the name "net-trouble@noc.your.net"
for the canonical mailbox, but this is too long for finger, so use "noc@noc.your.net" for
finger.
Dan Long, NEARnet,will add a field to his NOCPhoneBookentry for nets to include the
preferred mailbox name.
Then Gene raised the issue of DNSinverse address-to-name lookups (PTR records). Gene
suggested that all router interfaces should inverse lookup to a desc~fiptive name, and, in
addition, the host zero address should ~nvert to something descriptive [of what?]. Vince
Fuller noted that DNSalready m~ps host zero to the gateway name. This is left as an
unresolved issue.
John Curran, NEARnet, noted upcoming Responsible Person DNSrecords that we will
find useful. Gene Ha~tings reminded us all to fill out information :for Dan Long’s NOC
PhoneBook entries. Dan said he would send ~. laote to NJMwith changes to the entry
information.
Generaised the issue of "nsr" mailing list usage, and suggested a newMerit list for discussion
of internet woes called "internet-ops@merit.edu". Ittai ttershman, ANS,said there had
been some discussion in Merit/ANS about moving di~,;cussions from nsr to nwg or Gene’s
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suggested new list. The concern is about too large a group of readers engaging in too much
traffic of discussion ~mddiluting the quality of the nsr list for operational people. :lohn
Curran noted that individuals will use whatever list they can find to report trouble and we
need to educate users as these misdirections are corrected. Ittai noted that this had been
discussed this morning in UCPin the context of machine parseable messages, but these lists
don’t scale well. Dale Johnson, Merit, noted that this issue parallels the issue of usage of
the IETF list and theft we need to create "nsr-discuss" as has been suggested for IETF.
Joe Ragland said th~.t one reason we need this list is to relieve Merit of unrelated traffic.
FARNETmembers need an independent channel for communication. Cathy Wittbrodt,
ESnet, asked if users aren’t going to use this list and Ittai said UCPhas addressed this
concern. Dan Long noted that service providers need a discussion list for themselves.
Weagreed to use the existing nwgmailing list as an "nsr-discuss ’’ list and to use N~]Mas a
meta problem discussion list. [So nsr remains the channel for Merit to send out announcements, nwgis for discussion of operational problems, and N~]Mis for meta discussions about
ops. -kwe]
Tricks of the Trade
Vince Fuller, BARRNET,
noted that he is tired of reports to BARt~NET
from users that
say that BARRNET
!is broken, whenin actuality these users are simply unable to traceroute
across the MILNET.Howcan users be made more aware of the limitations of traceroute?
Jordan Becker asked if every AS has a reliable host for pinging and tracing? Dan Long
noted he will include such an entry in his NOCPhoneBook.
What about test servers to test telnet, mail, etc? Dan Long noted the success of the
NEARnetmail bouncer [bouncer@nic.near.net] as a very useful tool for site contacts to use
to test ma~lers. This automatic bouncer has reduced the workload on NEAl~netoperations
and analyst staff treinendously and is seen as a very valuable service [almost free].
Howdo we associate network numbers to the AS announcing them? ~lessica Yu of Merit
noted that they have this file at Merit [net.now?] Ittai noted that new tools for getting and
updating this information are under development [ANS?] and we should be hearing more
about this in the near future.
Cathy, ESnet, noted, that she builds router access control lists from this file and Merit
should announce changes to this file format in advance to avoid Cathy having problems
like the day she lost NEAl~netwhen it went over to the T3 backbone and the file format
changed.
Gene noted that Van :lacobson has a new path characteristics
paths per hop.

analysis tool that analyzes

:lohn Curran noted that the NNSCis doing another issue of the Internet Managers PhoneBookon paper and e.lectronically.
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Port Servers

Dave OLeary, SUI%ANet,noted that he had sent ~ note to regional..techs asking for information on diM-up service and hadn’t gotten much response. This started a discussion
of diM-up servers, or serial port servers. Gene Hastings noted that PSC has a NetBlazer
diM-up with SLIP for schools to use. Lines are shared.
Dave OLeary asked about the Livingston product and Brian Lloyd and Vince Fuller seemed
to know most about this new product.
There was some discussion about the difficulty of using a NetBlazer as a router. Seems
NetBlazers don’t do dynamicrouting very well. And. then there is the difficulty of tracking
hosts amongst serial ports.
Milo Medin, NSI, noted that diM-up servers could use OSPFand advertise host routes in
order to solve the host tracking problem.
The question was asked abouZwhosells serial port servers and the lis~ looks like:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

cisco Tl~outer (NEARnetuses)
Xylogics Annex
NetBlazer
Xyplex has something
NATcheap router (see Vince Fuller for more info)

Other Business
As we seemed to have used up all our time, the ot:her Agendaitems were deferred.
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(opstat)

Charter
Chair(s):
Bernhard Stockman, boss©sune~, se
Phillip
Gross,pgross©nis,
ans.ne~
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: osug-l©magate.~rustl, edu
To Subscribe: .oswg-l-reques¢©~ruga~e.~rus~l. edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

Today there exist a variety of network managementtools for the collection
and presentation of network statistical data. Different kinds of measurements
and presentation techniques makes it hard to compare data between networks.
There exists a need to comparethese statistical data on a uniform basis to
cilitate cooperv.tive management,ease problem isolation and network planning.
The WorkingGroupwill try to define a model for network statistics.,
a minimal
set of commonmetrics, tools for gathering statistical data, a common
statistical
database storage format and commonpresentation formats. Collecting tools
will store data, in a given format later to be retrieved by presentation tools
displaying the data in a predefined way.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Agreement on a model.

Done

Survey for most useful and popular metrics.

Done

Survey for most useful and popular presentation formats.

Dec 1990

Identify similar efforts being performed by other groups.

Done

Define a .commonminimal set of metrics.

Mar 1991 Propose a MIBfor metrics not already there.
Done

Define a .commonstorage format to facilitate

Done

Define commonpresentation

Mar 1991

Develop outline, and make writing assignments for paper (Opstatl) documenting March 91 milestones.

May 1991 Complete paper Opstatl.

data sharing.

formats to make data comparable.
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May 1991

Possible mfi~d-term meeting to review Opstatlo

May 1991

Submit Opstatl as Internet Draft.

:lul 1991

Approve paper Opstatl for submission as I~FC; decide standards-track
formational?

Jul 1991

Define a newcollection of tools based on defined metrics~ defined storage formats
and defined, presentation formats.

/lul 1991

Propose old tools to be retrofitted.

~lul 1991

Develop outline and make writing assignments for paper (Opstat2) on new tools
and retrofitted tools.

Sep 1991

Complete paper Opstat2.

Sep 1991

Possible mid-term meeting to review Ol~,stat2.

Sep 1991

Submit Opstat2 as Internet Draft.

Dec 1991

Approve paper Opstat2 for submission as P~FC; decide standards-track
formational?

or In-

or In-
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Topolcic/CNRI

of the Operational
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and Bernhard

Stockman/NORDUnet

Working Group (OPSTAT)

Monday’s Session
The purposes of this meeting were:
¯ Review the current status of the OPSTATS
activities.
- Bernhard’s papers
- Other related efforts, specifically, Susan Estrada’s BOF
¯ Decide what c~u be progressed, nowand progress it.
- Model
- Set of metrics (simple SNMPonly)
- Display fbrmats
- Simple collection, storage, and exchange
¯ Define what is still left to do.
- MIB for new SNMPvariables
- Exchange protocol
- More sophisticated storage formats
- Develop]publicly available collection tools
- Display formats for weekly and instantaneous reports
¯ Specific actions to be taken in this meeting were:
- Decide polling period
- Agree on what to progress
--EditBernh~rd’s
papers,
review
on Thursday,
submit
as Internet
Dr~ft
The model was presented for people who were new to the Group. A fundamental part of
this model is the agreement on a commonminimal set of metrics that will be collected. It
was noted that some of these maybe difficult to obtain.
It had been proposed that there would be three report formats that would be produced; a
monthly report, a weekly report, and a:a instantaneous display. A form~.t for the monthly
report had been agreed to. It was described as a "McDonalds" report because it would
contain only total aggregates. It was felt that this report would support managementactivities, whereas the weekly report would support engineering planning, and the instantaneous
display would support problem resolution. However,it was realized that the real distinction
was not the time-frame but the degree of aggregation of the data. The data in the management reports would be more ~ggregated than that in the engineering reports, regardless of
the time it covered.
Bernhard’s documents described the data that would be collected from each router, both
for each of the router’s interface, and for the router itself. These are all MIBvariables. It
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was at first assumedthat the per interface variables were specific to IP, but it was pointed
out that the loading data needs to be total, not IP specific, or the link loading could not
be determined. It was also pointed out that the MIBinterface variables are multi-protocol
anyway,so there is no problem. However,it was also pointed out that if the router variables
are IP only, then they do not give a measure of the router’s loading.
It was noted that the loading information that is important is not related to any interface,
but to the links. Links are occasionally re-homed w]5en interfaces fail. Currently, the data
is processed by hand to compensate for such re-homing. The documents do not make this
distinction and need to be clarified.
Dropping the "storage requirements" section of Bernhard’s document was considered, but
it was decided to keep it in, since dropping it would give the mis-impression that the Group
hadn’t thought about the problem.
It had been proposed that the client-server model not be covered in the., current documents.
The reason, in part, was that the original purpose of the Working Group was to get the
various network operators to produce consistent reports that could be compared, not to
exchange information, and that exchanging information is not required very often.
The data storage format was discussed. The for~nat impacts what will. be stored and what
can be done with it. To reduce storage requirements, several people proposed that raw
data could be kept for some period of time, and then aggregated somewhat and kept for
some other period of time, and then further aggregated. The proposals differed in the
time periods, and the form of aggregation, ttowever, it was pointed out that although
engineering requirements tend to be common, so commonnon-aggregated data will be
useful, managementrequirements tend to differ, so commonaggregated data is not useful.
In the end, it was realized that howmuchdata is retained, and howlong, are local decisions
that cannot be standardized.
The data format should support the process that the data will undergo. The process was
identified as:
¯ Collect status data about routers and interfaces.
¯ Collect "resource" data, for example, about the mappingof links to interfaces.
¯ Process the data to merge 1 and 2, decreasing the quantity of data but without loss
of information.
¯ Produce reports from the above reduced data.
It was understood that the processing in Step t]Sree would not lead to sufficient reduction
in quantity to address long-term data storage problems. However~it was felt that this
processing should not be combined with the report generation.
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Bernhard proposed a raw data format, which was discussed. He will incorporate suggestions
into his document.
It was suggested that the monthly reports be based on a matrix that identified all the
variables that would be collected and. processing functions that could be applied to them.
This would not only dearly delimit the scope of the report generation process, but would
also allow new variables to be added easily. However, this approach would not support
functions that are based on multiple variables, and although the matrix could be relatively
full, any network operator might select only a few possibilities,
and worse, the different
operators might select different sets.
It was felt that the Working Group should recommenda specific polling period. Twowere
on the table; 5 minutes and 15 minutes. Concern was expressed that 5 minutes or less
might result in excessive overhead or be impossible to implement with a poller that po]~ls
one router at a time. For variables describing link loading, such as bytes transmitted, the
polling period is a function of the line speed. A one minute polling period will miss the
interesting peaks of a T1 line, but will show the individual packets on ~ 1200 baud line.
For variables not describing link loading, such as packets dropped, the polling interval can
generally be very long, until the value changes, at which time the polling period should be
shortened to help identify the problem. So it may be that a 15 minute polling period is
sufficient for anything other than link utilization. This discussion was deferred until the
next meeting on Thursday.
Geoff Huston suggesl~ed a different approach. He proposed that the link utilization parameter that is most closely correlated to the clients’ dissatisfaction is the meanstandard
deviation of inter-packet arrival times of evenly spaced (when transmitted) TCPpackets.
He suggested that thi.s parameter explodes as soon as congestion appears.
Thursday’s

Session

During the second OPSTAT
session the storage format and the polling periods were discussed in moredetail..
The Storage

Format

The placeholder for the header section is suggested to be within the log-file. However,there
might be use for both. separate and in-b~nd headers. The need for multiple header sections
within one log-file was expressed. Whenclosing and reopening the same log-file there is the
need for close and start time specifications. Whenchanging log-source there is the need for
specifying a new device. Three delimiter pairs were suggested:

BEGIN_TIME -. END_TIME
BEGIN_DEVICE-END_DEVICE
BEGIN_DATA -. END_DATA
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There are currently two storage formats. The version presented by Bernhard Stockman and
and earlier version produced by Chris Myers. Chris Myers volunteered to produce a second
version of his storage format strawman.
The generic log data format is:
timestamp,tag, .delta_sample_interval,
da’~,al,data2,data3,..., dataN
where the tag defines the logged variables.
The Polling

Period.

The reason for the polling is to achieve statistics to serve as a base for trend and capacity
planning. Fromthe operational data it shall be possible to derive engineering and management data.
It will not be sufficient with a polling period of 15 minutes to detect variations in peakbehavior. It was suggested that a maximumperiod of one minute would be needed. Using
such a tight polling period will create a need :for aggregating stored data. Aggregation
here means that over a period with logged entries.,, a new aggregated entry is created by
taking the first and last of the previously logged entries over some aggregation period and
computing a new entry.
A method of displaying both average and peak-behaviors in the same bar-diagram is to
compute both the average value over some period and the peak value during the same
period. The average and peak values are then displayed in the same bar.
A problem here is howto aggregate peak values. There is the possibility of creating a new
peak value being the peak of all the peaks, the average of all the peaks, etc.
Another reason for aggregation is the differentiation
on the reason for and source of the polling.

of needed polling periods depending

Whatis foreseen is that over a relatively short period, polled data will be logged at the
tightest polling period (one minute) regularly these data will be pre-processed into the
actual files being stored. The pre-processing may include steps such as the computation of
percent samples above a certain limit, average of all samples during the aggregation period,
cumulative histograms. This pre-processing will then not only serve as storage compacting
but will also provide someinitial statistical processing.
Recommendation on polling period:
Basic pollin~period

i minute (60 seconds).

Recommendation on ~ggregation periods:
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Over a
24 hour period
month period
year period

aggregate to 15 minutes,
aggregate to 1 hour,
aggregate to 1 day

Aggregation is the computation of new average and maximum values
period based on the previous aggregation period data.
Recommendation for saving periods

of logged and aggregated

15 minute aggregation period
hour aggregation period
day aggregation period

Finally it was decided that,
ification of the client-server
informational track.

data:

saved I week.
saved I month.
saved I year°

as the current document will not contain the protocol specmodel, it will be sufficient
to put the coming RFC into the
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(ucp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Dan Long, lon~~@nic.near.net
Mailing Lists~
General Discussion: ucp©nic, near. ne~;
To Subscribe: ucp-recluest©nic.near.net
Archive:
Description

of Wolrking Group:

The User Connectivity Working Group will study the problem of how to solve
network users’ end-to-end connectivity problems.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Define the issues that must be considered in establishing a reliable service to
users of the Internet whoare experiencing connectivity problems.

TBD

Write a document, addressing the above issues, which describes a workable
mechanismfor solving User Connectivity Problems. Address the above issues.
Submit t]~is document into the RFCpipeline as appropriate.

Internet

Drafts:

"FYI on an In!;ernet Trouble Ticket Tracking System for addressing Internet
User Connectivity Problems", 02/11/1991, M. Mathis, D. Long <draft-ietfucp-connectivity- 01 .txt >
Request

For Comments:

I~FC 1297 "NOCInternal Integrated Trouble Ticket System Functional
Wishlist ("NOC TT REQUIREMENTS")"

Specification

CHAPTF~R
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REPORT

Reported

by Gene Hastings/PSC

Minutes

of the User Connectivity

and Dan ]Long/BBl~
Problems

~¢Vorking

Group (UCP)

Summary
A presentation on the UCPwork-in-progress was :made at the FARNET
meeting on Monday.
Useful discussion ensued and continued in the Oper;~tional Requirements Area Directorate
(ORAD)meeting Tuesday. The consensus was that the UCPwork is important and should
be actively pursued so that initial implementations are in place in the next 6-12 months.
Encouraged by good suggestions and the support of FAI~NETand ORAD,the UCPGroup
met twice and made progress on these three pro.jects:
1. A NOC PhoneBook
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Reviewedcollection efforts to date.
NEARnetdatabase forms-based entry being used.
Twenty-TwoNOCshave registered so far.
Suggested new fields and formats (now itncorporated in database).
Will advertize to wider audience soon.
Plan to distribute PhoneBookwith a finger-based search tool.
All searches will also return caution that information is for NOCsonly.

2. Standardized Network Status Reports
¯ Developed a syntax for standard email-based outage reports.
¯ NOCswill generate these reports which will contain information about current,
past, or planned outages.
¯ These reports will be sent to a mailing list which anyone can subscribe to.
¯ People can develop their owntool.,;
to this information.

ibr parsing and providing interactive access

¯ Ideally, end-users and NOCscould use such tools to get more information about
connectivity problems.
3. Standardized Trouble Ticket Handoffs
¯ Revised the UCPTrouble Ticket Tracking draft to allow Network Service Centers to limit whothey are required to accept calls from (from last meeting).
¯ Network Service Centers will hand off tickets to other Network Service Centers
but will stay in the loop with the re.,porting user.
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Developed a syntax for standard email-based trouble ticket hand-offs between
Network ~~
,~ervlce
"
Centers.
Several ~:oups are interested in participating in trims of this system.
For more information, join the list:

DETAILED NOT]~$ of the
The Distributed

ucp-request©nic.near.net

November 19th

meeting

by Gene Hastings

Agenda (roughly)

¯ Status
¯ NSC Phonebook
NISI
Current
Future
¯ Reducing Need for Tickets
- Notification Schemes
- Database of Network Status
- New Working Group?
¯ U CP Ticket Sharing
- What Infbrmation to Exchange
- Method/Format for Exchange
- Implementations

Dan Long (NEARnet) gave an overview of FARNET’sinterest

in UCPtopics.

NSCPhonebook - as of the meeting, there were 18 entries in the pilot NSCPhonebook.
Note was madeof the parallel NISI effort to collect similar listings for NICs. Vikas Aggarwal
(JvNC) recommended that contact information be included in DNSTEXTrecords.
The present NSCPhonebook Database is in Informix. Dan Long volunteered to continue
to maintain it and to deploy a finger <keyword>query agent for it. Dale Johnson (Merit)
offered a second Infc~rmix host for it if someoneelse would maintain the actual database;.
Vikas volunteered to. produce a DNSentry template.
Group consensus was an acknowledgementthat these are interim efforts,.
Reducingthe need for tickets - that is, reducing the need for calls from users which require
the opening of tickets. This might be secured through:
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¯ Notification Schemes
¯ Database of Network Status
¯ End-User diagnostic tools

These are all in keeping with the idea that if users a~e better informed about the state of the
world, and have easier meansof learning for themselves the nature of difficulties, they will
have less need to call and talk to a person. An example of this at a department or campus
level might be a bulletin board which lists scheduled outages a~d i~acludes explanations
of what services will be affected, along with pointers for further inquiries and help files
explaining the nature of someclasses of failure.
A strawman proposal was madeto distribute email with a standard format, initially based
on the NEARnettrouble tickets. Discussion followed as to which problem this proposal was
intended to solve. Uses for standard format m~il include: ease of information extraction
whenread; ease of parsing for inclusion i~ a database or for triggering Marms;~ssurance of
completeness of information in report; and the possibility of making manyreports machinegenerated. Desired fields were felt to include:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

ASN#
Net#
Net Name
Host Address/NSAP
Host Name
Affected protocol or service
Start/End Date ~ Time
Responsible Person or NOC
Ticket Cross-reference
Last Update
Reporting NOC
Perspective/Scope
EXPLANATION
FURTHER EXPLANATION

There is still confusion and somedisagreement concerning what things are or aren’t tickets.
There was, and will continue to be, discussion on use, control and interpretation.
For
example, whether these messages should be intelligible to, and distributed to, end users.
Michael Patton (MIT) observed that poorly formed information distributed
would generate more calls, not less.

to the public

Ittai Hershman(ANS) reported that nsr <network.-status-reports©merit.edu> is nowcarried
in a PSI newsgroup, so the mechardsmfor end-users to see those messages is in place.
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Further work on mail. format was deferred until the meeting of the 20th.
Discussion returned to the NSCPhonebook. Newfields to add to listings:

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Administrator to escalate to
Domain name ,0f NOC
Bigger net # field (allow listing of multiple net numbers)
Cross references to other nets, centers
Bigger phone number fields (multiple numbers)
FAX #
Discussion of upper vs. mixed case for organization and net names. [there is a
practical limitation of the pilot database, in that it will not fold case for searches.~

Questions were raised as to what limitations should be placed on the distribution of this
information, if publis:hed. Following objections to having internal operations numbersavailable to arbitrary end-users, Ittai I-Iershman proposed limiting the distribution of the information to NOCs~ NSCs, with harshly-worded boilerplate against indiscriminate release.
A quick hack to limit availability is to include an access string in the finger query, acting
as a pseudo password; Instead of "finger psinet-nsc©nic.near.net", something like "finger
psinet-nsc- ab qothl©nic.near.net".
DETAILED NOTES of the

November

20th

meeting

by Dan Long

The second meeting focussed on mechanisms for hand-offs of tickets between NSC’s. We
agreed that a similar format to that described above should be used to allow hand-offs to
be generated and parsed either manually or automatically.
The Groupbrainstormed a list of fields that would be of interest:
¯ Description of problem
¯ Description of solution
¯ Location (or Source/Destination) of problem: AS#, Net#, Host Address, Service Description, etc.
¯ Problem Start/End Date/Time
¯ Ticket Open/C, lose Date/Time
¯ Ticket Number(made unique by prepending a unique NSCidentifier)
¯ NSCList (list of NSCsthat have handled this problem)
¯ Notifications (who should be kept informed about this problem?)
¯ Contact Info (who should be worked with to resolve this problem?)
¯ Notes: numbe~, date/time, author, text
The Group agreed that this list of items will likely need to evolve but that we should be
conservative in the addition of fields so that the syntax remains simple and that the burden
on human operators is minimized.
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There was a fair amount of discussion about notifications and whether end-users should be
notified about steps taken by NSCsother than. the originating NSC. Organizations have
different pohcies about how much detail to reveal The consensus was that the originating
NSCcan use the Notifications field to include the user (or not) as they see fit and theft
other NSCsworking on the problem should :honor the notifications field to report progress.
In the original paper by Matt Matkis, the id.e~, was for the entire ticket to be handedoff to
the appropriate NSCand for the new NSCto deal with the user. Weagreed on a change
whereby the originating NSCmaintains the contact with the user and keeps its own ticket
open on the problem. It may, as the document describes, hand the problem off to another
NSCbut that NSCmust then report back when it is done to the originating NSCwho, in
turn, will obtain closure with the user. The hand-off will be handled muchas the original
document describes.
The general format of the marl message will be:

To" trouble-ticket-handoff©destination
(the specificaddress for any given
NSC is in 1~he NSC PhoneBook)
Subject: ticket-number
{hand off, update,close} note-number
(note-numberis 0 on let hand-off,
1 on 1st note,
N+I on close)
And in the body of the message:
Fieldname:(contents)

Note: I Date Time Author
(note text)

Several
people
volunteered
to beginusingtheseformats
forstatus
updates
andticket
handoffs.DanLongwillpublish
detailed
writeup
of formats
so people
cangetstarted.
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Area

Director(s):
Bob Hinden: hinden@bbn.com
Area

Summary reported

by Bob Hinden/BBN

There continued to be a lot of routing related activities at the Santa Fe IETF. Twotalks
were given on inter-domain routing. One which represents the work of the IDPRWorking
Group titled "Inter-Domain Policy Routing" was presented by Martha Steenstrup. The
other talk described an approach which, combines features of IETF Inter-Domain Policy
Routing Protocol (IDPR) and the ISO Inter-Domain Routing Protocol (IDRP). This
entitled "A Unified Approach to Inter-Domain Routing" was presented by Deborah Estrin.
Seven Routing working groups met and there were three Routing related
reports are as follows:
Border

BOF’s. Their

Gateway Protocol

The Group discussed subnet mask support in B GP. Issues of advertising subnet and supernet
masks between autonomous systems were discussed. The discussion evolved into the need
to develop an overall internet routing architecture. This lead into the formation of a group
which evolved into the ROADGroup.
The BGPGroup discussed the Internet
with the OSPF Working Group.
IP Over Large Public

Draft of describing

OSPFand BGPinteractions,

Data Networks

The IPLPDNGroup agreed on bridging formats and protocol identification
on IEEE 802.6
LAN’s. The Group will forward its recommendations to the IEEE 802.6 committee. This
was done in response to a request from 802.6.
Protocol identification and encapsulation for circuit ISDN(B channels) were discussed with
members of the Point-to-Point
Protocol Extensions Working Group. The Group agreed
to use the XID procedure to determine the encapsulation format. A code point will be
obtained to indicate PPP in ISDN. The Group will document this in an Internet Draft.
An Internet Draft updating IP over X.25 was discussed. The commentswill be incorporated
in a new version of the document.
There was a long discussion on how routing should work over large public data networks.
Proposals for "Directed AR,P" and "Short Cut" routing were discussed. One of the major
issues is whether there will be different IP network addresses on each public network or if
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there will be one (i.e., class A) network numberfor each network. In the former case should
traffic be required to go through a router.
The Group decided to recommendto the IESG that the "IP over SMDS"I~FC be advanced
to Draft Standard.
IP Routing for Wireless/Mobile

Hosts

This BOFmet and was well attended. Dan Duchampgave a presentation on the work done
at Columbia University to support roaming wireless IP Hosts. Ken Carlberg described his
work at SAICon connectionless ISO CLNPsupport for mobile end systems. Steve Deering
reported on the current work of the IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANcommittee.
The attendees agreed there was enough interest
will Chair the Group and write a Charter.

to form a working group. Steve Deering

IS-IS for IP Internets
The Group met and updated the RFCfor Dual IS-IS to be compatible with the current
internationM standard for IS-IS. An Internet Draft reflecting these changes will be produced
soon. The Group also discussed the IS-IS MIB. An Internet Draft is nowavailable.
Work was started on BGP-ISIS interactions.
been done with OSPF and BGP.
Inter

Domain Policy

The approach taken is similar to what has

Routing

The Group reviewed the current Internet Drafts describing the IDPt{, protocol. They also
discussed howIDPRwould be used in the Internet and howit interacts with existing routing
protocols. The Group also reviewed the status of the IDPR"gated" implementation.
The Group met jointly with the l~outer Requirements Working Group. The goal was to
make sure that IDPRwas not inconsistent with the router requirements specification. The
result of the discussion was that there were not .any inconsistencies.
Multicast

Extensions

to OSPF

The Group completed reviewing the first draft of MOSPF
specification (60+ pages). The
main concerns raised ’were in the area of inter-autonomous system interactions and coexistence of multiple multicast routing protocols in the same router.
An implementation of MOSPFis underway at Proteon and a "gated" implementation
planned by Cornell.
New Internet

Routing and Addressing

is

Architecture

The BOFdiscussed Noel Chiappa’s proposal for e~ new internet routing and addressing
architecture. The first half of the meeting was spent reviewing the proposal and the last
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half was spent getting a better understanding of the overall dimensions of the architecture.
There was general interest in forming a working group.
Open Shortest

Path First

IGP

The Group discussed the "Virtual Link" problem found during multi-vendor OSPFinteroperability testing in Foxborough, MA.A backward compatible fix has been developed. The
OSPFspecification is being updated to reflect the fix.
The Group reviewed a set of changes to the OSPFMIB and the new OSPFTrap MIB. The
later will be published as an Internet Draft.
Workcontinued on the proposal for a new OSPFoption "Not So Stubby Area". This option
will provide for improved support for RIP clouds attached to OSPFdomains and help with
the transition of domains from RIP to OSPF.This option is now fully fleshed out.
The Group also discussed the possibility of defining a reduced subset of OSPFfor autonomous systems, such as stub domains, not needing the full functionality.
RIP Version II
BOFwas held to see if there was sufficient interest to form a working group to develop
new version of l~I]?. Features to be added to the protocol included:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Subnet Masks
Authentication
Autonomous System Numbers
MTU~ Link Speed indications

The attendees agreed that a working group should be formed.
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Reported by Dino ]~hrinacci/cisco
Minutes of the Border Gateway Protocol[
Application
BOF (BGPDEP)

Deployment and

Agenda
¯ Coordinate BGP deployment
¯ Coordinate BGPpolicy implementations

1. Implementation testing for interoperabilil~y and verification before production deploymentis desirable:.
2. 1KFC1267 ~ 1268 refers to the latest BGFprotocol and usage.
3. TonyLi from cisco volunteered to coordinate joint testing. He is reachable at cs@cisco.com.
:Jessica Yu volunteered Merit as the place whe.re the testing could occur.
4. Who’s using BGP?
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

PSC - gated on T1 NSS and T3 ENSS.
SDSC- gated on T1 NSS.
CA*Net- gated with Dennis Ferguson’s extensions.
Cornell/ICM- cisco.
Merit- cisco 8.2(6)on T1 and T3 NSS.
VPI- cisco on T3
IBMInformation Network - cisco on T3
ANSconnection to T3 backbone

5. Who’stesting it?
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Sesquinet
Argonne
ConcertNet
ESNet
Nearnet
EASINet

6. Whohas implemented it?
¯ cisco BGP2in software release 8.3.

3.6.
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¯
¯
¯
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NSFnet which supports BGP1 and BGP2.
Gated which supports BGP1only.
Implementation from Canada.
BBNin the T20 router - BGP3.

7. BGPGated Status - by Scott :Brim.
¯ BGP2 ~ BGP3.
¯ Flexible definition of neighbors.
¯ Internal, External, and Test neighbor definition.
but belie~es nothing.

Test dumpseverything to peer

¯ Internal BGPworks. Can run with OSPFand synchronizes correctly.
there is no flexibility to adapt to other IGPs.

Currently

¯ Shared subnet between external neighbors is enforced.
¯ If between two ASs, can have different AS numbers, and ASpaths will be correct.
¯ Improved performance.
¯ RFC1164 specifies

a policy language that has been implemented in gated.

8. BGP MIB
¯ Will be updated to reflect the latest protocol version 1Q92
9. cisco Implementation Status - by Tony Li.
¯ BGP2awdlable in 8.3(1) and 8.2(7) soon.
¯ 9.0 available 1Q92 which has BGP2~ BGP3.
- AS-path access lists
¯ BGPto d.o list
-

are supported. Uses regular expressions.

- for future, no commitments.

Multiple BGPprocesses.
Use AS number filter for redistribution into OSPF.
Performance enhancements.
Convergence time improvements to IP forwarding table for BGProutes.

10. NSFnet’s implementation status - by Yakov Rekhter.
¯ Current version is BGP2. Plans to use gated’s implementation.
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11. What sites tried BGPbut backed it out and reasons why.
¯ NEARnet
- Redistribution

problems.

¯ ESNet
- Access list problems.
¯ MILnet at FIX-H;
- Ran into memory shortage problem due to usage of CSC2board. In the
process of upgrading it to CSC3bo~rdo
¯ BARRNet
- Multiple vendors interoperating
problems.

with half running BGPh~d consistency

¯ Sesquinet
- Redistribution problems; will try new software from cisco.
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Report not submitted. Refer to Area Report for brief summary.
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3.6.1

Border Gateway Protocol

(bgp)

Charter
Chair(s):
Yakov Rekhter, yakov©wa~son,ibm.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iwg@rice.edu
To Subscribe: iwg-requesZ@riceoedu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

Develop the BGPprotocol and BGPtechnical usage within the Internet, continuing the cur!cent work of the Interconnectivity WorkingGroupin this regard.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Complete development of Version 2 of the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).

Ongoing

Coordinate the deployment of BGPin conformance with the BGP usage document in a manner that promotes sound engineering and an open competitive
environment. Take into account the interests of the various backbone and midlevel networks, the various vendors, and the user community.

Done

Develop a mature BGPtechnical usage document that allows us to build InterAS routing structures using the BGPprotocol.

Done

Develop a MIB for BGP.

Done

Workwith the Security Area to enhance the provision for security in BGP.

Done

Develop a BGPusage document describing
network monitoring strategy.

how BGPcan be used as part of a

Internet Drafts:
"Border Gateway Protocol NEXT-HOP-SNPA
Attribute",
Tsuchiya < draft-ietf-bgp-nexthop-01.txt >

04/15/1991,

"Default Route Advertisement In The Border Gateway Protocol",
Dimitry Haskin < draft-ietf-bgp-defaultroute- 00.txt >

Paul

08/09/1991,

"Multicast CommunicationsUsing B GP", 08/26/1991, Scott Brim < draft-ietfbgp-multicast - 01 .txt >
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10/25/1991, Ka:nnan Varadhan <draft-ietf-bgp-ospfinteract-

"A Unified Approach to Inter-Domain l~outiing ’~, 12/06/1991~ D. Estrin, Y.
P~ekhter, S. Hotz <draft-ietf-bgp-unirouti~Lg--00.tzt>
ttequest

For Comments:

P~FC 1105

"Border Gateway Protocol

I~FC 1163

"A Border Gateway Protocol

P~FC 1164

"Application of the Border GatewayProtocol in the Internet"

P~FC 1265

"BGP Protocol Analysis"

RFC 1266

"Experience with the BGPProtocol"

I~FC 1267

"A Border Gateway Protocol 3 (BGP-3)"

RFC 1268

"Application of the Border Gateway Protocol in the Internet"

I~FC 1269

"Definitions

3)"

BGP"
(BGP)"

of ManagedObjects ibr the Border Gateway Protocol (Version
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by Yakov Rekhter/IBM
of the Border

Gateway Protocol

Working Group (BGP)

The BGPWorking Group had three :meetings during the Santa Fe IETF. The first meeting
started with a presentation by Phill Gross (ANS)on the need for supporting subnet masks
in BGP.Phill’s presentation was followed by an extensive discussion on the subject of IP
addressing and routing. Discussion rapidly steered from the initially proposed subject (subnet masks in BGP)towards general issues of IP addressing and routing. It was recognized
that the problems and issues that surfaced during the discussion were not BGPproblems,
and thus could not be solved by introducing subnet masks support in BGP. It had been also
recognized that before introducing subnet masks support in BGPwe need a much better
understanding of the problem(s) we are trying to solve. At the end of the first meeting
was suggested that a new Working Group should be formed. This Working Group should
look at the general issues of addressing and routing in IP internets.
The second meeting was dedicated to the discussion of the OSPF-BGPInteraction document. The author of the document received numerous comments. The comments were
incorporated into the draft, and a new version of the draft is available (draft-ietf-bgpospfinteract-01.txt).
The second meeting involved active participation from membersof
the OSPFand Router Requirements Working Groups. Weexpect to turn the draft into a
Proposed Standard by the next IETF.
The third meeting was given to Jessica Yu (NSFnet/Merit) who chaired the BGPDeployment and Applicatiort BOF.Minutes of this BOFwill be available separately.
Attendees
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3.6.2

IP over Large Public

Data Networks (iplpdn)

Charter
Chair(s):
George Clapp, clapp@ameris,
center,il. ameritech,
com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iplpdn@nri, rest:on, va.us
To Subscribe: :iplpdn-reques¢©nri. res~:on.va, us
Archive: /le~r .mail. archives/iplpdn.mail,
archive
Description

of Working Group:

The IP over La:cge Public Data Networks WorkingGroup (IPLPDN)will specify
the operation of the TCP/IP protocol suite over public data networks (PDNs)
such as SMDS,ISDN, X.25 PDNs, and Frame Relay. The Working Group will
develop and define algorithms for the resolution of IP addresses and for the
routing of IP datagrams over large, potentially global, public data networks.
The IP over SMDSWorking Group has defined the operation of t:he Internet
protocols when SMDS
is used to support relatively small virtual private networks, or Logical IP Subnets (LISs). Issues arising from public and global
connectivity were delegated to the IPLPDNWorking Group.
The IPLPDNWorking Group will also continue the work of the Private Data
Network Routing Working Group (pdnrout) on X.25 PDNs. This work will
extended to include call managementand the use of the ISDNB channels for
the transport of IP datagrams.
Address resolu~ion ~nd routing over Frame l%el~y will also be discussed.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Establish. priorities

TBD

Address resolution of Internet addresses to SMDSE.164 addresses, to ISDN
E.164 addresses, to X.121 addresses, and to Frame Relay Data Link Connection
Identifiers (DLCIs). The algorithm(s) may be defined in either a single or
multiple documents.

TBD

Routing of IP datagrams across very large internets
on other PDNs.

TBD

Managementof ISDN and of X.25 connections ~nd the use of the ISDN B and
D channels.

Internet Drafts:

and dates of completion for documents.

implemented SMDSand
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"Discovery and Routing over the SMDSService",
<draft-tsuchiya-routingsmds-01.txt>

GROUP REPORTS

06/17/1991~ Paul Tsuchiya

"Management Information Base for Frame Relay DTEs", 06/17/1991, Caralyn
Brown, Fred Baker, Charles Carvalho <draft-ietf-iplpdn-frmib-05.txt>
Request

For Comments~

RFC 1293

"Inverse Address Resolution Protocol"

RFC 1294

"Multiprotocol Interconnect over t~rame Relay"
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Clapp/Ameritech

of the IP over Large Public

Data Networks

Working Group (IPLPDN)

The IPLPDNWorking Group covered the following topics:
The IEEE802..6i draft standard specifying protocol identification and encapsulation
formats for re,note bridging over 60 bit address DQDBsubnetworks was reviewed
and approved for release to a confirmation ballot by the IEEE802.6 WorkingGroup.
Protocol identification and encapsulation for circuit ISDN(B channels) was discussed.
with members of the PPPEXTGroup. The Group agreed to use the XID procedure to
determine the encapsulation format. Andy Malis volunteered to contact Joel Halpern
and LymanChapin to obtain a code point indicating PPPEXT.William Jolitz volunteered to wriite an Internet Draft on the procedure.
An Internet Draft updating IP over X.25 was reviewed. Commentswere received by
Andy Malis, who will incorporate the comments in a new version of the draft for
review at the next IETF meeting.
It is anticipated that multiple IP subnetworks will be implemented on public data
networks such as SMDS,Frame Relay, and X.25. Currently, two IP stations on
different IP subnetworks implemented on the same PDNcan only communicate via
a router. The Group discussed two mechanisms which would allow such stations
to communicate directly. These mechanisms would also resolve IP addresses to the
corresponding PDNaddresses (e.g., E.164 and X.121).
¯ The Group agreed to ask the IAB to advance RFC1209 to Draft Standard.
1209 describes IP over SMDS.

I~FC

¯ Parameter negotiation and procedures for automatic configuration across Frame ][~elay
permanent virtual circuits was discussed. The Group agreed to define a procedure
to negotiate data link parameters, but thought that work on automatic configuration
should be done within the Network Management Area.

Issues for the next meeting:
¯ Continued work on issues concerning multiple IP subnetworks on the same PDN.
¯ Specify a mechanismto identify the encapsulate over circuit ISDN(acquisition
code point to identify PPP).

of
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Review and approval of the draft on IP over X.25.
Specify parameter negotiation over Fit .PV ,,s.
Attendees
Vikas Aggarwal
Mary Artibee
William Babson
Fred Baker
William Barns
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Overview

Directed ARP

Directed ARPis a procedureto route address
resolution information among
different
IP (sub-)networkson the samelink level
network.

John W. Garrett
AT&TBell Laboratories
jwg@edsel.att.com

Within an ~P(sub-)network, the mechanism
usedto resolve IP addressto link level
addresses
is the responsiblility of the
administrativeauthority that manages
the I P
(sub-)network. Directed ARPprovides a way
for a host in one IP (sub-)networkto resolve
an IP addressin another IP (sub-)network.

John Dotts Hagan
University of Pennsylvania
Hagan@UPENNoEDU
Jeff Wong
AT&TBell Laboratories
jaw@io.att.com

Directed ARPmaybe usedby routing to test
whethera potential next-hopis local.

Directed ARPProcedure

The Problem

AnARPrec]uestaddr
is associatedwith e~_ route tabk: entry,
andis the link level ackJressof thesource
ot that routetable
entry.

Currently, IP addresses
are assignedto indicate
administrativeboundriesandto indicate the
scopeof link level connectivity. Whatdo youdo
whenthe link level connectivityspansmultiple
administrativedomains,
as is likely in a Public
Data Network?

ReceiveARP

(ARPrequesE,

targetIPaddr,

fromZnterface}

(
if ~arge~ZPaddr - my_IPaddr
RespondToARP (ARPrequest
else
if (route=GeERou~eTo(targ

etIPaddr) ) != NULL

(

= fromIn~erface
if NexrHoplnt{rou~e)
AND IsLocal (rou~e)

(
r=

* if weput everyoneon the same1P
(sub-)network,wehaveto all agreehow
runit.

if (ARPrequesEadd
Associa~.~LARPreques~addr(rout-e) )
Forw~ :~37 (ARPreques~,

!== NULL

ARPrequestaddr)

}
else
{
=
if (~arge~LLaddr
ARP~ablelookup(~arge~IPaddr)

* Howdo weadapt to changinglink level
connectivityin the evolvingPublic Data
Network?Ongoingreassigmentof IP
addresses?

{

) != NULL

ForwardARP (ARPreqaest, targetLLaddr)

)
else
Di sca rd (ARP request

else
Discard (ARPrequesr)

SOLUTION:
Use Directed ARPto determine
the scopeof lthe ink level connectivity.

!
else
Discard (ARPrequest

:2 7 6

Example: SMDS

Routing
Routingdiscoversnewandbetter next-hopsto
IP (sub-)networks,but mustmakesure
advertised
next-hopis Iocal’beforeenteringit in
the routingtable:
* ARPfor proposed
next-hopto test if local
To useroutingto discoverlink level
connectivity, a router mustdeterminea
next-hopis local to a routing, peer, andconvey
that information:
* A next-hopmaybe advertisedas local to a
routingpeerif it is reachedthroughthe
sameinterface.
Routerscantell hostsof newlink level
connectivity by sendingan ICMPHost Redirect:
* A next-hopmaybe advertisedas local to a
hostif the hostis local andreached
throughthe sameinterface.

Example: X.25

H1 : N1
default

local
R1

studs
smds

G1
G1

H2 : N2
default

local
R2

smds
smds

G2
G2

H3 : N3
default

local
R3

studs
studs

G3
G3

RI : N1
N2
N3

local
local
local

studs
studs
studs

G1
studs(R2)
studs(R3)

R2 : N1
N2
N3

local
local
local

studs
studs
studs

studs(RI)
G2
studs(R3)

R3 : N1
N2
N3

local
local
local

studs
studs
sMs

studs(RI)
studs(R2)
G3

Observations
DirectedARPis a tool:
* Extendsaddressresolution across
administrative boundedes
* A test to determine
if a next-hop
is local

Addre$s
ceso~utio¢~ o~ N1 is achievedb ’ adm~istecing taters
Addressresolution on NZ is algod¢hn~c
Addres~resolution o~ N3 is achivedusing DirectedARP tO an ARP~etvef

N1
default

local
R1

x.25
x.25

NULL
NULL

H2: N2
default

loca i
R2

x. 25
x.25

NULL
NULL

H3: N3
default

local
R3

x.25
x.25

ARP Server
ARP Server

R1: N1
N2
N3

local
local
local

x .25
x .25
x.25

NULL
~.25(R2)
x.25(R3)

NI
N2
N3

local
Ioca I
lo~al

x.25
x. 25
x .25

x.25(Rl)
NULL
x.25(R3]

N1
N2
N3

local
local
local

x.25
x.25
x.25

x.25(Rl)
x.25(R2)
ARP Server

Utilizing link level connectivity
across
administrativeboundedes
is a muting
problem:
* Needa wayto test if a next-hopis local
evenif it is acrossadministrative
boundries
* DirectedARPperformsthat test
Directed ARPis easyto deploy:
* DirectedARPworkswith targets that
only implementARP
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ISIS for IP Internets (isis)

Charter
Chair(s):
Ross Callon, callon©bigfut,
enet.dec.com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: isis@merit.edu
To Subscribe:
isis-request@merit.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The IETF IS-IS Working Group will develop additions to the existing OSI
IS-IS Routing Protocol to support IP environments and dual (OSI and IP)
environments.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Develop an extension to the OSI IS-IS protocols which will allow use of IS-IS to
support IP environments, and which will allow use of IS-IS as a single routing
protocol to support both IP and OSI in dual environments.

TBD

Liaison with the IS-IS editor for OSI in case any minor changes to IS-IS are
necessary.

TBD

Investigate the use of IS-IS to support multi-protocol routing in environments
utilizing additional protocol suites.

Internet Drafts:
"Integrated IS-IS ManagementInformation Base", 11/05/1991, Chris Gunner
< draft-ietf-isis-mib-00.txt >
Request

For Comments:

RFC 1195 "Use of OSI IS-IS for Routing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments"
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Minutes of the ISIS for IP Internets

Working Group (ISIS)

Agenda
1. Update to ISIS MIB(Chris Gunner)
2. Update to RFC 1195 (Ross Callon)
3. ISIS-BGP Interactions (Yakov Rekhter)
Update to ISIS MIB :Draft
Chris Gunner presented an updated draft of ISIS MIB. The major changes from the previous
draft were:
¯ The number of tables were reduced from the previous version .- now there are roughly
half as manytables as before.
No restriction on Set PDU’scontents in the MIBspecification.
can impose one on the Set PDU’s contents.

An agent, however,

There was a suggestion to link the IP Destination Object and the IP Forwarding Table.
Additional detail-level reviewers of the ISIS MIBwould be appreciated. It ~s expected that
this will occur as the MIBis implemented. The IS-IS MIBis currently an Internet Draft.
Update to RFC 1195
Ross Callon presented an updated version of RFC 1195. The changes to RFC 1195 are
listed in Section Six of the new draft (which has been distributed to the WorkingGroup).
Following changes and topics were discussed:
Reference to final International Standard of ISO 10589. This is the biggest change
to the draft. This allows several sections of RFC1195 to be removed as they are
redundant with corrections and improvements that have been made to ISO 10589.
For example, Annexes on encoding of sequence number packets and on authentication
are now redundant with ISO 10589.
The specification
now allows announcement of the IP Router ID over unnumbered
links. This is needed for Strict Source Routing, network management,and for locally
originated IP packets over unnumberedlinks. The specification will be updated to
specify that for touters which have only’ unnumberedlinks, the router ID must be
announced in the LSP’s as a Host Route. The specification should probably also
include a brief description of what a router ID is.
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Whatshould be done whena router is an L1 and L2 router, doing RIP, but L2 is not
IP capable? The specification now describes this in some detail, but some editorial
clarification is needed (see the "mixed operation" section of the update to RFC1195).

¯ NSAPaddress for IP-only routers was discussed. There are several ways in which
these can be obtained. This is currently being pursued in several other places for
uses which include, but which go well beyond use in IS-IS. Therefore this should be
removed from the update to RFC1195.
There was a discussion of howto transition two instances of IS-IS which are operating
in "Ships in the Night" modeto a single instance of Integrated IS-IS. Ross proposed
two possible transition methods, one of which was well received and the other of
which was quickly rejected. Implementations will not be required to be able to run
two instances of IS-IS in this manner. However,if an implementation does implement
the capability of running two versions of IS-IS in SIN mode, then the implementation
must also implement the controls needed to be able to transition from SIN mode to
integrated mode and vice versa.
An optimization of when to leak routes from L1 to L2 was discussed and approved.
This would optionally allow selective leaking of routes from level 1 to level 2 LSPs,
in a manner which does not effect routes (except for an improvementin routes in one
obscure case) but which would reduce the amount of information in level 2 LSPs, at
the cost of slightly more work for the routers doing the route leaking. This feature
would work well even when implemented by only some routers, and therefore can be
optionally implemented and deployed.
¯ There was a discussion of redundant manually configured summaryroutes. It was
agreed that this issue was not particularly important, but that the specification should
be complete and unambiguous. The decision was that when redundant summary
addresses are manually configured, both are announced.
¯ Dino Farinacci suggested that we can use the LSPprotocols supported field to avoid
creating a black hole when all routers within an area are not the same type (all
OSI, all IP, or all Dual). Again this was a feature which will work well even when
implemented by only some routers in an area (touters which do not implement this
will interwork with those that do). This proposal was accepted.
Ross agreed to update the specification based on this discussion, and to have this issued as
an Internet Draft whenavailable.
BGP - ISIS Interaction
Yakov Rekhter presented the issues of interaction between BGPand IS-IS. After the discussion, Sharad Sanghi of ANSand Atul Bansal volunteered to write the BGP-IS-IS draft.
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Leakage of routes between BGPand IS-IS was discussed, and it was agreed that this should
be the same as in the OSPF-BGPcase.
The relationship

between BGProuter IDs and IS-IS router IDs was discussed.

Piggybacking of BGPinformation in IS-IS packets was discussed. In those cases where all
or most level 2 touters are border touters running BGP,this makes sense C[S-IS solves the
n-square BGPlink problem, and provides reliable multicast mechanism). However, in those
cases where very few level 2 routers are border routers, the n-square link problem is not
significant, and piggybacking requires non-border routers to store BGPinformation. It was
therefore agreed that whether to piggyback BGPinformation on IS-IS packets or to run
internal BGPwill depend upon the network environment, and therefore both possibilities
should be allowed. If ~. network has very few BGPspeakers then I-BGPis a good solution.
If a network has lots of BGPspeakers and very few non-BGP speaking L2 routers then
Piggybackingis most efficient.
Auto-configuration of I-BGP neighbors was also discussed. Auto I-BGP confi.guration optimization was suggested as an efficient mechanismfor discovering I-BGPneighbors. This
feature eliminates the nightmare - manual configuration of I-BGP neighbors. This ~utoconfiguration can be piggybacked on IS-IS.
Tagging is currently defined by RFC1195. This should continue to be available.
We also discussed how to pass BGPinformation between two I-BGP neighbors when one
is doing OSPFand the other is doing ISIS? This required close cooperation with the folks
working on BGP-OSPFinteractions.
Attendees
Atul Bansal
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Daniel Blum
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yakov@wat
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3.6.4

Inter-Domain

Policy

Routing (idpr)

Charter
Chair(s):
Martha Steenstrup,

msteenst©bbno corn

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: idpr-wg@bbn,corn
To Subscribe:
idpr-wg-reques~,©bbn.com
Archive:
Description of Working Group:
The Inter Domain Policy Routing Working Group is chartered to develop an
architecture and set of protocols for policy routing amonglarge numbers of
arbitrarily interconnected administrative domains.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Write an architecture

document.

Done

Draft Protocol Specification of key elements of the protocol.

Done

Develop a prototype implementation of the protocols.

Ongoing

Gain experience with the prototype in "real networks".

TBD

Develop gated version.

TBD

Adda small set of additional features and submit protocol into IETF standards
process.

Internet Drafts:
"An Architecture for Inter-Domain Policy l~outing", 02/20/1990, Marianne
Lepp, Martha Steenstrup <draft-ietf-idpr-architecture-03.txt
>
"Inter-Domain Policy ttouting Protocol Specification and Usage: Version 1",
03/05/1991, M. Steenstrup <draft-ietf-idpr-specvl-00.txt,
or .ps>
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for the Inter-Domain Policy tLouting Protocol
(Version 1)’, 07/22/1991, I~.A. Woodburn<draft-ietf-idpr-mib-00.txt,
.ps>
"Inter-Domain Policy Routing Configuration and Usage", 07/25/1991, H. Brown,
M. Steenstrup <draft-ietf-idpr-configuration-00.txt>
Request

For Comments:

RFC1126 "Goals and functional

requirements for inter-autonomous system routing"
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Minutes of the Inter-Domain

Policy

ttouting

Working Group (IDPI~)

The IDPI~ Working Group met for three sessions during the Santa Fe IETF meeting. Currently, the top priorities are to complete implementation of the gated version of IDPI~ and
to submit the IDPR protocols as a Proposed Standard.
Our first session was designed to elicit active participation in experimenting with the forthcoming gated version of IDPI~. Webegan with a short review of the IDPI~ approach to
policy routing followed[ by a status report of work in progress. However, we spent the
majority of the session describing how IDPRwill fit into the current Internet and howto
configure one’s networks to take advantage of IDPI~.
Our second session was intended for those interested in actual IDPI~ implementations.
WoodyWoodburn, who is leading the development effort for the gated version of IDFI~
gave an overview of the software architecture as well as a report on the status of the
implementation thus far.
During our third session, we met jointly with the Router Requirements Working Group.
The main purpose of the meeting was to determine if IDPR flagrantly violated any of
the current router requirements. Our concerns centered around interactions of IDPRwith
IP, in particular with source routing, TTL, and trace route. Wealso discussed IDPI~’s
expectations of the intra-domain routing procedures, in particular that intra-domain routes
remain within a domain. To our relief, the meeting turned up no major incompatibilities of
IDPRwith router requirements. However, we encourage attendees to think carefully about
the issues and bring forth any problems they discover.
Attendees
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3.6.5

Multicast

Extensions

to OSPF (mospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
Steve Deering, deering©xerox, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: mospf©devvax, tn. cornell, edu
To Subscribe: mospf-request©devvax, tn. cornell, edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

This Working Group will extend the OSPFrouting protocol so that it will be
able to efficiently route IP multicast packets. This will produce a new (multicast) version of the OSPFprotocol, which will be as compatible as possible with
the present version (packet formats and most of the algorithms will hopefully
remain unaltered).
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Becomefamiliar with the IGMPprotocol as documented in RFC1112. Survey
existing work on multicast routing, in particular, Steve Deering’s paper "Multicast Routing in Internetworks and Extended LANs". Identify areas where
OSPFmust be extended to support multicast routing. Identify possible points
of contention.

Done

R.eview outline of proposed changes to OSPF.Identify any unresolved issues
and, if possible, resolve them.

Done

Weshould have a draft specification. Discuss the specification and make any
necessary changes. Discuss implementation methods~ using the existing BSD
OSPFcode, written by Rob Coltun of the University of Maryland, as an example.

Done

Report on implementations of the new multicast OSPF. Fix any problems in
the specification that were found by the implementations. The specification
should now be ready to submit as an RFC.

Internet Drafts:
"Multicast Extensions to OSPF", 07/25/1991, 3. Moy<draft-ietf-mospf-multicast01.ps>
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1. Agenda
¯ Roster, Introductions, Notetaker
¯ Reports on Related Activities
- X3S3.37
- BGP?
- Router Requirements?
¯ Review of Latest MOSPFDraft
- Scott’s Comments
- Forwarding Algorithm
- Extent oi" Reverse Paths
- Inter-AS Interactions
- "Host" Behavior of MOSPFI~outers
¯ Token Pdng Address Mapping
¯ Multicast Scope Proposal
¯ Implementation Status
¯ Future Work
- MIB
- Standards Track
- Field Tests/Interoperability Tests
2. Reports on Related

Activities

X3S3.3: Recently started work on "advanced services," including multicast. Steve
Deering addressed them on multicasting model and MOSPF.Dave Marlowe has draft
extension to CLNSfor join ~ leave group, proposal for NSAPassignment; other stuff.
Nobody knows what happened at the last meeting in Boston.
BGP:Internet ]:)raft issued on alternative approaches. Only one person signed up to
implement (Scott ]Brim) and he’s not going to do it until after he finishes MOSPF.
Not this year.
Router Requirements: Multicast will not be in the forwarding MIBbecause ??? it
uses source address and nothing else in there does right now. They’re going to wait.
Someoneis going to have to write a multica~t routing MIBin addition to the different MCprotocol MIBs. John Moycontributed a section on multicasting router
requirements which will have to be revised, and soon.
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3. l~.eview
3.1.

of Latest

Discussion

MOSPFDraft

of Scott

Brim’s Previously

Emailed Comments

Howdo you tell what the previous hop of a packet was? You can’t without looking
at the previous hop’s link-level address. The issue is that on a border network you
need to determine whether a packet you receive was being multicast *through* your
autonomous system or just *getting* to your autonomous system? (See figure in
draft.) That’s why we came up with data]ink unicasting. It looks like this area of
interactions between OSPFand I~PF protocols isn’t finished. Data]ink unicasting is
a start, but doesn’t cover everything. We’re going to have to study this one more. Do
we have to encapsulate when crossing an AS boundary? Right now the BGPmodel
is straight I~PF, and ttPF has no idea what an AS boundary is.
Perhaps if there’s a host sitting on the border LAN,then you only accept unicasts
*unless* the packet originates on that LAN.Datalink unicasting is for transits, not for
locally-originated traffic. Whatif someoneis *sending* to a group that host belongs
to?
In BGP, only one AS announces the shared net. Should we combine the flags that
say you shouldn’t listen to multicasts with the one that says to do data]ink unicasts?
One definite conclusion is that you shouldn’t base *forwarding* on whether something
came from another AS. In *building* the FIB that’s important, but should not be
used after that.
Caching negative results is already in the document.
What if a vertex is not labelled? Yes, document needs a statement saying go to the
next section.
Yes, there should be justifications
3.2.

for whywe did *not* do things in some way.

Forwarding Algorithm

Moy:Spell out preprocessing. Whencalled (directly from IP forwarding), first check:
¯ If 224.0.0.1 to 224.0.0.255, never forwarded, only sent to internal applications.
¯ If IGMPmessage, send to IGMPprocess, don’t forward.
¯ Then follow rest of section.
Internally generated multicast packets must be handled differently - in John’s design
at least. This is *not* true in Steve’s design, and a significant amount of time was
spent comparing them.
Steve: host specification (ltFC 1112) says group membership is associated with
interface. Forwarding sends to a set of outgoing interfaces. As *part* of forwarding
to an interface, in the per interface code, if this host is a memberof the destination
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group *on that interface*, this host receives a copy, not by interface loopback but in
memory.An application which joins on multiple interfaces receives multiple copies.
Also, if this host *sends* a packet, if this is a forwarder, the packet is looped back
in the interface handler for the interface the packet is being sent on, and given to
the forwarder which forwards it as necessary as if it *came*from that interface. A
multicast packet, whenit hits the forwarder, is always associated with an interface.
The forwarding :function is thus relatively pure.
John says if you’re only doing MOSPF,membershipcan be associated with the router,
not with a particular interface, so local delivery is hung off the packet lbrwarder. If
originated locally, a packet goes directly to the forwarding process, which knowswhich
interface you want to forward it out of, and decides whether to deliver it locally. If
an interface goes down, with the Deering scheme, then the application has to rejoin
on another interface or it doesn’t receive any traffic. Steve’s model is necessary for
a multihomed host; John’s is possible on an MOSPF
router because of its complete
knowledge of the topology. However, the programmer’s interface shouldn’t change
depending on whether MOSPF
is running or not~ so maybe you should still do it with
interfaces.
The time to join on more than one interface is, for example, when you are doing an
expanding ring search, and you want to get a hit on any interface. Also, Jteve’s model
gives you the possibility of makingsure you only receive a packet for a particular group
on *one* *particular* interface. John’s model has the *router* being a member, on
*any* interface, so the router as a wholegets a copy of a packet. Steve was forced into
his approach to make multihomed hosts work. If we allow both models, then yes, the
environment does change for applications - applications can’t receive multiple copies
with John’s approach. An artifact of Steve’s approach is that the packet goes out
on the intended interface with the intended TTL, and goes out on other interfaces
(if it needs forwarding immediately) with the TTLone less. Steve’s gut reaction
that applications won’t care if they don"t get multiple copies, but he doesn’t know
for sure. John *can* emulate all of Steve’s behavior, deliveri[ng duplicate packets but would it be better if he didn’t.
3.3.

Extent of Reverse Paths

Within the are~ where the source is, you use forward costs. Everywhere else you
use all reverse costs. If you don’t use *all* links in the *reverse* direction, you get
pockets of non-delivery of datagrams. The problem occurs when you have asymmetric
teachability or costs on links within a receiving area. Steve thinks this is a problem
due to the way John stores his information and due to his decision that a multicast
routing table entry is simply a pointer to a unicast entry and a group address. Steve
thinks the information for using forward costs is there, but not used. This discussion
was not really concluded.
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3.4. Inter-AS Interactions
Covered already in the section on ’~Scott’s comments".
3.5.

"Host"

Behavior

of MOSPF Routers

Covered already in the section on ’~Forwarding algorithm".
4. Token Ring Address

Mapping

A functional address for carrying IP multicasts on token ring has not yet been obtained. Steve could write a one-page RFCon howto use it if he only had the address.
Coltun will follow up on it.
5. Multicast

Scope Proposal

Steve’s proposal reviewed. (1) local wire, already allocated as 224.0.0.1,255; (2) sitewide - start allocating from the bottom up at 224.0.1.0; (3) global, allocated from
249.255.255.255 downward. Thus we can decide about the middle later. This would
require the number czar to ask multicast group requestors just what they are going
to be used for and makean intelligent allocation based on what they say - this might
not be acceptable.
6. Implementation

Status

Not covered.
7. Future
7.1.

Work

MIB

No volunteers came forward.
7.2.

Standards

Track

Not covered.
7.3. Field Tests / Interoperability

Tests

Not covered, except to say that we should try to line up some test beds.
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Modsto Section 8, "Detailed...forward"

MULTICAST EXTENSIONS TO OSPF
Agenda
- Roster, lntros,

Notetaker

- Called directly
first check:

- Reports on Related Activities

¯ 224.0.0.1-224.0.25.5 --~ appl. only
¯ IGMP--> I~GMPprocess
¯ Thenrest of section

- X353.3?
- BGP?
- Router Requirements?

- Must also handle internally generated
multicast datagrams differently

- Review of Latest MOSPFDraft
- Scott’s Comments
. Forwarding Algorithm
- Extent of Reverse Paths
- Inter-AS interactions
. "HOS’I’" behavior of MOSPFRouters

- Need a way to incorporate other multicast
routing protocols into forwarding process
- All u~ same forwarding cache?

- Token Ring Address Mapping
- Multicast Scope Proposal
Implementation Status
- Future Work
- MIB
- Standard Track

Proposal for Scoped Multicast Addresses

¯ l)efine 3 levels for now: Subnet, Site, Global
Subnet: 224.0.0.0 - 224.0.0.255 (same as now)
Site: Allocate from 224.0.1.0, Upwards
Global: Allocate from 239.255.255.255,
I)ownwards
Pick l|alf-way point (232.0.0.0) as dividing line,
for now.
=> Currently assigned groups become
site-wide only (not t~m disruptive, will
be worse if delayed)
=> May Change boundary or add levels
the future - only boundary touters
need know

from IP forwarding process,

in

Complicates job of IANA.
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3.6.6

Open Shortest

Path First

IGP (ospf)

Charter
Chair(s):
Mike Petry, perry©hi .umd. edu
John Moy, jmoy@proteon, com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ospfigp©~cran’cor, umd. edu
To Subscribe: ospfigp-reques~©~crantor.umd, edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The OSPF Working Group will develop and field test an SPF-based Internal
Gateway Protocol. The specification will be published and written in such a
way so as to encourage multiple vendor implementations.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Design the routing protocol, and write its specification.

Done

Develop multiple implementations, and test against each other.

Done

Obtain performance data for the protocol.

Done

Makechanges to the specification (if necessary) and publish the protocol as
Draft Standard RFC.

TBD

Gather operational experience with the OSPFprotocol and ~,;ubmit the document as a Standard.

Internet Drafts:
"OSPFVersion 2 Traps", 07/23/1991, l~ob Coltun <draft-ietf-ospf-trapmib00.txt>
Request

For Comments:

RFC 1131

"OSPFspecification"

RFC 1245

"OSPFProtocol Analysis"

RFC 1246

"Experience with the OSPFProtocol"
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RFC 1247

"OSPF Version 2"

RFC 1248

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"

I~FC 1252

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"

RFC 1253

"OSPF Version 2 Management Information

Base"

GROUP REPORTS
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CURRENT
Reported
Minutes

MEETING
by John

REPORT

Moy/Proteon

of the Open Shortest

Path First

IGP Working Group (OSPF)

The OSPF Working Group met Tuesday November 19, 1991 at the Santa Fe IETF. In
addition, at this IETF work was performed (and decisions were made) in other working
groups affecting OSPF.This related work is summarizedbelow in the liaison section.

1. Liason

with Other Working Groups

In the Open IESG meeting, it was announced that the lAB had approved the
OSPFApplicability Statement, which recommendsthe use of OSPFas the CommonInter-domain GatewayProtocol (IGP). It is expected that the Applicability
statement will be published as an RFC.
The wording of the router requirements document now reads: "if a router implements dynamic routing, it must implement OSPF"as an aside, it also must
implement RIP. Router requirements has also made Type of Service (TOS)
OSPFoptional (this was part of a more general discussion of whether further
subsets of OSPFare possible and/or useful, which was continued at the OSPF
Working Group meeting; see Section 2 (e) below). The Router Requirements
WorkingGroup has also asked that the behavior of OSPFin the face of database
overflows be written down. ]?inally, an IP Forwarding Table MIBhas been defined allowing network management stations to dump equal-cost routes, and
routes that depend on TOS(both of wMchare possible with OSPF).
The BGP Working Group has been working on a document specifying the interaction between BGPand OSPF. A first draft of this document, written by
Kannan Varadhan of OAl~net, had been published as an Internet Draft before
the Santa Fe IETF. At the IETF the sections describing route exchange, the setting ofBGP IDs and OSPF Router IDs, and the setting of the BGPNEXT_HOP
attribute and the OSPFforwarding address were pretty much agreed upon. The
setting of the tag field in type 5 ASexternal LSAswas more controversial, mad
several different proposals were floated. An updated Internet Draft should appear shortly.
2. Working Group Minutes
The following items were discussed in the Working Group session. All items on
the Agenda were covered, except :for a planned discussion of OSPF’s non-broadc~t
network support (which is a hot topic currently because of all the activity in the
IPLPDN Group).
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Link Configuration

A handout was provided describing a configuration of ,virtual links that was
found to create routing loops. This configuration was discovered during the
last round of OSPFtesting, immediately prior to INTEROP
’91. Basically, the
problem arises because, in a virtual link’s transit area, the area border routers
mayhave a different view of routing than the area’s internal routers. The current
OSPFspecification tries to deal with this by having the endpoints of a virtual
link run an extra computation: the ~"resolution of virtual next hops" described
in Section 13.3 of the specification.
However,this is not enough to avoid loops in all configurations, as the handout
showed. The handout also presen’ted a fix to the specification.,
whereby any
router bordering transit areas would a) keep track of all transit areas that are
traversed en route to any particular destination and b) for such a destination,
run the "resolution of virtual next hops" using summarylinks belonging to each
of the traversed ~.reas.
It was generally felt that the handout’s fix was too complicated. An alternative
fix, involving less bookkeepingwhile potentially running the "resolution of virtual next hops" process on more destinations, was proposed. This simpler fix is
being investigated.
The handout, augmentedwith a discussion of the simpler fix, will be published
as an Internet Draft. Eventually, a new (but backward-compatible) version
the OSPFspecification will have to be published. Besides having a fix for the
virtual link problem, it was proposed to at that time add the following: a)
make the origination of summary-LSAs
into stub areas optional and b) add text
describing how to avoid originating summary-LSAsinto an area when you know
that they will never be used (i.e., whenthe first hop for the destination belongs
to the area itself; this is sort of equivalent to split horizon in a Bellman-Ford
algorithm).
(b)

Proposed

.Chmages

to the

OSPF MIB

The following changes to the OSPFMIBwere proposed. It is the intent that
all these changes be backward-compatible with the present MIB:
¯ Changethe range of the ospflfl~t:rDeadInterval, ospflfPollInterval and ospfVirtIfRtrDeadInterval variables from 0-0xffffffff to 0-0xTfffffff. This is being
done to makelife easier for MIBcompilers, realizing that it doesn’t really
makeany sense to set the variables higher than 0x7ff-fffff anyway.
¯ Removethe TOSTypedefinition from the OSPFMIB, and instead refer to
a TOSdefinition in the new IP Forwarding Table MIB.
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¯ A,!d a separate table for type 5 AS ,externais~ removing them from the
current ospf~bsdbTable. At the momex~tit is not clear just where in the
ospi~sdbTa, ole the type 5 ASexternals ~hould g~.
¯ Add type 6 (group.membership-LSAs) and type 7 ~the new NSSAexternals)
LS types to the ospfLsdbTable. This will allow us to monitor the OSPF
extensions (somewhat) from the base OSPF MIB.
¯ Adda boolean to the Area Table allowing you to turn on or off the origination of summary-LSAsinto stub areas.
¯ Somehowfigure out how to represent OSPFtype 1 and type 2 metrics, and
also the four level OSPFrouting hierarchy (intra-area, inter-area, type
external and type 2 external) in the new IP Forwarding Table MIB. This
may be done entirely with comments.
There was an additional proposal on the table to clean up/rationalize the ASCII
names of some of the OSPFMIBvariables. It was decided to ask the Network
ManagementDirectorate whether this would be too large a change to make at
this time.
(c)

The OSP~’ Trap

MIB

Rob Coltun reported on the state of the OSPFTrap MIB. There are currently
twelve traps: Interface state change (regular and virtual), Neighborstate chan~ge
(regular and virtual), Configuration error (over real and virt~aal links), Receiive
bad packet (over regular and virtual links), Packet retransmission (over regular
and virtual links), Originate LSAand MaxAgeLSA. Each trap can be enabled
and disabled separately. Trap origination is rate-limited, and traps are inhibited
for the first 2*Deadlmterval seconds after a router comesup.
It was decided to add two more traps. The first indicates that the link state
database has overflowed. The second indicates that the link state datab~.se
is close to overflowing, because available resources have dropped below some
configurable threshold (units of the threshold being number of LSAs).
After making these additions,
Draft.
(d)

Current

Proposal

for

the document will be published as an Internet

OSPF Not so stubby

area

(NSSA) Areas

Rob Coltun presented the current proposal for OSPFNSSAareas. His viewgraphs will appear in the IETF Proceedings. A brief summaryof his presentation follows:
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An NSSAarea is a. new kind of area which do~ not process type 5 external
LSAs(reducing r~.~emory resource requireme~-ts) but which can originate
external touting ~nformation and pass it on to ~he rest. of the OSPFsystem.
For example, .~; NSSAarea can be used where’~~’~zanted to use an OSPF
stub area, but couldn’t because hanging off of the area was a RIP cloud.
External routes are originated into an NSSAarea via a new link state advertisement: type 7 LSAs. The format of type 7 LSAsare identical to type
5 LSAs. However, type 7s are specific to a single NSSAarea only. There
will be a propagate bit in the type 7 LSA’sOptions field which indicates
whether, the type 7 LSAshould be translated into a type 5 LSAat the
NSSAborder. Those type 7 LSAs which are to be translated MUSTspecify a forwarding address (this makes translation into type 5 LSAssimple,
and also enables a simple already specified tie-breaking mechanismensuring
that only one border router does the translation).
Area border routers ~tte~ched to NSSAsoriginate ~ type 7 LSAspecifying the default route (with the propagate bit off) into the NSSA.This
compensates for the fact that type 5 LSAs are not flooded into NSSAs.
Also, to maintain the OSPFrouting hierarchy area border touters attached
to NSSAsmust summarize the internal (intra-area and inter-area) OSPF
routes into the NSSA(for OSPFstub areas this summarization is optional).

Several other possible NSSAfeatures were discussed, namely: a) allowing type
information to be collapsed (instead of directly translated) at NSSAboundaries
and b) allowing selective reverse translation at NSSAboundaries (i.e., type
LSAsinto type 7 LSAsfor propagation into the NSSA). It was decided to leave
both features outside the scope of the NSSAoption.
(e)

Defining

a Minimal Subset

of OSPF

We spent some time discussing whether it was useful to subset OSPFbeyond
simply making TOSoptional. It was generally agreed that this would probably
not be a commercially viable product, since the router would be limited to only
certain places in the topology. However, it did appear that it might be viable
for those products that naturally reside at the edge of the IP routing domain,
for example, the Shiva FastPath box.
3. Action

Items

¯ ttevise the OSPFspecification with a fix for the virtual link problem [John Moy]
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¯ Revise the OSPF MIB[Fred Baker]
¯ Publish the OSPFTrap MIBas an Internet Draft [Rob Coltu:a]
¯ Documentthe NSSAoption and publish as an Internet
Vince Fuller]

Draft [Rob Coltun and

¯ Outline the possibilities
for a minimal OSPFimplementation [John Moywith
help from Shiva and CaymanSystems].
¯ Document the OSPFresponse to database overflow [John Moy]
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RIP Version II (ripv2)

Charter
Chair(s):
Gary Malkin, gmalkin©f~p,
com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: :i.et:f-rip©f~;p.
corn
To Subscribe:
ietf-rip-reques1~©f~p.com
Archive:
gmalkin/rip/archive©vax,
ftp.corn
Description

of Working Group:

The RIPV2Working Group is chartered to expand the RIP protocol, as defined
in RFC1058. The expansion will include the addition of subnet masks to the
routing entries. The expansion may also include authentication, AS numbers,
next hop address, MTU,or linkspeed. Since all routing protocols are required
to have a MIB, one will be defined. The primary issue is the maintainance of
backwards compatibility, which must be preserved.
The purpose of improving RIP is to make a simple, widely availab][e protocol
more useful. It is not intended that RIP-II be used in places where O,~PFwould
be far better suited.
Goals and Milestones:
Mar 1991

Review of RIP-II Internet Draft to ensure the additions are useful and back:wards compatible. Also ensure that the additions cannot cause routing problems.

Jul 1991

Final review of RIP-II Internet Draft and submission into the standards track.
First review of RIP-II MIB.

TBD

Review of implementations. Final review of MIB.

TBD

Given successful implementation experience, advancement of RIP-II to Draft
Standard. Submission of MIBinto the standards track.

TBD

Final meeting to achieve closure on any pending issues.

Internet

Drafts:

"RIP Version 2 Addition of Subnet Masks", 08/14/1991, Gary Malkin <draftietf-malkin-rip-01.txt >
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REPORT

by Gary Malkin/]~’TP

Minutes of the triP

3.

Version

Software
II Working Group (I~IPV2)

This meeting was devoted to the review of the Internet Draft. These are the proposed
changes. Note that backwardcompatibility with I~IP-I is maintained in all cases.
The 2-byte Must Be Zero (MBZ)field following the family will contain an AS number.
Details are TBD(when someone is found who understands IGP/EGP interactions).
Authentication will be supported. If the first I~IP entry in the packet has a family of -1, then
the two bytes following the family will indicate the type of authentication. Only plain-text
password will be defined for now. It will operate as 0SPFdoes and will use the remaining
16 bytes (or fr~ction thereof).
The remaining MBZfield will be split into 2 2-byte fields: MTUaxed linkspeed. These
will NOTbe used for routing; just for information by hosts which snoop I~IP packets. The
linkspeed will be encoded, in someTBDfashion, since 16 bits is insufficient for LANspeeds.
There are additional

issues which must be discussed. They include: subsuming of routes,

and route leaking.
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Area

Director(s):
Steve Crocker: crocker@tis.com
Area Summary reported

by Steve

Crocker

The Security Area within the IETF is responsible for developmentof security oriented protocols, security review of RFCs, developmentof candidate policies, and review of operational
security on the Internet.
Muchof the work of the Security Area is performed in coordination with working groups
in other areas. The Security Area Advisory Group (SAAG)is a group o1~ security experts
which provides both consulting help to other areas and direct management of working
groups within the Security Area.
Security

Area Advisory

Group

The main bulk of work for this Group consists of a set of formal work items. These work
items correspond to four types of activities:
1. Working groups within the IETF Security Area. These are marked as "Security."
2. Working groups in allied organizations that function as part of the IETF Security
Area. These are marked either "PSRG"for the Privacy and Security Research Group,
or "TSIG" for working groups within the Trusted Systems Interoperability
Group.
o

0

Security relevant developments within working groups in areas ot~Ler than securit:~.
These are marked according to the relevant area, viz., Applications, Internet Services, Network Management, OSI Integration, Operational l~equirements, Routing,
Transport and Services, or User Services.
Internal work items. These are topics which do not merit the cre~.tion of a formal
working group but which do need some level of attention. These ~.re assigned to a
SAAGmember and followed for one or more SAAGmeetings. These are marked as
"SAAG".

The Security Area Advisory Group met during the first and last working group period of
the Santa Fe IETF. The first meeting is used to coordinate the activities for the week and
the second meeting is used to report on the activities that have occurred.
During the week, of the twenty-three open work items on Monday, five work items were
closed and four new work items were opened. Eight work items received no attention. The
key activities for the week to report are all working groups in the Securlity Area: SNMP
Security, CommonAuthentication Technology, and Privacy Enhanced Mail.
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SNMP Security
There are three documents which have been reissued. There are four implementations,
three of which have been demonstrated to interoperate with each other. The final actions
are cleaning up the documents, reviewing them, and submitting them to the IESG for
consideration as Proposed Standards.
One of the important technical issues to be discussed was the choice to be made between
message digests: MD4and MD5.It is clear that MD5is the right choice for standards
actions or something that you want to invent for some stability.
MD5does run slower by
some amount than MD4,but the overall equation makes a fairly modest impact. There
will probably be a lot of performance measurementsshowing up, but it is pretty clear that
performance is not the critical issue.
This decision effects a number of other working groups, each of which has decided to adopt
whatever choice is made by SNMPSecurity. These include the 822 Extensions and PPP
Extensions Working Groups.
Common Authentication

Technology

The basic idea is you have a set of applications that want access to one or more authentication mechanisms, for example Kerberos or the Distributed Authentication Security Service
(DASS). There is a commonprogram interface, a general security services application program interface, that has been defined such that these applications can be written to be
neutral with respect to which mechanismis actually employed. The binding with a mechanism takes place at some later time, currently compile time.
The feature of the mechanisms currently proposed is they depend upon a global identificatio~ scheme, i.e., you have a name that exists outside the context of the machine you
are trying to connect from or connect to. The name identifies a set of credentials that
are forwarded on your behalf. This raises the question of what happens when there is an
application of the technology on a machine on which your credentials do not exist, for example a terminal server at an IETF meeting. Does it makes sense for one of the underlying
mechanisms to be the use of passwords?
This opened up the discussion in multiple directions, but the critical question is what is
the ambition level of the CATtechnology, with respect to a much larger set of issues in
security, authentication, identification, and in particular with respect to authorization. For
now, CATwill continue downthe path it is on. There will be subsequent activity to serve
these larger functions.
There is a set of documents in preparation. TwoInternet Drafts exist that describe the
interface, a basic functional description, and specific C structures. An Internet Draft exists
for each of Kerberos and DASS.
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Enhanced Mail

There was a great deal of controversy during the Atlanta meeting, but a number of meetings
and interactions have occurred since then, resulting in substantial progress and resolution of
major issues. It is worth noting there was a booth and demonstrations at INTEROP,where
multiple interoperating implementations were heavily, attended during the whole period. It
was a big success for everybody.
The key decision that came out of the meetings following Atlanta was to open the range of
policies. There had been a single policy cominginto existence emphasizing very high assurance that the binding of the nameand public key in the certificate actually represented a
real person and had not been forged.. The controversy focused on whether or not the high
assurance was appropriate in all cases. The resolution was to push the notion of assurance
downone level in the certificate validation hierarchy and create what are nowcalled Policy Certification Authorities, which are bound together by a policy neutral administrative
function called the Internet Certificate Authority. The current candid~te policies are a
continuation of the high assurance policy, a mid-range policy, somesupport for residential
users, and support for persona users.
There will be two bodies of software available. There is an implementation Trusted Information Systems has been developing for some time, that will include modifications to MHa~ad
a general purpose filter, which will be distributed in source code form with an object version
of the cryptography supplied by RSAData Security Incorporated (RSAI)SI). I~SADSIwill
separately makeavailable a limited size tool kit, in source form, on a you-build-it basis.
Neither of these is intended for commercialapplications.
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J. Blunk/Merit

Minutes of the Terminal Server Accounting
Authentication
BOF (TERMACCT)

and

The meeting began with a presentation of the Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting services currently provided in Merit terminal servers, and howthese features are lacking
in commercial terminal server equipment.
Authentication was discussed and there seemed to be a consensus that Kerberos would
be the way to go. There was some question about whether terminal servers with limited
resources would be able to implement Kerberos (such as, how much ROMwould it take?).
Authorization was mentioned as being a difficult issue. Kerberos V5 has hooks for authorization,
but currently provides no definitions.
OSF DCEapparently provides some
authorization capabilities using Kerberos V5, but it is not clear howsuitable it would be
for terminal servers.
Accounting and billing issues were discussed amongwhich was the need to define accounting
and billing variables. There also may need to be interaction between the authorization and
accounting systems (to deny authorization for someone who has exceeded a usage quota,
for example). It was mentioned that the cost, in resources and real dollars, of accounting
needs to be weighed against the actual value of the service.
There was much interest in the notion of a "connection manager" which could provide a
commonor customizable user interface. Such a manager would be run on a host machine
and would likely interact with the authentication, authorization, and accounting services.
The consensus of the B0F participants
seemed to be that Merit should come up with a
requirements document for further discussion. It could then be determined whether a new
working group should be formed.
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Introduction
¯ Why do we use the term terminal/network

Authentication,
Authorization,
and
Accounting
issues
forterminal/netw0rk
servers

server?

- Theterm"terminal
server"hasbecome
somewhat
antiquated;
maynotreflecttrueca~billties
-We
referto a device
which
provides
traditional
connection-oriented,
protocol
translation
services,
forexample,
As~,nc<->TdnetX.25<->TeI~
Affnc<->X..~Asyact->LAT
LATc->TeI~et
- Such
a device
mayalsooffer¢onnectionless
services
such~sPPP
andSLIP.
¯ Why did we call

this

BOF?

~iedtis evalu~tod
vendor
equipment
to r~place
Its currentproprietor/terminal
servers,and
~ would
liketo preserve
the fuaaioufliff
of ourcurrentterminal
servers.
_ Thereseems
t~ bea lacko/smdards
in this area.

BOF

Thestandards
thatan currently
in usem~.severely
lacking
in security(Le.TACACS)

MERIT

MERIT,

Authorization Issues

Authentication Issues

Anaccess control list could be used to define authorization for an entity.
This list wouldspecify allowable hosts and/or nets.

¯ Wouldlike to be able to authenticate in a distributed fashion.
User should be able to specify a trusted authentication server.
¯ A secure authentication mechanismis desired.
Encryption should be employedto prevent passive attacks.
Mechanism
should also be resistant to active attacks.
¯ Authentication maybe implied for certain trusted interfaces.

¯ Issues for connection-oriented
sessions
Authorization maybe done by the remote system instead of the
local tin server ( or in additionto).
Anaccess control list could additionally specify allowable telnet ports.

¯ CATneeds to be consulted on these issues.

¯ Issues for connectionless services

¯ Issues for connection-oriented
sessions
¯ Wouldbe desirable to allow non-authenticated sessions based upon
whichhost a user requests (i.e. systems not requiring passwords).

Anaccess control list could define allowable tcp and udp ports.

¯ Issues for connectionless services
¯ Automatic authentication is desirable (e.g. PAPor CHAP
for PPP).
¯ Mayalso want to provide a basic, non-authenticated service (i.e an
anonymousservice).

MERIT

MERIT

Other Issues

Accounting Issues

¯ Traditionally, terminal/network servers have been "resource poor".

o Accounting is envisioned as being performed by a separate server.
- Sucha server wouldcollect statistical,

Can vendors be expected to implement complex mechanisms?

billing, and auditing information.

¯ Again,security should be a priority.

¯ Theability to present a customizableuser interface maybe important.

¯ Redundancy(multiple servers) wouldbe important for reliability.

Howshould this be implemented? Somesort of "connect manager"?

¯ Accounting WGneeds to be consulted.
¯ Which working groups should be consulted?
CAT,Accounting, and Telnet have been identified.

Anyothers?

Should a new working group be formed?

MERIT
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Protocol

Security

Option (cipso)

Charter
Chair(s):
}tonSharp,rls~nep~une,
a~.corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cipso@wdll, wdl. loral, corn
To Subscribe: cipso-requesz©wdll, wdl. loral, corn
Archive: archive-server©~dll.~dl,
loral, corn
Description

of Working Group:

The Commercial Internet Protocol Security Option (CIPSO) Working Group
is chartered to define an IP security option that can be used to pass security
information within and between security domains. This new security option will
be modular in design to provide developers with a single software environment
which can support multiple security domains.
The CIPSO protocol will support a large number of security domains. New
security domains will be registered with the Internet Assigned NumbersAuthority (IANA)and will be available with minimaldifficulty to all parties.
There is currently in progress another IP security option referred to as IPSO
(RFC 1108). IPSO is designed to support the security labels used by the U.S.
Dept of Defense. CIPSOwill be designed to provide labeling for the commercial,
U.S. civilian and non-U.S, communities.
The Trusted Systems Interopere~bility
Group (TSIG) h~s developed ~ document which defines a structure for the proposed CIPSOoption. T:he Working
Group will use this document as a foundation for developing am IH’,TF CIPSO
specification.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the Charter for the IETF CIPSO Working Group. Review
revised TSIG CIPSOSpecification.

Done

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list. Continue work on specification and prepare it for submission as an Internet Draft by the end of May.

Jul 1991

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list. The specification
be submitted to the IESG for consideration as a Proposed Standard.

will

Mar 1992 Submi~specification to the IESG for consideration as a Draft Standard. There
must be at least two interoperable implementations by this time.
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to advance the Draft Standard to a Standard.
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Continue the process

Drafts:

"Commercial IP Security Option", 12/03/1991, Trusted Sys Interop.
(TSIG)< dr~ft-ietf- cipso-ipsecurity-00.txt

Group
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Common Authentication

31.7

Technology

(cat)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Linn, linn©zendia, enet. dec. corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ca~c-±e~f©mit, edu
To Subscribe: ca~-ie~f-request@mi~.edu
Archive: /ca~-ietf/archive@bi~sy.mit.
Description

edu

of Working Group:

The goal of the CommonAuthentication Technology Working Group is to provide strong authentication to a variety of protocol c~llers in a manner which
insulates those callers from the specifics of underlying security mechanisms.
By separating security implementation tasks from the tasks of integrating security data elements into caller protocols, those tasks can be partitioned and
performed separately by implementors with different areas of expertise. This
provides leverage for the IETF community’s security-oriented resources, and
allows protocol implementors to focus on the functions their protocols are designed to provide rather than on characteristics of security mechaniisms. CAT
seeks to encourage uniformity and modularity in security approaches, supporting the use of commontechniques and accommodating evolution of underlying
technologies.
In support of these goals, the WorkingGroup will pursue several interrelated
tasks. Wewill work towards agreement on a commonservice interface allowing
callers to invoke security services, and towards agreement on a commonauthentication token format, incorporating means to identify the mech~nismtype
in conjunction with which authentication data elements should be interpreted.
The CATWorking Group will also work towards agreements on suitable underlying mechanismsto implement security functions; two candidate architectures
(Kerberos V5, based on secret-key technology and contributed by MIT, and
X.509-based public-key Distributed Authentication Services being prepared for
contribution by DEC) are under current consideration.
The CATWorking
Group will consult with other IETF working groups responsible for candidate
caller protocols, pursuing and supporting design refinements as appropriate.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Preliminary B OF session at IETF meeting, discussions with Tei[net and Network
Printing Working Groups.

Done

Distribute Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-AP][)
documentation through Internet Draft process.
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First IETF meeting as full Working Group: review Charter distribute

Done

documents, and status of related implementation, integration, and consulting
liaison activities. Schedule follow-on tasks, including documentation plan for
specific CAT-supporting security mechanisms.
Oct 1991

Update mechanism-independent Internet Drafts in response to issues raised,
distribute additional mechanism-specific documentation including Distributed
Authentication Services architectural description and terms/conditions for use
of the technology documentedtherein.

Nov 1991

Second IETF meeting: Review distributed documents and status of related
activities, continue consulting liaisons. Discuss features and characteristics of
underlying mechazfisms. Define scope and schedule for follow-on work.

Dec 1991

Submit service interface specification to RFCstandards track.

Ongoing

Progress Internet Draft and RFCpublication of mechanism-level documents to
support independent, interoperable implementations of CAT-supporting mechanisms.

Internet

Drafts:

"Generic Security Service Application Program Interface",
Linn < draft-ietf-cat-genericsec-00.txt, .ps >

06/12/1991, John

"The Kerberos Network Authentication Service", 07/01/1991, John Kohl, B.
Clifford Neuman<draft-ietf-cat-kerberos-00.txt,
.ps>
"Distributed Authentication Security Service", 11/04/1991, Charles Kaufman
< draft-ietf-cat-dass-00.txt, .ps >
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Linn/DEC

Common Authentication

Technology

Working Group (CAT)

The meeting began with a review of the planned Agenda. The first session was devoted
to mechanism-orienteddiscussion, including presentation and discussion cff public-key Distributed Authentication Security Services (DASS)architecture and consideration of weakerlevel authentication schemes which might be considered in support of CAT. The second
session was primarily devoted to interface questions and issues pending :from the Atlanta
meeting.
To this point, CAThas emphasized authentication mechanisms which provide authentic:~tion in terms of global names but which, also require deployment of significant supporting
infrastructure. Interest has been expressed in enabling entry to CATthrough simpler alternative mechanisms (e.g., passwords, hand-held authenticators, Yellow Pages (YP)), which
generally authenticate in terms of local (per-host) names rather than a global structure.
This prospect was controversial for two basic reasons: (1) in terms of the level of portability that would actually be supportable :for subsequent migration to stronger mechanisms,
and (2) because of concern that support within CATcould result in institutionalizing
the
current weak state of authentication within the Internet. Evaluation and debate on these
questions will continue.
DASS Architecture
Charlie Kaufmangave a presentation on the DASSarchitecture, which was recently submitted to Internet-Drafts and accompanied by a letter from Digital Equipment Corporation
to the

IAB ceding

change

control

to the

IETF process.

The general

scope

was described

~s strong mutual interactive authentication, with functionality a~alogous to Kerberos (V4)
but extended for elimination of the on-line Key Distribution Center (KDC), limitation
dictionary attacks against passwords, delegation support, hierarchic re,tim support, and
support for various types of principals (user, node, combination). A login agent protocol
using two hash algorithms was incorporated to provide password guessing protection. DASS
fits under the GSS-API,providing all CATservices as well as additional :functions.
DASScredentials cannot, if intercepted, be used to permanently imperso~ate the principal
they represent. Temporaryimpersonation (for credentials’ lifetime, normally corresponding
to the duration of a login session) is possible in the case of an overrun workstation. It was
also observed that execution of rlogin with the delegation option set res~lts in transfer of
credentials to the rlogin target, and concern was expressed that this poses danger in the
case of a temporarily unattended workstation.
Several aspects were contrasted against Kerberos. DASStokens are bui][t by using a certificate chain and the target’s public key, but repeated use of public key operations is not
needed to build successive anthenticators on the same context. Address data is placed into
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the authenticator, not the predecessor ticket, permitting a deferred, application-specific
binding. Timestamps and Kerberos-like authenticator caches are employed to determine
authenticator acceptance.
The motivation for DASS’s login agent was questioned. This agent was described as a
means to provide password guessing protection; it was noted that other key and password
protection schemes can also be used, offering different tradeoffs. The absence of Certificate
Revocation Lists (CRLs) from the architecture was also questioned; it was noted that the
intent was to trust the certificate store as a primary and rapid revocation mechanism,leading
to a discussion of the recognized (though not currently implemented)need for authentication
of the certificate store. It was also noted that hybrid models accommodatingCI~L as well
as store-based revocation were also possible.
The relation between DASSand Privacy-t~nhanced Mail (PEM) was discussed. At the
moment, DASSdiverges from the most recent PEMselection of signature algorithm representation within X.509 certificates; DASSwill likely align with PEM.Different hierarchic
traversal rules are employed (including DASS’suse of uplink as well as downlink certificates), but DAS$and PEMshould be able to use a commoninfrastructure.
Sh~ring of keys
and certificate stores should also be possible, given resolution of credential management
issues.
The DASSusage of uplink as well as downlink certificates has trust implications, and builds
on a premise that closer points in the trust hierarchy will generally be viewed by users and
administrators as more trusted than more remote points. Pairwise cross-certification
makes
it possible to manifest pairwise relationships between different Certification Authorities
(CAs), even if remote from each other in the namespace. Compromiseof a high-level
can compromisea large numberof authentication paths, but does not impact local or crosscertified authentications lower in the tree.
DASSfutures include: DASS/PEM
alignment, replacement of the Certificate
Distribution Center (CDC) with a standard directory, serverless "PEM-like" modes of operation
in which certificates are transferred between peers, and supplemental options to the login
agent mechanism, allowing different security vso convenience tradeoffs (it was noted that
standardization in this area, while useful, is less critical than standardization of tokens. A
question arose as to whether DASSand PEMshould share long-term private keys, given
DASS’sgoal of minimizing such keys’ exposure and PEM’s requirement (unless, e.g.,
password is demanded for each processed PEMmessage) to keep such keys available and
accessible for use. Questions also exist about the logistics of infrastructure sharing with
PEM.
Discussion was given to revocation, and how storage and use of CRLscould reduce the need
to trust the certificate store. It was asserted that store- based revocation is better suited
to rapid revocation (eJg., of a terminated employee) than is the (generally schedule-based)
CRLmodel. While unscheduled CRLscan be generated at any time, it is hard to assure
their propagation to all necessary points. Multi-tiered revocation, including CttLs
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for highly trusted mid- to long-term revocation and store-based short-term revocation, m~y
be an appropriate hybrid.
Discussion was given to partial (limited) delegation. It is desirable to constrain the set
delegated rights, but difficult to predetermine a useful set of restrictions to be supported
or to identify what rights particular servers will require in order to carry out user requests.
Groupaffiliations are one possibility (as employed,e.g., in the OSFDCE).It was noted that
delegation crosses the boundary from authentication towards authorization. Kerberos V4
requires password re-entry to delegate; in V5, login-time flags permit various alternatives,
but there is yet little operational experience with what flag options will be most used. Vi~at
Cerf cited a digital library service example, motivating the need for delegation by the fact
that a requester cannot generally determine where actions must be taken in order to satisfy
their requests; for this example, a controllable charging right is desired.
Lower-Function

Mechanisms

There are a large range of authentication schemes with lower function than the powerfal
cryptographic schemes so far emphasized within CAT.A key controversial question arose:
should such schemes, even at the level of unprotected passwords, be construed or explicit![y
supported within the CATmodel? Arguments in favor include easy caller adoption with
potential migration path to later use of stronger mechanisms. Argument.,; opposed include
technical issues which could constrain later migration, and the prospect that institutional:
ization of weak mechanismscould in fact deter deployment of stronger security mechanisms
within the Internet (conflicting with the goal of facilitating deploymentof stronger authentication within the Internet).
In discussion, most Working Group attendees opposed recommendationof unprotected passwords as a CATmechanism. It was observed, for example, that "CAT should provide
security services matching caller expectations", and that extension downto the level of unprotected p~sswords we~s not perceived as qualifying. There w~s also e~n assertion that CAT
integration within protocol implementations was unlikely to be performed if no security
benefits would directly result. ExtensioJa to intermediate mechanismsproviding enhancement over passwords, but requiring little infrastructure for deployment, was received more
positively.
Many members of the lower-function mechanism class raise technical concerns for CAT
integration. They do not normally authenticate in terms of global names, but rather in
terms of nameslocal to the verifier system. While it is fairly straightforward to distinguish
mechanismsto callers in terms of the security services they provide, there is no comparable
meansto rank mechanismsproviding a particular service in terms of the quality with which
that service is provided. It was observed that different classes of mechanisms might be
admissible into mutually-trusting threat environments such as those for which RFC-931
was designed. It maybe appropriate to recognize the distinction and ordering between two
suggested equivalence classes: "non-disclosing" (cryptographically strong) and "disclosing"
mechanisms, even though metrics for ordering of strengths within these classes are lacking.
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Accommodationof hand-held authenticators and like technologies within CATwould require the ability for such a CATmechanismto call out for user input at context establishment time. The input required varies on a basis which is target-specific,
in contrast
to Kerberos or DASScredentials which are typically established in conjunction with user
login in a target-independent fashion. Simple passwords could also be user-entered at context establishment time on a target-specific basis, or an encrypted password file (containing
multiple target-specific entries) could be unlocked at credential establishment time.
It was noted that Kerberos is the only presently-proposed mechanismwhich does not require
the use of patented public-key technology. NNTP(not developed on a product basis) was
cited as an interested client effectively barred from access to such technology. [Note: Plans
announced at the IETF Privacy Enhanced Mail Working Group by ttSA Data Security to
provide a freely-available public-key implementation maymodify this situation, should this
implementation’s interfaces and characteristics prove suitable as a basis for CATusage].
It was noted that users lacking source code for their operating systems are impeded from
authentication system integration requiring, e.g., modification to/bin/login.
A desire was voiced for a ~Strategic Plan for CATDeployment" document to be developed,
documenting the pieces and steps required for this process. It was noted that a perception
exists that integration of CATis being construed within the IETF as a prerequisite for
advancement of an application protocol on the standards track, and that other working
groups may not be fully cognizant of CATscope, directions, and schedule. It was also
noted that a claim of "CATconformance" is not in itself meaningful, but that "CATwith
specific mechanism(s)" is well-formed.
Discussion of Issues List
Wediscussed identified issues fiagged on the CATmailing list, and considered the interface
specification suitable for advancementas a basis for follow-on work.
(D1) Suggestion that CATmechanisms should incorporate additional token exchanges into
context establishment sequences so as to avoid returning COMPLETE
status before it is
known that the CATpeer has successfully accepted the context. It was accepted as a
desirable recommendation to mechanism designers that context establishment should be
self-contained and modular, providing full bi-directional peer-entity authentication (and
assurance of cryptographic token acceptance) without need to invoke CATper-message
protection primitives in order to validate context setup.
(D2) Desire to makeidentification of set of intermediaries involved in context establishment
available to CATcaller. Such a CATextension would be technically feasible, but its value
for mechanism-independent interpretation was questioned. Since its primary advocate was
not available for discussion, the topic was tabled for the present.
(D3) Suggested optional overlay of calls to integrate CATauthentication with data stream
calls, analogous to Kerberos~ send_auth interface. No new status was reported on this work
item.
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(D4) Discussion of alternative coding schemes (character sets, etc.) for CATtokens.
suggestion had been intended as a means to support CAT-basedintegre~tion of password
mechanisms in a manner which would be interoperable with non-CATpeers implementing
like schemes. It was recognized in discussion that CAT’sscope cannot extend in general to
interoperation with peers not supporting CATand its token exchange paradigm.
(D5) Specifics of shared-mechanism determination approaches, including: combinations
negotiation, directory entries, configuration data, and user/caller input. It was proposed
that negotiation schemes be considered in follow-on work on an identified "negotiated"
mechanism, which would itself exchange tokens in order to identify a shared mechanism
and then perform authentication under that shared mechanism.
(D6) CATnaming portability issues and approaches, in advance of IETF-level agreement
as cited in (H1). Discussion explored aspects of this problematic area and of the GSS-API
facilities incorporated for portability support absent agreement on a commonglobal naming
format.
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3.7.3

Privacy-Enhanced

Electronic

Mail (pem)

Charter
Chair(s):
Stephen
Kent,kent©bbn,
corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: pem-dev©’cis, com
To Subscribe: pem-dev-request©Zis.com
Archive: pera-dev-request©Z±s, corn
Description

of Working Group:

PEMis the outgrowth of work by the Privacy and Security Research Group
(PSRG)of the IRTF. At the heart of PEMis a set of procedures for transforming RFC822 messages in such a fashion as to provide integrity, data origin authenticity, and optionally, confidentiality.
PEMmay be employed with
either symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic key distribution mechanisms.
Because the asymmetric (public-key) mechanismsare better suited to the large
scale, heterogeneously administered environment characteristic of the Internet,
to date only those mechanisms have been standardized. The standard form
adopted by PEMis largely a profile of the CCITTX.509 (Directory Authentication Framework) recommendation.
PEMis defined by a series of documents. The first in the series defines the
message processing procedures. The second defines the public-key certification
system adopted for use with PEM.The third provides definitions and identifiers
for various algorithms used by PEM.The fourth defines message fi~rmats and
conventions for user registration, Certificate Revocation List (CRL)distribution, etc. (The first three of these were previously issued as RFCs1113, 1114
and 1115. All documents have been revised and are being issed first as Internet
Drafts.)
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Submit first,

third, and fourth documentsas Internet Drafts.

Done

Submit second document as Internet Draft.

Done

First IETF Working Group meeting to review Internet Drafts.

Sep 1991

Submit revised Internet Drafts based on comments received[
Group meeting, from pem-dev mailing list, etc.

Nov 1991 Submit Internet Drafts to IESG for consideration

during Working

as Propose.d Standards.
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Revise Proposed Standards and submit to IESG for consideration
Standard, and repeat for consideration as Internet Standard.

as Draft

Drafts:

"Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail: Part I: Message Encryption and Authentication Procedures", 03/26/1991, John Linn <draft-ietf-pemmsgproc-01.txt>
"The MD5Message-Digest Algorithm", 07/08/1991, R. Rivest, S. Dusse <draftrsadsi-rivest-md5-01.txt>
"The MD2Message-Digest Algorithm", 07/10/1991, B. Kaliski <draft-rsadsikaliski-md2-00.txt >
"The MD4Message-Digest Algorithm", 07/10/1991, 1~. Rivest, S. Dusse <draftrsadsi-rivest-md4-00.txt>
"Privacy Enhancementfor Internet Electronic Mail: Part IV: biot~ry, Co-Issuer,
CRL-Storing and CRL-Retrieving Services", 07/10/1991, B. Kaliski <draftietf-pem-notary-00.txt>
"Privacy Enhancementfor Internet Electronic Mail: Part II: Certificate-Based
Key Management", 07/17/1991, Steve Kent <draft-ietf-pem-keymgmt-00.txt>
"Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail: Part III: Algorithms,
Modes, and Identifiers", 08/22/1991, David Balenson <draft-ietf-pem-algorithms00.txt>
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Attendees

Mary Artibee
Charles Bazaar
Vinton Cerf
James Conldin
Curtis Cox
Stephen Crocker
Peter DiCamillo
Steve Dusse
Barbara Fraser
Ned Freed
James G~Ivin
L. Dain Gary
Neil Hailer
William Jackson
Mitchell Kapor
Charles Kaufman
Stephen Kent
Peter Kirstein
Vincent Lau
Kenneth Laube
Anthony Lauck
John Linn
Ellen McDermott
Daniel Newman
Brad Passwaters
Robert Purvy
Jeffrey Schiller
Robert Shirey
Theodore Tso
Preston Wilson
Wengyik Yeong

artibee@sgi.com
bazaar@emulex.com
vcerf©nri.res~on.va.us
conklin@bi~nic.educom.edu
ccox@wnyose.nc~sw.navy.mil
crocker@tis.com
cmsmain~¢bro~nvm.brown.edu
spock@rsa.com
byf@cert.sei.cmu.edu
ned¢innosof~.com
~alvin~is.com
ldE@cer~.sei.cmu.edu
nmh@bellcore,
corn
j acksonCman~
a.no s c. rail
mkapor©eff,org
kaufman@dsmail,
eneZ.dec. corn
kent@bbn.com
kirs~ein@cs.ucl.ac.uk
vincenZ.lau@enE.sun.com
lauSe@bbn.com
lauck@tl.enet.dec.com
linn@zendia.eneZ.dec.com
emcd@osf.orE
dan@innosoft.com
bjp@sura.ne~
bpurvy@us.oracle.com
jis@mit.edu
shirey@mitre.orE
Zytso@mit.edu
preston@i88.iSCoCOm
yeonEw@psi.com
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SNMP Security

(snmpsec)

Charter
Chair(s):
James Galvin, galvin@~;is,
corn
Keith McCloghrie, kzm©hls, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: snmp-sec-dev©tis.com
To Subscribe: snmp-sec-dev-request©tis.com
Archive: snmp-sec-dev-request©tis,
com
Description

of Working Group:

The SNMPSecurity WorkingGroup is chartered to determine the set of security
services needed by the SNMP.The specification of those services, the supporting
mechanisms, and the adjunct infrastructure will becomean enhancement to the
SNMPand eventually an Internet standard.
The specification
must not alter the fundamental SNMPnetwork management
philosophy aad must not entail, changes to existing SNMPstandards or frameworko
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Publish Internet Draft specifications.

Jul1991

Submit specification to IESGfor consideration as a Proposed. Standard.

Dec 1991

Submit specification

Ongoing

Submit specification to IESGfor consideration as a Standard.

to IESGfor consideration as a Draft St~mdard.

Internet Drafts:
"SNMPAdministrative Model", 04/09/1991, James Davin, James Galvin, Keith
McCloghrie <draft-ietf-snmpsec-admin-02.txt,
.ps>
"Definitions of ManagedObjects for Administration of SNMP
Parties", 04/09/1991,
Keith McCloghrie, James 1%. Davin, James M. Galvin <draft-ietf-snmpsec-mib02.txt>
"SNMPSecurity Protocols", 04/09/1991, James M. Galvin, Keith McCloghrie,
James 1%. Davin < draft-ietf-snmpsec-protocols-02.txt,
.ps>
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REPORT

by James Galvin/TIS
of the

3.

SNMP Security

and Keith

McCloghrie/Hughes

Working

Group (SNMPSEC)

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

Document Finalization
Interoperability P~eports
Other Comments
Steps to Publication

The Working Group wanted to see revised documents and implementation experience before
it would consider recommendingthe documents for publication.
Twoof the three documents had been revised and distributed prior to the meeting: SNMP
Security Protocols and Definitions of ManagedObjects for Administration of SNMPParties. There were no substantive changes to be made to the SNMPAdministrative Model
documentso it was not revised for this meeting.
Document Finalization
Twoeditorial changes had been suggested on the mailing list for the revised SNMP
Security
Protocols document. These changes were noted for the Working Group.
The editorial changes required of the SNMPAdministrative
for the Working Group.
Interoperability

Model document were noted

Reports

There are four known implementations of the suite of documents; the only feature not
implemented in any of them was support for proxy. Three of them have interoperated
with each other, using noAuth/noPriv, using MD4, and using DES. The Working Group
requested that the implementations be upgraded to include support for proxy. [Editors’
note: two of the implementations were so upgraded within a few days of the meeting.]
A number of minor changes were suggested as feedback from the implementation experience,
the most significant being: changing the units of the party dock to be in seconds, and
adding a new MIBobject to the party table to specify the largest SNMPmessage size that
a party would accept. These changes were presented to the Working Group and all were
approved. A suggestion that additional MIBobjects were required to support proxy to
non-SNMP-partybased proxied agents was agreed to, but also that these additional objects
were considered to be the subject of separate follow-on document(s).
In addition, some performance data was presented comparing the use of MD4and MD5as
authentication digest algorithms. The data indicated that using MD5took 15~, longer than
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no authentication,
whereas using MD4took 5~, longer than no authentication.
However,
it was noted that the MD4implementation was an "optimized" implementation, while the
MD5implementation was the one direct][y out of the Internet Draft. This suggests that the
reported difference should be a worst case scenario.
Next, it was reported to the meeting that the authors of MD4have decided that the MD4
algorithm is suitable for use in all applications except those whichare long..lived. In particular, a protocol standard is considered long-lived. Consequently, the WorkingGroup decided
to adopt MD5instead of MD4.
Ot her

Comments

A number of other wording changes to the documents were suggested and adopted.
Steps to Publication
The Working Group agreed that its work was ready for publication.
were specified.

The following steps

The documents would be revised according to the commentsdiscussed at the meeting
by Friday, November22.
¯ The documents will be submitted as Internet

Drafts by Monday, November25.

¯ The three weeks immediately following their availability as Internet Drafts will be set
aside for final review of the documents by the Working Group.
¯ At the end of three weeks, the documents will be revised (if necessary) according
any discussions on the mailing list, and submitted to the IESGwith e~ recommendation
they be published as a Proposed Standard.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
James Barnes
Larry Blunk
Steve Bostock
David Bridgham
Theodore Brunner
Philip Budne
Jeffrey Buffum
Jeffrey Case
Richard Cherry
James Codespote
Stephen Crocker
Dave Cullerot

SZ evea@i88,
isc.com
barnes@xylogics,
com
lj b~merit,
edu
steveb@novell,
com
dab@asylum,
sf.ca .us
t ob@~humper,
bellcore,
com
phil@shiva,
com
buffum@vos,
s~ra~us,
corn
case©cs
.utk.edu
rcherry@wc,
novell,com
j p codes@tycho,
ncs c.mil
crocker@tis,
com
cullerot@cZron,
com
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Michael Erlinger
Jeff Erwin
Bill Fardy
Shawn Gallagher
James Galvin
William Jackson
Ole Jacobsen
Ronald Jacoby
Satish Joshi
Frank Kastenholz
D avid Kaufman
Manu Kaycee
Mark Kepke
Yoav Kluger
Deidre Kostick
t~on Lau
Kenneth Laube
Walter Lazear
John Linn
Keith McCloghrie
E]len McDermott
Evan McGinnis
David Minnich
Lynn Monsanto
David Perkins
David Piscitello
Robert Purvy
Anil Rijsinghani
Marshall Rose
Gregory Ruth
Jonathan Saperia
Mark Schaefer
John Seligson
William Simpson
Timon Sloane
Bruce Taber
Iris
Kaj Tesink
Mark Therieau
Dean Throop
Steven Waldbusser
Jeremy Wilson
Preston Wilson
John Ziegler
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corn
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j ohns@ul~ra,
corn
Bill_Simpson@urn.
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uu. ne~
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corn
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Zhroop©dE-rZp
¯ dE¯ com
waldbusser@andrew,
cmu. edu
presZon@i88.isc.com
ziegler@ar~el.com

GROUP

REPORTS

Security Protocols
¯ Document Finalization
Change
party Auth Prot --> party Auth Protocol
party Priv Prot --> party Priv Protocol

¯ Interoperability

¯ Other

Reports

- Security Considerations
¯ if you lose networkwhile changing
keys

Comments

- MD5
- Timeticks --> "seconds"
- Add party MaxMsgSize
(484...’FF’)
UDP: 21~.hdr

¯ Steps to Publication

- Setting secrets s/b consistent w~thexpectedlength
ie. 10 octets: conformance+ 3.4

Administrative Model

Performance Results
4000 GetRequests

Remove’mutually disjoint’
Change
party AuthProt --> party Auth Protocol
party Priv Prot --> party Priv Protocol
- Timeticks--> "seconds"
- Clarify ASN.1is abstraction
- Addparty MaxMsgSize
(484..’FF’)
,,,,UDP:2U-Lhdr
- Page 21 - agent send response to MSMIB

Short
(1 varbind)

long
(27 varbinds)

NoAuth/noPriv

21

68

md4Auth/noPriv

29

79

md5Auth/noPriv

32

87

md4Auth/desPriv

68

276

mdSAuth/despriv

73.6

cpu time in Manager
Stepsto Publtication
Short Long
noAuth

1. Finalize documents
. Friday

7.2

38.3 0.0978

md6Auth

10.1

42.9 0.103

5%

md5Auth

10.9

46.7 0.1126

15%

2. Post Internet Draft
- SubmittedFriday
3. Final WGReview via email
- (3 weeks)
4. Submit Recommendationto IESG
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Area

Director(s):
David Borman: dab~cray.com
In the Transport and Services Area, there were six meetings: one BOFand five workiiag
group meetings. One of the Working Groups (Audio/Video Transport) was a new Group
formed during the IETF meeting.
Service

Location’Protocol

The scope of the WorkingGroup was narrowed. The Group is nowlimiting itself to locatbag
services within a single administrative domain. To locate services outside of that area,
directory services that are already in place should be used.
Domain Name System
Currently, the thrust of this Working Group is the development of a MIB. A proposed
MIBdocument was distributed at the meeting, but it will need a bit of work before any
agreement can be reached.
Distributed

File

system Group

The DFSWorking Group has not been meeting very regularly. It was originally chartered
to address the questions of what impact distributed file systems would have in the Internet,
and are they going to cause things to break? So far nothing’s really broken, so the Group
has been taking a defensive position, meeting just whenthere are interesting things to talk
about. If something should arise that would require the WorkingGroup’.,; attention, it will
be ready to spring into action at that time. So far the vendors have been good at putting
in the necessary changes to keep their distributed file systems from causing problems in the
Internet, and not requiring intervention by the WorkingGroup.
Twopresentations were made at this meeting: One on Cached NFSfrom Sun, and one .on
the AndrewFile System Version 3 Specification that has recently been released by Transarc.
New Technology

TCP

This Group met as a BOF. The new TCP law, was a presentation by Se~m O’Malley, from
Arizona, talking about howto do protocol evolution. There was muchspirited and lively
discussion. The basic outcome was that the Arizona people were encouraged to continue
doing their research, but to stop calling it TCP, and instead get a new protocol number ]br
their experiments.
TCP Large

Windows

The TCP Large WindowsWorking Group had a very fruitful

meeting. The entire document
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was reviewed. There were two main changes to the document, both with regard to the
Selective Acknowledgement(SACK)option. Originally it has two 16-bit fields, these were
expanded to 32 bits. This allows it to operate with the windowscale option, but not have
a dependence on it. The second change was to make the SACKa hard ACKof data; once
the data receiver has sent a SACK,it must retain that data. Once the data sender receives
a SACK,it can discard that data from its retransmit queue. The rest of the document was
accepted as is. After making the changes, the document will be passed to the IESG for
approval to be published as a Proposed Standard.
Audio/Video

Transport

This is a new WorkingGroup that was formed during the Teleconferencing BOF.It’s Charter
is to specify protocols for real time transmission of audio and video over UDP.They want to
promote interoperation between the current experimentation that is going on in this area,
so that people will be doing things that interoperate. The steps the WorkingGroup will be
taking are:
.
¯
¯
¯

Solicit contributions from those whohave developed packet audio and video.
Distill appropriate protocol features.
Test connectivity among Working Group members using DARTnetsoftware.
Hold the next meeting via packet audio teleconference in mid-January.
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Steve Alexander
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Christian Huitema
Jeaa-Michael Jouanigot
Michael Karels
Ron Mackey
Allison Mankin
Paul Milazzo
Greg Minshall
Mark Needleman
Sean O’Malley
Tim Seaver
Frank Solensky
Mike Spengler
Osamu Takada
Kathleen Wilde
Wa~ter Wimer
Nancy Yeager

stevea@i88.isc.com
artibee@sgi.com
dab@cray.com
yhc@concert.ne~
jdemarco@f~p.com
hans©sics.se
karen.frisa@andrew.cmu.edu
jgodsil@ncsa.uiuc.edu
oEud@cs.umd.edu
honey@citi.umich.edu
christian.huitema©sophia.inria.fr
jimi©cernvax.cern.ch
karels@cs.berkeley.edu
rem@dsiinc.com
mankin@~aZeway.mi~re.org
milazzo@bbn.com
minshall@wc.novell.com
mhn@sZubbs.ucop.edu
sean@cs.utexas.edu
~as@mcnc.org
solensky@clearpoint.com
mks~msc.edu
~akada@sdl.hitachi.co.jp
wilde@decvax.dec.com
walZer.wimer@andrew.cmu.edu
nyeaEer@ncsa.uiuc.edu
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(avt)

Charter
Chair(s):
StephenCasner,casner@isi,
edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: rem-conf@es.net
To Subscribe: rem-conf-request©es.net
Archive:
rem-conf/rem-conf-archive:nic. es. net
Description

of Working Group:

The Audio/Video Transport Working Group was formed to specify protocols
for real-time transmission of audio and video over UDPand IP multicast. The
result may be independent protocols specific to each medium, or a common,
lightweight, real-time transport protocol maybe extracted.
UDPtransmission of audio/video is only sufficient for small-scale experiments
over fast portions of the Internet, but the transport protocols produced by this
WorkingGroup should be useful on a larger scale in the future whennetworklevel resource managementmechanisms are deployed to provide low-delay service and to guard against unfair consumption of bandwidth by andio/video
traffic.
Similarly, initial experiments can work without any connection establishment
procedure so long as a priori agreements on port numbers and coding types
have been made. To go beyond that, we will need to address simple control
protocols as well. Since IP multicast traffic maybe received by anyone, the
control protocols must handle authentication and key exchange so that the audio/video data can be encrypted. More sophisticated connection management
is the subject of current research, and should be the topic of a follow.-on working
group.
Goals and Milestones:
Nov 1991

Define the scope of the Working Group, and who might contribute. Our first
step will be to solicit contributions of potential protocols from projects that
have already developed packet audio and video. Fromthese: contributions "we
will distill the appropriate protocol features.

Jan 1992

Conduct a teleconference Working Group meeting using a combination of packet
audio and telephone. The topic will be a discussion of issues, to be resolved in
the process of synthesizing a new protocol. Makewriting assignments for firstdraft documents.
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Mar 1992

Review first draft documents, determine necessary revisions. Follow-up discussion will occur on mailing list. Plan implementations.

May 1992

Teleconference meeting using implementations of draft protocols. Discuss draft
revisions based on implementations, submit as Internet Drafts.

:Iul 1992

Review updated draft, and assess whether these protocols should enter the
standards track or be published only as experimental protocols. Make final
revisions to drafts and give to IESG for publication as RFCsof appropriate
type.
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Casner/ISI

Audio/Video

Transport

BOF (AVT)

Working Group

In the Teleconferencing BOFtwo days earlier, several areas of interest we:re identified. O~ae
area was deemed ready for a Working Group: the Audio/Video Transport Working Group
was formed to specify protocols for real-time transmission of audio and video over UDPa~d
IP multicast, and this kickoff meeting was scheduled.
The purpose of this Working Group is to foster interoperation among several packet audio/video experiments already underway using UDP. Manyhosts on the Internet have t:he
capability now to do 64Kb/s PCMaudio, and many could inexpensively add frame-grabbers
and simple software compression for low-frame-rate video. Wewant to enable desktop te]leconferencing amongthese hosts. Therefore, the focus of the WorkingGroup is short-term:
our goal is to have the protocols defined and experimental implementations running by t:he
July 1992 IETF meeting.
UDPtransmission of audio/video is only sufficient for small-scale experiments over fast
portions of the Internet. Scaling up will require network resource managementand more
sophisticated connection management;these are subjects of current research that we will
defer to later working groups.
Who might

contribute?

Our first step will be to solicit contributions of potential protocols from those projects that
are ~lready experimenting with packet audio and video. From these contributions we will
distill the appropriate protocol features. Manyprojects are working on ~"multimedia", but
that is a wide topic. Weare particularly interested in those who are working on packet
transmission of real-time media. Some 25-30 projects were suggested as candidates by
meeting participants.

Brief descriptions

of some existing

protocols

Of the projects represented by the participants,
already in use.

three have audio and/or video protocols

Paul Milazzo from BBNdescribed the protocol used in the Desktop Video Conference
(DVC) program. DVCuses the low-cost VideoPix frame-grabber cezd for SPAI~Cstations plus software compression to generate video at about 5 frames per second. The
DVCprotocol communicates sequences of video sub-image blocks over either TCPor
UDP.
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from SICS described the PicturephoneTalk program. It uses TCP
carry uncompressed images from the VideoPix card and 64Kb/s PCM
built-in audio device. The protocols include timestamps to allow
of the streams at the receiver.

¯ Steve Casner from ISI described the Network Voice Protocol (NVP) and Packet Video
Protocol (PVP) that have been in use for several years in the multimedia conferencing
system operating on the TWBnet, and more recently on DAl~Tnet. The data packet
formats that are part of these protocols are fairly simple. They have been used over
both ST (Stream Protocol) and UDP.
Short descriptions will be prepared for each of these three protocols to serve as models in
the solicitation for contributions from other projects.
Issues

to be addressed

A number of protocol issues have already been identified from differences amongthe protocols knownto the participants. In this first session, we did not get to any serious discussion
of these issues, but some are included here to prompt thinking:
¯ Are there functions needed for both audio and video that should be extracted into
a lightweight real-time transport protocol layer? One candidate might be timestamp
information for synchronization.
¯ Should timestamps be based on the media sample dock or on real time?
¯ Should sequence numbers count packets or smaller units such as samples?
¯ What should be the expected lifetime of the protocols produced by this Working
Group? Are they only to be used in the short-term with UDP, or perhaps later
directly over a real-time internet protocol?
¯ NVPand PVP include checksums over the header because they run over ST which
provides no checksum. Should such a feature be included in our new protocols in
anticipation of their use over protocols other than UDP?
¯ The CCITTrecommendation G.764 Packetized Voice Protocol includes a field that
records the cumulative variable queueing delays experienced by a packet in traversing
the network. This may be useful for deadline-scheduling of packet forwarding, but is
it practical to expect Internet touters to update this field?
¯ The Xerox PARCPhoenixphone protocol
packet; should this be included?

includes an "energy" value for each data
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¯ Should we provide a mechanism for communicating control functions
packets?

34:3
within data

It is expected that additional issues will be identified whenadditional protocols are contributed. Further discussion will occur in subsequent teleconference meetings and by e-mail.
Next Meeting
We’veset an ambitious goal to hold the next meeting of the WorkingGroup by packet audio
teleconference in mid-January. The initial plan is to use the UDPpacket audio software
for SPARCstations now used on DARTnet, and to employ DARTnet as an IP Multicast
backbone. From DARTnetend nodes we can use IP Multicast Tunneling to other Working
Group membersites. Weneed to begin immediately to test whether network performance
on these potential tunnel paths is sufficient.
It is unlikely that all WorkingGroup memberswill be able to participate by packet audio.
It will be possible to set up a telephone conference call for somesites and to patch that into
the packet audio conference. Wemay also face the problem of too much. timezone spread
amongthe interested parties (Australia to Europe) to be able to include everyone.
The topic for the teleconference meeting will be a discussion of the pro~ocol issues listed
above plus others that arise as we learn more about additional existing protocols that should
be considered in the design process. The solicitation for descriptions of these potential
contributing protocols will be sent to the Working Group mailing list (rem-conf@es.net)
and individually to contacts for each of the 25-30 projects already identified, in case they
are not on the list. Anyonewishing to makea contribution is invited to send a short note
to the Chair (casner@isi.edu) requesting the solicitation.
Attendees
Stephen Casner
Yee-Hsiang Chang
Barbara Denny
Hans Eriksson
l~uss Hobby
Peter Kirstein
Holly Knight
Paul Milazzo
Ari Ollikainen
Allan l~ubens
Claudio Topolcic
Andrew Veitch

casner@isi,
edu
yhc@concer~
.net
denny©sri,
com
hans@sics,
se
rdhobby@ucdavis,
edu
kirs~ein@cs,
ucl.ac.uk
holly©apple,
com
milazzo@bbn,
com
ari@es.ne~
acr~meri~,
edu
topolcic@nri,
reston,
va.us
aveitch~bbn,
com
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Systems (dfs)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Honeyman, honey@citi.um~.ch, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dfs-wg@ci~;i,
umich, edu
To Subscribe: dfs-wg-reclues~©c±~i.umich, edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

Trans- and inter-continental distributed file systems are upon us. The consequences to the Internet of distributed file system protocol design and implementation decisions are sufficiently dire that we need to investigate whether
the protocols being deployed are really suitable for use on the Internet. There’s
some evidence that the opposite is true, e.g., somedistributed file systems protocols don’t checksumtheir data, don’t use reasonable MTUs,don’t offer credible authentication or authorization services, don’t attempt to avoid congestion,
etc. Accordingly, a Working Group on DFS has been formed by the IETF. The
WorkingGroup will attempt to define guidelines for ways that distributed file
systems should makeuse of the network, and to consider whether any existing
distributed file systems are appropriate candidates for Internet stand[ardization.
The Working Group will also take a look at the various file system protocols
to see whether they make data more vulnerable. This is a problem that is
especially severe for Internet users, and a place where the IETF may wish to
exert some influence, both on vendor offerings and user expectations.
Goals and Milestones:
May 1990 Generate an RFCwith guidelines that define appropriate
tributed file systems in an internet environment.

behavior of dis-
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Minutes of the Distributed
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System Working Group (DFS)

The DFS Working Group met for the third
IETF.

time on November 19, 1991 at the Santa Fe

Agenda
¯
¯
¯
¯

NFS Developments
AFS-3 Documents
AFS-3 Congestion control
Announcements

NFS Developments
TomKessler (kessler@sun.corn) described work at Sun to add local disk caching to NFS.
The Cache File System (CFS) is a generic mechanismthat caches files and directories
other VFSsystems. The principal cache repository is UFS, i.e., the Berkeley FFS.

from

A principal design goal to boost NFSserver performance by reducing load, but CFS helps
reduce network load as well if the cache hit rate is high. CFSis also useful for improving
CD-ROMperformance.
Like AFS-3, CFS caches chunks of files. Unlike AFS-3, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between cached files and files on the server. Missing chunks are represented by "holes" in
the cachedfile.
Consistency checking has not been implemented; CFS is a client-only modification, so the
consistency checking can be no stronger than that in the VFS system being cached. The
consistency check mechanism is modular and offers hooks for a CFS developer to provide
alternate enforcement mechanisms.
"Blot-out" modelets you overlay files with local copies. The unit of blot-out is a complete
file. The local overlay is not purged from the cache by ordinary LttU replacement policy.
Other files can be marked to makethem "sticky" in the cache.
CFS supports numerous write modes:
¯ Write-through. Synchronous with server.
¯ Blot-out. Write to cache only, make local copy sticky. Useful for writing CD-ROM.
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Write-around. Modifyactual file only. Useful if cache is scarce resource. [I maynot
have this fight.]
Write-through
is the normal mode. CFS helps READ, READDIR, READLINK,LOOKUP
performance, does not help GETATTR,directory modifications,
WRITE., SETATTR.
As for the bottom line, TomKessler, who uses CFS on his home computer, was asked "How
does it feel?" According to Tom,"It feels pretty good."
Chris Silveri’s foils, which TomKessler used in his CFS presentation,
PostScript form via anonymousFTP from citi.umich.edu.

c~n be obtained in

See/afs/umich.edu/user/h/o/honey/IETF/cfs-vg.ps.
Other

NFS Developments

There has been some progress on the part of vendors in tuning the NFSparameters (tsize,
RTO, RTTmeasurements) in systems they ship to better conserve network resources.
number of people reported that they find NFS/UDP
over the Internet satisfactory. [At least
one person was surprised to hear this.]
NFS/TCPis commercially available, and is under development by many vendors. Connection maintenance is not entirely a solved problem.
Sun/RPC over UDPhas problems with accurate I~TT because the network latency is
smeared by the upper-layer (i.e., NFS)service times. (See "Transport Issues in the Network
File System" by Bill Nowicki, Computer Communication Review 19(2), pp. 16-20 (April,
1989) for related work.)
Watch Connectathon for further
AFS-3

activity

in the NFS/TCParena.

Documents

There was some discussion of the four-or-so inches of AFS-3documents made available by
Transarc. It is not dear what advantage there is in putting an I~FC imprimatur on them.
Nor is Transarc enthusiastic about reformatting the documents to conform to RFC1111.
AFS-3 Congestion

Control

Peter Honeyman(honey~citi.umich.edu) described his recent work on congestion control
for Rx. (Joint work with Dave Bachmannand Larry Huston.) The goal has been to make
AFSusable over slow links, down to about 10 Kbits/sec. Muchhas been accomplished so
far, work continues.
Announcements
dfs-wg@citi.umich.edu is a mailing list for ongoing discussions of the WorkingGroup. Administrative matters, such as requests to be added or dropped from the list, should be
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addressed to dfs-wg-request@citi.umich.edu, not to the list as a whole.
There is a Workshopon File Systems to be held in Ann Arbor on May21-22, 1992. Contact
fsworkshop@citi.umich.edu for further information.
Attendees
Mary Artibee
David Borman
Philip Budne
Randy Butler
Lida Carrier
Yee-Hsiang Chang
Pdchard Cherry
Jim DeMarco
Peter DiC~millo
Joseph Godsil
Olafur Gudmundsson
Peter Honeyman
TomKessler
Holly Knight
Vincent Lau
Tony Mason
Bill Melohn
Paul Milazzo
Greg Minshall
l~obert Morgan
:l. Bradford Parker
Eric Smith
Mike Spengler
Sven Tafvelin
Kathleen Wilde
Preston Wilson
Nancy Yeager

ar~ibee@sgi,
com
dab@cray,
com
phi1@shiva,
com
rbu~ler©ncsa.uiuc,
edu
lida©apple,
com
yhc@concer~,
ne~
rcherry@~c,
novel1,com
j demarco©f~p,
com
cmsmain~@bro~rnvm,
broom,edu
j 8odsilCncsa.
uiuc.edu
o~ud©cs,
umd.edu
honey@ci~
i. umich,edu
kessler@sun,
com
holly~apple,
com
vincen~,
lau@enE,
sun.com
mason@~ransarc,
com
melohn@auspex,
com
milazzo@bbn,
com
minsha11@~c,
novel1,com
morEan@j
essica,s~anford,
edu
brad@cayman,
com
eric©~elebi~,
com
mks@msc,
edu
~ afvelin©
ce.chalmers,
se
~ilde@decvax.
dec.com
preston@iS8,
isc.com
nyea~er@ncs
a. uiuc.edu
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AREA

Domain Name System

(dns)

Charter
Chair(s):
Michael Reilly, reilly@nsl, dec. com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: dns-wg©nsl,
dec.corn
To Subscribe:
dns-~zg-reques~c©nsl,
dec.corn
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The DNSWorking Group is concerned with the operation of name servers on
the Internet. Wedo not operate nameservers but serve as a focal point for the
people who do operate them. We are also concerned with the Domain Name
System itself. Changesto the existing RFC’s, for example, are discussed by the
Working Group. If changes to the RFC’s or additional DNSrelated RFC’s are
deemed necessary the Working Group will propose them and will prepare the
associated documents.
Because we intend to serve as the focal point for people operating nameservers,
one of our projects will be to assist anyone bringing up a name server by
publishing a collection of useful hints, tips and operational experience learned
by the people already running name servers.
The DNSWorking Group will also take an active role in the dissemination of
solutions to problems and bugs encountered while running various :name server
implementations. Wewill also provide guidance to anyone writing a new name
server implementation, whenever possible.
Goals and Milestones:
TBD

Adding DNSvariables

to the MIB.

TBD

Hints, tips, and operations guide for DNSsoftware.

TBD

Implementation catalog for DNSsoftware.

TBD

Discussion of adding load balancing capability to the DNS.

TBD

Discussion of adding a Responsible Person Record.

TBD

Discussion of adding network naming capability

to the DNS.
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Reilly/DEC

Domain Name System

Working

Group (DNS)

The primary purpose of this meeting was to discuss the DNSMIBand issues related to its
development. The following topics were put up for discussion:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Grouping of the Objects
Selection of Object to include
Read-write status of the Objects
Additional Objects to include

An early draft was handed out to focus discussion. It contained all of the groups currently
proposed as well as ma~yof the objects for each of the groups.
One of the first items was ~ discussion of what imperative operations would be allowed via
SNMP.After some discussion we agreed to include an object which would tell the server to
"do a zone update now".
It was also agreed that we would provide a mechanismwhich would allow for cache entries
to be removed- this m~ybe accomplished by setting the TTLto zero for the specified entry.
There was a strong desire to have the cache table have an entry for the source of the cache
information to ai,d in debugging.
The most difficult subject was whether to allow SNMPto add or modify records in permanent storage (i.e., not just in cache). Since the exact sequence of events to take place on
server whena record is modified was never specified, it is difficult to write MIBelements
until this is understood. It was agreed that Bob Austein would attempt to write up the
"rules" which define the sequence of steps to be taken whenan action such as the creation
of an A record is specified. :Ion Saperia will work with Bob to write a set of corresponding
MIBobjects which reflect these "rules".
There was also a discussion of howvarious counter information would be tabulated in the
MIB. Several of the requests were to be able to see request not only by record type, but
also by:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Requests via UDP
Requests via TCP
Numberof local requests
Number of remote requests

In addition to these "cuts" at the data, several suggestions were made about the specific
items to count. There are now lists of counters suggested by both Win Treese and Philip
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Almquist. They will be reconciled and put into the appropriate counters groups in the next
version of the MIBwhich will be posted to the mailing list.
Bob Austein also brought up the general issue of howto deal with the changes that maybe
coming up in IP addressing and subnet mask sizes. He will work on some ideas and present
that information to the WorkingGroup for discussion.
The group expressed a desire for the mailing list for the Working Group to be the namedroppers mailing list.
Attendees
Steve Alexander
Philip Almquist
Mary Artibee
Robert Austein
Ronald Broersma
Lida Carrier
Robert Enger
Scott Kaplan
Darren Kinley
Walter Lazear
Gary Malkin
Milo Medin
Paul Mockapetris
J. Bradford Parker
Brad Passwaters
Michael Patton
Robert Purvy
Jonathan Saperia
Tim Seaver
Frank Slaughter
Michael St. Johns
Martha Steenstrup
John Veizades
Scott Williamson
Walter Wimer
Cathy Wittbrodt
Robert Woodburn
Nancy Yeager

stevea@i88,
isc.com
almquist@j
essica,stanford,
edu
artibee@sgi,
com
sra@asylum,
sf.ca.us
ron@nosc
.mil
1ida©apple.
com
enger@seka,
scc.com
scott©lip,
com
kinley~crim,
ca
lazear@gat
eway.mitre,org
gmalkin@ftp,
com
medin@ns
ipo.nasa.gov
pvm~darpa
.mil
brad@cayman,
com
bjp@sura.net
map¢Ics,
mit.edu
bpurvy@us,
oracle,com
saperia@tcpj
on.enet.dec.corn
tas@mcnc,
org
fEs@shiva,
com
stjohns@umd5,
umd.edu
msZeenst@bbn.com
veizades@apple,
com
s cottw@nic,
ddn.mil
walter,wimer@andrew,
cmu.edu
cj w@nersc.
Eov
woody@cseic,
saic.com
nyeager@ncs
a. uiuc.edu
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AREA

Location Protocol

(svrloc)

Charter
Chair(s):
John Veizades, veizades©apple.com
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: srv-:[ocation©apple, corn
To Subscribe: srv-loca’~ion-request©app~e.com
Archive: pub/srv-:[ocat £on/svr-loc-archive
Description

of Working Group:

The Service Location Working Group is chartered to investigate ~rotocols to
find and bind to service entities in a distributed internetworked e~Lvironment.
Issues that must be addressed are howsuch a protocol would interoperate with
existing directory based services location protocols. Protocols that would be
designed by this Group would, be viewed as an adjunct to directory service
protocols. These protocols would be able to provide a bridge between directory
services and current schemesfor service location.
The nature of the services location problem is investigative in principle. There
is no mandate that a protocol should be drafted as part of this process. It is
the mandate of this Groupto understand the operation of services location and
then determine the correct action in their view whether it be to use current
protocols to suggest a services location architecture or to design a new protocol
to complimentcurrent architectures.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Open discussion and determine if a Working Group should be formed.

Done

Continue discussion trying ~o refine the problem statement ~d possible resolutions.

3ul 1991

Do we take the RFCtrack or do we write a report on our conclusion and leave
it at that?
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REPORT

by John Veizades/Apple
of the

Service

Location

Protocol

Working Group (SVRLOC)

Significant progress was made in narrowing the scope of this Working Group and the protocol that it is trying to design.
A decision was reached to limit the scope of this Groupto an administrative domain that is
defined as an area which is equivalent to the area served by a binding broker (a central site
to manage the service topology of the area). Outside of that area the scaling and naming
issues are left to the directory services in place.
Scott Kaplan from FTP Software and John Veizades from Apple will be working on an
architectural document for presentation to the Working Group list by the next meeting.
Scott Bradner from Harvard and Greg Bruell from Shiva offered to commenton preliminary
versions of the document.
Scott and John met after the meeting and madesignificant

progress on the architecture.

Attendees
Steve Bostock
Scott Bradner
David Bridgham
Gregory Bruell
Jeffrey Buffum
l~andy Butler
Lida Carrier
l~ichard Cherry
Jim DeMarco
Daniel Duchamp
Karen Frisa
Peter Honeyman
l~onald Jacoby
Scott Kaplan
Holly Knight
Joshua Littlefield
Greg Minshall
Thomas Pusateri
Michael ttitter
Tim Seaver
Frank Slaughter
Timon Sloane
John Veizades

steveb@novell,
com
sob@harvard,
edu
dab@asylum,
sf.ca.us
gob@shiva,
com
buffum@vos,
stratus,com
rbutler@ncsa,
uiuc.edu
lida@apple,
corn
rcherry@wc,
novell,com
j demarco@ftp,
com
duchamp@liberty,
cs. columbia,
edu
karen,frisa@andrew,
cmu.edu
honey@ciZ
i. umich,edu
rj @sgi.com
scott@lip,
com
holly@apple,
com
j osh@cayman,com
minshall@wc,
novell,com
pusat eri@cs,
duke.edu
mwritter@applelink,
apple,corn
t as@mcnc,
org
fgs@shiva,
com
peernet
! t imon@uunet,
uu.net
ve izades@apple,
corn
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TCP Large

357

Windows (tcplw)

Charter
Chair(s):
David Borman, dab©cray, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: tcplw©cray, corn
To Subscribe: tcplw-recluest©cray.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The TCP Large WindowsWorking Group is chartered to produce a specification for the use of TCPon high delay, high bandwidth paths. ~b this end,
this Working Group recommended RFC1072 "TCP extensions for’ long-delay
paths" and RFC 1185 "TCP Extension for High-Speed Paths" be published
jointly as a Proposed Standard. Deficiencies in the technical details of the
documents were identified by the End-to-End Research Group of the IRTF.
Rather than progress the standard with known deficiencies, the IESG tasked
the End-to-End Research Group to fix and merge these two documents into
a single protocol specification document. This review was done .on the ezeinterest@isi.edu malting list.
The TCP L~rge WindowsWorking Group is being resurrected for ~ one time
meeting, to review and if appropriate, approve this new document.
Goals and Milestones:
Nov 1991

Review the TCP Extended WindowSize proposal from the ]:RSG End to End
Research Group and if acceptable, recommendit for standards status.

Internet Drafts:
"TCP Extensions for High Performance", 11/12/1991, V. :lacobson, R. Braden,
D. Borman<draft-ietf-tcplw-tcpext-01.txt>
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TCP Large
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The TCPLarge WindowsWorking Group met for the first time in over a year and a half.
Since the last time the group met, I~FCs 1072 and 1185 had been proposed as Internet Standards, but problems with the specifications were discovered, and a new version, combining
the two documents, was drafted and modified to address the problems. This document was
circulated for comments and discussion, and the Working Group was scheduled to review
the current status of the document, and hopefully come up with something that could be
recommendedfor the standards track.
Bob Braden gave an overview of the proposed options. (The overheads that were presented
are attached to this report.) One of the assumptions made when the options were being
designed was that vendors would not wa~t to change the TCP header.
Discussion was then broken up into several segments, to allow discussion of each proposed
option, and the merits of each proposed option versus other ways of solving the same
problems.
It was agreed that the WindowScale (WS) options was well-defined, and discussion of
windowsca~e option versus a 32 bit windowoption in each packet was deferred until later
in the meeting.
The timestamp option was then discussed, just as a timestamp. The Protection Against
WrappedSequence (PAWS)discussion was deferred to later. It was agreed that the definition was sufficient.
The next item for discussion was the Selective Acknowledgement(SACK)option. The first
item of discussion was whether the offset and length values should be 16 or 32 bits. There
was also discussion as to whether the SACKoption needed to have more than one SACK
field. Thedecisions were that the fields wouldbe 32 bit fields; it simplifies the specification
and processing of the option, and eliminates any dependencies on the window-scale option.
It was also felt that nothing was gained by limiting the number of SACKsin a single SACK
option.
The other item of discussion on SACKwas whether SACKis advisory or a real acknowledgement. It was agreed that it was a real ACK;hence once a piece of data has been
SACKed,the receiver of the data has committed to accepting the data, and the sender is
free to discard its copy of the data that it was saving for possible re-transmission.
Having approved the three options as being adequately defined, with the agreed upon
changes, the discussion turned back to windowscale option vs. a 32 bit window in each
packet, and the PAWSmechanism. With the caveat that the WSoption would have no
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effect on other options (done by expanding the SACK
option to 32 bits), and that the initial
value for the shift is recommendedto be based on the size of the receivers buffer, it was
agreed to go with the windowscale option.
The final discussion was on PAWS.First, the question was, did the PAWSmechanism
provided adequate protection~ and was it clearly defined? The answer was "yes". The final
discussion then rested on PAWS
vs. expanding the sequence space to 64 bits. Since PAWS
works, and 64 bit sequence space eats up option space, and there were some concerns about
the extra processing needed to deal with a 64 bit sequence space~ it was decided to accept
the PAWSmethod instead of expanding the sequence space.
Bob Braden will incorporate the changes into the document, and get it published as ~n
Internet Draft. Editoral commentson the document are to be sent to Bob.
Attendees
David Borman
Robert Braden
Randy Butler
Richard Cherry
Jim DeMarco
Joseph Godsil
Olafur Gudmundsson
Kenneth Hayward
Frank Heath
Jean-Michael Jouanigot
Darren Kinley
Ron Mackey
Donald Merrltt
Glenn Michel
Sean O’Malley
Manoel Rodrigues
Miguel Sasson
Tim Seaver
John Seligson
Mike Spengler
Kathleen Wilde
Johnathan Wilson
Nancy Yeager

dab©cray,
com
braden©isi,
edu
rbutler~ncsa,
uiuc.edu
rcherry~wc,
novell,com
j demarco©ftp, com
jgodsil©ncsa.uiuc,
edu
o~ud@cs,
umd.edu
crm57d©bnr,
ca
heath@cmc,
com
j imi@cernvax,
cern.ch
kinley©crim,
ca
rem@dsiinc,
com
don@brl,
mil
~ym@lanl
.gov
sean@cs,
ut exas.edu
manoel,rodriEues©at~,
com
sasson@xylogics,
com
tas~mcnc,
org
j ohns@ul~ra,
corn
mks@ms
c. edu
wilde@decvax,
dec.com
wilson©ddnuvax,
af.mil
nyeager@ncs
a. uiuc.edu

TCPExtensionsusing newTCPoptions:
TCP EXTENSIONSFOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE

¯ RFC-1072:
For large bandwidth*delayproduct paths

Van Jacobson

- Extended Windows

Bob Braden

- Selective Acknowledgments

Dave Borma.

- TCPTimestamps~
¢ RFC-1185:For high-speedpaths (> O(100Mbps))

I

RFC-1072: TCP EXTENSIONS
FOR LONG-DELAY
PATHS
RFC-1072: TCP EXTENSIONS
FORLONG-DELAY
PATH~
B. SELECTIVEACKNOWLEDGMENTS
A. EXTENDED
WINDOW
Effecti~ Window
- 2-~Transm~ecl
Window
0<$<14
Bothsides mustsendWindow
ScaleIn SYNsegments.

RFC-1072:

TCP EX’I’ENSIONS FOR LONG-DELAYPATHS

TCP A

R’l’r - ,RTTM
C. MEASURING
TCPTimestamps
Option:TSopt
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TCP B

1.
2.
3.

--> < SYN,TSval=l> -->
<~ < SYN,ACK(SYN),
TSval=17,TSecr=l
~> < ACK(SYN),
TSva]-2,TSecr=17¯

4.
5.

--> < data1,TSval-5,TSecr.17
> --> 0gnome
TSe~)
<-- < ACK(datal),
TSval,.29,TSecr-5> <--

6.
7.

--> < data2,TSval,,8,TSecr-29>-->
(~oreTSec,’)
<-- < ACK(datal),TSval-~,TSecr-8<--

I|

RTXlVl SPECIAL CASES

RFC-1185:

--> < dataA,TSvat=l¯ m>

2.

--> < dataB,TSvai=2¯ ~>
<-- < ACK(dataB),
TSeor-1¯ <--

3.
3.
4.
5.
S.
¢

(A)

Bandwidth

(ACKdelayed)

1.

CO~S

AT HIGH

SPEEDS

Mustdiscardold duplicatesegments,
despitesequence
number
wrap--arotmcL

TCP B

TCP A

TCP

--> < dataC,TSval.3>
--> X (lost)
(Queued)
--> < dataD,TSval=4
¯ -->
~
<-- < ACK(dataB),
TSeor-~.>
<--

Time to wrap 32-1~’t sec(uence

1.51V¢~
10!v¢¢~

> 3 hrs

4s ~

- ~.srn~

10o Mb~

(B)
(P, etransmit)--> < dataC, ~ ¯
<-- < ACK(dataD),
TSeor=S
¯ <-(C)

- 30rains
"3 m~j (Gett~

Old data segments: can cause undetected errors.
Old ACKsegments: can cause connection lock-up/failure.

PAWS
N Protezt Ago/~t WrappedSequence#s

TIME,STAMP CLOCK

V J: Use the TCPtlmestamp option [RFC-1072] as a

~ RTIM[RF¢-1072]:T~’tarnp c/ock/,~"
- Propo~onal
to realt~ne, ~ frequencyfor RTTmeasuremenL
- Not monotordc
amoss
crashesor m~w
connections.

logical extension of the sequencenumberfield.
m=w~(non-S’~ segnw~whose~mestanV~s

® PAWS
~1FC--1185]:Tm~e~tampclock~
- Notneces=zrlly
proportionalto realtlme,but MONOTOi~qC
wflhln a connectk~
- Frequency:
tkd~l/soc - 1/ms.
- Notmonotonic
acrosscrashesor newconnections.
[assumi~
TIME-WAIT
and’Quiet Time’of 2"MSL].

O TW~mmps
~,~.ed by TS~~ SYNr, egn~nts.
O Stll use3-wayhandshake
to vallda~eSYNsegments.

O Canuse samel~-tampthat RFC-I072
ussdfor RTr.

I

TIMESTAMP CLOCK
TIMESTAMF CLOCK
Old-age tlmestamp values
Making monotonic clock:

If ~ Is IDLEfor 25 days, tlmestampvalue saved

¢ Hardwaredock

in TCPCB
wrapsaround,andall newIJmestarnps
w~berejected

¢ AddvadaUe
offset to system
(software)dockthat Is sublect

Invalidate PAWS
timestampIf connection is Idle for mort

beingreset.

than 25 days.
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Charter
Chair(s):
Fred Glover, fglover©decvax.dec, corn
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: ~nfs©wd]1. wdl. loral, corn
To Subscribe:
~nfs-reques~@wdl
~..wdl.loral,
corn
Archive:
archive-server@wdl
1. wdl.loral,corn
Description
of Working Group:
The Trusted Network File System (TNFS) Working Group is chartered to define protocol extensions to the Network File System (NFS) Version 2 protocol
which support network file access in a multilevel secure (MLS)Internet environment. MLSfunctionality includes mandatory access control (MAC),discretionary access control (DAC), authentication, audit- ing, documentation, ~nd
other items as identified in the Trusted ComputerSystem Evaluatiion Criteria
(TCSEC) and Corn- partmented Mode Workstation (CMW)documents.
The primary objective of this WorkingGroup is to specify exten.,;ions to the
NFSV2 protocol which support network file access between MLSsystems. It is
intended that these extensions should introduce only a minimal impact on the
existing NFSV2 environment, and that unmodified NFSV2 clients and servers
will continue to be fully supported.
Transferring information between MLSsystems requires exchanging additional
security information along with the file data. The general approach to be used
in extending the NFSV2 protocol is to transport additional user context in
the form of an extended NFS UNIXstyle credential between ~ Trusted NFS
(TNFS)client and server, and to mapthat con- text into the appropriate server
security policies which address file access. In addition, file security attributes
are to be returned with each TNFSprocedure call. Other- wise, the NFS V2
protocol remains essentially unchanged.
The Trusted System Interoperability
Group (TSIG) has already developed
specification which defines a set of MLSexten- sions for NFSV2, and has also
planned for the future integration of Kerberos as the authentical~ion mechanism. The TNFS Working Group should be able to use the TSIG Trusted
NFS document as a foundation, and to complete the IETF TNFSspecification
within the next 3-6 months.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review and approve the TNFSWorking Group Charter, review revised TSIG
TNFSSpecification, and publish a proposed standard following the July meeting.
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Jul 1991

Review revised TSIG TNFSSpecification.

Nov 1991

Publish a Proposed Standard following the ~luly meeting.

Oct 1991

Review outstanding comments/issues from mailing list.

Oct 1991

Make any final revisions
interoperability testing.

Mar 1992

Request IESG to make the revised document a Draft Standard.

Mar 1991

Verify the interoperability
tathon.

Internet

to TNFSdocument based on comments, issues,

and

of TNFSimplementations at the 1992 NFSConnec-

Drafts’.

"A Specification of Trusted NFS (TNFS) Protocol Extensions",
Fred Glover <draft-ietf-tnfs-spec-00.txt,
.ps>

07/23/1991,
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(July 1991)

Network:

File

Systems

Working Group (TNFS)

Overview
The TNFSWorking Group met for the first time as an IETF working group during the
July 1991 IETF meeting in Atlanta. A recent reorganization of the I]~’~TF Applications
Area, directed by Russ Hobby, resulted in the formation of a new Transport and Services
area, which is directed by Dave Borman. The Trusted NFSIETF Group is administratively
positioned within the the Transport and Services Area, and thus falls under the direction of
Dave Borman. Steve Crocker, Security Area Director, will provide the TNFSGroup with
security assistance, and Richard Basch, from the Security Area, is curre~atly participating
in our Working Group to help us get started.
Our TNFSCharter and current draft of the TNFSspecification
Drafts Directories. The base nameof the specification is:
<dra~;-ie~;f-~;nfs-spec-00.

were posted in the Internet-

(ps, ~;x~;)>

Although the TSIG trusted NFSGroup has been meeting for some time, this was the first
official meeting of the IETF Trusted NFS Group. As an IETF working group, we will
plan to follow the IETF guidelines and procedures for IETF working group operation. Our
primary objectives are identified in our Charter. Wedecided to continue to meet on the
TSIG meeting schedule, which meets more frequently than IETF, and also allocates two
full days for the Working Group effort. This will permit the Group to continue to ma:ke
good progress towards meeting its objectives.
We will plan to meet concurrently with the IETF on at least an annual basis. Duri~ag
those joint meetings, we will plan to schedule time to present a status overview of t:he
TNFSWorking Group effort, with an opportunity to collect feedback and comments from
attendees. Due to the large number of IETF sessions, and the limited amount of tirae
alloc&ted to each session, it seems reasonable to focus the joint meeting on a general status
and Q & A, and to focus the Working Group meetings on actual work items. Note that
the Working Group is an IETF working group, and is open to all who have interest in
participating in the WorkingGroup activities.
Our TNFSmeeting Minutes will be distributed through the IETF, and our documents will
be updated and registered in the IETF directories.
Meeting

Summary

At this first meeting of the IETF TNFSWorking Group, we allocated time to review the
current status of our TSIGefforts, and to identify our IETFobjectives. D~aring the meeting,
we:
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Reviewed the TNFSCharter.
Reviewed the primary objectives of the TNFSWorking Group.
Presented a slide overview of the TNFSspecification.
Inspected (page by page review) the TNFSspecification, and
Inspected the token mapping specification.

Charter

Review

As a result of the review of the TNFSCharter document, we:
¯ Agreed to pursue the standards track for both the TNFSspecification
Managerspecification (but, see open issues below).
¯ Agreed to plan for interoperability

and the Token

testing of TNFSimplementations in March, 1992.

Token Manager Review
Recommendations from the review of the Token Manager document included:
¯ Include additional examples for clarity.
¯ Adda rationale section and include rationale for the omission of generation numbers.
¯ Add the P~PCprogram number now assigned for this service (390087 decimal).
¯ Present the service as required for TNFS, but applicable to other clients as well
(trusted sessions for example).
¯ Place the updated document into the Internet-Drafts
comments.

TNFS Specification

Directory to obtain additional

Review

Recommendations from the review of the TNFSdocument included:
¯ Adda new section to the document identifying any expectations and/or requirements
including:
- The use of authentication

and message integrity

for commercial environments.

- Restricting client side mount operations to the server’s export point only; a
request to mount a sub directory which resides below the export point in the
exported directory would be denied; rationale: symbolic links could be used
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on the client to provide a similar effect (to that of mounting subdirectories);
without this restriction, access permission from clients is not checked against
the higher level componentsin the server’s exported tree.
Other related RPCservices in the trusted environment, such as the lock manager
and mount daemon, must be able to support the AUTH_MLS
credential flavor,
but may also makeuse of other policies; the token manager must also suppo:rt
the AUTHoMLS
credential
format.
Open Issues/Action

Items

A number of issues which came up during the review of the documents resulted
items to be addressed prior to the next meeting:
Update the Token Manager specification;
[Fran Fadden]
Update the TNFSspecification;
Glover]

place into the Internet-Drafts

in action

Directory.

place update into the Internet-Drafts Directory. [Fred

Communicatewith Area Director regarding policies for standards versus experimental track; obtain recommendationregarding requirement for authentication, message
integrity prior to standards track. [Fred Glover]
Documenttradeoffs in the sender/receiver

based mapping models. [Charlie Watt]

Develop proposal to add a flags field to the attribute structures in support of additional optional policies, such as multi-level directories and the two person rui[e.
[Charlie Watt]
Next Meeting
The TNFSGroup will plan to meet as both a TSIG and an IETF Working Group at t:he
Hewlett-Packard facilities in Cupertino, California, (October 15-17, 1991). At that meeting,
wewill plan to:
Review the TNFSImplementation Hints - Carl Smith author.
Review the TNFSAdministration - Ali Gohshan author.
Review the updated RPCbased Token Proposal - Fran Fadden, Dave Summers authors.
NOTE:a Token Manager presentation could be made at the plenary session as
well; there appeared to be interest in this from the trusted sessions group at the
July meeting.
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Review the sender/receiver based token models.
l~eview the attribute structure flags field.
Attendees
Richard Basch
Hardy Doelfd
Fran Fadden
Fred Glover
Ali Gohshan
Barry Miracle
Andy Nicholson
Mark Saake
Carl Smith
Mark Stein
Charles Watt
Larry Wikelius

basch@mi~.edu
fran@decvax.dec.com
fglover@decvax.dec.com
miracle@sc~c.com
droid©cray.com
saake@llnl.gov
cs@en~.sun.com
marks~eng.sun.com
lwikeliu@convex.com
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Summary

The TNFS Working Group met in October 1991 as a joint IETF/TSIG Working Group.
Our goal is to develop an RFCstandard for Trusted NFS, and to develop additional documentation to support implementation and management of the TNFSenvironment. V~’e
have working documents for TNFS, Token Management, Implementation Guidelines, and
System Managementwhich we are reviewing for completeness at present. Our plan is to
demonstrate basic TNFSinteroperability
at the March ’92 Connectathon.
Meeting

Summary

During the October meeting, we:
Reviewed the TNFSCharter.
Inspected (page by page review) the updated Trusted NFS (TNFS), token mapping
(TKM), implementation guidelines, and administration documents, and
¯ Revieweda proposal for the introduction of multi-level directories
Charter

(MLDs).

Review

At the July meeting, there were a couple of questions raised concerning the specific RFC
"track" to be used for the TNFSspecification, and the need to include support for authe.ntication and message integrity into the TNFSdraft. These questions were later discussed
with Dave Borman, our Area Director, to obtain Dave’s input on our c.ptions. Based .on
Dave’s commentsand our Group discussion during the October meeting, we agreed:
¯ To move the TNFSspecification

forward on the standards track,

¯ To address the issues of authentication and message integrity in a future effort, and
¯ To tighten the relationship of the supporting documents with the T:NFSspecification:
Token Manager, Implementation, and Management documents.
The Group Charter and TNFSspecification
decisions.

will be updated to explidtly

identify

these
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Token Manager Review
t~ecommendations from the review of the Token Manager document included:
¯ Include support for the use of the AUTH_MLS
credential

within the Token Manager.

¯ Additional discussion/review is required to understand:
- Requirements for the support for a reverse mapping mechanismto support the
mappingof attributes to tokens us well as the expansion of tokens into attributes.
- l~,equirements for diskless initialization.
- Requirements for distinguished value tokens, and
- Requirements for tokenized UID/GID(and ability
¯ Place the updated document into the Internet-Drafts
comments.
T1NFS Specification

to map UID/GIDs).

Directory to obtain additional

Review

Recommendations from the review of the TNFSdocument included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Update the references
Improve the auditing policy statements
Replace the national caveot field with a ~endor specified field
Use the portmapper to identify the port to be used for TNFS
Additional discussion/review is required for the following:
- Use of distinguished value tokens for purpose of "policy not in effect"
- Requirements for multiple privilege sets (POSIX?)
- Requirements for multi-level directories

TNFS Implementation

Guidelines

Specification

Review

l~ecommendations from this review included:
¯ Update to reflect decision on use of vendor specific fields
¯ Add references section and include TNFSand TKMdocuments
¯ Plan to include multi-level directory section
T1NFS Administration

Specification

Review

Recommendationsfrom this review included:
¯ Addhost specific export control
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¯ Addadditional context and/or guidelines for the use of export control variables
Next

Meeting

The TNFSGroup will plan to meet as both a TSIG and an IETF Working Group in January
(28th-30th) at the Sheraton Execuport in Fort Landerdale, Florida. At that meeting,
will plan to:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Continue the discussion
Continue the discussions
Review the SecureWare
Review Interoperability
-

of the proposed document updates identified above
on multi-level directories
Token Mapping mechanism (Joy Leima presentation)
Test Plans:

Readiness to participate in Connectathon ’92
Updated NFS test suite
Review use of unmappedattributes from earlier
Updated "nfs.h" file

Attendees
Fran Fadden
Fred Glover
Ali Gohshan
Joy Leima
Narayan Makaram
Mark Saake
Carl Smith

fran@decvax,
dec.com
fglover@decvax,
dec.com
j oy@sware,
corn
saake@llnl.gov
cs¢eng.sun.com

TSIG meeting
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3.9

User

Services

Area

Director(s):
¯ Joyce Reynolds: jkrey@isi.edu
Area Summary reported

by Joyce

Reyolds/ISI

Eight working groups met at the IETF in Santa Fe:
Direct ory Information Services Infrast

ruct ure

DISI is a Working Group that provides a forum to define user requirements in X.500. It
is an offshoot of the OSI Directory Services Group and is a combined effort of the User
Services Area and the OSI Integration Area of the IETF.
¯ Paper 1, "Executive Summary" (Weider, Reynolds, Heker). Defines issues DISI
should be working on. This current draft has been revised twice since the Atlanta
IETF. It is ready for Internet :Draft submission, and on to FYI RFCpublication.
¯ Paper 2, "Survey" (Lang, Wright). This document will undergo one last modification
before publication. Additional DUAswere added that were inadvertently left out, as
well as additional submissions. This document will be reissued as an Internet Draft,
then submitted to the RFCEditor for FYI RFCpublication.
Internet

Anonymous FTP Archives

This is a new Working Group which met for the first time in Santa Fe. It is chartered
to define ~ set of recommendedstandard procedures for the ~ccess and ~dministr~tion of
anonymousFTP archive sites on the Internet.
IAFA attendees agreed on the Charter.
Group intends to produce:

Discussion then focused on two documents this

¯ "Anonymous FTP Site Administrator’s
¯ "Anonymous FTP User’s Guide"

Guide"

The contents of these two documents were discussed, as well as a discussion on new technology issues. Newertechnology issues were tabled for further discussion at a later date.
John Curran (BBN), Ellen Hoffman (Merit), and April Marine (SRI) volunteered to
on the "Anonymous FTP User’s Guide" document.
Internet

School Networking

This is a new Working Group which met for the first

time in Santa Fe. It is chartered
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to facilitate the connection of the United States’ K-12 (Kindergarten-12th Grade) schools,
public and private, to the Internet, and school networking in general.
ISN’s session gathered educators and Internet folks together. This meeting primarily focused
on going over and refining the Charter, the goals and projected milestones.
Network Information

Services

Infrastructure

Dana Sitzler has resigned as co-Chair of NISI. April Marine has accepted the co-Chair
position. Patricia Smith will remain as co-Chair.
The final review of this Group’s Internet Draft, "Building a Network Information Services
Infrastructure" was discussed. Inclusion of a security "verification" section in the document
has been placed and agreed upon.
Continued discussion on where this Group should go from here - there was justification
additional action items/tasks that fall in NISI’s realm.
~qOC-Tool Catalogue

of

Revisions

Gary Malkin has resigned as co-Chair to work with Tracy LaQuey Parker on the UserGlossary document. Darren Kinley has accepted the co-Chair position. Robert Enger will
remain as co-Chair.
The "Son of NOCTools"WorkingGroup is updating and revising their catalog to assist network managers in the selection and acquisition of diagnostic and analytic tools for TCP/IP
Internets.
This Group has "one last call" out for submissions, and is continuing to accept additional
"vendor gathering" for one more month. The document will be submitted as an Internet
Draft, then on to the RFCEditor for FYI RFCpublication.
User Documentation
The Userdoc Working Group will be preparing a revised bibliography of on-line and hard
copy documents, reference materials, and training tools addressing general networking information and how to use the Internet. The target audience includes those individuals who
provide services to end users and end users themselves.
(See the USWG
minutes below for further information on this Group’s current progress.)
User Glossary
Karen l~oubicek has resigned as co-Chair of UserGloss. Gary Malkin has accepted the
co-Chair position. Tracy LaQueyParker will remain as co-Chair.
The User Glossary Working Group met and decided on the document format and updated
goals and milestones. A draft document will be ready for review at the next IETF in
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San Diego. A review and final draft will be presented at the IETF in Boston. The final
document will be published shortly after the Boston IETF.
User Services

Working Group

The User Services WorkingGroup provides a regular forum for people interested in all user
services to identify and initiate projects designed to improve the quality of information
available to end-users of the Internet..
Agenda items included:
¯ Report on the RAREWG3meetings held in Zurich, Switzerland. l~eported by ~]oyce
K. Reynolds.
¯ SIGUCCSdraft - Presented by Martyne Hallgren. Written by ACMSiguccs Networking Taskforce. Documenttitle - "Connecting to the Internet -. what connecting
institutions should anticipate",
Revision of Userdoc Working Group - Presented by Lenore :lackson and Ellen Hoffman, Userdoc co-Chairs. Discussion focused on the revision of its Ciharter, objectives,
future goals, and establishing procedures on updating the bibliography.
QUAIL- presented by Gary Malkin. Gary Malkin and April Marine held a brief
discussion with the USWG
on the updating of the "Questions and Answers for New
Internet Users".
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Infrastructure

(disi)

Charter
Chair(s):
Chris Weider, clw©meri~, edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: disiCmeri*c, edu
To Subscribe: disi-reques~c©meri~:.edu
Archive: pub/disi-archive~merit,
edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Directory Information Services (pilot) Infrastructure WorkingGroup (DISI)
is chartered to facilitate the deploymentin the Internet of Directory Services
based on implementations of the X.500 standards. It will facilitate this deployment by producing informational ttFCs intended to serve as a Directory
Services "Administrator’s Guide". These ttFCs will relate the current usage
and scope of the X.500 standard and Directory Services in North America and
the world, and will contain information on the procurement, instaJ2~tion, and
operation of various implementations of the X.500 standard. As the various
implementations of the X.500 standard work equally well over TCP/IP and
CLNP,the DISI Working Group shall not mandate specific implementations or
transport protocols.
The DISI Working Group is an offshoot of the OSI Directory Services Group,
and, accordingly, is a combined,effort of the OSIIntegration Area and User Services Area of the IETF. The current OSIDSWorking Group was chartered to
smooth out technical differences in information storage schemaand difficulties
in the interoperability
and coherence of various X.500 implementations. The
DISI Group is concerned solely with expanding the Directory Services infrastructure. As DISI will be providing infrastructure with an eye towards truly
operational status, DISI will need to form liaisons with COSINE,Paradyse,
and perhaps the RAREWG3.
As a final document, the DISI Working Group shall write a Charter for a
new working group concerned with user services, integration, maintenance, and
operations of Directory Services, the Internet Directory User Services Group.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

First IETF Meeting: review and approve the Charter making any changes
necessary. Examineneeds and resources for the documentation to be produced,
using as a first draft a documentproduced by Chris Weider, Merit, which will
be brought to the IETF. Assign writing assignments. Further work will be done
electronically.
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Second IETF Meeting: review and approve documentation; review and
approve Charter for the IDUS Group.

Aug 1991

Electronically review final draft of documentation, and, if acceptable, submit
to IESG for publication.

Dec 1991

Third IETF Meeting: Declare success and reform DISI Group as IDUS group.

Internet

Drafts:

"Interim Schema for Network Infrastructure Information in X.500 Newname:
Encoding Network Addresses to support operation ov", 06/14/1991, Chris Weider, MarkKnopper <draft-ietf-disi-netinfrax500-00.txt
>
"An Executive Introduction to Directory Services Using the X.500 Protocol",
12/18 / 1991, Chris Weider, Joyce Reynolds, Sergio Heker< draft-ietf-disi-execdir01.txt>
Request

For Comments:

I~FC 1292 "A Catalog of Available X.500 Implementations"
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MEETING
by Chris

REPORT

Weider/Merit

Minutes of the Directory
(DISI)

Information

Services

Infrastructure

Working Group

The Agenda was as follows:
1. Discussion and possible modification of Atlanta Minutes.
2. l~uth and Russ’s document, mention work done and final form as the paper should
be out as an Internet Draft and started up the track.
3. Chris, Joyce, and Sergio’s paper. This has been revised twice since Atlanta, and is
on its last round of reviews.
4. Discussion of and possible assignment of the "Howto Join a Pilot" paper.
5. Discussion of and possible assignment of the "Howto Set Up a DS.A" paper.
6. Future Work???
Howit went:
o

.

The Atlanta Minutes were discussed and Chris Weider gave an outline of the changes
proposed to the Minutes. l~uth Lang noted that her commentson the Atlanta Minutes
had not been reflected in the Minutes. She took an action item to forward these
commentsto Chris Welder [Ed. Note: she forwarded and Chris incorporated.]
l~uth Lang and l~uss Wright’s document was discussed next. They mentioned that
they had made the changes which had been suggested at Atlanta, and it was noted by
Joyce l~eynolds that Jon Postel was eager to see this paper advanced to I~FCstatus as
soon as possible. Several modifications/additions were also discussed. Chris Weider
wanted to know why the authors did not flesh out entries which had no information
provided by the authors but which DISI would be able to supply the relevant information; l~uth mentioned that DISI should not be responsible for t~Le implementation
descriptions, as there were some concerns about DISI’s liability. However,DISI should
be responsible for the sections written by l~uth and l~uss. Accordingly, we should
not provide input to the implementation descriptions without exp:licit authorization
from the responsible organization, or implementation description author. Christian
Huitema suggested the inclusion of benchmaxksfor implementations. After some positive discussion, it was decided that this was something that we should do, but ti~ne
would be needed to develop benchmarkingtests, distribute the test,,; to implementors,
and gather results for inclusion. ~[’herefore, this version of the catalog documentwill
be issued without benchmarks, but the tests should be developed and recommmended
for inclusion in the next version ~f the document, l~ichard Colella suggested adding
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a ’date of last update’ field to each entry, to let the reader determine howrecent the
information is. This suggestion was accepted by DISIo
.

.

.

Chris, Joyce, and Sergio’s document was discussed next. Many people had not yet
had a chance to read it, but those who did had several comments. The final upshot
was that the people whoread it thought that it should focus less on technical details
and more on "What can it do for me??". Chris pointed out that the focus on technical
details was mandatedto some extent by the necessity of explaining what makes X.500
so powerful, but agreed that the focus should and would be shifted.
Chris started discussion of the "Howto Join a Pilot" and "Howto Set Up a DSA"
papers. Several people were of the opinion that there should also be an "X.500 Case
Studies" paper written to show people how to set up and use X.500, and illustrate
some of the stumbling points in the deployment. It was also suggested that the focus
of DISI’s "Howto Join a Pilot" paper should really be a "Pilot Catalog", listing points
of contact to join each pilot, and someadditional information. After discussion of all
three papers, (in addition to the paper which had been mentioned on benchmarking),
Ruth Lang mentioned that she thought that we should not assign any more p~pers
at this time, and that she would take an action item to get the European versions of
these papers and post summaries to the list. The Group seemed to agree with this
sentiment.
The Group also discussed the creation of an "X.500 Bibliography" document; i.e.,
a document that contains pointers to Internet-relevant technical papers, books, and
Internet Drafts, or RFCs. The writing of this document was not assigned.

Attendees
William Biagi
Robert Blokzijl
Steve Bostock
Cyrus Chow
Richard Colella
Robert Cooney
John Demco
Peter Deutsch
Alan Emtage
Robert Enger
Michael Erlinger
Jisoo Geiter
Martyne Hallgren
Susan Hares
Russ Hobby
Alton Hoover
Christian Huitema
Lenore Jackson

bbiaEi@cos, com
KIS@nikhef .nl
steveb@novell, com
cchow@ames, arc. nasa.
colella@osi.ncsl, nist.Eov
cooney©wnyose. nct sw. navy .mil
demco©cs, ubc. ca
peterd@cc, mcEill, ca
baj an@cc, mcEill, ca
enEer@seka,scc. corn
mike@lexcel, com
Eeit
er@Eat eway .mitre. or
E
martyne@nr-tech, cir. cornell, edu
skh@merit, edu
rdhobby@ucdavis, edu
hoover@hiS, ans. net
christ jan. huit ema@sophia, inriao fr
jacks on@dftnic.Esf Co has a.
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Darren Kinley
Edward Krol
Ruth Lang
Walter Lazear
Peter Liebscher
April Marine
Glenn Michel
Robert Purvy
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Dana Sitzler
Patricia Smith
Joanie Thompson
Chris Weider
Russ Wright
Sze-Ying Wuu
Wengyik Yeong

kinley~crim,
ca
e-kro1@uiuc,
edu
rlang%nisc,
sri.com
I azear@gateway,
mitre,org
plieb@sura,
net
apri1¢nisc,
sri.corn
gym©lanlo
gov
bpurvy@us,
oracle,com
jkrey¢is±,
edu
roubicek©f
axon.com
ddsCmerit,
edu
psmith@merit,
edu
j oanie@ns
ipo.nasa.gov
clw@merit,
edu
wrightBIbl,
gov
syww@thumper,
bellcore,
com
yeongw@ps
i. com
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Anonymous FTP Archives

(iafa)

Charter
Chair(s):
Peter Deutsch, peterd©cc.r, cgill, ca
Alan Emtage, baj an©cc.mcgill, ca
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: iafa©cc.mcgill, ca
To Subscribe: iafa-request©cc.racgill,
ca
Archive: pub/±afa-archive©archive,
cc .mcgill.
Description

ca

of Working Group:

The Internet AnonymousFTP Archives Working Group is chartered to define
a set of recommendedstandard procedures for the access and administration
of anonymousftp archive sites on the Internet. Such a set of procedures will
provide a framework for:
(a) allowing the inexperienced Internet user the ability to more easily navigate
the hundreds of publically accessible archive sites; and,
(b) allowing users and network-based tools to retrieve specific site information such as access policies, contact information, possible areas of information
specialization, archived package descriptions, etc., in a standardized manner.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the possible impact of these procedures
on the FTP site administrators.
Attention will be paid to the impact of newer archive indexing and access tools
on the operation of such archive sites. A set of suggestions will be offered to
allow archive site administrators to better integrate their offerings with such
tools as they are developed.
The security of the anonymousFTPsite configuration will also be considered to
be an integral part of this document. It is expected that remote management
of the archives will be adequately handled by existing network management
procedures.
Goals and Milestones:
Nov 1991

First IETF Meeting: review and approve the Charter m~king any changes
deemed necessary. Examine the scope of the recommended procedures and
impact on site administrators. Assign writing assignments for the first draft of
the documents.

Mar 1991 Review first draft and determine necessary revisions.
occur on mailing list.

Follow up discussion will
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Jun 1991

Make document an Internet Draft. Continue revisions
IETF and on the mailing list.

based on comments at

Nov 1992

Fourth IETF meeting, l~eview final drafts and if OK, give to IESGfor publication as an RFC.
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REPORT

by Alan Emtage/McGill
of the

Internet

Anonymous FTP Archives

Working Group (IAFA)

The IAFAmeeting Agenda was approved. The Charter was discussed and a sentence of the
following type was suggested and approved for addition to the Charter:
"This Working Group will ~lso look into the FTP Protocol functionality (though not the
protocol itself) as it concerns anonymousFTP to see if changes can be recommendedand
forwarded to the appropriate Working Group or Area Director".
The "User’s Guide To Anonymous FTP" document was discussed. It was decided that
many such documents already exist and that writing a new one from scratch would be
redundant. John Curran, Ellen Hoffman and April Marine volunteered to draw together
the current documents and provide a draft User’s Guide to be distributed on the IAFA
mailing list before the next IETF meeting.
The "AnonymousFTP Site Administrators’ Guide" was discussed as a useful document for
the recommendedoperating procedures for an anonymousftp site. Alan E~ntage volunteered
to write a draft to be distributed on the IAFAmailing list before the next IETF meeting.

Attendees
Charles Bazaar
John Curran
Peter Deutsch
Alan Emtage
Robert Enger
Hans Eriksson
Barbara Fraser
Neil Hailer
Ittai Hershman
Ellen Hoffman
J. Paul Holbrook
Greg Hollingsworth
Darren Kinley
Edward Krol
Eliot Lear
Peter Liebscher
April Marine
Glenn McGregor

bazaar@emulex,
com
j curran@bbn,
com
peterd@cc
.mcgill.
ca
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ca
enger@seka,
scc.com
hans©sics,
se
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sei.cmu.edu
nmh@bellcore,
com
i~ai@nis,ans.net
esh~merit,
edu
holbrook~cic.net
gregh~mailer,
jhuapl,edu
kinley©crim,
ca
e-krol©uiuc,
edu
lear©sgi,
com
plieb@sura,
net
april@nisc,
sri.com
ghm~merit,
edu
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William Simpson
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Chris Weider
Scott Williamsoa
Wengyik Yeong
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School Networking (isn)

Charter
Chair(s):
JohnClement,clamentCeducom,
edu
ArthurSt. George,stgeorge~boo~es.unm,
edu
Connie Stout, CS’~ou’~©’~ea.’cexas.gov
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: cosndisc@bitnic, educom, edu
To Subscribe: listserv©bitnic.educom.edu
(Sub: cosndisc)
Archive: lis~serv©biZnic, educom, edu
Description

of Working Group:

The Internet School Networking Working Group is chartered to facihtate the
connection of the United States’ K-12 (Kindergarten-12th Grade) schools, public and private, to the Internet, and school networking in general.
It is critically important that national networking for K-12 education proceed
along established lines of protocol,, using existing network structures. The
WorkingGroup’s first priority will be to establish guidelines for specialized
user interfaces. K-12 networking will also require other support services, such
as directories, online and hotline help, specialized training programsand collaborative projects with instructional and curriculum groups, disciplinary groups
and postsecondary institutions.,
While the initial focus is school networking in the U.S., the Wor:king Group
will coordinate its efforts with similar activities in other countries and regions
of the world.
Goals and Milestones:
Nov 1991

Meet for the first time at IETF and establish approval of Charter. Examine
the status of projects in process whenWorking Group was created. Begin work
on list of deliverables.

Jan 1991

Release X.500 "K-12 People Directory" version in collaboration
Develop plans and milestones for K-12 Resources Directory.

Mar 1991

First draft of information packet document for computing directors to assist
them in connecting K-12 schools. First draft of user interface guideline statement.

May1991 Release X.500 K-12 Resource Directory version in collaboration
Present final draft guide].ine statement.

with Merit.

with Merit.
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George/U
School

New Mexico

Networking

Working Group (ISN)

The Internet School Networking Working Group is chartered to facilitate
the use of the
Internet by United States’ K-12 (Kindergarten-12th Grade) schools, public and private,
and school networking in general.
It is critically important to establish guidelines for the integration of K-12 educational
networking into the Internet. The WorkingGroup’s first priority will be to establish connectivity models, including costs, for distribution to all parties concerned with connection of
K-12 schools to the Internet. This WorkingGroup will also provide guidelines to technical
solutions for other support services such as directories, online and hotline help, specialized
training programs and collaborative projects with instructional and curriculum groups, disciplinary groups and post-secondary institutions.
In pursuit of these goals, the WorkingGroupwill work closely with other organizations such
as the Consortium for School Networking, and the Coalition for Networked Information.
Finally, the Working Group will act as technical consultant to K-12 organizations and
groups seeking connection and access to the Internet.
While we agreed that the first task for the WorkingGroup was to produce a document which
outlined multiple connectivity models for K-12 connection to the Internet, we also briefly
discussed one other project which should be r~ised, that is the user interface document.
The idea here is to discuss and come to agreement on what would constitute standards
for K-12 interface(s) to the Internet. These run the gamut from e-m~il to bulletin boards.
Competingwith this project for number 2 priority status is an I~FC which provides the 25
most commonlyasked questions about K-12 connection to and use of the Internet.
Attendees
Joe Blackmon
Peter Deutsch
Alan Emtage
Jack Hahn
Martyne Hallgren
Jeff H~yward
ltuss Hobby
J. Paul Holbrook
Ole Jacobsen
Kenneth Klingenstein
David Korns
Edward Krol
ltuth Lang

blackmon©ncsa,
uiuc.edu
peterd©cc.mcgill.
ca
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edu
j. hayward©ut
exas.edu
rdhobby©ucdavis,
edu
holbrook©cic.net
ole©csli,
stanford,
edu
kj k©spot,colorado,
edu
David_Korns©auo
.mrs.dec.com
e-krol©uiuc,
edu
rlang©nisc,
sri.com
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Peter Liebscher
Gary Malkin
April Marine
Frederick Mueller
Marsha Perrott
Joyce Reynolds
Karen Roubicek
Miguel Sasson
William Schrader
Dana Sitzler
Patricia Smith
Arthur St. George
Joanie Thompson
Andrew Veitch
David Wasley
Chris Weider
Jonathan Wenocur

pliebCsura.neZ
gmalkin@fZp.com
april@nisc.sri.com
fmueller@ZelebiZ.com
mlp+@andre~.cmu.edu
jkrey@isi.edu
roubicek@faxon.com
sasson@xylogics.com
wls@psi.¢om
dds@meri~.edu
psmiZh©meriZ.edu
sZEeor~e@bootes.unm.edu
joanie@nsipo.nasa.gov
aveiZch@bbn.com
dl~@berkeley.edu
cl~@meriZ.edu
jhw@shiva.com
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(userglos)

Charter
Chair(s):
Tracy LaQuey Parker, tracy©utexas,
Gary Malkin, gmalkin©ftp,
corn

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: usergloss©f’cp, corn
To Subscribe: usergloss-request©ftp.com
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The User-Gloss Working Group is chartered to create aa Internet glossary of
networking terms and acronyms for the Internet community.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Examinethe particular Internet user needs for a glossary and. define the scope.
Review, amend, and approve the Charter as necessary. Discussion of Userglos
Working Group Chair nominations submitted by USWGers.

TBD

Review Internet user needs and format for a glossary. Discussion of current
ideas about the glossary and the outline development. Finalize outline and
organization of the glossary.

TBD

Draft of glossary will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified.

TBD

Second pass draft of glossary. Draft to be reviewed and modified, finalize draft
glossary.

TBD

Initiate IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of Userglos draft to
IETF Secretary. Follow-up with the submission of the glossary to RFCEditor
as am FYI RFC.
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Revisions

(noctool2)

Charter
Chair(s):
Robert Enger, enger©ans.net
Darren Kinley, kinley©crim,
ca
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: noc~cools©meri~, edu
To Subscribe: noc~ools-reques~meri~.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The NOC-ToolsWorking Group will update and revise their catalog to assist
network managers in the selection and acquisition of diagnostic and analytic
tools for TCP/IP Internets.
¯ Update and revise the reference documentthat lists what tools are available, what they do, and where they can be obtained.
¯ Identify additional tools available to assist network managers in debugging and maintaining their networks that were inadvertently omitted in
previous NOCToolscatalog.
¯ Identify additional new or improved tools that have becomeapparent since
the last compilation of the reference document.
¯ Arrange for the central (or multi-point) archiving of these tools in order
to increase their availability.
¯ Este~blish procedures to ensure the on~oin~ m~inten~nceof the reference
and the archive, and identify an organization willing to do it.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review Internet tool needs and updates/corrections for the "Son of NOCTools"
catalog. Discussion of additional input to the catalog.

Aug 1991

Draft of catalog will be prepared, draft to be reviewed and modified. Initiate
IETF Internet Draft review process by submission of a "Son of NOCToo![s"
catalog draft to IESGSecretary.

Dec 1991

Follow-up with final amendments to the document and the submission of the
catalog to RFCEditor as an FYI RFCfor publication.
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NOC-Tool Catalogue

Revisions

Working

Group (NOCTOOL2)

Agenda
The I~0CTOOL2Working Group met at the 22nd IETF in Santa Fe. The meeting served
primarily to report on the revision of the I~FC l147/FYI 2, and again served as a forum
for discussion of the "living documents" problem. The Agenda was as follows,
¯
¯
¯
¯

Working Group Co-Chair shuffling
Current status
NOCtools’ resolution of the "living documents" problem
Planned wrap up of revision process

Discussions

Co-Chair Shuffling
The replacement of Gary Malkin by Darren Kinley during the month of October was announced. Thanks to Gary for his efforts.
Current

Status

Bob Enger, Darren Kinley, and Gary Malkin each fumbled putting things behind schedule.
After much whining, pleading, and shaming their lives were spared. Schedules have been
revised.
Revised

Schedules

Internet Draft to be prepared for the month of February, its availability (including TOC)
widely announced, late submissions to be included as required, and finally document to be
submitted to the I~FC editor. The delay from announcementas Internet Draft to submission
to the RFCeditor will depend on the number of late entries received, the feedback from
the community,and will be left to the discretion of the RFCeditors.
"Living

Documents"

Technical and philosophical aspects of this problem were discussed extensively. Everyone
agreed that "high-tech" solutions were still not available nor would they be in the very near
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future. The Group decided to schedule a BOFon this topic at the upcoming IETF in San
Diego.
Twosets of mechanismsand procedures to aid in the maintenance and distribution
document were put forward, improved, and adopted by the Group.
1. AnonymousFTP retrieval

of this

with automated email submission.

The official/edited
document will be made available via anonymousFTP as well as
an automated electronic distribution tool (listserv) as a whole or ~ln pieces. Entries
can be submitted via electronic mail and made immediately available in an unofficial/unedited portion of the distribution. Aneditor will occasionally verify these last
entries and include them in the official document. Possible homesmight include Merit
or Washington University.
2. Usenet news.
A news hierarchy similar to this was discussed.
alt.noctools.announce
(moderated) A small number of entries will be posted
daily so that during a month the entire document will be posted once.
alt.noctools.wanted (unmoderated) Questions of the nature ":I’m looking for..."
will be posted to this Group.
alt.noctools.new
(unmoderated) New tools can be announced here. A Gateway
between this Group and the automated email submission address should be put in
place.
alt.noctools.bugs
(unmoderated) Any patchs to tools can be posted here. Hopefully, they will also be sent to the tool creator.
alt.noctools.d

(unmoderated) General discussion.

l~esources needed to support some of these functions could be located very near to
the FTP retrieval and automated submissions service.
Other Items
¯ The majority of cases are handled in the current plan, but what about the small
number of sites without even UUCPaccess?
¯ BOFon "living

documents" problem.
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Items

Robert Enger, Darren Kinley: Contact remaining people with entries,
solicit and accept new entries, prepare draft document.

continue

to

Joyce Reynolds: Consider funding for maintenance of "living documents" problem vis-avis the Internet Society.
Darren Kinley, Joyce Reynolds: Compile list where NOCtools catalog
announcementwill get the widest possible distribution.
Robert Enger, Darren Kinley, Chris Myers, Mike Patton: Properly
newsgroups to be created and write charters for these groups as required.
Chris Myers: Make a home for anonymous FTP and automated electronic
and distribution tool.

Attendees
Peter Deutsch
Alan Emtage
l~obert Enger
Darren Kinley
Peter Liebscher
Gary Malkin
April Marine
Chris Myers
Michael Newell
Brad Passwaters
Michael Patton
Joyce Reynolds
Brad Steinka
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.mcgill.
ca
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ca
enger~seka,
scc.com
kinley©crim,
ca
plieb@sura.net
gmalkin@f~p,
com
april@nisc,
sri.corn
chris@wugat
e. wusZl,edu
mnewell¢nhqvax,
hg. nasa.gov
bjp@sura.net
map©lcs.miZ.edu
j krey¢isi,
edu
brad@python,
eng.microcom.com
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AREA

Network Information

Services

Infrastructure

(nisi)

Charter
Chair(s):
April Marine, april@nisc, sri. corn
PatSIn]th,
psmith©merit,
edu
Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: nisi©meri’c, edu
To Subscribe: nisi-reques’cCmer£t.edu
Archive:
Description

of Working Group:

The NISI Working Group will explore the requirements for common, shared
Internet-wide network information services. The goal is to develop an understanding for what is required to implement an information services "infrastructure" for the Internet. The work will begin with existing NIC functions
and services and should build upon work already being done within the Internet community. It should address areas such as commoninformation formats,
methodsof access, user interface, and issues relating to security and privacy of
Internet databases.
Goals and Milestones:
Done

Review draft for phase I and begin discussions for completing the second phe~se
which is to define a basic set of ’cooperative agreements~ which will allow NICs
to work together more effectively to serve users.

Done

Complete draft for phase 2 suggesting cooperative agreements for NICs.

Done

Revised draft document ready for Working Group review. :Document defines
NICfunctions and suggests some standardizations for NIC services, as well as
offers new mechanisms for exchanging information between NICs.

Done

Documentsubmitted as Internet Draft for commentfrom a ’wider internet
dience.

Done

WorkingGroup discussed current Internet draft and suggested minor revisions.
Decision made to continue Working Group activity beyond this document.

Nov 1991

First document released as informational
tasks at IETF meeting.

1992

au-

RFC. Outline and discuss new NISI

Write a document explaining the security issues of privacy and accuracy in
Internet databases. Publish as an informational RFC.
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Drafts:

"Building a Network Information Services Infrastructure", 07/15/1991, D. Sitzler, P. Smith, A. Marine< draft-ietf-nisi-infrastructure-00.txt
>
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USER SERVICES AREA
MEETING

by Patricia

REPORT

Smith/Merit

Minutes of the Network Information
(NISI)
NISI Internet

Draft

Services

Infrastructure

Working Group

Document

All commentsare in on this draft. April has madethe final tweaks and will format it and
submit it as an RFC. Yea!
NIC Profiles

X.500 Directory

At the Atlanta meeting in July 1991 the information being sought for the Network Information Center (NIC) Profiles had been discussed at length. At the Santa Fe meeting
suggestion was madethat we not get hung up with that type of discussion again but rather
make an effort to put information on more NICs up in X.500 and allow folks on the NISI
and DISI lists to play around with it. Pat indicated she would be pro-active in this area
and begin to knock on NICdoors to solicit their participation.
In addition, the effort to create a friendly user interface environmentin order to facilitate
entry and updating of information will continue.
Overlap

with User Connectivity

Problems Working Group Chaired

by Dan Long

The UCPWorking Group is looking at gathering NOCinformation via template for inclusion in some sort of directory. There is general agreement that NISI should have some
liaison activity with UCPin order to avoid duplication of effort. Pat sat in on the UCP
meeting on Wednesday and told them of the NISI interest.
U CP members agree that we
should work together and Pat agreed to stay in touch with Dan Long as the NIC directory
activity develops.
Request for a Database Security

Document

After the Atlanta IETF, the IESG tasked the NISI Working Group with writing an informational document that makes some recommendations regarding the need for accuracy
and privacy of data in databases maintained by network information centers. After so.me
discussion, it was decided that April Marine, J. Paul Holbrook, and John Curran will work
up a draft of this lZFC which is expected to be only a few pages long. In addition, the
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section on database accuracy that was added to the current NISI Internet Draft document,
which addresses much the same concerns, will be retained in that document.
Internet

Society

(ISOC) Request

from Vint Cerf

Vint Cerf suggested that the NISI Working Group collect information regarding various
Internet products and services. Evidently this request was prompted by the fact that the
ISOChas received questions about the Internet and has felt the need of such a collection.
The WorkingGroup was reluctant to take this on in the form suggested because the task is
one that each NIC does currently for its own constituency and the task seemed redundant.
In addition, the NIC.DDN.MIL
is putting together a directory of directories, lending more
weight to the fact that NI$I should not do so as well. The Working Group agreed that
one good strategy for ISOCto use with such callers would be to refer them directly to an
existing Internet information center (the NNSCwas specifically mentioned) for the answers
to such general questions as "What is the Internet?" "What’s on the Internet?" and "How
do I join the Internet?"
However, while this suggestion solved part of the problem, it led to a related discussion
regarding the problem of easy discovery of information available about and via the Internet.
Currently, there is no meansfor either a NICor a user to easily determine what information
is available and where. Neither is there an easy meansfor alerting users to information newly
available. This discussion was a natural lead in to the following Agendatopic.
Should NISI be Dissolved.*
There was discussion of whether or not NISI should be terminated at the next IETF and
emerge as a new working group. Wedecided to take to the mailing list a discussion of
whether or not NISI has accomplished what it set out to do. The consensus at first glance
appears to be that if at the next meeting in March the KFChas been published and other
projects are either completed or well underway, then the San Diego meeting would be the
last one for the NISI Group. The related issues of information discovery and delivery could
be handled in a new working group in the User Services Area which would tentatively be
called Network Information Delivery (NID).
NIDis seen as filling a very important and timely need since, at present, everyone is trying to figure out the best and most efficient means of locating and delivering information
(X.500, WAIS,etc.). It is felt that we can provide critical direction in this area as far
understanding and application of the various types of directory services currently available.
Over the next couple of months, then, the mailing list needs to discuss the
whether the NISI group has fulfilled its Charter or what else it has on its
the Charter of this new working group would b% and various matters related
we’ve recommended in the NISI document. Plus we’ll need feedback and

questions of
plate, what
to the work
comments on
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the database security draft. April and Pat will take it upon themselves to try to get the
discussions going on the list.
Attendees
Miriam Amos Nih~rt
Robert Blokzijl
James Codespote
John Curran
Peter Deutsch
Alan Emtage
M~rtyne Hallgren
Ittai Hershman
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Alton Hoover
Geoff Huston
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Ruth Lang
Peter Liebscher
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Joyce Reynolds
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User

Services

4(3t3

(uswg)

Charter
Chair(s):
Joyce K. Reynolds, jkrey~isi,

edu

Mailing Lists:
General Discussion: us-wg©rmsc, nsf. net
To Subscribe: us-wg-request©nnsc, nsf. net
Archive:
Description
of Working Group:
The User Services WorkingGroup provides a regular forum for people interested
in user services to identify and initiate projects designed to improve the quality
of information available to end-users of the Internet. (Note that the actual
projects themselves will be handled by separate groups, such as IETF working
groups created to perform certain projects, or outside organizations such as
SIGUCCS.
¯ Meet on a regular basis to consider projects designed to improve services
to end-users. In general, projects should:
- Clearly address user assistance needs;
- Produce an end-result (e.g., a document, a program plan, etc.);
- Have a reasonably dear approach to achieving the end-result (with
an estimated time for completion);
- Not duplicate existing or previous efforts.
¯ Create working groups or other focus groups to carry out projects deemed
worthy of pursuing.
¯ Provide a forum in which user services providers can discuss and identify
commonconcerns.
Goals and Milestones:
Ongoing This is an oversight group with continuing responsibilities.
Request
RFC 1150

For Comments:
"F.Y.I. on F.Y.I.: Introduction to the F.Y.I. notes"

RFC 1177

"FYI on Questions and Answers - Answers to CommonlyAsked "New Internet
User" Questions"

RFC 1206

"FYI on Questions and .Answers - Answers to Commonlyasked "New Internet
User" Questions"

I~FC 1207

"Answers to Commonlyasked "Experienced Internet

User" Questions"
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REPORT

Reynolds/ISI

of the User Services

Working Group (USWG)

Announcements
New Working Group - Internet School Networking (ISN)
New Working Group - Internet AnonymousFTP Archives (IAFA)
New Working Group - User-Doc Revised
Discussions/Reports:
1. Report on the I~AREWG3meetings held in Zurich, Switzerland.
K. Reynolds.

Reported by Joyce

The RAI~E WG3USIS Working Group and the IETF User Services Working Group
are working in parallel. Jill Foster, Chair of USIS, concurs. The RAREWG3Working
Group provides first level services to end users. The IETF User Services Working
Group has traditionally provided second level services (i.e., providing documentation
to people who provide services to end users). RAREWG3will continue to provide
first level services, while IETF User Services will provide "information packets" and
other user services documentation. RAREwill delegate their members to actively
work on IETF working groups.
2. Revision of User-Doc Working Group - Presented by Lenore Jackson ~ Ellen Hoffman,
User-Doc Co-Chairs.
Discussion focused on the revision of its Charter, establishing procedures on updating
the bibliography, additional objectives, and future goals.
3. QUAIL- Presented by Gary Malkin.
Brief discussion and comments of an updated Quail document for "new Internet
users". The updating of this document is necessary due to the transition of DDN
NIC services from SRI to GSI. The current structure/formatting
of the document
was also discussed.
4. SIGUCCSDraft - Martyne Hallgren.
force.

Written by ACMSIGUCCSNetworking Task-

Martyne’s taskforce intends to submit this draft into the "Internet-Drafts" process,
with the end result being an FYI/RFC. She brought this document into the USWG
forum for comments and feedback.
Documenttitle
Anticipate".

- "Connecting to the Internet - What Connecting Institutions

Abstract: This memooutlines the major issues an institution

Should

should consider in the
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decision and implementation of a campusconnection to the Internet. The list of issues
is not exhaustive but rather this document should alert decision :makers to major
concerns to be addressed in the critical phases of an institution’s full participation in
the Internet community.
Martyne received positive commentson this draft. This draft is akin to the "INCH"
task on the USWG
list of ’~things to do".

Attendees
Robert Blokzijl
Vinton Cerf
Peter Deutsch
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Report

by Kathleen Huber/BBN

DDN MILNET

AGENDA

Kathleen Huber
November,1991

¯ Internet Growth

¯ Mailbridges
BBNCommunications
A Division of Bolt, BeranekandNewman,
Inc,

INTERNET GROWTHSUMMARY
¯ 3161 Networks Advertised By BMILDEC~6~
on 1I/8/91

INTERNET GROWTH
¯ 10,633 NetworksRegistered

¯ 37,397 Network NumbersAssigned

NUMBEROF NETWORKS
LINEAR
DECEMBER
1983 - NOVEMBER
1991

NUMBER
OF NE33NORKS
LOGARITHMIC
DECEMBER
1983- NOVEMBER
1991
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INTERNET PROBLEMS
¯ FiX-East cisco wasCPU-bound
while interacting
with NSFNET
NSS,possibly due to a NSS
fragmentation problem in EGPupdates.
¯ T1 line problemsbetweenMITRE-ciscoand
FIX-Eastclsco.

MAILBRIDGES

NIC movedfrom SRI on the West Coast to GS! on
the East Coast.It did not obtain a T1 line to
NSFNET
until November7.

TRAFFIC SUMMARYCOMPARISON

EGP NEIGHBORCOMPARISON
DIRECTNEIGHBORS
ju~
Feb9r Ap^=t

. 61

52

54

57

48

BMILBBN

62

78

89

88

104

BMILDCEC

88

95

155 159 150
127

BMILAMES

Fo~’~

Oct

BMILISI

60

58

63

77

BMILOAK
(BMILLBL)
BMILMTR

78

114

I77

181 168

56

57

57

64

51

BMILRAN

50

70

76

79

40

BMILAMES 4,417,258

Dr~x~

3,757,744

0.06%

2.21

BMILBBN

302,469

221,243

0.0%

.30

BMILDCEC

432,644

316,666

0.0%

.50

BMILISI

238,492

319,078

0.0%

.45

BMILOAK
(BMILLBL)
BMILMTR

300,352

215,333

0.05%

.25

3,661,255

3,181,024

0.03%

4.77

BMILRAN

232,519

205,527

0.02%

.12

HORT-TERMSOLUTIONS

MAILBRIDGE PROBLEMS
¯ "Limited RouteDistribution" fails whenthe default
gatewayfails to obtain routes.

framentationproblemby filtering out AS701;
thereby reducing the EGPupdate size.
(Connectivity to AS701 is maintainedthrough an
additional EGPsession with TWBgatewayat
FIX-East)

(This will befixed in Patch13)

Attempting to run BGPbetweenthe FIX-East
cisco on the SURANET,
though unable to do so
at this time dueto memory
limitations in that
cisco.
¯

Pedodicresource problemson the Mallbridges
are causing SPREAD
updates to be Improperly
assembled

Preparinga Mailbrldge patch to fix the "Limited
RouteDistribution" bug.
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LONG- TERMSOLUTIONS
¯ Implementingstrategy for long-term growth effects
- Advertisementof network0 to limit size of EGP
updates
- Integrating T/20s with the Mailbridges
¯ Fix-Points
- UpgradeFix-East ciscos hardwareso that BGP
can be configured
. Conversionto DISN-NT- FL Detrick
- Similar conversion planned for BMILAMES
on a
later date
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Networking and Electronic
Claudio Allocchio~
INFN

Stockman/NOP~DUnet
Mail in Eastern

European Countries

This small note summarizes the results of a survey performed amongparticipants to the
First International School on Network Managementand Analysis, held in Trieste (December
4-16, 1990). The situation can differ a lot from country to country: some already have
networking structures available, someothers still lack the basics, but in all countries there
is a strong push to establish connections and to open contacts with other nations. The
major commonproblems are the bad financial situation and licensing. Also know-howis
a lacking point in manysituations. A final table tries to comparethe different situations.
This note is only a first and non-exhausting survey, but I hope it can help. Let’s nowlook
more in details the various situations.
Hungary:
There is currently available a national experimental X.25 network called IIF "Information
Infrastructure Network" of the Hungarian Academyof Sciences. This network is a semiprivate infrastructure for a closed community(the R&Dcommunity) but it is operated
Hungarian PTT. On this network volume charging is applied. There are currently one
EARNnode and one EUnet node, both interfaced with IIF network. There are plans
to increase a lot of networking capabilities within the country in the near future; during
1991 the public X.25 service, interconnected with other PSDNswill be established. The
intention is to run OSI services on the X.25 network, but also a number of tcp/ip point
to point connections are foreseen. A tcp/ip connection to HEPnet via CERNis also in
preparation. E-ma~l in Hungary is ~vail~ble via the ELLAsystem, with an x.400-1ike user
agent developed locally, running on top of IIF X.25. There is a gateway connecting ELLA
with EUnet and EARN.The plans are to implement an X.400 MHSas s.oon as the public
x.25 service will be available.
Poland:
Since a few years there is an experimental x.25 network connecting 8 sites via leased lines.
This is supposed to be the kernel of the Country Academic Computer Network (KASK)
which is supposed to be completed by mid 1991, covering 16 sites, and. having gatewa,ys
to EARNand DFN. There is already ~n EARNconnection in Warsaw and Wroclaw,
two DECnet connections to CERNfrom Cracow and Warsaw. E-mail: EARNand HEPnet
nodes are reachable with their native protocols, but there is no current gateway to the
national x.25 infrastructure.
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P~omania:
There are currently only a few and poor quality connections in the country at 4800 bps
joining single institutions, and no international links are available. Howeverthe PTTstarted
a program to makeavailable networking capabilities (x.25) in the country. It will take some
years. For international connectivity satellite links are probably the correct solution.
USSR:
The USSRsituation is very fragmented and there is not what can be called a ~nation wide’
networking strategy. Public X.25 service (IASNET)is available and is connected to the
major PSDNsin the world, using both ground and satellite links. The research community
had free access to this facility, but starting from 1991 each Institute will have to pay
the service and this is a major problem. The largest research institutes have some small
local private X.25 networks, and DECnettechnology is also used locally. Leased lines are
obtainable, but due to the country’s geographical situation satellite links are more reliable.
Anyinstitute is trying to provide its user with connectivity with the foreign countries, but
often local connectivity is muchless implemented, showing real cooperation problems exist.
The PADaccess to remote sites providing services is the most diffused situation. Apart
from public X.25 the cooperative "DEMOS",settled in Moscow,is the recognized Internet
entry point for domain’.su’ and has a link to Helsinki (Finland). It provides access using
UUCPto about 30 sites. Manyother institutes join the services via dial-up connections
(remote login) to DEMOS
and using Kermit to transfer data to their remote account. The
DEMOS
services are expanding to reach more sites and to improve quality. There is also
a planned EAttN link from Moscowto Poland and plans to establish DECnet connections
on top of public x.25 links to the HEPnet community. The most used connectivity method
howeveris still remote login to someforeign institute to access its services. Electronic mail
is available from DEMOS
sites, via EUnet, but most of other institutes access to it indirectly
via remote login to collaborating remote partners.
Czecholslovakia:
The networking in the country is currently based on 9.6 Kbps lines used for the national
EARNbackbone and on 2.4 Kbps dial up lines used within the EUnet community. International connectivity is assured by an EARN
link joining Prague to Linz (Austria) and
EUnet link joining Bratislava to Vienna. In 1992 the public X.25 service will be available
with international connectivity. The intention is to build a national backbone enabling
multi- protocol transport (at least SNA,TCP/IP and X.25) and to have a 64 Kbps link
Internet. Electronic mail is available directly, using both EARN
ans EUnetfacilities.

Summaryof Networkingis EasternEuropeanCountries

Public X.25

] Hungary

I Poland

I Romania

~ Expected1991

I NO (experimental ] NO
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available

IIF (semi-private
network for academic
community, 200 DTEs)

I network 8 nodes)
I
I

Pad Access
available

YES

Leased lines
available

YES (but takes
long time)

I YES
I

YES (very
poor quality)

Available
Speed

up to 9600 bps

I up to 9600 bps

up to 4800 bps

Satellite/
Ground lines

ground

~ ~round

ground

DECnet net
exists

some Local
implementations

I some local
I one link to CERN

NO

TCP/IP net
exists

some local
implementations

~ I local
I implementation

NO

EARN net
exists

one link to
TU-Wien

~ one int’l link,
~ 5 nodes

NO

EUnet net
exists

one link

I NO

NO

Other net
exists

IIF nation
wide X.25

~ exper. X.25
~ nation wide

NO

Planned
DECnet

YES
nation wide

~ YES
~ some sites

Planned
TCP/IP

YES
nation wide

~ YES
I nation wide

Planned
EARN

YES
nation wide

~ YES (SNA)
I nation wide

Planned
EUnet

YES

I --

nation
wide

I

LAN
technology

NOVELL,
DECnet

I NOVELL
I

I
I NO
I
I

NO

YES

NOVELL
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E-mail
available

YES
directly

YES
directly

NO

E-mail
protocols

ELLA, UUCP

N/A

~RSCS

VMSmail,
RSCS

I URSS

Czechoslovakia

Public X.25
available

YES, IASNET connected
to most of PSDN in
Europe and USA

NO (expected in
1992)

Pad Access
available

YES (x.21)but no~c
from all sites

NO

Leased lines
available

YES, but sometimes
with poor quality

YES

Available
Speed

up to 9600 bps

up to 9600 bps

Satellite/
Ground lines

ground & satellite

ground

DECnet net
exists

some Local
implementations

NO

TCP/IP net
exists

NO

NO

EARN net
exists

NO

one int ’ I link,
5 nodes

EUnet net
exists

YES, link to Finland

YES

Other net
exists

--

Planned
DECnet

I YES
nation wide

NO
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Planned
TCP/IP

YES
nation ~ide

I YES
I nation wide

Planned
EARN

YES
nation wide

~ YES
~ nation wide

Planned
EUnet

YES
nation wide

~ --

LAN
technology

Ethernet,
DECnet

I Ethernet
I

E-mail
available

YES, directly from
some sites

] YES
I directly

E-mail
protocols

UUCP

~ UUCP,
~RSCS

IP-Connections

to Eastern

Europe

I

- Peter

Rastl

I got a copy of your recent correspondence with Stefan Fassbender concerning EASInet
and Eastern Europe. As I think, you should know about our Austrian activities
in this
respect, let me first introduce myself: I am the Director of the Vienna University Computer
Center. Our computer center is one of the EASI sites and uses for this reason an EASInet
line (currently still 64 kbit) to CEI%N.Weprovide Internet connectivity to all Austrian
universities
and coordinate TCP/IP networking in Austria. (Scientific
networking in Austria
in general has still some need for better coordination - e.g. Austria’s national EARNnode
is for historical reasons located elsewhere, at the University of Linz, and has its own leased
lines).
You will know about IBM’s "Academic Initiative
for Central and Eastern Europe", which
has brought an IBM 3090 to Prague, Budapest and Warsaw, with other locations to ibllow. IBM has also announced to finance network connections from theses sites to Vienna
University, where they should be connected to the international
networks. I have signed a
contract with IBMto support these universities in Eastern Europe with the establishment of
their computing infrastructure,
which means that our staff has helped with the installation
of the 3090 systems in those countries and given numerous courses on topics of relevance,
including of course the various aspects of networking.
In addition to IBM’s offer to pay for network connections to these countries our Austrian
Ministry of Science and Research responded positively to my proposal to establish 64 kbit
TCP/IP connections
to Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Poland and is willing to pay the
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of these lines and to support each of these countries with

I have sent this offer to the Technical University Prague (Ohera, Gruntorad), the Technical University Bratislava (Horvath), the University of EconomyBudapest (Daruhazy)
the University of Warsaw(Wegrzynowski). All of them are thoroughly interested in our
initiative, the feasibility of the requested 64 kbit links is probable, but still not clear, as of
today. Although we cannot expect that the universities in Eastern Europe become EASI
sites (with a 3090-600 VF) - currently they are not even allowed by COCOM
to get any
access to vector processing - it seems quite likely that these countries can get reasonable
access to Internet and that this could be realized with the aid of IBM’sacademic initiative. In this case I am quite sure that IBMwill support these countries with their EASInet
infrastructure.
I hope that you regard our activities for Eastern Europe useful and I would like to give you
more information on these activities if necessary. If I can offer further cooperation, please
let me know.
WANin Poland

- Rafal

Pietrak

Introduction
Although this report is supposed to reflect the status of WideArea Networking in Poland,
I am involved only in IP activities, so other protocols my not be properly treated here.
X.25
Following large academic effort during the 80’s, to develop packet switching network in
Poland there is a significant X.25 infrastructure amongacademic sites in southwest region,
in particular in Wroclaw and Katowice area. The project was called National Academic
Computer Network (KASKin Polish) and it provided mail and remote login services among
major mainframe computers there. The PADsupport was missing.
There is a proposal for a Germany government sponsored project to connect Wroclaw to
the DFNX.25. It would include outfitting of three sites in southwest area of Poland with
X.25 packet exchanges (frame relays) together with PADs.
Polish PTT is now running project called POLPAK
that aims at providing widely available
public X.25. PTTdoesn’t say whether it will be available at all before the end of next year.
EARN
EARNis present in Poland for one year now. The national node - PLEARN- was established 17th July 1990. Since then it grown steadily within the country. A strategy of
stretching EAI~Nnetwork to all interested cities instead of widening the usage of the established nodes, created a network of long distance leased lines dedicated to a computer use of
Polish academic community. An Academic and Research Computer Network group (NASK
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in Polish) was established to manageit.
October 1991, IBMEast European Countries Initiative provided us a 3090 mainframe to
replace a slower one for the PLEARN
node. The 3090 came without the TCP/IP software,
contrary to what was in contract. Weare now working on providing a wider access to the
machine without the networking software on it.
Together with the 3090, IBMclaims: it’ll provide us an international leased line to Viena
University. Unlike the 3090 computer, the line will not be accepted unless it’ll carry Internet
Protocol (, too).
Internet
There is a number of IP LANsin Poland resulted from recent relaxation of COCOM
restrictions concerning Poland and flood of computers with banded TCP/IP software - li~.ke
SUN’s - that followed. These LANshowever until recently were not interconnected and
usually even didn’t have proper net-immbers from hostmaster~nic.ddn.mil, neither.
This changes now; Westart getting net-numbers for our LANs. We are cooperating with
other European Internet networkers within I~IPE framework. Our networks are properly
recognized/routed within the Europe. There are some exceptions though with sites that
are connected to the Europe via the USA.Polish networks are not yet recognized there.
The following network-numbers are now assigned to some Polish organizations:

192.102.225.0- ICPOLIP -- InterCityPolish-IPleased lines
148.81.0.0 - WAWPOLIP-- Warsaw Area Polish-IP
149.156.0.0 - KRAKPOLIP-- Krakow Area Polish-IP
-- Poznan Area
150.254.0.0 - ?

None of thees networks are registered in registrar@nic.ddn.mil, yet. NSFNET
management
promised us connected status, but this is not yet done. Nowwe have only mail access to
the USA,danpost.uni-c.dk was defined to be a MXfor most of our hosts..
Warszawa- Krakow line was booted in June 1991, Warszawa - Kobenhavn line started in
September 1991. All our lines use PD software on IBM-PCclones for IP routing. For some
key nodes routers were ordered, and now we are waiting for Us Department of Commerce
export licenses to come.
Our IP backbone uses NASK
9600 leased lines, and now it consists of:

Kobenhavn-- Warszawa,-- just turninginto a 64k Stokholm---Warszawa
line
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Krakow -- Warszawa
Poznan -- Warszawa
Katowice-- Warszawa, -- single node; they still don’t have
registerednet-number.
Torun -- Warszawa

There is a pending project of first MAN
in Poland. In near future (3-5 months) two locations
at Warsaw - namely Computer Center of Warsaw University and Physics Dep. of Warsaw
University - are going to be connected by meansof an optical cable. The distance is ca. 4km
long and we expect to use Fiber Optics extension to the Ethernet there, in the beginning.
DECNET
It was a HEPNET
initiative
to connect Poland to CERN.A 9600baud line was established
last year (1990) and was running DECnetsince then. Last month, September 1991, it was
equipped with a CISCOrouter so both DECnet ~nd IP protocols ~re there now.
During the following weeks this HEPNETDECnet will be extended to Physics Department
of WarsawUniversity in Warsawby means of 9600baud leased line. This location still leak
a router, so the line will be utilized as CERN-Krakow
line previously was.
NASK - National

Academic

Computer

Network

(in

Polish)

Established as a technical/management/support body for initial Polish EARNlong distance
leased lines, the group aims at providing a WAN
backbone network that could be utilized
by more protocols then just the EARNRSCS. Initially financed directly by ministry of
education, it’s slowly turning into something like foundation for Polish academic backbone
network.
Now, the backbone network is constructed by means of dedicated lines, leased from PTT.
These lines are c~pable of operating at 9600 baud. The line sharing &mong
protocols is done
by Time Division Multiplexers (TDM)hooked into a fairly simple (and cheap) synchronous
modems. Actual TDMused have four ports, can compress data and make statistical
use of
the bandwidthresulting in effectively doubling the available line capacity.
It is not clear yet how these TDMports will be utilized. Most probable scheme includes
private X.25, I~SCS, Internet and DECnet. Currently only RSCSis widespread;
The NASK
currently consists of the following lines:

9600baudtogetherwi~h TDM
line
Warszawa-- Kobenhavn

protocolsother then RSCS
X.25, Internet
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Bialystok
Lublin
Krakow
Katowice
Wroclaw
Ludz
Poznan

Internet
X.25, Internet
X.25
X. 25, Internet

2400baud no TDM
line
Poznan
Poznan
Wroclaw
Katowice
Torun

only RSCS there
------

Szczecin
Wroclaw
KaZowice
Krakow
Bydgoszcz

NASKis going to move Warszawa-Kobenhavn line onto a satellite
Warszawa--Stockholm
connection which offers 64kbaud and a better entry point to the ][nternet for the very same
price as the 9600 baud line. The operation is going to be done next week:.
Finances
All these activities
are fully financed by the Polish academic community. Our international
lines are pa~d by us, too. As Poland is entering European Networking Community we are
willing to learn how these expenses can be shared by both connected parties. Wewould like
to provide commercial IP in Poland also. It’s going to be based on NASKlong haul trunks
but it’s still unclear how to share their budget.
Persons

Tomasz Hofmokl <fdl50©plearn.bitnet>-- EARN Polish Director
Daniel J.Bem <bem©plwrtull.bitnet> -- KASK, X.25 - Wroclaw area
Krzysztof Heller <uiheller@plkrcyll.bitnet>-- Krakow area IP, will apply
for ’.pl’ domain authority
Rafal Pietrak <rafal@fuw.edu.pl>

-- Warszaw area IP

I

EUROPA. APRIL 1991

CSECKOSLOVAKIA

HUNGARY

National experimental priovate X.25 network
9.6 Kbps EARN
lines inside the country
One EARNnode
2.4 KbpsEUnet dial-up lines
One EUnet node
EARN
link Prague - Linz
Publix X.25 during 1991.
EUnet link Bratislava - Vienna
Planned TCPIP connection to CERN
International public X.25available 1992
XA00mail service
Plans for a multi-protocol backbonewith at
least 64 Kbpsconnectivity to. Intemet.
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POLANDNETWORKING

POLAND

Experimental X.25 network connecting 8 sites
Planned computer network (KASK)connecting
16 sites.
International connections to CERN
and
Copenhagen.
Plans to connect to DFN.
One EARNnode (PLEARN)
Planned IBMEASIline to Vienna

USSR

ROMANIA

A few 4800 connections inside the country

No nation-wide strategy

Nointernational links

Public X.25 (IASNET)availatfle

PTTprogramfor X.25 recently started

Sattelite links morereliable

Sattelite links a possibility

Link Moscow(DEMOS)- Helsinki
DEMOS
provide dial-up access
Planned link USSR- Poland
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PAST ACTIVITIES

ESnet Status Report
IETF- Santa Fe

Participation in Intcr-Op OSIDemonstration

November
1991

FrameRelay Trial between LLNL/PPPL/GA

Anthony
L. Hain

Connected DOEOps Offices SAN/CHI

Associate
NetworkManager
ESnet / NERSC

STATS
35

PLANNED ACTIVITIES
Routers Managed

Peer with JVNC

96 Directly" ConnectedNetworks
887 Regional ConnectedNetworks
873 Networksvia Other Backbones

IP onexisting DECnetline to INFN

1.5G Packets Received

T3 line o LLNLto LBL

88%IP / 12 %DECnet

RFPfor Cell basedservice T3 ->0C12

Newlines to KEK& JAEPd-NAKA

ESnetTotal PacketsAccepted
1990

ESnetTotal PacketsForwarded

I~91

1990

,
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i

1991

"",
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N$I Report
by Milo Medin/NASA
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NSI Status Report
NSl Multiproto¢ol Network
¯ 65 Proteon router=
¯ 41 Support DECNET
IV
¯ 62 SupportIP (for user data muting)
¯ 6 Support ISO8473with DIS 10589IS-IS routing
¯ NoAppletalk~ XNS,IPX or other support

p~e2

NSI Status Report

NSI Status Report

NSI-DECnet
(formally knownas ~PAN}modernization
¯ MultiNet DECNet
in IP encapsulation(ncep24,neapS,ncap6,ncep56)
¯ Replacement
of all DECequipmentwith multlprotocoi routers
¯ Deletion and consolidation of 9.6 Kbpsgnks

Network Operations Support
¯ 24x7 Network operations coverage
® 1-800-424-9920
Trouble reporting hotltne
¯ Proteon Overviewused for Multiprotocol network management

¯ Upgradeof remaining 9.6Kbpolinks to 56Kpbs

¯ Homegrown
Sun DECNetIV monitoring support
¯ Transition to DECMCClMSU
product for integrated management
¯ Out of band accessto router console ports

NSI Status Report

NSi Status Report

Recent Events
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Current International Access
¯ 56 KbpsVSATto ClIO In La Serena, Chile

Multi-T1 Backboneupgradesin progress
"Hardening" backboneconnectivity
Installation of T1 Internet accessto GSINICfromFIX-E
Extension to NASA70 Meter DeepSpaceNet sites
UARSmission launch and virtual net support

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯ Joint NSF-NASA
link to US Antarctic Base- McMurdoSound(12/20)

128 Kbpsterrestrial to UK (ULCC,RAL~OxfordUnlv)
56 Kbpslink to ESOC
56 Kbpslink to CNES
256 Kbpsto Australia (PACCOM
seL)
64 Kbps to NewZealand (PACCOM
set.)

¯ 64 Kbpo to Hong Kong (PACCOM
seL)
o 768 Kbpsto Japan~Koreavia Hawaii (PACCOM
terrestrial)

pa~e
$
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NSIStatusReport

NSIStatus Report

NSIOSIActivities
¯ GSAallocation of NASANS! AAI (005900)
¯ Allocation of routing domainsto NASACenters

FutureInternational connectivity
¯
¯
¯
¯

56 Kbps to SARin Greenland
512 Kbpsaccess to UK (re-engineered FatPtpe)
256 Kbps to ESAJESOC
256 Kbps to ESA/ESTEC

¯
¯
¯
¯

NSI StatusReport
FIX -Westsupport
¯
¯
¯
¯

Generatorbackup(w/500gal. tuei tank) online
Decemberdeploymentot FIX FDDIconcentrator
Facility upgradeduring post-Chdstrnssholiday
Improvedstatistics collection

p~e9
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Deploymentof DIS 10589IS-IS betweenARC,JPL, GSFC
Support of NASAX.500 White Pagesservice
Future deploymentof 2 DEC5000 DNS/DTS
servers
Routing interoperation with NSFNet,and ESNet

15 min average
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Outtmt .....
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INTER-DOMAIN POLICY ROUTING

Inter-Domain

Presented

Policy

by Martha Steenstrup/BBN

Routing

Inter-Domain
Policy Routing

Policy Routing
¯ Motivation

M. Steenstrup
BBNCommunications

¯ Our Approach

andmembers
of the
IDPRWorkingGroup

¯ Howto Reapthe Benefits
¯ ImplementationStatus

Goalof Policy Routing

TheInternet
¯ Administrativedomain:collection of contiguous
hosts, networks,andgatewaysundera single
administration

To provideroutesthat:

¯ Large numberof domains

¯ Satisfy the service requirements
stipulated
by the sources

¯ Arbitrary interconnectivity among
domains

o Respectthe service constraints imposedby
the domainstransited

¯ Diverseservice offerings andrestrictions among
domains
¯ Heterogeneous
routing and addressingschemes
amongdomains

IDPR Approach

Policies

¯ Link-statedistribution of routinginformation:
domain
transit policies andinterconnectivity

¯ Service:
accessrestrictions
quality
monetarycost

¯ Source-specified
routes:
path setupat the domainlevel

¯ Source
Policies:
service requirements
private

¯ Encapsulation:
within a domain,use local routing and
addressing schemes

TransitPolicies:
serviceconstraints
public

¯ Security:
integrity checks,authentication,and
timestamps
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Size Accommodation

Routing
Entities
Policy

~

¯ Routingat the level of administrativedomains

Gateway

I.

¯ Virtual gatewaysas domaininterconnections
¯ Specialpurposeservers separatefrom policy
gateways
for configurationandroute generation
¯ Distributeddatabases
with partial information

Virtual
Gateway

¯ Superdomainsconsisting of several contiguous
domains
withsimilartransi,t i:E)licies

Administrative
Domain

Using IDPR

MoreSize Accommodation

¯ Decidingwhento use IDPR

¯ Distributionof link-stateinformation
only after
a changeoccurs
¯ Retention
of usablelink-state informationonly

¯ Interactionswith other inter-domain
routing procedures

¯ Routeprecomputationand caching

¯ Proxy domains

¯ Multiplexingmanyhost flows onto a single path

¯ Interactionswith intra-¢lomainrouting
procedures

¯ Networkmanagement
tools for policy tracking

¯ Configuration and management

Inter-Domain
Routing
Interaction,,;

Whento Use IDPR

¯ Multiple inter-domainrouting procedures
cancoexist

¯ Hostapplications
with strict service
requirements

¯ IDPRis mosteffective in contiguousIDPR
domains

¯ Cost containment
for users

¯ Canconstructpartial IDPRroutes, relying
on other inter-domainroutJngprocedures
to
completethe route

¯ Transit domainswith varied services
¯ Transit domains
with accessrestrictions

¯ Hosttraffic flows are selectivelyconfigured
for IDPRrouting at the sourcedomain
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Intra-Domain
RoutingInteractions

Proxy Domains
Stub (non-transit) domainsneednot support
IDPR

ProvidesIDPRentity reachability andquality
of service informationwithin a domain

Proxydomainsgeneratepolicy routes
on behalf of hosts in non-iDPRdomains

To crossa transit domain,IDPRtraffic should
alwaysuse intra-domainrouting information

Stub domainsmust provide proxy domains
with sourcepolicy configuration

To reachfirst policy gateway
for external
destinations,IDPR
traffic shouldusealternate
inter-domainrouting informationor configured
routing information

Stub domainsmustbe able to reach proxy
domainsvia someinter-domain routes

Status

Configuration

Architecture,protocolspecifications,
configuration and usageguide, andMIB
availableas Internet Drafts

¯ Adjacentdomainconnectiv’~ty
¯ Entity identifier/addressmaps

¯ Workingprototype for Sunscompleted
in early 1991(USC,SAIC,and BBN)

¯ Sourcepolicies
¯ Transitpolicies

¯ Experimentsperformedwith USClaboratory
network,Sparta, Mitre, andDCAnetworks,
and DARTNET
and the TWBnet

¯ Protocol parameters
¯ Domain
identifiers in DNS

¯ Gatedversion in progress(R. Woodburn,
C. Chu,and H. Bowns)

¯ lnternet coordinationof policy

MoreBenefits of IDPR

Benefits of IDPR
Controlover:

Friendly:

¯ Pathstraversedby your hosts’ traffic

¯ Canbe addedto existing internet

¯ Theuse of your networks’resources

¯ lnteroperates
with existing protocols

Hence:

¯ Nohost changesrequired

¯ Serviceconsistentwith yourapplications’
requirements

¯ Only policy gateways
require IDPRsoftware

¯ Traffic consistentwith your resource
constraints
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Example
Internet
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ROUTER DISCOVERY

Router Discovery

Presented

by Steve Deering/Xerox

443

Router Discovery -- Current
¯ manualconfiguration (incl. BOOTP)

Router Discovery

-- administrative burden
-- can’t track dynamicavailability
¯ eavesdropping
on routing traffic (RIP)
~ doesn’t work with newrouting
routing protocols

Steve Deering
deering@parc.xerox.com

¯ proxy ARP
moften, slowest router wins
mcan get 3 pkts for every one sent
¯ "logical address",e.g. <net,subnet,l>

Candidate Protocols

ICMP Router Advertisement

o stub RIP u non-RIProuters could
still senddefault RIProute
¯ cisco GDPm periodic UDPbroadcasts
by routers

Type = 9 Code = 0

Checksum

NumAddrs Ent Size = 2

Lifetime

RouterAddress

¯

Preference
Level

° Deering ICMPextensions ~ periodic
ICMPmulticasts by routers

RouterAddress
Preference
Level

¯ Prindeville protocol#1 -- initially, send
IP unicasts as LANmulticasts
¯ Prindeville protocol #2 mmulticast
ICMPqueries for dest. & TOS

IP destination = 224.0.0.1or
255.255.255.255

¯ ES-ISsubset, with IP addresses

default transmit interval = 7ml0 minutes

¯ proxy ARP

default lifetime = 30 minutes

° <net, subnet,1>

default preferencelevel = 0

¯ BOOTP,BootParam, NIT

444

Note:
ICMPRouter Solicitation

Type=lO
i Code=O
I
Reserved= 0

¯ discovers default routers only; depend
on Redirects for particular dest & TOS

Checksum

¯ can configure non-advertisementof
some addresses
IP destination = 224.0.0.2or
255.255.255.255

¯ not intendedfor black hole detection
,.

max# transmissions= 3, at startup only

-- hosts should already ha~eother
mechanisms,for non-broadcast
nets and nets without rtr discovery

retransmission interval = 3 seconds

meansadvertising rate can be
very low => negligible overhead

(routers that fail to respondor that
appearlater are discoveredfrom their
advertisements)

canconfigurehigher rate, if
desired

Security Considerations
Current Status
Proposedprotocol allows any neighbor
to masquerade
as a default router

¯ publishedas Proposed,<Standardin
September, 1991 -- RFC1256

m can eavesdropon off-subnet traffic
~ can deny forwarding service
~ can modify forwardedtraffic, by
insertion/deletion/modification

¯ Sun implementation for 8SD-based
systems(user-level, host or router)
to be available by anonymous
FTP

Notethat these threats already exist on
subnets that use ARP

¯ Host implementationsplanned by
Apple (Mac) and FTPSoftware (PC)o

Canconfigure hosts to ignore router
advertisements,if desired

¯ Anyoneelse?

Protocol is extensible, wouldallow
addition of authenticationfields in future
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FARNET

OVERVIEW

FARNET Overview

Presented

by Laura Breeden/FAttNET

44:9

Whya national a~so~iation of networks~.
FARNET
Federation of American Research Networks
100 Fifth Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154

To exchange information and ideas
To advocate for networking at the national
level
To provide a single point of contact for
Information about midlevel networks
To support and develop the membersof
FARNET

1 .-800-72-FARN ET
or ftp nic.cerf.net, cd farnet

/lission and strategy

Membershipprofile

FARNET
has adopted four primary strategic
focuses:
1
2
3
4

3
7
3
15

National service providers
Regional (multi-state) networks
Supercomputer center networks
State and provincial networks
University
campuses 1
Local service providers

FARNET’smisslon is to advance research
and education through the use of data
networking.

Improvement of customer and network
information services for Internet users
Advocacy
Programmatic("user group") activities
Negotiation of group discounts for
members

1

Serving morethan 1,000 organizations, in every
state and several foreign countries

!History
SO, what does FARNETdo??
Foundedin 1986 by leaders of NSFmidlevel
networks

FARNETmeeting on K-12 networking
actlvities (May 1991)

Quarterly meetings since 1987

FARNETworkshop and recommendations to
NSFon backbone structure post-1992

Begancollecting dues in 1988

FARNETmeeting on "hardening the
regionals" (Nov. 1991)

Incorporated as non-profit in 1990

Liaison activities with IETF, SIGUCCS,
CCiRN, IEPG, FNC, NTTF, etc.
FARNETGazette and position

Hired first staff member
in 1991

450

papers

illl~

IIIIn

Howit

work~ (c0ntinu~

Seven committees provide guidance,
organize projects:

HOwFARNETwork.s
Memberselect Board of Directors
Board sets policy
Executive Director responsible for day-today operations

Technical
Program
User Services
K-12
External Affairs
Memb. & Bylaws
Nominating

Gene Hastings
Paul Love
Martyne Hallgren
Jim Luckett
Riclnard Mandelbaum
Jim Williams
Glenn Ricart

YOUcan join a committee
or be onthe mailing list.

Andfinally...;
FARNETand the IETF

Good coordination
IETF is essential!

Lots of overlap already!

between FARNETand

FARNET
networks are In production
environment, with real-world economic
and operational constraints

4 Network operators need to work smarter,
not harder!

Plenty of notice is neededfor major
changes, such as OSPFand BGP

~ Protocols, standards, tools, and
proceduresshould help us do this!

Newstandards and procedures have to be
workable and affordable

For moreInformation
Ftp to nic.cerf.net
Cd farnet
Cdfarnet_info or farnet_docs
Members,papers, committees, agendas,
gazettes...
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OVERVIEW OF ATM

Overview

Presented

of

ATM

by George Clapp/Ameritech

Broadband ISDN Interface:
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

What is Broadband ISDN?
¯

Ex[ension of ISDNin speeds and services

*

Integrated transport of high speed data. voice, and
video.
Motivatedby_.

-

¯

CharncterL~cs:
¯ Common
packeblike
capabilitycapableof supporting
all services.
¯ Consis~
of a streams
of"cells"withfixed.length
headers
and
information
fields.
¯ Individual
conversations
identified
bya virtualchannel
identifierin
theheaders
andnotbythelocation
of thecell in a frame.
~l’ Thetargetarchitectureof Broadband
ISDN
will be basedonATM.

Fiber optic technology.
Vehiclefor the distribution of entertainment
video.
- Vehicle for high speed data transport and
switching.
Tentative line signaling rates of 155.520Mb/sand
622.O80Mb/s.
Standardization workbegan in January of 1985.

B-ISDN
User-Network-Interface(UNI)
ATM
Cell Fortnat

Why ATM?
Flexibility for the EndUser:.
- Ability to realize arbitrary size circuits.
¯ Allows any combination of synchronous and
asynchronoustraffic including multimediaservices.
¯ Provides dynamicallocation of bandwidthon demand.
Flexibility for the NetworkOperator:

VP!

- Ability to mix different L’aria: types in ~hesame
network.
¯ Facilitates switching/transmissionintegration.
¯ Adapts to changing customer bandwidthrequirements.

V’tmad
Cfrcai~idemificr(VCI)

(C~ Lo~ Pr~y)

- Could allow operation without syncl~’onousclock
hierarchies.
¯ Simplifmdnetwork architeclums.
¯ Easy add/drop of bandwidth.
- Efficient use of bandwidth.
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B-ISDN
Network-Network-Interface (NNI)
ATMCell Format

0o0

VirtualPathConcept

lleader Check Sequence

c,.n: I VP~l
vcp! :.(o

[Tnm~mitter

[

J Receiver

C, eo~eH. Oapp
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Tmnsidom
~:cur uponmadlnga scgmcm.

ATMProtocol Architecture

Vnri~bleBit R~te
Services
i SignalingI CO
Ac~ptationI
l~yer

I CL

Other
CBR
VBR
ServicesServices

Convergence
Subl~yer(CS)
Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR,

SARSAR

ATM
Physical Layer (STS-3c)

802.6 and BISDNProtocol Layers

V~iat~Bit gate
S~rvtct

& Re.~nbl y
L.~y~r

45,5

IEEE 802.6 Adaptation Layer
Segmentation and Reasse~nbly (SAR) Sublayer
2 ocms

2 octets

44 octets

2 bi~ 4 bi~
Type I~-~

6 bi~

10 bits ~
~DO.~D)

10bits
~c

! L~gth

Beginning of Me~age(BOM): 10
Continuation of ~ge (COM): O0
End of Me~age(EOM):
Single Segn~mMe~t~,e (SSM): I !
Value~O-15ate cycledthtouglh ~o numbereo~eeutive
segments ofa packeUv’adue i~ ~ i,¢lative to the
p~-viousv~luefo~ a panlcular VCt/MtD
value.
~ to ~ea~mbk~egmeats ~o packe~ aU eell~ of ¯ given

~’ay~ad
u,~h

Numbcaofoct¢~of packetskgludedin the payloadof rig
t, cgng~tationtrek (1-,44) (4-Mfor 802.6 CL
CRCealcutatim ~ the emit~ eomcn~of the
payload,including payloadheaderand pay/oad/ength.Error
io 9
Gealerllirlpoly-omlal: Gfx) =~r ÷x +x + x’+ x +!

~ Geor~eH. Clapp

CRCper Cell
Sources of Error

CCITT BISDN Adaptation Layer
Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) Sublayer
(the same)

Number Values
0-15a~cycled throughlo sequentiallynumbe:
~ve segmems
of a packet:
usedfo~ deaecdoa of
Mnl6plexiagID

CRC

3 sources of error from terminal I to terminal 2 in a fiber
optic network:,
Random~
Errors: 10"t.

Sho~enedfrom14 Io l0 bi~- Used~ ~n DQDB
to a.~c~. ~¢
CLNS~¢gngn~of a ~mgl¢packet ~" f-O~._ ~.L M)

Burst errors (pro .,t~,tion switching): 0.24 events
day on 1~30 mile system; 20-40 ms duration.
Buffer overflow: engineering

C, enerafi~gpolynomial:G(x)=x +x +x +

pzram~er.

x

George H. Oapp

GeorgeH. C~pp
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"

~----------’Ht’CI~

~

CRCper Cell
Comparison
vs. Packet Length

CRCperCell
Comparison
vs.B~Error
Rate
0~
-6
-12

-~2~
-~’

,

-t8,
-21 ~
-30,

-27’

-9.0

-~.~

-~.o -~..s -.~.o

- i.s

o.o

l~t Error Rote
32 bit Pocket CRC,. 10 Oit SegmentCRC-. 12 Oit ~m~t CRC

--32 bit Pocket CRC

.o

PocketSize (Log)
10 Bit SegmentCRCo 12 Bit SegmentCRC

SONET
Synchronous Transport Signal level

FrameReassembly

I

STS-I:basic logical buildingblocksignal
OC-N:Optical Carrier level N (NxSTS-I)

,,............
.
.

--_

o? .:i
Dr0

t
i
.,

.
Dis

z3
" Dr2
" ~Z~....

.
!

9 rowsxgO
byt¢s
x $ / 125Ixsec= 51.840
Mb/s
lin¢ signaling
9 rowsx$?bytesx$/125~ = 50.112MbisSPErat¢.
9 rows
x 86bytesx 81125
~scc= 49.536
Mb/suserdatarate.
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SONET
Synchronous Hierarchical Rates
Multiplex

N STS-I signals

OCLevel
OC-i
OC-3
OCo9
-OC-12

Line Rue(Ml~s)
51.840
155.520
4~.560
622.080

Standard CCITTSONETRates
SynchronousTransport ModuleLevels

into an STS-N signal.
OC Level
OC-18
OC-24
OC-36
OC-48

Supports
"super-rate"
serviceswhichrequiremultiplesof the
STS-Ipayloadcapacity,e.g., Broadband
ISDN
H4
channel.
NSTS-Isare concatenated
into a single s~ructure
and
transported
as a singleentity.
Standardized
within CCFFF
as Synchronous
Transport
ModulesLevel N, or STM-N.
NoahAmerican
formatreferredto as STS-N
"Concatenate~"
(STS-Nc):STS-3c= STM-1.
STM-I
is the CCITT
basic buildingblock.

Line Rate(Mb/s)
933.120
1244.160
1866.240
2488.320

ByteInterleaved

~
~ .._~270
[lllillll
~lllllltl
iit11111’
iiiiiiii

........

3Multiplexing

bytes

STMRate Line Rate (Mb/s)
15:L52
STM-1
622.08
STM-4
1244.16
18.66.24
tSTM-16
2488.32

L ~t I
~tl

~,,

I

George

SONET
Proposed STM-IISTSJcCell Mapping

CCITTSTM-1Format

Threemechanisms:
-Multifntm¢h, dica~" oc~¢z(H4) of the Pad’t Oved’cad
points to the

beginnlng
~the
tintcomi~:~e,
cellfott,~ving
theH~
octet.

Cell counting.

HeaderCh~ckSequence
(HCS)calculation.
F, ollo~ng cell boundary kk~ificati~
checkedto ~,~’ify cell ok:line.ion.

!
I
I
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via ~e H4 ~ zhc HCSis
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ATM IN LAN’S

ATM in

Presented

LAN’s

by Tom Lyon/Sun Microsystems

LANTrends
ATMand LANs

¯ Ethernet lOBase-Tconcentrators turn logical
bus into physical star.

Tom Lyon

¯ FDDIconcentrators turn logical ring into physical star.

Sun Microsystems, Inc.
¯

pugs@sun.com

¯ If star topologies are prevalent, whyhave a
MAC
layer? Use switching instead.

Why ATM?

LAN Problems
.

Bandwidthis shared, but wires are not!

¯ Need for high aggregate bandwidth - it makes
switchingeasy.

Speeds beyond FDDIwill be needed, and soon!

¯ No hope of real-time guaranteed delivery on
current I2kNs(e,g., video teleconference)

¯

Needfor multi-service/multi-media capabilities.
Needfor scaleable solution - same.architecture at
ever higher speeds.

¯ Toohard to bttild bus--based routersforidges of adequate bandwidth. Use switching instead.
¯

Sameneeds for LANas for B--ISDN,only sooner!

The Vision
Why ATM?
¯

155 Mbpsto the desktop, Nx155to servers,
star wiring only

¯

CPUmotherboard connection @ $100 parts

.

W’tring closet switch/concentrator.@ $1000/port

¯

Short run from desktop to wiring closet- be FDDI
compat~le for now, use UTPlater

¯

Later generations at higher speed, same cost

¯ Leverage billions of $ of ATM/B-ISDNR&D,
ensure convergence of LAN& WAN
¯

40 Gb/s switches already demonstrated
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Ill

Usage Assumptions

Challenges
¯ IP is fundamentally
connectionless,ATM
is funda¯ mentallyconnection-oriented

¯ Traffic will be predominantly
TCP/IP- but model,
holds for OSICLNS,XNS,IPX, Appletalk, etc.

¯ Per--cell processingoverheadin 2.8 uScc- think
big bytes, not smallpackets!

¯ ATM
is just oneof manydata :link level networks
¯ Both end systemsand routers must workwell

¯ No MAC
layer meanssimultaneous transmitters
can overrunreceiver

¯ Evolutionof apps to request QOS/reservationspure datagramservice no longersufficient

¯ Movecost assumptions from WW-IIIsurvivable
C.O.switch to commodity
wire--closet concentrator

. All true for both B-ISDNand. ATMLANs
l lllli

B-ISDN vs.

ATMLANs

AA/.3/4 vs. ATMl.ANs

¯ Don’t assumeB-ISDN
solution until the problem
is agreedupon.

¯ CRC--IO
notgoodenough
for UTP.

¯ Physical Layers

¯ Anotherlayer of multiplexing (MID)adds much
complexityto end systems.

¯ Signalling

¯ 48 byte payloadsmoreefficient than 44 because
fewer bus bursts needed.

¯ Congestion
¯ Management,Multicast, OA&M,
...
i

i

SEAL/AAL5Proposal
¯ Simple:48 byte payloads,last cell padded,length
and CRC-32added.
¯

Requiresendof packetindication in ATM
header.

¯

CRC
handlesmissing,corrupted,re-orderedcells.
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A UNIFIED APPROACH TO INTER-DOMAIN ROUTING

A Unified
ing

Presented

Approach

by Deborah Estrin/USC

to Inter-Domain

465

Rout-

A Unified Approach to
Inter-Domain
Routing

Motivation
Internet
growth necessitates
Policy Routing:

Deborah Estrin

Transit
source,

Computer Science Department
University of Southern California
estrin@usc.edu

Multiple

restrictions
destination

imposed by
and transits.

types of service

Multiple carriers,
schemes.

Yakov Rekhter
IBM
yakov@ibm.com

(TOS).

charging

Internet growth also necessitates
algorithms
with good complexity
characteristics
(avoid n^2 growth).

Opinions expressed are mine ... not
necessarily the same as those of my coauthor...

Ho.p-by-Hop:
Inter-Domain

Routing

BGPflDRP successor

IDR must advertise policies and
compute routes based on them.

Node Routing
to EGP.

Basic Mechanisms:
Hop-by-hop routing.

There is no ONEbest route to a
destination.

Path Vector (PV) avoids loops.
Path attributes,

Transit policies
govern who/what
may traverse
resources
and which
path to destination is preferred.

distribo lists.

Scalability:
Reachability info--hierarchical
address assignment.

Source route selection policies
determine which legal paths are
selected/used/preferred.

Transit policies
confederations.

Two parallel
efforts:
hop-by-hop
routing (e.g. BGP/IDRP) and
source-demand routing (e.g.,
IDPR).

and topology--

NOT good for combinatorial
explosion of multiple routing
criteria.
Replicated routing tables for
each possible
combination.
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Source-Demand

Routing
Proposed

IDPR designed to support policies
of diverse ADs and TOSs:
On-demand installation
of
routes initiated
by source.

,Architecture

Hop-by-hop, node routing (NR) for
(pre) computing and installing
generic routes.

Basic Mechanisms:
Source routing avoids loops
(w/setup)
Link state style route
computation with policy

Unified

Source Demand Routing (SDR) for
more specialized routes installed
on demand.

Flexibility
from source-installation
of legal, preferred, specialized,
loop-free routes.

Architecture
adapts to changing
traffic/demand
over time:
e.g., as a TOS becomes widely
used it can be precomputed
instead of installed
on demand.

Avoids replicated
route installed

Ana!ogous to "off-the-shelf"
special order products~

terms.

rou.ting tables;
only when needed.

vs.

But, generic routes (i.e., widely
used) not as efficient
with source
demand routing--no
aggregation.

Evaluation Criteria
for Design of
NR and SDR components
Unified

Architecture

Disclaimer
Complexity:
Storage

#1
Will not support a special route
for every source-destination
pair
in the Internet,
simultaneously.

Overhead (RIB, FIB)

Route Computation
Bandwidth

#2
We have not worked out all
details yet...

the

Complexity

overhead

Aggregation:
Hide parts of topology,
Combine reachable dests,
Express constraints on sets.

#3
This presentation
describes
more
of a hybrid than a unification;
expect to move more in the latter
direction.

Flexibility--multiple
views:
Overlapping confederations,
Aggregated

or disaggregated,

Avoid centrally-coordinated,,
hierarchy of ADs.
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Node Routing:

Evaluation
Criteria
(continued)

Complexity:
Storage comparable,
aggregation.

Routing Policies Expressible on all
routes
Individual
Transit and Route
Selection control based on :
Endpoints, TOS, Path,
User_Class, $
Information

hiding

ignoring

Bandwidth comparable
not as critical.

and

Aggregation
HBHrouting with LS requires
consistant
network maps at
all routing nodes--can not
suppo~ multipl.e views, i.e.,
"inconsistant"
aggregation.

TOS support
Does not imply choosing
route based on-instantaneous
resource-availability
(load)

Path Vector (PV) uses FP
eliminate looping, not
consistant
map.

of NR and SDR

Summary:
SDR: PV vs.

LS

Computational
complexity
Greater for LS with
dissimilar route selection
rules for each AD.

Not: policies automatically
contingent on external state
or behavior

Commonality
components.

PV vs.

Distributed

LS

Node Routing
computation

(NR)

of routes.

Source routing used to avoid
loops--do not need consistant
network map.

Full AD-path and policy attributes
carried along with each distance
vector. (AD or Confeds in path)

LS provides source with more
flexibility--available
routes are
not determined by arbitrary
route
selection policies of intermediate
nodes.

Routes installed
and computed
reflect most recent info re.
operational status of routing
facilities.
Route changes triggered
by
changed status (operational
or
policy).

...Functionality
for SDRand
aggregation
for NR outweigh
desireability
of common
mechanism.

Optimized for common case
(steady) traffic.
NR nodes select most generic
available--multiple
routes if
widely used and predictable.
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route

Summary:

SDR

Need for special route is
unpredictable--determined
source.

Hierarchy
NR groups domains to form
hierarchy--good for scaling.

by

SDR treats domains as individuals-a single domain in a
confederation
may have privilges
not shared with others, and may
express policy different
from
others, in the domain.

Inappropriate
to burden
intermediate
nodes with selecting
and storing (long-term) special
routes.
SDR computes route at source and
may use setup to install
route at
time of demand in intermediate
nodes; else SR in pkt.

Feature: SDR supports nonaggregated, non-hierarchical
policies.

SDR uses configured information
to compute routes; up-to-date
operational
status may or may not
be available.

Cost: more challenging
problem.

scaling

Limit the number of
simultaneously
installed
SDR
routes to avoid n^2 problem.

If computed route is not available,
source notified
and may receive
update.

SDR Protocols (cont.)
#2 Setup
May map SDR to (completely)
equivalent NR route.

Protocols
NR is approximately
BGP/IDRP
(nodes select generic routes).

Explicit
option.

SDR is approximately

Setup flags: RPU, notification,
default to NRon failure, ...

IDPR but...

#1 Alternative
methods for
distribution/acquisition
of
connectivity/policy
info.

SR (AD-level) in pkt

#3 Network layer
May be able to use IP+ (or
CLNP) instead of special
network layer header with
unique path ID.

Reverse path update for
dynamic information--exploit
locality.

#4 Intra-Domain
routing
May avoid encaps.ulation
when.
IGP supports route-injection.

Selective (on demand) retrieval
of configured connectivity
info.

#5 Reachability
Information
May .be included i[n updates, as
alternative
to using DNSlookup
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Unification:
Preliminary
Thoughts

Status

Opportunities to unify protocols to
avoid doubling of implementation,
operation,
overhead, and
management efforts.

Not intended for deployment
very near future.
Goal to guide current
and research efforts.

#1 RIB: Directed graph for NR
routes with generic policy bits,
augmented by SDR links with nongeneric policy bits.

Can be introduced
Most critical

#2 NR Path Vectors may include
address(es) of repositories
for
SDR-updates for each AD.

incrementally.

new work needed:

Research: connectivity
information distribution.
Deployment:

#4 Reachability
information
(Network# to AD# map) shared.

Plan

Continue IDPR research,
prototype
efforts:
experience with SDR style
routing needed! !
Continue
efforts.

operational

Experimentation
and smallscale deployment:
SDR Route installation
and
pkt forwarding.

#3 Replace IDPR global path ID
with IP+ header fields; unifies
packet header parsing-and
forwarding.

Proposed

in

IDRP standardization

BUT, start steering each effort
towards unified architecture.
Orthogonal, but critical
issue must
be resolved (by IAB):
Independent (S.I.N.)
IP and OSI
routing stacks, i.e., proceed
with both BGP and IDRP, and
SDR for each.
Integrated IP and OSI, i.e.,
proceed with merged
BGP/IDRP, and SDR.
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BGP/IDRP
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6.5

FOILING

THE DENIAL OF SERVICE

Foiling

Presented
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THREAT

the Denial of Service

Threat

by Radia Perlman/DEC

Certain security concerns such as preventing unauthorized disclosure or modification of information are well understood, and there are reasonable techniques, performed at the upper
layer protocols, for addressing these threats. The denial of service threat i[s one in which an
intruder can disable the network. All. current NetworkLayer protocols cm.~ be disabled by a
single router. The router might have been compromisedby a saboteur, or it may simply be
misconfigured, implemented improperly, or be experiencing hardware problems. Whenwe
think of a router failing, weusually think of a fail-stop failure, in whicha router instantly
makes a transition from operating perfectly to halting. A "Byzantine failure", namedafter
the famous computer science problem known as the ~’Byzantine Generals problem" is one
in which a node does not simply halt, but rather behaves erratically.
We can assume a
node with a Byzantine failure might send badly formed control messages, send well formed
control messages with erroneous information, corrupt messages from other nodes, or simply
flood the network with so much information that all resources become depleted. We(:an
assume, either due to Murphy’slaw or due to the fact that malice might; be involved, that
the faulty router can intelligently choose the most disruptive course of action. However,it
cannot do anything supernatural. For instance, if we have a secure cryptographic system,
a faulty router cannot circumvent the cryptographic security.
Wewould like to design a network that will continue to deliver data between two nonfaulty
nodes, provided that at least one path of nonfau]ty routers and links connects the nodes.
Furthermore, we would like our design to be practical. It should not be significantly more
expensive or inconvenient than a conventional network. Our design must be reasonable to
configure.
In this presentation I will present a design for a network that meets these goals. The
first part of the design involves a robust schemefor reliable wide area broadcast, in which a
source sends a packet that is received by all the touters. Weuse this for distribution of Link
State Packets and for distribution of public keys for all the touters. To makethe scheme
work, buffers are reserved at each router for a packet from each other source. The source
cryptographically signs the packet so that no other node can generate a packet that might
occupy the buffer reserved for that source. The only configuration necessary is that each
node will need to knowthe public keys of the (one or two) "trusted" nodes that broadcast
the public keys of all the routers, and the trusted nodes need to be configured with the
public keys of all the touters.
The robust broadcast schemecould be used for delivery of data traffic, but it has two disadvantages. One is that the broadcast scheme makes inefficient
use of bandwidth when
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the data is intended for a single destination. The other is that routers must verify cryptographic signatures every time they receive a packet, which would considerably slow down
forwarding rates. Thus instead of using the robust scheme for data traffic, we instead use
a link state routing scheme. However, instead of having routers makehop by hop decisions
for data forwarding, the source router selects a path and sets it up with a special cryptographically protected packet. Once a path is set up, assuming the source router was lucky
enough to select a correctly functioning path, data can flow along that path without any
cryptographic protection. If the source wa~ unlucky, the path will not work. The upper
layers will complain and the source can choose a different path.

Today’

Foiling the Denial of
Service Threat

In all current protocols, a single misbehavingrouter (or bridge) candisable the
whole, "network"
Misbehavior can be caused by
-- software bugs
-- misconfiguration
- ambiguousspecification
-- incorrect protocol
-- flaky hardware
-- hackers
Radia Periman
Digital EquipmentCorporation
November1991

Misbehavior
WhatI will present
Thingsa router might do
- Send garbage
-- Generatemisleadingcontrol info

¯

-- Delayother touters’ control info

¯ Thedesign is practical

Networkwill deliver data betweenA and
B providedthat at least onenonfaulty
path connects.A and B

-- Corrupt control info

-- Configuration

-- Send too manymessages
Example - ARPANET
disaster
-- Onerouter wassick. Just before it
died it generateda few LSPsfrom itself with randomsequencenumbers
-- LSPsbecamea virus
- Miraculously,it wasfixable:
protocol designerswerethe implementersand field service
all rtrs identical hardware
andsoftware

conventional network
Memory,bandwidth requirements are
not muchworse than conventional
networks
-- CPUis not muchwo~rsethan conven.tional networks
CPUinvolved in fo~,arding a data
packet is NOworsethan in a conventional network
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is not much worse than

Robust Broadcast

Outline of Solution
¯

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

Flooding guaranteesdelivery provided
that sufficient resourcesexist
- Bandwidth, Memory,CPU

First design a mechanism
for broadcasting information. Source’spacket gets
delivered to everyone.
That schemerequires knowledgeof
public keysof all the routers
Use the robust broadcast mechanism
for two things, both of whichrequire
broadcast
- Distribution of public keysof all the
routers
- Distribution of LSPs
Wrth the LSPdatabase, have the source
router computea route
Issue a route setup packet
Havedata packetsfollow the path chosen by the source router

¯

Routerscan be engineeredwith suffident CPU- worst case processing requirementis known- link bandwidthis
finite..
¯ Memory
is preallocated,with a buffer for
each source
¯ Bandwidth
is allocated fairly by running
through memoryround robin
¯ To ensure packet occupying FOO’s
buffer is really from FOO,usepublic key
signature scheme
¯ Assume
all routers knowthe source’s
public key
¯ Toensureit’s the latest packetfrom
FOO,use sequencenumbers

Database
SrcX"

Events~Actions

nbr nbr nbr nbr nbr nbr
1 2 3 4 5 6

t
I

T

s~#a

signat.

¯

Receivepacket from sourceS, via
neighbor N, with sequencenumberk.
Currentpacket stored from S has# j.
- is signaturevalid?
-- if k > j, overwrite packetin memory
andset T flag for all neighborsbut N.
Set A flag for N
-- if k = j, setA flag for N
-- if k < j, set T flag for N
¯ ReceiveACkfrom neighbor N, about
source S, sequencenumberk
=- if k = j, clearflag for N
- else, set T flag for N
¯ Link to neighborN is free -- continue
roundrobin scan.If find flag, send
packetor ACK
(pkt if flag=T, ack if
flag=A)

T TT A

Sre Y
signal

T

src w
s~q#d[

A

signat.

T=transmit

pkt

A = sendAck
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KnowingPublic Keys
What about data packets?
Wecould require configurationof all
keys into all touters - that wouldbe horrible
Instead, havea "Trustedpublic key distributor".
- Everyonehas to be configured with
its public key
- It hasto be configuredwith all routers’ public keys
- It broadcastsa packetcontaining the
currentlist of all nodesandpublic
keys
Whatabout bad trusted PKD?Use multiple PKDs
-- majority rules (requiresat least 3)

¯ LSPsandpublic key list,,; needto go to
all routers
¯ It is inefficient to deliver a packetfromS
to D via broadcast
. Conventionalhop by hop route decisions require synchronizeddatabasesat
all routers. Maybe possible, but I don’t
know how
¯ Instead, use sourcerouting, as computed by sourcerouter
-- databasesneed not agree
-- can use complexrouting algorithm,
like avoidingrouters on past failed
paths

-- Set aside a buffer for everypossible
public key. Thenif only one PKDis
OK,someresources will be reserved
for @ood

Costsof this ,,scheme

Route Setup
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

¯ Configuration
- Each router needs
. its ownprivate key
PKD’spublic key
- PKDneedspublic keys of all touters
. Needstoragefor public key list
¯ LSPsneed to have signature
- 500 bits
- CPUto vedfy signature
¯ Dataexchange
require.,; route setup first
¯ But, data packetsno larger than before,
and no cryptographyre..quired to forward
data packets

When
S choosesa route to D, it puts the
chosenroute into a route setup packet
Routesetup packetis cryptographically
signed by S
Theroute setup packet travels along the
specified path
Routers along the path remember
for
the pair S/Dthe direction fromwhicha
packet shouldardve, andthe direction
to forward a packet. Theyalso reserve
a buffer for data packetsfrom S to D
Whena data packet ardves from neighbor N, with sourceS and destination D
- checkif N is whereS/Dtraffic should
arrive
-- if so, forward,thepacketin the set up
direction
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Problems

Summary

¯ Computedroute maynot work
-- cantry a different route
- can try a nodedisjoint route
-- cantry to do failure analysis

¯ Evenwith a significant percentageof
maliciousrouters, data canflow betweenS and D provided at least one
path connects S and D
¯ Thenetwork doesnot provide authentication - garbagemight be delivered
also - that’s a problemfor the higher
layers
¯ Thedesign can be extendedto hierarchical networks
¯ Thedesign is practical
- configuration
- memory
- bandwidth
-- forwarding speed

- can use broadcastas fallback, so in
usual casethings are as efficient as
now, and in the presenceofmalice,
routes unluckyenoughto trip over
bad guyswill resort to broadcast
¯ Sick source can run out of sequence
numbers
-- Nomatter howlarge the space,this is
possible
- Fix is to changethat source’spublic
key]
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DEVELOPMENT OF ATM AND THE ATM STANDARDS

Development
dards

Presented

of

ATM and the

by George Clapp/Ameritech

ATM
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StaI1-

What is SMDS?

SMDS,
Metropolitan Area Networks,
& Broadband ISDN

George H. Ciapp

-

High-speed,connecfionless, public, packet
switching service which will extend LAN-like
performancebeyondthe subscriber’s premises.

¯

Definedin a set of Technical Advisories(e.g.,
TA-TSY-000772)released by Bell Communications
Research (Bcllcom).
Transmission rates
DS3(44.736 Mb/sline signaling rate with
44.209 Mb/s payload).
- DSI (1.544Mb/sline signaling rate with 1.536
Mb/s payload).
- Anticipated that it will operate at the CCITT
SynchronousDigital Hierarchy (SDH)
Synchronous Transport Module(STM-I) speed
(155.520 Mb/s line signaling rate with 149.760
Mb/s payload).
Issue 3 was released in October of 198~updated in
Decemberof 1990.

o

2920 weu
Rolling Meadmvx, lL 60008-4014

phone:708-806-8318
fax: 708~06~292

George

Whatis Broadband ISDN?

What is an IEEE802.6 MAN?
o Standardization of the Distributed OueueDual Bus
(DODB) Medium Access Cona’ol (MAC)
algorithm, whichresolves contention to a shared
medium,broadcast network.
¯ Extension of a Local Area Networkin speed,
distance, and numberof users.

- Extension of ISDNin speeds and services
¯ Integrated trmmtx~rtof high speed data, voice, and
¯ videoo
o Motivatedby...
- Fiberopdc technology.
Vehiclefor the distribution of ¢mtertainment
video.

Integrated transport of high speed data, voice, and
compressed video.
>_50kmin diameter.

Vehicle for high speed data wansport and
switching.

Primaryservice is high speed connectionless data
transport and switching.
-

-

Initial transmissionline signaling rate will DS3(45
Mb/s) with extension to SONET
(Synchronous
Optical NETwork)rates (155.52 Mb/s).
Focus was on the public network.
Standardization workbegan in April 1981.

-

Standard was approved in December1990.

¯

-

Tentative line signaling rates of 155.520Mb/sand
622.080 Mb/s.
Standardization work began in January of 1985.

GeorgeH. Oapp

~ Georg¢ H. ~Zlapp
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TargetBroadband
DataArchitecture

MANArchitecture
Introduction of a Central Switch

¯ DQDB
MA~I

Broadband ISDN Interface:
Asynchronous
Transfer
Mode (ATM)

SMDSNetwork Architecture
..,

"
Characteristics:
¯ Common
packet-likecapabilitycapableof supportingall services.
¯ Consistsof a screamsof"cells"with fixed-lengthheadersand
Mformation
fields.
¯ Individualconversations
identifiedbya .¢irtual channelidentifierin
the hcade~andnotby the locationof the cell in a frame.
~" Thetarge~ architecture of Broadband
ISDHwill be basedon ATM.

GeorgeH. Clapp
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Transmission

A TMProtocolArchitecture

of a Packet

VariableBit Pate

$igaaliag
ArM
Adapt~tio~
Layer

CO

CL

VBR

ConvergenceSubl~yer (CS)
,,,

Segmentation

C~

and Re~.mbly ($ARI SAR

Servic¢~
CS
SAR

ATM
PhysicalLayer (STS-3c)

SMDSand 802.6

Protocol

Layers

SMDSProtocol Layers

MAC
SIPLevd3 [~

GeorgeH. Cl~pp
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B-ISDN
User-Network-Interface(UNI)
ATMCell Format

802.6 and BISDNProtocol Layers

Bit
CLNS
MAC
Layer
VBRCL~S

&

& Rea.~embly
Subtty=

802/o

ATM
Celts

George tt.

Clapp

EFFECTS OF DELAY

I|

0

I 1o

SOURCE:
*’r’~© Effects of Time Dchy aad Echoes on
J. W. Em~gand D. Mi;chcl]. B~J. Nov. 1963. p. 2869 * 2892.
~¢ho and Its E~/c~s on the Tckphon¢U~." Bell Laboratories Rcce:d.

~onogt~ph ¯ 165. June 192~.
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~RIMA~Y

SOURCE

OF ECHO

1.

~ormal hybrids provide 11db echo return loss.
by ¯ ¢ompromis© impedance. N.

~- 3db for all

looFs

2.

Sc]¢~ou
of ~ based
on loop ~yp¢ (]oad¢d~nou-losdcd)
signifi~n~y
improves echo rcm~n loss (l~db?). This is co==o:
practice.

ATM I

ECHO OPTIONS

BlockSize Echo Delay
(Oclc~s~l
(Mseq)
>~. 152

~ 38

Echo
~roblem

Echo
Conxro!

Talker echo

Cancel
(note I)

32 - 152

8 * 38

Liszcncr

Attenuate
or
~n~l (eotc 2)

1 - 32

~ 8

~
None

None
(~o~c3)

NOTES:
I. Standard North-American

So~¢e: Tzansmission Systc,’~s ~o~ Communica~ons,ATX’T ~3cll
Laboratories, 1952, p.

Nozcs: Go B - "Good or beue~"
1.

See "Performance
Effect
C. Spaug. TIQ1 Submittal.

of Clear Cha~,,c!
0~. 19~5.

Ahcrnadves."

T.
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pracdc¢ for in,or-exchange.

2.

See "Voice Transmission over mixed packet and c~tcuit switched
networks’, R. P. Singh and $. Singhal. ~nfocomProceedings Mar.
1988.o p. ZA.3.1.

3.

True for Jaffa-office
cancelers.

only.

I.n~cr-office

may require

echo

h
B-ISDN
Network-Network-Interface(NNI)
ATMCell Format

802.6 Segment Format

~
1 i

2 !

3 !

Virtual

4 i

Head~r Check Sequence

Path Concept

. Removes
Necessityof l~r-Call Proofingand Associated.
Damfrom TransizExchanges.
¯ Facet Call E~tablishment.
¯ Mor~FlexibleNetworkArchitectures.
Ge~e
H.Clor¢,
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SMDSSI~L_2 PDU

IEEE 802.6 Adaptation Layer
Segmentation and Reassembly (SAR) Sublayer

IEEE 802.6 DQDBDMPDU
~02.6 DMPDU
1
1
! 2

3

20

2

2

$

2

4

I0

~

2 octems

6

44__e,c~__,

+Payload |

,.,=, i+~i~i ~

2 bits

-

4 bits

2 oc~s

" Unit

10 bits

~

6 bits

10 bits

TypeINumberl ID(MID)
~~y~off~~

3):

Segment
Type

Used for paci~
Encoding
Begianing
of M~ ~OM):
~~
of
~ ~ ~ (~M):

p~

~

f~

a

MID

U~
m ~-~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Payload Length

~of~
~ ~it

(1

~C

~

~

of~
~)

~

V~ID

V~ID
(~

10

v~.

val~.
f~

~6

~

MAC

~1~:

George H. Clapp

_,~"~v’,~,e
,~’,~-,.,’,c
(’~"
Adaptation.Layer

CCITT
BISDNAdaptation Layer
Segmentation

and Reassembly
(the same)

(SAR) Sublayer

VBR CLNS Convergence Pro¢ocol Sublayer,
aka, Common PDU Header & Trailer
4 ~

BE~ag

CPC.S"POd

0-3 4 ocl~s

Samevalue is placed i~ the header and ~iler fields:
used to a.~.ocia~ head~ and traik-r of ~ same PDU
for error commLValu~ 0-7.$5 arc cycled through.

Leagthin o¢~e~ o~ (head~ a~d
Greater than or ~ lo d~ true PDUlength.

George H. Clapp

l.,e~lb

L~ngthin o<:~ of d~c ~A+4~td.(lcssd¢ Pad).

Pad

A 0 m 3 oc~ field ~kled to the end of Ih~ user PDU

George H. Clapp
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IEEE 802.6
Connectionless
Protocol

SMD$SIP L_3 PDU
&
IEEE 802.6 DQDB
][MPDU

Data Unit

<91~ecu:~s

/
20"~

1

0-3 ec:u~s0.4

|
I

~

6 ~ 2 ~

2

1

I

I~

I

1

2

2

FrameReassembly
Physical Layer
P~imitives

MAC

Fh-DATAm~st (oct~ type)
SLOT_START
SLOT_DATA
DQDB_MANAGEMENT

PHY

George H. Clapp
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I~-DATAindica~on
(ocm~ty~c)
SIOT_START
SLOT_DATA
ph.C~{CLE-START indic~k~
Ph-STATUS
indicatio~ (s~ams)
UP, DOWN

Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
(PLCP)

Digital Hierarchy Bit Rates
(CCITT G.702)

Japanese
Bit Rates

European (CEPTf)
Bit Rates

64 Kb/~

64 Kb/s

64 Kb/~

1

1.544 M~s

1.544 Mb/s

2.048 Mb/s

2

6.312 Mb/s

6.312 Mb/s

8.448 Mh/s

3

44.736 Mb/s

32.064 Mb/s

3~.368Mb/s

97.728Mb/s

139.264Mb/s

Digital Hie~a-chy North American
Level
Bit Rates
Medium
~ _ _,~es~
~s Co.uol

CenvergenceProcedure
O’t,CP)

4
tF.amw,
an Czafeemce
of Po~a~dT

Admiai~

GeorgeH. Clapp

George!t. C.lapp

North American
Digital Signal (DS)
Transmission Hierarchy

DS1 Transmission
Extended Superframe
ExtendedSuperframe
4632bits, 24 125 ~ fr~-nc~

~

139.264 Mb/s
(2016 channels)
DS4NAt

DS3

" "

w,,..

!~!’~1~!~t’~i~1,~1~1~1’~i,’~I,’~!,

44.736 Mb/s
(672 chatmels)

6.312 Mb/s

193bits, 125ILsecframe

,~,
,~~~~~~~,~~,~,~,,~,~,~,’~,~,~,~,~~~,l~l~l~l
Illillllllllllllllllll
3.152 Mb/s

I~2 bit~

DSIC
F-mine
DSI

_4

$ bits

Bit

1.536 Mbis payload.
1 ._24 1 _48 1_96

DS0

~ GeorgeH.Clapp

F’trst bit of each frame is used for transmission overhead.

GeorgeH. Clapp.

tt~q~:~si~4~
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~

Proposed DS1 Mapping
SMDS

DS3 Transmission
M-Frame(7 subfram~s)
4760 bits. 106.4020029_

i_. 16~I x=16"~i eli 6~I ~1679! m
Fxrg M-Subfmme

George H. Clapp

SONET
SynchronousTranspot~Signal level I
STS-I: basic logical building-block signal
OC-N:Opdcal Carrier level N (NxSTS-I)

..............

...........
¯
l~"

:

-

13-14

Trmxspo~
Overhead

Synduzmom
PayloadEnvelope
(SPE)

rOWS
× 90 bytes × $ / 125 ~scc = 51.$40 Mb/sline signaling ratc+
rows × 87 bytes × 8 / 125 pscc = 50.112 Mb/s SPErate.
rows × $6 bytes × $ / 125p.scc = 49.$36Mb/suscr data rate.
GeorgeH. Clapp
~~
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.,~

SONET
Synchronous Hierarchical Rates

SONET
STS-1 Synchronous Payload Envelope
Spanning STS4 Frame

MultiplexN STS-1signals into an STS-Nsignal.
OCi.~vel
OC-I
OC-3
OC-9
OC-12

LineRate(Mb/s)
51.840
155.520
466.560
622.080

OCLevel LineRate(Mb/s)
OC-18
933.120
1244.160
OC-24
OC-36
1866.240
OC-48
2488.320

__.

Byte Interleaved
Multiplexing

~

,

L-

~

.oo

I ill

270 byms

3 ~

25$ by~

It i I

l I I I II I I
Cta,~o¢og
I I I I It g *

H1 & H2pointers in Line Overhead
used to adjust for
"slips" and"stuffs" across plesioch~nousboundaries.
SPEmaybegin anywherewithin 125 ttsec STS-1 frame.

~d

GeorgeH. Clapp

George

~PE)

H. ~p

CCITT STM-1 Format

Standard CCITT SONETRates
Synchronous Transport Module Levels

26t

Supports"super-rate"services whichrequire multiples of the
STS-1payloadcapacity, e.g., Broadband
ISDNH4
channel.
NSTS-1s are concatenatedinto a single structure and
transported
as a single entity.
Standardizedwithin CCITT
as SynchronousTransport
Modulesl.,cwel N, or STM-N.
North Americanformat referred to as STS-N"Concatenated"
(STS-Nc): STS-3c: STM-1.
STM-1
is the CCITT
basic building block.

C2
CI

STMRate I LineRate(Mb/s)
STM-1
, ,

~ Ge°rge

155.52

STM-8*
tSTM-12

1244.16
1866.24

STM-16*

2488.32

H. C~p
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SONET
Proposed STM-IISTS-3cCell Mapping

SONET
Proposed STM-11STS-3cCeil Mapping

261 t~es-""

[.~--’-9
byses---~
I ~Three mechanisms:
Sm~ of ~ S~

Pointer.
"Muiffmm~
lndk~o~"oc~(H~)of th~ Path Ove:zt~points
beginningof ~hefwzz¢ompk~e
cell followlagthe H4octet.
Cell counting.

Header
Check
Sequence
(HCS)
calculation.
~ ~.oo

c~c_~-~_
to ve:ifycell delineation-

SONET
ATMCeil Delineation
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ADVANCED NETWORK ACTWITIES

AT LOS ALAMOS

Advanced Network Activities

Presented

by John Morrison/LANI,
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at Lo, s Alamos

i

Outline

AdvancedNetworkingActivities
at Los Alamos

¯
¯
¯
¯

John Morrison

HIPPI
CrossbarInterface
Multiple Crossbar NetworkTestbed
CASA

J

HIPPI Features

High Performance
Parallel Interface (HIPPI)
¯
¯
-

- 800 Mb|t/s (100 MByte/$)speedrange
¯ Point-to-point

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯ Simplex(use 21or ~ull-duplex)
¯ Intended for memory-to-memory
transfers
¯ Supportsboth circuit and packet switching
¯ ANSI Standard September1991

100 & 200 Mbyte/s options (800 and 1600 MbiVs)
25 metersusing coppercable
Simplexchannel
Rowcontrol for full speedoperation over long
distances
Byteparity in 32-bit or 64-bit words
Checksumevery 256 words
Very simple signalling sequences
Easily implemented
in off-the-shelf perts
Nobidirectional signal lines
Supportsaddressingfor networking

J

HIPPI StandardsStatus

HIPPI Protocols

Document Revision Status
Encapsulation] Memory
Intat~ace

HIPPI / IPI 3 |
Mapping
to IPI-3

!

HIPPI-PH
HIPPI-FP
HIPPI-LE
HIPPI-MI
HIPPI-SC
HIPPI-IPI-3

HIPPI-FP
FramingProtocol
i i

HIPPt-PH
PhysicalLayer

~

8.2
4.2
3.2
2.2
2.2

ANSiStandardX3.183
Out for X3 Public Review
X3 Public Reviewin Nov91
Under development
Forward
to X3T9in Oct 91
Under development

Documents
available via anonymous
ftp
from nsco.network.com
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CB!Functiions

HIPPI Network

¯ Network Management

HIPPI-LE

HIPPI-MI
HIPPI-SC
’=-""

Configuration managemen~
Performancemeasurement:

I

¯ Protocol Support
Hardwaresupport for TCP/IPchecksum
calculation
TCP/IP Engine

. Buffering
Decoupleshost from network date rates
Provides multiplexed packet stream

¯ SwitchControl/Routing
Bind HIPPI-LEaddressesto HIPPI-SCaddresses
Extendsnetwork to multiple switchestransparently

J

CM-2HIPPI

CrossbarInterface (CBI)

Paralleldata

CMIO Bus

Ethernet

/

Frontend
Computer

I/O control& serial data

Visualization

Multiple CrossbarNetwork
CU-2~

HIPPIDisk Array
File Server

HIPPiFrameBuffers

....
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Ethemet
HIPPI

,,

CASA TESTBEDHARDWARE
R&D UPDATE

CASATESTBEDHARDWARE
R&D UPDATE

HIPPI-SONETFramer

HIPPI-SONET
interlace
BLOCK DIAGRAM

HIPPI-SONET
Interface to the SONET
LTEor
AJDMUX
will consistof eight (8) OC-3tributaries.

I

MCNCBS
or HOST

Mux/Framer

SOURCE

assembles
.....
I PACKETS
~
Into

~

Advantages
to us of using 0C-3as our local Interface:
¯ UseBellcora 0C-3integrated circuits

~SONET
~

FRAMES

" Only moderatespeedelectrical signalling required

CBI
’
i

DI=ST

¯ " Reduced
rate or degraded
servlce possible
IDemux/ Framer1

~ HIPPI

-

Thecarrierinterfaceto the LTEor A/DMUX
will be OC-48.

I SONET
IFRAMES
I into
IHIPPI
PACKETS
I

ChemicalReactionDynamics

Calcrust

. ModelF + H reaction
. Relevantto powerlasers

topological databases
¯ Identi/y fault zones,surfaceerosion&
predict earthquakemagnitude

Cai"
~
:h ~ - Large Matrix Operations
CaI

Los Alamos
¯ CombineLand,sat,
seismic &

SDSC

SDSC

~

GlobalClimateModeling

¯ Couple oceanand atmospheric
models
¯ Usedfor climate studies
¯ Investigate nonlinear speedup

~~
SOSC

~s
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6.8.

ROUTER,

REQ UIREMENTS

Router
Presented

by Philip

Requirements
Almquist

495

Outline

i. Introduction

of This Talk

¯ Introductory material
¯ History
¯ Goals
¯ Overview of the Router Requirements
document
¯ Technical Issues
¯ Issues with "Requirements
for .o."
documents

History

Goals

¯ 8/79:IEN-109 (Howto Build a Gateway)

¯ Create a replacement for RFE~L1009
which
is morecomplete, more precise, and
up-to-date

¯ 5/86:RFC-985(Requirementsfor Internet
Gateways
- draft)

¯ Beconsistent (both in style andcontent)
with the Host RequirementsRFC’s

¯ 6/87:RFC-I009 (Requirements for
Intemet Gateways)

¯ Correct and ctadfy protocol standards

¯ 10/89: RFC’s1122 and 1123
(Requirementsfor Intemet Hosts)

¯ Reconsiderquestionable requirements in
RFC-1009

¯ 2/90: Router RequirementsWGformed

¯ Ensurethat compliantrouters will be
interoperable
¯ Ensurethat compliant touters provide
features neededin an increasingly
complexInternet
¯ Identify, and in somecasesresolve, open
questions
¯ Finist~ up on schedule!
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Requirements
II.

"MUST", "MUSTNOT", "SHOULD-",
"SHOULDNOT", "MAY"

DocumentOverview

"MUST IMPLEMENT","SHOULD
IMPLEMENT"
Complianceshould be objectively
verifiable
Requirementsmust be on routers, not
their users
Routersmaybe configurable to violate
requirements,but must not do so by
default

Contents
¯ Introduction

I!!. TechnicalIssues

¯ IntemetArchitec{ure ..
¯ Unk Layer
o Intemet Layer-- Protocols
¯ Intemet Layer -- Forwarding
¯ Transport Layer
¯ Application Layer- Routing Protocols
¯ Application Layer - Network Management
Protocols
o Application Layer -- Miscellaneous
Protocols
¯ Operations and Maintenance

497

TOS
IP Precedence
¯ Typeof Servicein TheInternet Protocol
Suitedefinesthe details of howthe IP
TOSmechanismworks:
¯ TOSis an integer (not
independently-settable
bits)
¯ Some
valuescurrently havedefined
semantics:
¯ 1000-- minimizedelay
¯ 0100-- maximize
throughput
¯ 0010-- maximize
reliability
¯ 0001-- minimizemonetarycost
¯ 0000-- normalservice
¯ Hostsandrouters don’t care about
semantics
¯ Thedefinition is (mostly)consistentwith
Host Requirements,
OSPF,
and Dual IS-IS

¯ Prescribesthe precedence
value of some
typesof locally-originateddatagrams
¯ DefineshowPrecedence
shouldaffect:
¯ outputqueueing
¯ discardpolicy (congestion)
¯ useof Link Layerprecedence
facilities
¯ Definesan optional precedence
cutoff
mechanism

Forwarding Algorithm

Route Choice and Route Leaking

¯ Describes
in detail the stepsinvolvedin
forwardingpackets
is definedas achievingthe
¯ Conformance
sameresult as the stepsdescribed

¯ Fora routerin multipleroutingdomains,
definesrulesfor:
¯ mutechoice:decidingwhichrouting
domain
to useto reacha particular
destination
¯ muteleaking: passingroutesfromone
routing domain
to the another

498

Network Management

Route Choice and Route Leaking il

¯ RequiresSNMP
(of course)
¯ Out-of-theboxconfig includesread-only
community
"public"
¯ IP Forwarding
TableMI8defines the
ForwardingTable MIB

. Rulesare importantbecause:
¯ networkmanagers
mayneedprecise
controlof thesefunctions
¯ consistency
between
routers is
sometimes
needed
to preventrouting
problems
¯ Rulesaredifficult to establishbecause:
¯ differentroutingprotocolsusedifferent
criteria for pickingthe"best"routeto a
destination
¯ Forthe gorydetails:
¯ Ruminations
on the Next Hop
¯ Ruminationson RouteLeaking
¯ SomeThoughtson Multi-Domain
Routing

Traffic Filtering

Operations and Maintenance

¯ Defines:
¯ Packetfiltering (bysourceo~
destinationaddress
or port)
"MartianFiltering"
"SourceAddressValidation"

¯ A variety of requirements
reflect the view
that:
¯ A router oughtto beableto rebootand
configure
itself evenif everything
else
is hosed
¯ A networkmanager
oughtto be able to
monitorandmanage
a router evenif
everythingelse is hosed
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Routing Protocols

UnnumberedSerial Lines

¯ Noneare required
¯ Implementing
anyrouting protocol =>
MUSTIMPLEMENTOSPF
¯ Implementing
anyrouting protocol =>
MUSTIMPLEMENT
RIP
¯ Implementing EGP=> MUST
IMPLEMENTBGP

¯ Describestwo modelsin current use:
1. "haff-routers"
2. nodeaddresses
("router-id")
¯ Wechosenodeaddresses:
¯ moreflexible approach,
but
¯ less widely implemented
¯ Good
topic for a separateRFC...

For Future Study

For Future StudyII

¯ Variablewidthsubnets
¯ Requiredby RouterRequirements
¯ Problemsof ambiguous
casesare the
subjectof a future draft by RobertEIz
¯ Problems
of administrationignored
¯ Multiple(sub)netssharinga wire
¯ Requirements
level TBD
¯ Thewaysin whichthis breaksthe IP
Architectureare the subjectof a future
draft by LarsPoulson
¯ Congestion
control
¯ SHOULD
NOTsend Source Quench
¯ Studycontinuesin IRTF

¯ Routerengineering
¯ Buffer management
¯ Resource
allocation
¯ Forwarding
table lookup(Patdda,
Cecilia
.... )
¯ SNMP
Security
¯ IP Architecture changesfor IPLPDN
routing

5OO

Other Technical Issues
¯ Security
¯ Destination Unreachable
codes
¯ RouteFiltering
¯TTL
¯ AIi-subnets
broadcast
({ <net>,-1,-1})
¯ Fragmentation
algorithms

IV. RequirementsDocuments

Conformance Issues

Purpose of R. equirements Documents

¯ Is achieving
conformance
too difficult?
¯ Is the currentscheme
("unconditional
conformance’,
"conditional conformance",
or "non-conformance"
adequate?
¯ Is therea needfor or a wayto get
independentassessments
of compliance?
¯ Arechecklistsmoreuseful than theyare
harmful?

¯ Ensureprotocol correctness?
¯ Ensurethe boxhas the features needed
in:
¯ at least a few placesin the Intemet?
¯ mostparts of the In~ernet?
o all imaginable
topologiesand
administrativepolicies?
¯ Provideimplementation
hints?
¯ Inform consumers?
¯ Beuseful in RFP’s?
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Requirements Document Architecture

Requirements Document Architecture

Future(?):

¯ Current:
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FARNET AND THE IETF

FARNET and

Presented

the

by Susan Estrada/CEP~:Fnet

IETF

"FARNET and the IETF"
Federation
Susan Estrada
Vice President,
FARNET
Co-Area Director,
ORAD
Executive Director,
CERFnet
And a Hell of a Good Person

FARNET
of American Research Networks
100 Fifth Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154

1-800-72-FARNET
or ftp nic.cerf.net, cd farnet

Mission end strategy
Whya national association of networks?
FARNET’smission is to advance research
and education through the use of data
networking.

To exchange information and ideas
To advocate for networking at the national
level
To provide a single point of contact for
information about midlevel networks
To support and develop the membersof
FARNET

FARNET
ha~ adopted four primary strategic
focuses:
1
2
3
4

Membershipprofil~
National service providers
Regional (multi-state) networks
Supercomputer center networks
State and provincial networks
University :.campuses 1
Local service providers ¯

Improvement of customer and network
information services for internet users
Advocacy
Programmatic("user group") activities
Negotiation of group discounts for
members

History
3
7
3
15

Foundedin 1986 by leaders of NSFmidlevel
networks

1

Begancollect.ing dues in 1988

Quarterly meetings since 1987

Incorporated as non-profit in 1990

Serving morethan 1,000 organizations, in ever’.
state and several foreign countries

Hired first
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staff member
in 1991

So, what does FARNETdo??
How FARNET works.

FARNETmeeting on K-12 networking
activities (May 1991)

Memberselect Board of Directors
Board sets p.olicy
Executive Director responsible for day-to.
day operations

FARNETworkshop and recommendations tc
NSFon backbone structure post-1992
FARNETmeeting on "hardening the
regionals" (Nov. 1991)
Liaison activities with IETF, SIGUCCS,
CCIRN, IEPG, FNC, NTTF, etc.
FARNETGazette and position

papers

HOW
it works (continued~)
FARNETand the IETF
Seven committees provide guidance,
organize projects:
Technical
Program
User Services
K-12
External Affairs
Memb. & Bylaws
Nominating

Lots of overlap already!

Gene Hastings
Paul Love
Martyne Hailgren
Jim Luckett
Richard Mandelbaum
Jim Williams
Glenn Ricart

~/ Network operators need to work smarter,
not harded
~/ Protocols, standards, tools, and
procedures should help us do this~

YOUcan join a committee
or be on the mailing list.

I

NSFNIET
backbor~~ofl;er 199.~

Andfinally...
~/ Good coordination
IETF is essential!

1. The multi-tier model for providing network
services is valid and should be preserved.

I2. Sl~rong NSFsupport for 1lop-level

between FARNETand
.

I

FARNETnetworks are in production
environment, with real-world economic
and operational constraints

backbone

services must continue.
3. As the agencyresponsible for NREN
facilities
coordination and deployment under the HPCC
plan, NSFmust assume a strong management
role vis avis the NREN.

Plenty of notice is neededfor major
changes, such as OSPFand BGP

I

Newstandards and procedures have to b~
workable and affordable

4. The operation of the backbone network
shoulld be recompetedin the GFY92timeframe
multiple awardees.

L~
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9. NSFshould take a leadership role in
developing mechanismsto permit commercial
traffic on the IINREN.

5. NSFshould ensure that new technology is
deployedin the backbonevery carefully, to
protect the quality of service to the end-user.

10 NSFshould explore the feasibility of
connecting midlevei networks using a FIX
or ClX modelas an alternative to a traditional
backbone.

6. M|dlevel networks should be able to exercise
choice amongvendors of top-level backbone
services.
7. The backbone awardees should not be able
to take advantageof their position to inhibit
competition or to ’competeunfairly.

11. NSFshould support the development of
software tools for end-user applications and
network managementand operations.

8. Provider accountability for performance
should be ensured through the NSFaward
process.

12. NSFshould Issue a newsolicitation
aimed
at midlevel and campusproviders, with award
criteria basedon policy goals such as improving
the ease of use of the network and leveraging
private and non-Federal public funds.

¯
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6.10.

SMDS SHOWCASE AND APPLICABLE

6.10

SMDS Showcase

Presented

by Tate Jennings/Bellcore

507

RFC’S

and Applicable

RFC’s

SMDSis a connectionless, public, packet-switched data service whose operation and features are similar to those found in high-speed data networks. SMDSp:rovides datagram
packet transfer, exhibiting high throughput and low delay, and provides the transparent
transport and delivery of up to 9188 octets of user information in a single transmission.
Both individually and group-addressed (multicast) packets can be transferred. In addition
to these LAN-likefeatures, a set of addressing-related service features (source address vedidation, source and destination address screening) are provided to enable a subscriber or set
of subscribers to create a logical private network, or closed user group, over SMDS.

INTEROP’91 in San Jose was an excellent example of technology teaming. Twenty-seven
companies (including all the I~BOCs) participated in the SMDSShowcase Demonstration.
Twenty nodes in two buildings were connected via eighteen DS1 and two DS3 access links.
Two switches trunked by a DS3 digital microwave radio link were employed. Additionally, an SMDSlink comprised of DS1 access through seven switches also connected the
demonstration with Telecom ’91 in Geneva and delivered 64 octet packets round-trip in 230
milliseconds. The entire network was monitored by a prototype SNMPagent.

The implementation of Draft I~FC 1209, The Transmission of IP Datagrams over the SMDS
Service, formed the basis of the demonstration network. The network was configured as a
single logical IP subnetwork (LIS), supporting both IP transmission and AP~P. The SMDS
group address was used to provide IP multicast capability, and the SNAPencapsulation
method was followed. Six separate vendor implementations of the dr~ft standard interoperated successfully over the three day period.
The SMDSShowcase also demonstrated the SMDSCustomer Network Management service,
showing i~teroperability
between one SNMPagent developed by Bellcore and ATaTand
five Network Management Systems (NMSs). The NMSswere from Cabletron, DEC, HP,
SNMPI~esearch, and Sun. The SNMPagent supported the applicable portions of MIB-II
(1~FC1213), DS1 (1~FC1232), SMDSSubscription MIB(Bellcore.txt at venera.isi.edu),
the SIP MIB(draft-ietf-snmp-smdssipmib-01.txt)-

Interop’91
SMDS
Showcase
Demonstration

SMDS
Interop Announcements
Demonstration/Standards
Network
SMDS CNM
SMDS
CNMDemoat Interop ’91
Conclusion

Tate B. Jennings
Bellcore
tbj@sabre.bellcore.com

SMDS
¯
¯
¯
¯

Interop Announcements

Public switchedpacketservice
High speed,low latency
LAN-likefeatures
Metropolitanareas

¯ Breadthof support
¯ Servicesupport(30 cities)
¯ Tariffs - (pre-service= $500/mo.)

Network

Demonstration/Standards

~] microwave

¯ SMDS
access(IEEE802.6)
° IP over SMDS
(RFC1209)
° SNMP/SMDS.(RFC
1213, 1232,
Bellcore.txt and snmpsmdsip-0.1.txt)

[~ switch
I’-] router
"-~N/wk
station
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l

SMDSCNMDEMOAT INTEROP’91

SMDS CNM .

_

Supporting

~

SMDS CNMIn the BCC Network

NMS

Customer
Location

Conclusion
¯ Timely
¯ Real standards
¯ Real products
° Realservice
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NSFNET UPDATE

6.11
Presented

NSFnet

Update

by Mark Knopper/Merit

and Jordan

Becker/ANS

NSFNET
PacketTraffic History
""-

~

October1991

,
PacKets
in
Millions

billion*
"" ~ "~~ ~ I")~ ~""’

*Total packets "" --4.-_1
TlandT3
-...
~ _1~
networks
~
~"
~i

ANSNET/NSFNETBackbone:
Activities and Status

~"~-~L
I~ "" ~
~ ;~.
_ I -]
~2,ooo
I1
~
,o.ooo

~,

¯

~,~

November
18-21. 1991
¯

Traffic statistics
AchievingStability:

July 1988, NSFNET
Ioegins "~’

Nov --

1988

Merit

¯ operal~onunderMerits management

¯
-

T3 backboneimprovements
T3 backboneremaining problems
T1 backbonecongestion
"Stability pedod"andCutover

Merit/ANS NOC/IErestructuring
¯

Policy routing database development

.

Phase!11 network planning

NationalT3NetworkMonthlyPacketTraffic
2.5billion-r

October 1991
1.48 billion

2billion
1.5I~llion+
1billion~1500Million

Merit

Major NSFNETApplications
By Packets

NSFNETNetworks
Number
of foreign,regional,
state,andlocal networks
October
1991
40001
35OO
:
~
3000

Total

Networks

Networked
mail
applications

3556

File
exchange

2500
2000’
1500

Foreign Networks

1214_..~’

Other
services

1000
5OO

oc~e~

.........

~9o

~ applications

Name
Stati~cs fromOctober
1991 lookup

o¢t91
Merit
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Merit

NSFNET
ApplicationsHistory By Percentage

T3 NetworkInfrastructure - 10/91
~/: .

~. ......... [ .... ...-......:;,.
,.
~..../..:
~
~.,-’"..’::’..
" : I\"
i
.....
,",,,~
-- i
,~.... ’-."-’
~ ",J-:~
.......l
~’-~{-,.~,’’~"~-~
x.~
........ ~ ". :’,.""~
~ -.e...~>,.,.,.,.,.~
~_..~,E---<~

.’...IIc
.....

-.~÷
........
/~~-r;-i
" ’,~7:,:.:...-.~
~
""......,/...~ ~ ","= r

c~"~-~.
~ ....,
8~

~9

90

90

90

90

91

~ ......
"~

91 91

/,/~...’,,¢4~:.-,~...
. ,.:
, ..":;-

Merit
¯

T3 Problem Chronology
ANSNETA~ISFNET
T3Tot;x~y~ of I I/I~/91

LTE

Data~
G~ey Unk Pocket Loss

: Routing SW

11/90

. SafetyNetTopology_.

4/91

6/91

8/91

10/91

# o~TTs
?0

,o................
,41

,oi.~ .........

~0 ..................

I~

................

Time
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~ ......

T3 Network ProblemStatues

T1 Netwod( Problem Status

T3 Problems Addressed
GreyLink Problem,Packe~Loss ProblemsF=xed
Congestion Related Packet Loss

Black Link ProblemWod~AroundApplied
Multiple T1/T3Inte~cormectGateways
Enabled

Dual E-PSPCoflt’Kjuration Deployed

CoreNetwork"Safety Net" Installation in Progress
Eliminated NetworkUnreachable
Messages
Internal to T3 Net.
EGPLoss Dueto 5 Fragment MessageEthemet Truncation
- Fixed in Build 270
Internal BGPMessageCorruption Problem Unresolved
Intermittent Kernel Crashes
T960T1/EthemetInterface ProblemsFixed

-

Fixed in Build 270

Route Catbird. E~emetFreeze. Sticky Ethemet
Route DownloadHang

Large IS-IS Me~sagesDroppedDueto Token Ring Buffer Size
Fixedin Build 277

Co~figuration Control and Administration
- ImprovedControl fo¢ SystemSoftw~’e. Ddvers. Mic~ocode
- Increase ANS& IBM Staffing at in AnnAdoor Suppottiflg Me~t

Merit/ANS NOC/IE restructuring
o

Goal:solve inefficient problem
resolution
dueto NOCstaffing issuesandIE on-call
"burnout".

¯

Newstructure

NOC:

1. First level technicalsupport
2. Shift management
NOCfunction to becomemore
formalized, Emphasison reporting,
escalation, tracking, and procedure
execution.

Newgroup: National NetworkAttack Force
¯
o
¯

IE: ¯

Managed
by IE manager,but group
works mainly in NOC.
6 people, 7/24 coverage
Groupto work on problem resolution
process,tools, training, testing.
Timefreed for true Engineering
activities.
Third level escalation.
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NIC SERVICES

6.12
Presented

1NIC Services
by Scott

Williamson/Network

Solutions

iii

INTRODUCTION TO THE "NEW"

Government
Systems, Inc.
and
NetworkSolutions, Inc.

meat Systems,~-’~

~ Network Solutions,

Present
The DDNNetwork
InformationCenter

NICSERVICES

REGISTRATION

SERVICES

TA~-TA~

~a~~8~f~

THECONGESTION
SOLUTION

The CongestionProblem

":~’~;
....
V

The Cong~tionSolution
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~,~,,, ~
,.....~
~’~

The WHOISSolution

.

~~~

~y~t~~No~

* Developed
¯ UNiX-based
Command
Interpreterthat
emulates
the TOPS-20
Interpreter
_
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